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Noises " off " are kept off and man-made
static is silenced by B. I. Callender's Anti- Interference Aerial when
properly installed.

Sizzling, crackling background noises caused

by electric vehicles, motor car ignition systems and industrial or
medical high frequency equipment—all these are suppressed and a
quiet background established for radio programmes.

Reception is

improved, for amaximum number of programmes can be enjoyed
on all wavelengths.
The aerial is a 6o ft. polyethylene insulated dipole type, with
suspension insulators and matching transformer.

The 8o ft. down

lead is afully screened coaxial cable with polyethylene plugs moulded
to each end and is matched to the receiver by a transformer with
easily fixed suction mounting.
1101W

B. I. Callender's All- Wave Anti- Interference
Aerial will give you better listening and

O
ri 0

reveal many stations you never heard before.
Write to- day for the descriptive folder No.

0 °
°

221S

on the Anti- Interference Aerial.

Licensed under Amy Aceves & King, Inc. Patents
Nos. 413917, 424239 and 491220.
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BRITISH

NORFOLK

ANTI -INTERMRENC
CALLENDER'S
CABLES
LIMITED
NORFOLK STREET, LOND-49-14F--W.C.2

INSULATED

HOUSE,
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A comprehensive instrument built into one compact and convenient ease, which
will test any standard receiving or small power transmitting valve on any of its
normal characteristics under conditions corresponding to any desired set of D.C.
electrode voltages. A patented method enables A.C. voltages of suitable magnitude to be used throughout the Tester, thus eliminating the costly regulation
problems associated with D.C. testing methods.
A specially developed polarised relay protects the instrument against misuse or
incorrect adjustment. This relay also affords a high measure of protection to
the valve under test. Successive settings of the Main Selector Switch enable
the following to be determined
Complete

Valve Characteristics including
Ia/Vg, Ia/Va, Is/Vg, Is/Va, Amplification
Factor, Anode A.C. Resistance, 4 ranges of
Mutual Conductance covering mA/V figures
up to 25 mA/V at bias values up to —50V.,
together with " Good/Bad " comparison test
on coloured scale against rated figures.

The

AUTOMATIC

COIL

WINDER &

"Gas" test for indicating presence and
magnitude of grid current, inter-electrode
insulation hot and cold directly indicated in
megohms, separate cathode-to-heater insulation with valve hot. Tests Rectifying and
Signal Diode Valves under reservoir load
conditions, and covers all the heater voltages
up to 126 volts.

ELECTRICAL

WINDER HOUSE, DOUGLAS STREET, LONDON, SAVA.

eco

EQUIPMENT

CO.,

LTD.

'Phone: VICtoria 3404-9
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Ten transformers
standing in a line,
One had faulty ' innards' then there were nine.

POWER SUPPLY
UNITS

TYPES

rHESE

in

the

1930 &

INSTRUMENTS

electronics

circuit

1931

are invaluable

laboratory.

Nine transformers but one was heavy weight,
No-one could lift it so there were eight.

The

Eight transformers
looking fit for heaven,
One could not stand the cold so there were seven.

availability of these types of supply unit can
often save days of preliminary work by avoiding
the wasteful necessity of an engineer to produce
special power packs.
The Type 1931 delivers

280

to

Seven transformers one full of clever tricks,
No-one could understand it so there were six.

420 volts,

250mA and a series of negative supply voltages,
whilst the Type

1930 provides

260-340 volts,

100mA and a stabilised negative output of 150
volts but has additional L.T. heater supplies.
Both models are provided with facilities for

Six transformers one was alive,
Until the ' gaffer touched it then there were five.

measuring current and voltage on the principal
outputs.

Only high grade components are used
Five transformers Ille shaken to the core,
Jim One shook down to odds and
‘tiNgleitip
ends - so there were four.

and there are no electrolytic condensers.

114

AVAILABLE
FOR IMMEDIATE

Four transformers tuned to
One struck a false note then there were three.

DELIVERY

Three transformers
with big jobs to do,
One wasn't up to it so there were two.

• For further particulars

please write for our new brochure of Electronic
Instruments.

LABORATORIES

LTD f' .*;

Two transformers all the rest had gone,
One worked but a little while leaving only one.

One PARMEKO withstood
every test;
so remember
when there's work to do —

PARMEKO of LEICESTER
BOREHAM

WOOD

TELEPHONE

-

•
-

HERTFORDSHIRE
ELSTREE

1137
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The aw. l Miniatures

TYPE

Z77

HIGH- GAIN

MOUNTED

ON

B7G

PENTODE

GLASS

BASE

THE Z77 is the first of a new range of OSRAM miniatures.
It
and

is

a high- gain
is

radio,

pentode,

suitable

for

amplifier

and

mounted

use

in

electrenic

INTERESTING

on

the

television,

B7G

base

wide- band

instrument

circuits.

FEATURES

Small size and rugged construction make it an eminently
suitable valve for use in mobile and portable equipment.
Suitable for

operation

up to

IN

megacycles

per

second.

Owing to smallness of size and low thermal capacity the valve
rapidly reaches a stable operating condition.
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SAT•NOV 6"

List Price 17/6. Purchase Tax 3/10 extra.

sr
PHOTO CELLS

THE

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

CATHODE RAY TUBES

CO,.

LTD.,

MAGNET

HOUSE,

VALVES
KINGSVVAY,

W.G.Z.

•
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made

de more outstanding Me results
MADE

IN

THREE

PRINCIPAL

MATERIALS.

FREQUELEX. An insulating material of low Dielectric
Loss, for Cod Formers, Aerial Insulators,Valve Holders, etc.
PERMALE X. A High Permittivity Material. For the
construction of Condensers of the smallest possible
dimensions.
TEMPLEX. A Condenser material of medium permittivity. For the construction of Condensers having a
constant capacity at all temperatures.

Bullers
BULLERS

LOW LOSS

BULLERS LTD., 6, Laurence Pountney Hill, London, E.C.4.

CERAMICS

Phone : Mansion House 9971 ( 3lines)

Telegrams :" Bullera, Cannon, London."
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•SLUM.' MODEL
P.M. Unit: 9" diameter.
Capacity: 7watts.
Magnet flux density: 12,000 gauss,
total flux 47,000 lines.
Magnet in Alcomax, one of the
most efficient permanent magnet
alloys yet produced.
Volume controls: constantimpedance type.
Basins: die-cast in non-ferrous alloy.
Cabinet in polished walnut veneer,
size 141' x 12&" x 7".
TRANSFORMERS (when
required): Universal ratio type
transformers, tapped to match high
and low impedances or connection
direct to speech coil.
Price . 15. 6.
(without transformer), £ 5. 2. 6.

'JUNIOR

MODEL

Cabinet size: 13r X
11r X6.
P.M. Unit: r diameter.
Capacity: 6watts.
Magnet flux density: 10,000 gauss,
total flux, 39,500 lines.
Price £5 . 0.0
(without transformer) £ 4.10.6
WHITELEY

tIDLI

MoDa

1" x10I". sr
P.M. Unit: 7" diameter.
•
Cabinet
Magnet
size:
flux12density: 8.000
Capacity: 31 watts. egimSb...imefirbethZe#
gauss, total flux 31,600 lines.
Price £4.10.0
(without transformer) £4.0.0

ELECTRICAL

RADIO

The finest EXTRA Speaker for any set
CO

LTD •

MANSFIELD

•

NOTTS

November, 1948
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"NILO K"

the alloy for
sealing glass to metal
Nilo K, the alloy designed for sealing to medium
hard borosilicate glasses, is used most
successfully by Associated Electronic Engineers
Ltd., in their hermetically-sealed equipment.
This .alloy makes possible the easy manu-

The therrnal coefficient of
expansion of Nile IC is teen
watt that ofg elective hard,
20°
5odlasses
C.
over the
bol o-silicate
range

facture of vacuum-tight glass-to-metal seals.
Write to us for further information about this
interesting sealing alloy and for a copy of our
publication giving the expansion properties.

Three-stage magnetic amplifier. elsenciated Electronic Engineers Ltd., Slanmere. Micusiemx.

HENRY WIGGIN & COMPANY LTD
WIGGIN STREET • BIRMINGHAM 16
Nilo is a regisiered ¡lade mark
1-1W2
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FOR THE
RADIO SERVICEMAN
DEALER AND OWNER

POWER

The man who enrols for an I.C.S.
Radio Course learns radio thoroughly,
completely, practically.
When he
earns his Diploma, he will KNOW
radio. We are not content merely to
teach the principles of radio, we want
to show our students how to apply
that training in practical, every- day
radio service work. We train them
to be successful.
Write to the I.C.S. Advisory Dept. stating your
requirements.

/

/

Our advice is tree.

You may use this coupon

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL Ltd.
•.:".•v,,,:
.
\.
•

\

DEPT. 38, INTERNATIONAL BUILDINGS, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2
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Please explain fully about your instruction in the subject marked X.
Complete Radio Engineering
Radio Service Engineers
Radio Service and Sales
Advanced Short-Wave Radio
Elementary Electronics, Radar, and Radio
And :he following Radio Examinations:—
British Institution of Radio Engineers
P.M.G. Certificates for Wireless Operators
City and Guilds Telecommunications
Wireless Operators and Wireless Mechanics, R.A.F.
I.C.S.
students
for
Examinations
are
coached
till
successful.
Name
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Age.

AN

OUTSTANDING
ACHIEVEMENT

,
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Address.
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SHEFI
MOVING- COIL

PICK-UP
Licen›eil under \ oigt's

Patent No. 538058.

It uses miniature needles suitable for modern full
range recordings. A ferrous coil former concentrates
the flux on the coil and also adds armature effect,
thus increasing output voltage sufficiently to operate
direct into a normal radio set.
Free needle movement and low downward pressure ensure long record
life. The fundamental simplicity of this robust design keeps down manufacturing costs.
Po

For clean, crisp
reception a silent source of power is essential.
Pertrix Radio Batteries give silent power.
HOLSUN

BATTERIES

137

Street •

Victoria

LIMITED

London •

S.W.I

PRICES Model " R " £2 0 0 Output . 4 volts.
"R " de luxe £2 11 0 with spring counter
balance.
Model " S " £2 6 0 Output 1.5 volts.
Plus Purchase Tax, including transformer.
EXPORT ENQUIRIES INVITED

BROOKS
90.

N tetona

8c

BOHM

LTD

Street, London, S.W.1.

Phone: VICtoria 9550 1441
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gnoring the fact that in these days you may well
I
have no shirt to put on my little horses, Iyet make
the suggestion. You may think we only supply
drills, screwdrivers and nutrunners. Then you have
another think coming.
If your production involves any operation that must
be done by hand or with ahandtool, it is likely
that my little horses will enable you to produce more
goods in less time. We make tools to unscrew the
moulds in plastic products; to cut sheet metal, to
drive woodscrews. In fact whatever your enterprise
. . . ( No! Ishouldn't have said that) . . . whatever
your problem (we do still have problems, don't we ?)
my little horses will come galloping to your aid.

DESOUTTER BROS. LTD., THE HYDE, HENDON, LONDON, N.W.9.

Specialists in Lightweight Pneumatic
and Electric Portable Tools

DESO

TELEPHONE : COLINDALE 6346-7-8-9,

TELEGRAMS

TTER
DESPNUCO, HYDE, LONDON.

November, 1948
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Sets a
New High
Standard

\coeutl\cNi
edifier,

R.50
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER
This higlograde communications receiver incorporates the most highly
developed techniques. in, modern receiver design. Five degrees of
selectivity, including a crystal gate and crystal filter are provided, and
the sensitivity is such that an input of between 1-5 microvolts gives a
signal/noise ratio of at least 10 dB over the entire frequency range of
and 95 kc/s to 32 Me's. Separate power units for A.C.
13.5 to 26 kv
or D.C. opYrations are availably.

Radio

REDIFFUSION LIMITED, BROOMHILL ROAD, WANDSWORTH, S.W.I8
DESIGNERS &

MANUFACTURERS

OF

RADIO

COMMUNICATION

&

INDUSTRIAL

ELECTRONIC

EQUIPMENT

Phone

PUTney

RC

-- M.

5691
201

R. SUPPLIES Ltd. -

draw the special attention of buyers for LABORATORIES. TECHNICAL COLLEGES
.1nd UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENTS to the following tirst-cl.,r,.1 brand new material.
Immediate delivery from stock held here. All price°
THERMOSTATIC SWITCHES (
new es-A.M.). Capacity 1 '.. o. On at 32 deg. F.,
off at 49 deg. F. ( therefore right for frost protection in I ., , arages, greenhouses,
households, etc.). Operating temperature can be adjusted
4 6 each, 45 - dozen.
BATTERY CHARGERS (
new—ex-A.)f.). For use on 200/220 v. A.C. mains. charging
any battery 2 to 12 volte at full 5amps. Metal rectified, fitted sliding resistance and
ammeter, with fuses, leads, etc., in steel housing 15 x 13 x 71m, with wall- mount
Ingo. £8/1818 Wes. :tin).
S.T.C. METAL ( Selenium) RECTIFIERS, high-duty and suitable for many of the
24 a . D.C. Govt. mot ors on the market. D.C. delivery 30 volts 28 amps. for inductive
load or 22 amps, for battery charging. Half-wave. 25/. each ( or four, for bridge
onnection giving 36 amps, f.w., for 64).
STEP-DOWN MAINS TRANSFORMERS (
high duty). Prim. ,—.2101230 v. Secs.:23 V. 15 amp., 60 v. 1amp., 30 V. 1amp., 6 v. 3amps.
These suit above rectifiers.
43wing to weight ( about 32 lbs.) and difficulty of packing we cannot dmpatch these.
Price 428 w, this address.
CLOSE-RANGE AUTO TRANSFORMERS. Loading 500 va. Give choice of any volt.
.ge between 200 and 2343 v. in 10 v. tape.. 26118 Olea 2/6).
AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATORS.
Employing carbompile unit and controlling any voltage between 180 and 250 voile A.C. or D.C., thus automatically over.oming mains volt-drop. Essential to proceseing depts., and for televieion. Instruc•
Goa diagram sent with each. Loading up to 1 kva. In ventilated housing bun.
high by Olin. square. 8315'. (
des. 3/6). Only a few.
VARIAC TRANSFORMERS for manual adjuatment of maine voltages between 200
and 250 v. A.C. Lodaing 1.01 bra., oil- filled, 83,-(
des. 3/6).
MOBILE POWER PACKS (
for No. 19 Trans/Receiver). Operating from 12 V. D.C.
Incorporating two Anode Converters, one delivering 250 v. 125 ma. and the other
490 v. 65 ma., smoothed, with relay, pilot fight, etc., in portable caee 101 by 8 by
.
on . These are new, coiled, perfect.
328 (
des. 2,6).
SIGNAL GENERATORS. Very epecial offer of R.C.A. Type 710A for UHF. Range
,70,560 melt, ( continuous). 400 c. internal mod. Output voltage 1 micro- volt to
.09 volte. Direct calibration on dial. Accuracy lof 1 per cent. Operation 100/125
volte A.C. With all leade, etc., and Calibration Charte and Handbook. In original
carton», 217/10i- (
des. 3/6). Also a few Marconi .T1044, at £75 ( ex here). And
<dhers, for callers.
SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK MOVEMENTS. 200/250 v. 50 c. Spindles for
houre, minutes, seconds hands. Centre- bush mount. Silent and reliable.
Very
popular offer for domestic or lab. clocks, 376 with dust- cover and flex.
Set of
three hands, in good style, for 15/6in. dial, 2/-.
COILS for the BE Mk. III TRANSMITTER, the set of four coils, 8 8.
STIRRER /
mom. 6/12 v. A.C.'D.C. The best of the small motom on the market.
Mowing 4x3in., spindle Mrs, long, with concentric mounting brackets.
Speed
Ipprox. 3,000 r.p.m., considerable torque, 124. These are also suitable for cine.
sewing machine, models, etc.
dlOad!mm.
STAGE DIMMERS, fitted screw motion and handwhee1 3l
,cosntio. llion
ingsota.e,tt
£726
full-bright to blackout
1,500.watt
2,500at watt
220;240
69 .15/.
v.
600.watt,
(
des, any one
£ 4 6).

£
8/1216.

M. R. SUPPLIES Ltd., 68, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.l

MODEL WX

AUTOMATIC COIL
WINDING
MACHINES
AND

HAND

WINDING

Machines
supplied
complete
with
stand
motor
and
Two- Speed
Friction
Clutch
AGENTS
J. I'. Fielding Co.

Canada.

131 Ontario Street.

ABROAD

Etablts Octave Houart,

MUSeum 2938

IHeys

14 Quai de L'industrie.

St. Catharines. Ontario

Sclessio-ler-Liege

ETA
METCALF

&

FrORR.

CO

LTD.

STREET,

01110.

Nor..Y. storgat., 15.
G. Khosla at Co.
22,
School Lane, New Delhi, 'India.
K.

I

TOOL
(LEICESTER)

'Phone- 5386
Telephone:

MACHINES

LEICESTER

November, 1948
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FOR TRIMMER CONDENSERS
and all radio components
FREQUENTITE-FARADEX-TEMPRADEX

STEATITE & PORCELAIN
Stourport on Severn, Worcester.

Telephone:

Stourport

PRODUCTS LTD.
III.

Telegrams:

Steatain,

Stourport

9

io
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Type No. 14

Type No. I6G

Plans for a

MONEY S. BIRD é,iiami.J.Í/

neighbourly world

CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL ROAD, ENFIELD. MIDDX.
'Phone &Wield 2071-2 ' Grams Capocdy, fn field.

Marconi's first wireless messages did more than
enable nation to speak to nation.

They drew

closer the world's boundaries, quickened the tempo
of existence and turned distant acquaintances into
next-door neighbours.

neighbours ; wireless navigational aids and radar
brought

between

greater

Continents.

continue to pioneer.

QUESTIONS"

for the backroom boys ...

Broadcasting has helped

still further to increase our knowledge of our

have

_
"20

safety
And

and
so

faster travel

Marconi's

will

Their engineers are busy

today on developments which will make the world
a closer community tomórrow.

Marconi
the greatest name in wireless
MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY LTD.,
MARCONI HOUSE, CHELMSFORD, ESSEX.

IS IT: Automatic coolant regulation?
Movement for pressure change?
Packless gland to seal spindle in high vacua?
Reservoir to accept liquid expansion ? Dashpot or delay device? Barometric measurement
or control?
Pressurised coupling where
vibration or movement is present ? Dust seal
to prevent ingress of dirt ? Pressure reducing
valves ? Hydraulic transmission ? Distance
thermostatic control? Low torque flexible
coupling? Pressure sealed rocking movement?
Pressurised rotating shaft seals?
Aircraft pressurised cabin control ? Refrigeration expansion valves ? Thermostatic Steam
Traps? Pressure amplifiers? Differential
pressure measurement ? Thermostatic operation of louvre or damper ?

SHAFT
COUPLING

MOVEMENT FOR
PRESSURE CHANGE

8.5
THE ANSWER IS... Seamless, one-piece, metal bellows
combining the properties of acompression spring able to withstand
repeated flexing, a packless gland and a container which can be
hermetically sealed. Made by aprocess unique in this country; no
thicker than paper (the walls range from 4 moo' to 7 moo') they
are tough, resilient, with a uniformity of life, performance and
reliability in operation unobtainable by any other method.

Write for List No. N 800—I

Drayton Hydroflex METAL BELLOWS
Drayton Regulator & Instrument

Co, Ltd„

West

Drayton. Middx.

November, 1948
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WEBB
NEW 1948

ii

EDITIONS

Webb's Radio Globe of the World
Whether you are aShort-Wave Listener, or an active transmitter, this globe will give added interest to your hobby,
lending a touch of romance as you locate on the globe
remote calls such as ZD9—Tristan da Cunha, VP8—Falkland Islands, VR6—Pitcairn. This is anew and improved
edition of our famous pre-war globe.
The larger diameter
of 134" gives considerably greater area and the compass
fitted in the base allows correct orientation. New Continental boundaries and 1948 Amateur Radio prefixes are
embodied.

The design and finish is outstanding and the
lady of the house ( recognised arbiter of money
matters) compliments us on goed value for a
globe that will take its place in the best appointed
living room.

A REALLY HANDSOME AND USEFUL ADDITION
TO ANY OPERATING SHACK

PRICE 4716 TO CALLERS.

Webb's
A

new printing

Radio

101- BY RAIL

Map

with revised amateur call signs, prefixes, coded to

country and time-zone. The azimuthal projection is based on the
Great Circle or shortest distance projection centred on London, and
distances can be approximated in all directions by radial lines from
that point to the circumference.
The alphabetical list of prefixes is
useful to listener and transmitter alike and the time-zone instructions
are clearly indicated also on the margin. Printed in full colours on
heavy white paper, size 40" x 30".
416 PLUS 6d. POSTAGE (Also available on linen with rollers 11/6 plus 9d.postage)

TRANSMITTING AND EXPERIMENTAL U.H.F. VALVES - SPECIAL OFFER
We offer well-known transmitting and experimental
types at rock-bottom prices.—
YOU WILL

NEVER

BUY THEM

955 ( PRICE 4

808 (,pRicL

- )

ACORN TRIODE: 6.3v-o.15A.
180v-8 m'A. 250 Mc,'s.

15 )

TRIODE. 7.5v-4.0A.
1500v150 m A. 30 Mc s. Dissipation
50 W.IttS.

832A ( PRICE 25, - )
DOUBLE PENTODE. 6.3v1.6A. 12.6v-0.8A. 75ov-48
200 Mc/s.
Dissipation i5 watts.

CHEAPER.

Webb's are not " surplus
dealers," but this offer is too
good to miss.
All the valves
are in makers' boxes, tested
and brand new.
They are
not unboxed valves

culled

from broken - down equipment. (Please add t/- for all
post orders).

8012

PRICE

18, 6 )

TRIODE. 6.3v-2A. t000v 80 m/A. soo
Mc s. Dissipation 4c> watts. A most useful
valve for U.H.F. work: note full rating
covers 144 and 460 Mc S.

100TH ( PRICE 35

-)

TRIODE. 5v- 7.5A. 300ov-225
m/A. 40 M CS.

WEBS'S RADIO, 14, SONO ST., OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.1.

807

250TH (PRICE

45 -)

TRIODE. 5v-to.5A. 4onov-350
m/A- 40 Mcis.
Telephone. Gerrard 2089.

( PRICE

7, 3 )

TETRODE. 6.3v-o.9
Well-known general purpose R.F. and audio
"bottle."

832 ( PRICE

25 - )

DOUBLE PENTODE. 6.3v1.6A. 12.6v-o.8A. 5oov-72 m A.
200 Mcls. Dissipation 15 watts.

Shop hours. 9a.m.-5.30 p.m.

Sots. 9am.— Ip.m.

12
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Measuring Inductance of choke
and transformer nindings
under working' condition*.
Windings having inductances between 100 m/Hys.
and 5,000 Hys. can be measured when carrying D.C.
up to 100 milliamps by using an external source and
connecting as shown.

The use of a high impedance

choke in series with the source is necessary to avoid short circuiting
the detector input.

COMPONENT

BRIDGE

B loi

Capacity: 5 pfd. to SOO mfd, in eight ranges
Resistance: 5 ohms to 500 MD in eight ranges
Inductance: 0' l Hy. to 5000 Hys. in four ranges
Leakage 0 to
m 'a
Precision Comparator

Q: 0 to 30
Price 26 Guineas

WayneA
,f Kerr
THE

VVAYNE

KERR

LABORATORIES

on,

LIMITED,

NEW

SURREY

MALDEN

PHONE

MALDEN

2202
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KI

AMPLIFIER

N.

KIT

The KI Kit is undoubtedly the best high fidelity amplifier kit
available at the price. Absolutely complete, very simple to
construct, the performance matches up to the high standard
reached by moving coil pickups. We recommend either moving
coil pickups or miniature moving iron types, such as the Connoisseur, which may be used without the transformer. 7valves are
used to ensure a very low distortion level, the output stage
being tetrodes with negative feedback.
Price 13 ens.
Blueprint separately 2 6d.

SlItOZINte CAMS
Utlet
SWIlt\kES
‘ItkESe
eN1

Our new 16 Page catalogue " Living Music"—fully illustrated and
showing our complete range of amplifiers and tuning units, and the
new Corner Cabinet (which is available without the loudspeaker) is
now ready. Write today ( enclosing 5d. in stamps,—a copy should
be in the hands of every music lover.
DEFERRED TERMS
are now available

1
(1,7()

AMPLIFIERS

le,

PALACE

iiees0vesks

POW_ti‘ RES1SINg,ES

GATE

offa4

KENSINGTON
LONDON
Telephone

.

W.8

WEStern 3350

%lephone - WOOLWICH

1422

CAMBRIDGE ROW • WOOLWICH SI. 18
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Dubilier
IIIGH STABILITY
Resistors "AT" Walt

RESISTANCE
I
Of?

to

50Q
10052

•

Absolutely stable in operation.

•

Lowest noise level.

•

Maximum

RANGE

0.75 MQ

+

5%

to

0.5MQ +

2%

to

0.5MQ +

I%

resistance

to

moisture

in

all

operating conditions.
•

Eminently suitable for use in all circuits
where

high

stability

characteristics

are

essential.

DUBI LI ER
CONDENSER CO

DUBILIER

CONDENSER

Telephone: Acorn 2241 ( 5lines)

CO. ( 1925)

LTD.,

DUCON

1925] LTD.

WORKS,

Telegrams: Hilvoltcon, Phone London

VICTORIA

ROAD,

NORTH

Cables: Hilvoltcon, London.

ACTON,

W.3

Marconi International Code
D.1713

14

WireIrio. World
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.
YI)C.C//71)Cr,

/op's

lot.
310
Light Weight
36 lbs.
Negligible
Stray Field.
Frequency
Calibration 1%
Modulation
30. ° sine wave
1,000 -- and
pulsed
SO 50
square viave
at 1,000 -.

3

This

Attenuation
Max. error at
300 mcs.± 2dB
Precision
Slow- Motion
Dial.

by

SMALLER
than
a H.T
Battery.
Size : 7 x.

to

operate

from

accumulator,

thus

pensive

H.T.

battery

Careful

design

has

a 6- volt

eliminating

car
ex-

replacements.
eliminated

Consumption

is

all
less

than :? amp.

Alas/prat/10

Compact
121ip. x I31in.
x7I in.

"Advance"
Signal Generator
type Dl.

nis" ADVANCE " Signal Generator is of entirely new design
and embodies many novel constructional features. It is compact
in size, light in weight, and can be operated either from A.C. Power
Supply or low-voltage high-frequency supplies.
An RL18 valve is employed as a colpitts oscillator, which may
be Plate modulated by a 1,000-cycle sine wave oscillator, or grid
modulated by a 50,50 square wave. Both types of modulation are
internal, and selected by a switch. The oscillator section is triple
shielded and external stray magnetic and electrostatic fields are
negligible. Six coils are used to cover the range, and they are
mounted in acoil turret of special design. The output from the R.F.
oscillator is fed to an inductive slide wire, where it is monitored by
an EA50 diode.
The slide wire feeds a 75-ohm 5-step decade
attenuator of new design. The output voltage is taken from the
end of a 75-ohm matched transmission line.
The instrument is totally enclosed in agrey enamelled steel case
with a detachable hinged lid for use during transport.

Price £80
Delivery ex Stock.

Write for descriptive Leaflet.
ADVANCE
BACK

developed

sets

interference.

Wide Range,
10-310 mcs.

Dual- Power
supply
200-250v-40-100,
80-v., 40-2000--

Vibratorpack

Specialists will enable users of battery

VI

Put a " Q- MAX" V.H.F. CONVERTOR
in front of your Receiver for
2, 5, 6 and 10 metres.

17
GNS.

COMPLETE WITH MAINS PACK AND s COIL UNIT.
Extra Coil Units 30 -,
• All components in stock for Williamsons Amplifier, Electronic
Televisor, etc.
• Full range of Wodcn, R.T.S. Transformers, Denco Coils,
Mikes and Stands.
• Gramophone Motors, A.C. and A.C. D.C.
• 31" and 63 - Racks complete.
• G.F.C.Home Broads.ister 42 -

BERRY

COMPONENTS , LTD .

ROAD,

SHERNHALL

WALTHAMSTOW,
Telephone

LONDON,

Larkswood 4366-7,

STREET,
E.I7.

BRATORPACK

MASTERADIO LTD.. Sales Dept., 319 321, Euston Road, London, NW.)

25,

HIGH

HOLBORN , LONDON , W .
G.1.

(Opposite CHANCERY
Tel.. HOL 6231

LANE.)

November, r948
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77eee-zee,' /771e)-7 ,77,,77,"

ciloy tamophone

Made/ /046q

A 10- valve, all- wave auto- radio-gramophone with 12 inch duplex cone
moving coil loudspeaker having substantial level response from 40-10,000
cycles is an outstanding feature of this superheterodyne model.
bands individually illuminated on the 10 inch vertical dial.

Five wave

Cathode ray tuning

indicator and variable selectivity control, lightweight high fidelity pick-up.
The automatic record changer plays eight 10 or 12 inch records mixed in any
order.

Cabinet of figured walnut with cross banding and ebonised sound

louvres and base.

77,,, At/41..10i îtdic
SALES &

SERVICE DEPOTS:
BIRMINGHAM

MANCHESTER

3-4, Hampton Court Parade,

187, Corporation Street, 4.

12, Cateaton Street, 3,

East Molesey, Surrey.
Tel.: Molesey 4357-8.

Tel.:

Tel.:
BLAckfriars 1951.

LONDON

RADIO

CENtral 2403.

GRAMOPHONE

DEVELOPMENT

BRIDGNORTH

SHROPSHIRE

CO.

LTD.

1
th'i'; fisciiteid;

W

relics% World

,

Today's outstanding development •
record player with Inbuilt 3watt empliner, apealcer
and new foot-prisof auto-stop motor.
,

The • Recordmaster
sells on first sight of its
attractively styled case • it can be played anyWhere.
' anytime. Send for details now
Priée

- II- 0 list,

BIRMINGHAM

SOUND

REPRODUCERS

LIMITED,

OLD

HILL,

STAFFS.

AMBASSABOIR
4756 Chassis

SPECIFICATION:
Type 412.

A

versatile
instrument
for
use \,
wherever
rectangular
voltage pulses are required.
Output : 0-75 volts positive or negative.
Pulse Widths : 1, 10 and 100 microseconds.
Repetition Rates : 1-2,500 cs. ( 10,000 c s.
from an external source.)
Full technical data from:
DAWE
INSTRUMENTS
LIMITED
130 UXBRIDGE RD., HAN WELL, LONDON, W.7 :
EALING 6215

5 valve A.C. or A.C. D.C. Super- Het. 6 wave bands
covering from 9.4 to 1940 metres. ( Electrical Band
Spreading.) 10" P.M. Speaker. £22 . 8 . 2 TAX PAID.
Immediate Delivery can be given.
WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS TO:— R.

AMBASSADOR
HUTCHINSON

N. Fl TT 0 N LTD.

RADIO WORKS

LANE,

BRIGHOUSE,

YORKS.

November, 1948
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No. 1 COUPLING

CAPACITORS

Capacitors with high insulation resistance are required
to link circuits with widely differing D.C. potentials,
such as the output and A.F. amplifier circuits in
receivers. The insulation resistance of U.I.C. Silvered
Mica Capacitors is many times greater than required
for satisfactory operation, and the test voltage is six
times the normal working voltage used in radio
receivers.

U.I.C. Silvered Mica Capacitors used as

coupling capacitors ensure long, trouble-free life in
new designs and reliable performance after servicing.

Build and Service the set with ...

U.I.CHIGH

STABILITY

CAPACITORS

UNITED

INSULATOR

CO.

LTD.

OAKCROFT

RD.

TOLWORTH

SURBITON

SURRE1

17
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SCIENTIFI

The best—

VALN.,}
BRÍT1SH
_

MADE

9e.

HIGH

and

LOW

For precision alignment of Tuned Circuits
of
Electrical
and
visual
observation
Phenomena.
Illustrated are the
latest models of the
12008 Oscilloscope
and the 1400B Visual
Alignment
Signal
Generator.
Special features of
the Oscilloscopeare:
High gain D.C. ampli.
tiers
on
both
axis,
near time base with
i.erfect synchronisation
at any frequency. Coto.
pine independence st
all controls trois: each
other.
The 1400B Unit will
.how
the
shape
and
characteristico of a tuned
circuit response curve
on
the
Oacillograph
..creen.
Thus perfect
alignment of an I.F. or
R.F. amplifier is easily
accomplished.
Overall
size of combined metro.
meets: 7' wide.
11'
high,
long.

e

• We
tronic

also

make

equipmeni

special purpose.

elecfor

Ji po,.

hare a problem in
h,,
field toe mill be Pleased
lo romperme.

Early
• Model 12008 Oscilloscope, £32 0 0

for better

Deliveries.

• Model 14008 Unit, £8 10 t.

Write for Specifications to:—

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

battery radio reception

229, Hale Lane, Edgware, Middx.

Tel. : EDG. 7312

Makers of Industrial Controls and Precision Instruments.
ISSUED

BY

THE

CHLORIDE

ELECTRICAL

STORAGE

COMPANY

LIMITED

November. 1948
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Make calls
from any point
with the Hadley MULTICOM...
The first system of its kind to provide complete loudspeaker
intercommunication between all points.
Departments are instantly in touch with
the flick
of call

is

of a switch.
provided

on

All

stations

the

principal

are

Up to seven
one another by

identical.

Priority

unit.

Other Hadley Products
THE HADLEY INTERCOMMUNICATOR
designed for personal communication between master unit and any or all
of the sub- stations and also incorporates the novel feature of a desk radio
which can be relayed to the sub- station;.
An inexpensive aid to efficiency.

THE HADLEY INDUSTRIAL UNIT
proved

to

be

well

in advance of any similar

equipment.

Provides

all

facilities for ' Staff Location," Music for the Workers," Time Signals,' etc.
All Hadley Equipments are available on Cash Purchase or Rental Maintenance
terms.
All export enquiries to be addressed to our export agent :
CHARLES
411

ir

Telcgrcrns

M
Phone:BEArwood 2575 6

COVENTRY

BAGLIN,

ROAD, BIRMINGHAM,
Pentogonas, Brrmenghern.

10

airril=22r»
l

BEARVVOOD

ROAD,

SMETHVVICK.

STAFFS

Advertisements
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RESISTOR
NOISE

METER

Manufactured to an approved Ministry of Supply specification for the measurement
of inherent noise above one microvolt in fixed and variable resistors.
PLEASE WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS TO

ERSKINE LABORATORIES LTD-SCALBY, SCARBOROUGH, YORKS.

'
You're CERTAIN to get
it at ARTHURS
*

fl

VALVES : We have probably the largest Stock
of va!ves in the Country, including :25Z6GT

11 12 10
11 7

25L6GT
2A3

I CY32
6N7
6SN7

II 18 3
183

all guaranteed.
Ex- Govt. brand new A.C. TEST BOARD approx.
12 in. x 6 in., completely wired comprising:—
A.C. voltmeter, 300v. 15 amp. bridges and
fuses, 15 amp. 2- pi n surface sockets, 2 fuse
wire holders. Complete

El

2 6

PERSONAL RADIO SETS IN STOCK
New Olympic Romac, Long and Medium Wave £17 16 11
Ever Ready
£12 18 10
Marconi
I15 19 5
REMINGTON FOURSOME
210-250 v. AC DC

SHAVERS
£7 17

ALL AVO AND TAYLORS METERS.

6

List on request

ALSO STOCKISTS OF ALL DOMESTIC APPLIANCES.

. . is it Rotary or Pushbutton or Slider ? Is it
wanted for circuit selection, band selection, tap
switching ? Is it for a new design or in quantities
or a well- proved crcuit ?
Whatever it is—the answer is always OAK !
The basic design of all Oak switches is one of
strength and efficient functioning, including such
exclusive features as the double.contact clip and the
float ng rotor, ensuring self- alignment ofeach section.

London's Oldest Leading Radio Dealers.

EST
915

pR ops:
Our Offly Address:
ELECTRICAL.

ARTHUR GRAY. LTD.

ri
ca
er
sn
hlswiC
t,; 0
0Z

Gray House, 150, Charing Cross Rd.,
London, W.C.2
TEMole Bar 5833 4.

TELEVISION &

RADIO

ENGINEERS.

SWITCHES
BRITISH N.S.F. CO. LTD., Keighley, Yorkshire.
(Sole Licensees of OAK Manufacturing Co.. Chicago)

November, 1948
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DRY

ELECTROLYTIC
CONDENSERS

t-AEM6'e

ct.
,• .
e

41eR o
SAT • NOV G"

TROPICAL
CAPACITANCE
1n Mfds

20
30
10
5
3
2
1

PEAK
W'KG
VOLTS

12
15
25
50
100
150
350

DIMENSIONS
IN INCHES
Body Length

Diameter

1.9/16

0.34
7/16
0.34
0.34

1.5,16
1.9, 16
1.9/16
1.916
1.916
1.9, 16

LIST
TYPE
PRICE
NUMBEREACH

CE3OB
CE7OB
CE30C

0.34
0.34

CE3OD
CE30E
CE3OG

0.34

CE3ON

26
29
26
26
26

MINIATURES
The small dimensions, wide temperature range
(-30 °C to 71°C), and robustness of these fully
tropicalised condensers have proved invaluable to'
designers of the most compact types of portable
apparatus. Like the popular T.C.C. " Micropack "
range, they are of all-Aluminium plain foil construction and are hermetically sealed into aluminium
tubes by means of neoprene rubber bungs.
Full details are available on request.

26
26

IN

THE BEST SETS YOU'LL SEE

22
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1-31•211AN NIA WORKS • SAINT PANCRAS WAY • CAMDEN TOWN

STEWART TRANSFORMERS
CABLES

RELIABLE
TRANSFORMERS
AND CHOKES FOR

la. SPA%

VC.l•

41.97../CU

CONTINUOUS
SERVICE.
b

OPEN AND TOTALLY

,eyd iioda Moe'

ENCLOSED TYPES.
LOU ROSIR RIND

• EHT Transformers for Television.
Medium and Low Voltage Types for
Radio and Industrial Use.
•

Ex Stock : Transformers and Chokes

THE LOWEST EVER
CAPACITANCE OR
ATTENUATION

STEWART TRANSFORMERS Ltd.
1021 FINCHLEY RD., LONDON, N.W.11
Tel.: SPEedwell 3000 and 3533

TRANSRADIO LTD
138. CROMWELL ROAD LONDON SW?
/

OHIO

At
A2
A34

74
74
73

ATeL'MOM
e

Ktleet

1.7
1.3
0.6

tIOth

-

7.3

OD.'

0.11 0.36
0.24 0.44
1.5 0.0

Mt MOIR ATTILA

IMMEDIATE
DELIVER/ES
FOR HOME
à EXPORT

for " Electronic Engineering " Televisor.

TO%

Cl
PC.1

150

2.5

0.36

10.2

132

3.1

0.36

C11

6.3

173 Ill 0.36

C2

6.3

171

2.15 0.44

C22
C3

5.5
5.4

184
197

2.8
1.9

0.44
0.64

C33
C44

4.8

VO
252

2.4
21

0.64
1.03

41

HIGH POWER
ILE XIS LE

01:1 *
PROTOCELL
CABLE

November, 1948
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The SSIOA 12- inch
Heavy Duty Speaker,
illustrated,

offering

afrequency response
from

55 to

c.p.s. and

11,000
handling

10 watts is a typical
example of TRUVOX
workmanship.

Advertisements

Fidelity of response speaks for itself to the
discriminating ear. Precision manufacture is no
less eloquent to the trained engineer. These
qualities are making TRUVOX speakers famous.

RUVOX

TRUVOX ENGINEERING CO. LTD • EXHIBITION GDS • WEMBLEY • ENG

23

24

Wireless World
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FUND
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APPEAL

Remember, Saturday, November 6th

PLEASE GIVE GENEROUSLY
FIDELITY
This
Id

Space

has

been

Manufacturers

of

gtven

by

GOODMANS

Loudspeakers,

Lancelot

INDUSTRIES
Road

LIMITED

Wembley,

Middlesex

iffICIFMCY

TRANSFORMERS, Etc. for QUALITY AMPLIFIERS
PARTRIDGE
500-0-500 180 mA, 4 v. 4 a., 4 v. b a., 4 v. 2 a., 4 s 2 A.

\TELEVISION/

Radio-Television
De-Luxe
*

12'
Cathode
Ray
Tube
giving brilliant picture lor
er with exceptionally
sharp definition.

*

Automatic lamming stabiileer.

*

Vision unit of admnced
design applying principle of
push-pull output, utilising
high frequency valves.

*

Pre-set picture hold. Picture
modulated to full brilliance
and frequency range.

*

Push
button
switc.hee.

*

Send for further detalla ot
this and other models.

selecto,

The GARRICK
12 months' generous guarantee backed
service.

Wholesale

by

unsurpassed

Distributor5

53 FARRINGDON RD.,

LOGIE-BAIRD

0

0

£5

0

0

T500/£20A
500-0-500 220 mA, 6.3 v. 5 a. 5 v. 3 a.

£5

8

0

T8P0/190/A
350-0-350 120 mA, lela., 6.3 v. 4 a., 6.3 v. 2 a

£2 11

7

T350 ,805
350-0-350 80 mA, à v. 2 a., 6.3 v. 3 a., 6.3 v. 1 a
Swinging choke 5-15H 250 mA
„ 3-8H 150 mA
Smoothing choke 22/1 120 mA
„ 15 H 100 mA
. 2511 60 mA
3011 40 mA
Anode choke 30011 10 mA
Meter current transformer. 500 mA, 100 mA. 2.5 a
As above, but 04 a., 100 mA, 10 mA
Type TRL/FAB 600 ohm-grid
Intervalve 8CT/AB
Intervalve 240 1-3 ratio
Intensive 60 1-3 ratio
Typo TR PPO/L600 ohrna
Williameon Output trans.

42
42
113

WODEN
PTM11A 250-0-250 60 mA. 5 v. 2 a., 6.3 « Ia,
PTM13A 350-0.350 120 mA, 5 V. 2 a., 6.3 v. 4 .
PTM14A 425-0-425 v. 150 mA, I V. 3 a, 6.3 v. 4 a.
PTM16 650-0-650 250 mA
DT5117 750-0-750 250 mA
DTMIS 1250-1000-0-1000-1210 v. 300 mA
PTF12 2.5 v. 10 a.
PTF13 4 v. 10 a.
PTF15 6.3 v. 4 a.
PTF17 7.5 v. 5 a.
Ubil 30- watt mod.
17162 60-watt mod.
UM3 125-watt mod.
PCF12 12E1 150 mA
PC1,17 2011 150 mA
PCF13 12H 250 mA
DTI.
Ratio 1-1
012.
Ratio 1.56.1
DT3
Ratio 1.3

39
55
70
87
109
172
38
41
31
37
54
72
90
31
41
58
34
39
34

25 18
"504
8
22
2
19
6
19
2
25
0
63
0
63
0
39
0

459
3

3
0
0

Please Include sufficient for postage and packing

LONDON,
E.C.I
Tel. HOLborn 2053
JOHN

£4

WWFB/M
425-0-425 200 mA, 8.3 CT. Sa., 6.3 CT. 2 a. 6.3 CT. 4 a. 5 v. 3 a.

Shop Houre—B a.m.-5.30 p.m. Monday to Saturday.
LTD.,

Royners

Lone,

Middlesex.

Telephone: Pinner 20.51

9 a.m.-1.0 p.m. Thursday

Phone—AMB 5393—PAD 4116—PAD 0606

TELE -RADIO ( 1943) LTD. 177a Edgware Rd., London, W.2

November, 1948
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FLEXILANT
(RUBBER BONDED
TO METAL )

RANGE
MOUNTINGS
OBTAINABLE
FROM STOCK

OUR TECHNICAL STAFF in
all mounting problems
May it investigate yours?
RUBBER
ENCI.,FERS

BONDERS
IN

HUBB •Elt

FLEXILANT
DUNSTABLE
imp...

I

LIMITED

BONDED

TO

METAL

WORKS
•

I/ NSTABLE

BEDS.
803•4.5

R.B.6 7

25

26
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FOR PRECISION- BUILT

•

TELEVISION AND RADIO COMPONENTS

Manufactured to
"ELECTRONIC

ENGINEERING"

TELEVISOR SPECIFICATION

SUPERHET

RADIO

CHASSIS

Can be used in conjunction with our

VISION CHASSIS fitted with screens, all
valve holders, formers and dust cores

22

SOUND CHASSIS fitted with screens, all
valve holders, formers and dust cores

18 9

TIME BASE CHASSIS fitted with
holders and all necessary cut-outs

17 11

valve

5- VALVE

Drilled and fitted with 5Amphenol Octal valve holders, aerial, earth and gramophone sockets.
necessary cut-outs for all control mountings, mains transformer and tuning gang condenser.
complete with 2steel fixing feet. Retail II -

POWER CHASSIS fitted with all valve
holders, 3 point sockets and single sockets ...

25

GANTRIES vision and sound fixing straps
volume control, support panel ...

10 -

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMER

32,6

DEFLECTOR COIL ASSEMBLIES

32,6

FOCUS COIL ASSEMBLIES

32 6

Full 1(icacfe
Vtive
Insulated Universal flexible drive coupling for direct mounting to condenser shaft ( 1- diameter).
Provision for internal illumination. Unbreakable Perspex coloured scale, long, medium and
short bands. Calibrated in metres, kilocycles and station names.
Waveband 800-2,000 m., 200-580 m., 16-50 m.
Dimensions—Maximum scale opening 10'x4)". Distance between centres
(2 4BA holes fixing). Total depth of unit I. Pointer travel 7".

10".

Retail 22,6.

If you are unable to obtain A.M.C. units from your dealer, kindly communicate with us and we will
put you in touch with our nearest Agent.

MANUFACTURING

ALBERT
5,

SHAKESPEARE

Phones FINchley 2188 and 3332

ROAD,

FINCHLEY,

LONDON,

Telegraphic Address Inland: Alberto Finch London

COMPANY
N.3.

ENGLAND

Overseas: Alberto London

MINIATURE
METERS
Our stocks of
meters are the
largest in the U.K.
Herewith are listed
our main types :
Please add postage and
packing according to
quantity required.
TYPE

SCALE
MIlliammeters
0-30 ..
0-401120
0450 ..
0-100 ..

Moving Coil D.C.

Square
Round

Moving
D:a,
Dual Reading
Moving Coil D.C.

Round

11-120

Ammeters.

R.F Thermocouple

..

Moving ('oil D.C.
Moving Iron
Moving Coll D.C.
Moving Iron
Moving Coll D.C.
Moving Iroil
Moving Coil D.C.

10-0-20
0-14 ..
0-20 ..
0-30
0-40
00 41-50

Voltmeters.
0-iso
0-300
Terms ;

SHAPE

Moving Coil D.C.

Rectangular
with shorting
switch.
Square
Square
Round
Round
with
lirio bet
R ev to ng II I
ar
with shorting
switch.
Round

SIZE
22l"
2'
2,21'

3' x 21"
2'

3" x 21'
44"
21"

Square
Round
Square

'2r

Round
21 SquareSC

MOUNTING

FRIC I.

569

Flush

Proj.

Fluuli

RIBBON PICKUP, type .11313'R'l
12 6
716

Pro
- j.

5 73

Flush

66

Pro).
Flmh

66
56
15 à6
56
7 66
56

Flush
Flmh

5(6
56

Pro).
Flmh
Switchboard
Proj.
Flush

C.W.O. Remittancm payable to E. a t1. Distributit g Corporation I. . 1

MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO., Dept. W.W.,
• Ow S •
3, Robert St., Hampstead, London, N.W.I.
CALLERS TO 24, New Rd., London, E.I. (Stepney Green 2760-3906)

Frequency range, 20 c sto 40,000 cs.
Permanent point 6 times harder than sapphire and more robust.
Point pressure, 1/13 oz.
Output voltage, 10 to 15 mV. across 15,000 ohms approx.
" Floating Element " design prevents arm torsional resonance.
Price in U.K. including special mumetal screened transformer and Purchase
Tax, £10 14,11.
Ten years or so ago, the main interest in gramophone reproducing
equipment was centred in extending the range from about 4500 cs
to 8 or 9 kc's.
Today, with the advent of wide range recordings, our interest is in
the further octave. 8 kc s to 16 kc s.
Users of the BRIERLEY RIBBON PICKUP TYPE J13•P R I are in a
position—the rest of the equipment would allow—to add not one
but two and a half octaves.
Our concern at the present time however is to reproduce faithfully to the
present limit of the record and we believe we have gone along way in this
when over 90'„ of our listeners prefer the extra octave between 8 and 16
kc.'s and feel that something very much worth while is lost by its omission
J.

H.

BR1ERLEY ( GRAMOPHONES & RECORDINGS),
16, TITHEBARN STREET, LIVERPOOL

LTD.,
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MAZDA

ACIDC

MINIATURES

10 LD11

10 P14

DOUBLE- DIODE TRIODE

OUTPUT TETRODE

(List price 12 '-)

RATING
Heater Current (amps)
Heater Voltage ( volts) ...
Maximum Anode Voltage (volts) ...
Maximum Cathode Current ( mA)
Mutual Conductance ( mA/V) .
Anode Impedance (ohms)
Amplification Factor ...
Maximum Mean Diode Current
per diode ( mA)
Maximum Potential Heater/Cathode
(volts rms)
*Taken at Va
100v; Vg Ov.

lh
0.1
Vh
15
Va(max)
250
Ik(av)max
5
8m
* 3.4
ra
*9,300
u
* 31.5
la(d)av(max)

0.1

Vh-k(max)

150

27

(List price ( 3/-)
RATING
Heater Current ( amps)
lh
Heater Voltage ( volts) ...
Vh
Maximum Anode Voltage ( volts) ...
Va(max)
Maximum Screen Voltage ( volts) .
Vg(max)
Maximum Anode Dissipation ( watts)
wa(max)
Maximum Screen Dissipation (watts)
wg2(max)
Mutual Conductance ( mA/V)
" gm
Inner P.
*Pg I, g2
Maximum Potential Heater/Cathode
(volts RMS)
Vh-k(max)
'Taken at Va
175; Vg2 --175; Vgi - - 9.4

o. 1
ao

250
250
10
3
7.2
"11.2
150

fi

It>
10 PI3

U404

OUTPUT TETRODE

HALF- WAVE RECTIFIER

'List price 13.'-)

(List price IIj6d.)

RATING
Heater Current (amps)
Heater Voltage (volts) ...

lh
Vh

Maximum Anode Voltage (volts)
Maximum Screen Voltage ( volts) ...
Maximum Anode Dissipation ( watts)
Maximum Screen Dissipation (watts)
Mutual Conductance ( mA/V) •••

Va(max)
Vg2(max)
wa(max)
wg2(max)
gm

Inner Mu
Maximum Potential Heater/Cathode
(volts rms) .„

Pg I -g2
Vh_k(max)

"Taken at Va

30 mA.

Vg2

150v; l
a

0.1
40
250
250
6
1.8
*7.5
*13
150

RATING
Heater Current (amps)

1h

0.1

Heater Voltage (volts) ...

Vh

40.0

Maximum Anode Voltage (volts RMS)

Va(rms)max

250

P.I.V.(max)

750

Maximum Peak Inverse Anode Voltage
Maximum Mean Anode Current ( mA)

la(av)max

90

Maximum Peak Anode Current ( mA)

la(pk)max

700

Maximum Peak Potential Heater
Cathode with Heater negative ( volts)

Vh-k(max)

550

Other valves in the AC DC Range- 10C IFREQ, CH.- 10F9 VAR. is H.F. PEN. Further details on application.

DileW
MAZDA
RADIO VALVES AND CATHODE RAY TUBES
V78

THE

EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.,

155 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2
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wESt EHT UNIT
YELLOW

RED

RED
CONNECT YELLOW LEAD

/ S Ott TO
18 J EARTN
FOR % V

FIT-1- TO
RECEIVER

MA NS
TRANSFORMER

METAL RECTIFIER

THE SIMPLEST WAY to obtain E.H.T.
is

to

connect

a
to the 350-0-350 volts winding of the normal mains
transformer and obtain a5.5kV DC output without
using an E.H.T. transformer and valve rectifier.
Write for data sheet No. 52 to Dept. W.W.I I.

Westinghouse Brake & Signal Co., Ltd., 82,York Way, King's Cross, London, N.I

PLAN YOUR
CAREER
RADIO • TELEVISION
and

other

INDUSTRIAL

ELECTRONIC

subjects

22 Ranges.
Long- life batteries.

WRITE NOW FOR FREE,BOOKLET summarising
the careers available in Electronics and giving particulars
of Training Courses offered by E.M.I. Institutes, Ltd.
The booklet contains full details of Correspondence Courses in Radio, Television,
Telecommunications and Industrial Electronics.
Daytime and Evening Attendance Courses, and Special
Courses for candidates taking I.E.E., Brit.I.R.E., and
City & Guilds examinations are also available.
Payment for tuition can be made in easy instalments
if required.

E.M.I. INSTITUTES LTD
Dept. 16, 43 Grove Park Road, Chiswick,
London, W.4. Telephone CHIswick 4417 8
E.M.I. Institutes— backed by the Electronic Organisation which includes
"H.M.V.", Columbia, Marconiphone, etc.

VHF probe and
5000v. D.C. multiplier
optional.

he
mein dial will /flea/suite
A.F. 6R.F. siejnal vollaxef
ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS LTD
17 Paradise Road, Richmond, Surrey

Wirrleto, World
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NOW OPEN-COMMODIOUS NEW PREMISES AT
(No.

169 will

remain open

15 2 - 15 3 ,
FLEET
as usual).
All POST ORDERS to 167,
Terms of Business :

STREET,
LOWER CLAPTON

Cash with order or C.O.D. over CI.

E.C.4

ROAD,

LONDON,

E.5.

Send 2 .d. Stamp for list.

425.0.425 V. 200 m/a., 6.3 v. 2.3 a.,
6.3 v. 3.5 a., 5 v. 2.3 a
47/500-0-500 V. 150 no/u., 3 V. 2-3 a ,
6.3 v.2.3 a., 6.3 v. 2-3 a.
50/INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 174 contains; 1 C.R. Tube
VCI1138, 1 C.R. Tube VCR521, 2 Mu. Metal Screens
VT60A ( 807), 3 VR34, 1 VR116, 5 VR65, 14 Potentio.
meters, 4 Relays, 2 . 02 mid. 5000 v. working Condensers,
over 50 reeietore, 1 Switch 5- pole 2- way, 1 Switch 4-pole
4- way Condensers, Valveholdern, Co- Axial Plugo, Trono.
formero, etc. A remarkable radio bargain at 85/-.
RECEIVER TYPE R3102A,
Radar Unit contains
14 valves;
1 VR137, 4 VR91, 2 VI1130. 3 V1i05,
1 V(7111, 1 VU39, 2 VR92.
Receiver contains 45 mc/s I.F. drip which makes the
Unit ideal for conversion to a Nision Receiver. There
in ample space for building Ume bases. ,Also incbaled
In the Unit am the following: 24 volt motor-driven,
Snitch Unit, over a do/en Co- Axial Pluge and Sockete.
IlesIsba•• .• r
rInoformero and . 01 mid.

'Phone •

AMHerst 472 .

-0 125À

sP501A.

R107.
ONE OF THE ARMY'S FINEST COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS.
(
See
W.W.,'
August, 1943.,
9 valves, R.F. amp. me. Frequency Changer, 2 I.F.'s
(405 ke.), Sud Detector, AVG. Al. atop. OVO. A.C.
mains, 100-250 v. or 12 V. accura.
Frequency range
17.5 to 7 mcei, 7.25 me/s to 2.9 MCI«, 3.0 to 1.2 mc/s
Monitor L.S. built in. Complete. Write for full detail,
£161161-. Carriage paid.

NEW Dial.
claas
1848 MIDGET
All parts
T.R.F.
i
nc l
u di
RADIO
ng Valves,
HITSM/C
withSpeaker
Illuminated
and
inatructione.

3 valve s pl us M etal

Rectifier.

200-357

metrea and 700-2,000 m etres.
200 te 250 V. A.C. or
A.C./D.C. mains. State which is required. Sise 10In,
In. x
EY 7 6, Including Purchme Tax.
NEW 1948 MIDGET SUPERHET RADIO KIT, with
Illuminated GluesDial.
All parta Including Valve,
111/C Speaker and inetructIone
4 valves plus Metal
Rectifier.
16-50 metre s and 2043.557 metres.
200 to
250 v. A.C. or A.C./D.C. mains. State which is required.
Sire. 10In.
filn.
£8 50, in,•luding Purchaee Tax

PREMIER KITS AT REDUCED PRICES
£3 10 0

rheas

THE FAMOUS R.1155 RECEIVER.
are all brand
new and unused. Frequency range 18.5 mcis-73kc/s. in
5 wavebands. Complete with 10 valves ( Including Magic
Eye).
Completely enclmed in black crackled metal
cane, 16in. x 91n. x gin.
Brand new
£12 12
0

MIDGET RADIO CABINETS i
n Brown Bakelite.
Can
be supplied for either o) tlàe above Midget Kits a t 25/Includi ng P.T.

R1165
POWER UNIT INCORPORATING OUTPUT
STAGE. A robust unit contained in a black enamelled
c•aee 10in. x (in. g ( in., which matchem the Receiver.
The power supply is 250 v. at 80 mA. which lu ample for
the R.1155 Receiver and output stage.
Prirnary le for
100.250 V. 50 cycle matou.
Power unit with built-in output otage ( 61'0) with output
transformer
£3 10 0
Power unit only
£2 10 0
CAR RADIO VIBRATOR PACES.
12 volte input,
250 v. 60 mA. output, completely smoothed and fitted
with suppreesore. All contained in a steel case 10M. x
X (Bn.
£2 0 0
H.T. ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE CHARGER RIT.
Consists of a complete kit of parts to construct an SIT.
Eliminator with an output of 120 V. at 20 mA., and
provision for Trickle Charging a 2 V. Accumulator. Two
Metal Rectifiers are employed.
With circuit, 35/-.
PREMIER COIL PACE 4-BAND.
Consiste of a fully
wired and calibrated Coll Pack of the latest type. 3.
position switch includes a grain. position.
Wavebands covered 13.6-52 metre' ( 22-5.8 mc/a) 51-200
metres ( 5.9-1.5 mc/s) 200-550 metres and 900.2100
metre.. Air Dielectric Trimmers on all Short Wave Coils.
Unit consists of 3 screened sections AERIAL, 11.F. and
Oscillator.
Dimensions of pack, 61. x 411. x 2kin.
Also included pair I.F. Transformers with permeability
tuned Litz windings of high " Q .' 3-gang condenser,
drive spindle, drive wheel.
Price with circuit diagram
85/.
or complete with coloured glass dia), back-plate, pointer,
dial light brackets and drilled 7- valve chasaia, with blue
prints, 5/10 -.
PREMIER MAINS TRANSFORMERS.
All primaries are tapped for 200-230 v. maim 40-100
cycles.
All primaries are screened. All L.T.'s are centre-tapped.
List No.
SP.175A.
SP.173B
18P.22 0A
SP.250B
SP.300A
SP.300B
SP.301A
SP.30IB
SP.350A
SP.350B
SP.351A
SP.352
SP.375A

Output
175-0-175 v., 50 mfis., 5.3 V. 2.3 a.
5 v. 2. a.
175 -0-175 v., 50 m/a., 4 v. la., 4 v. 2-3
a
250-0.250 v. 80 m/a., 8.3 v. 2-3 a., 5 v. 2
a
250-0-250 V. 60 m/a., 4 v. 1-2 a., 4 v.
3-5 a.
300-0-300 V. 60 milt., 6.3 V. 2.3 a ,
5 v. 2 a.
300-0-300 v. 60 m/a. 4 v. 2-3 a., 4v
3-, a., 4 v. 1-2 a.
300-0-300 v.120 m/a., 5 v. 2-3 a., 8.3 v
3. 4a.
300-0-300 v. 120 m/a., 4 v. 2-3 a., 4 v
2-3 a., 4 .. 3-5 a.
350-0-350 v. 100 m/a., 5 v. 2-3 a., 6.3 v
2-3 a.
350.0-350 v. 100 m/a., 4 v. 2-3 a., 4 v
2.3 a., 4 v. 3-5 a
350-0-350 v. 150 m/a., 4 v. 2-3 a., 4 v
3-6 a. 4 V. 1-2 a. 4 V. 1.2 a
330-0-350 v. 150 m/a., 5 v. 2-3 a ,
6.3 v. 2-3 a., 6.3 v.2-3 a.
375-0.375 v. 250 m/a., 6.3 V. 2-3 a ,
6.3 v. 3-5 a., v. 2-3 a

Price.

25125/25/25!25125/28/-

28129/-

36/46/-

E.R.T. TRANSFORMERS.
For 200.230 v. 50 c. input
1falf Wave.
For nae with Valve or Metal Rectifier.
Used in a Voltage Do u bli ng Circu i
t, these
will
give
slightly over double the ha lf vmve output.
We con
eupply suitable rectifiera,
E.11.1.1.
E.H.T.2.
E.H.T.3.
ALL- WAVE SUPERIIET KIT,

A Kit of Parta to build a

6- valve (plus rectifier) receiver, covering 18-50 metre..
Medium- and Long-wave bands.
Valve line.up, 6E8,
0E7, 8Q7, 6J7, two 25A6 in push.pull. Metal Rectifiers
are incorporated for H.T. supply. Output imnedance I.
for 3 and 15 ohms. The latest Wearite Coil Pack Incorporating Iron Dust Coils la used making construction
and alignment extremely simple. A pick-up position on
the wave- change switch and pick-up terminals is pro.
sided.
A complete.kit, Including salves, but without
speaker or cabinet. Cherish. size, 14M. x tin. Overall
height, 910. Price £10 16 6. Including Purchase Tax.
Wired s.d tested,
Suitable loudepeakers are the 000D31ANS 10in. 6- watt
P.M. at 47/6, or for superlative reproduction, the
Goodmam 121. P.M. at £6 15 0.

Output 800 v.
Output 1,000 v. and 2-0.2
Output 2,000 v. and 2-0.2

£2

5

0

NEW 2- VALVE ALL WAVE KIT. 16 to 2,000 metres
Switched Coil Pack ready wired and tested.
2 Mazda
fiL23 qOyu, '
Phones, 11.T. and L. T. Batteries, Condensers, resiators, diagrams and steel case, all ready to
mieernbie, £3 10 0, including Purchase Tax.
ALL WAVE RECEIVER KIT.
7- Valve ( plus Metal
Rectifier for H.T. Supply) Superhet: for AC/DC Maine
200/250 volte, 40/60 cyclee.
Four waveband. 13.6-52
metres (22-5.8 mc/a), 51-200 metres ( 5.9-1.5 mc s),
.200-300 metrea and 900-2100 metres. The five position
Switch includes a Pick-up Position, and Pick-up Terminals
am provided.
Valve line-up 6E7 ( R.F.), 6E8 (
Frequency Changer), 61r7 ( I.F.), 6Q7 ( 2nd Dot. A.V.C. and
let L.F. Amplifier), 647 ( Phase Inverter) 2 x 25A6(Purils
Pull Output). Specially designed Output Transformer to
match too 25A6's to Speaker of 3 or 15 ohms Impedance.
Negative feedback Is applied over three stages giving a
very high fidelity output. The Coll Pack which is tested
and calibrated is of the most modern type. Substantial
smoothing gives an exceptionally low hum level. Large
illuminated Glees Dial in colour.
The Complete Kit of Parts Including elves and Complete
Instructions
Inc. tax. Completely wired and
tested £15.
Recommended leudepeaker.
Rola Supe
0.13 85/,

£13 810

I OUR

NEW ENLARGED CATALOGUE
IS NOW READY
Please send stamps for copy

v. 2 a.

17/6

...,
.. • •

28/-

35/-

TANK

AERIALS. Seven 2ft lengths of steel tube which
fit into each other, making a very efficient aerie/.
3/6 each
2/6 each

Rubber Bases to fit
MOVING COIL EARPIECES

, Comprise a 111n. Movin g

£12 10 0.

RECEIVER TYPE 184. Radar Unit containing 14 valves:
1 CU67, 4 VR91, 7 VR65, 1 VU111, 1 VR92.
Unit
contains a 45 mcfs I.F. Strip suitable for use as a Vision
Receiver. There le ample space for building Power Packs
or Time Bases.
Also included are S Potentiometers,
.01 mid. 2,200- volt Condenser, 2 Relays, 3 Neon Lamps,
a quantity of Resistors, Condeneers and Co.A slat Socket.

v. 2 a.

Coll

Loudspeaker fitted

with

noiseexcluding

rubber caps.
cellent

Slake ex-

Mikes.

or Speakers

Phones

2,-

ea ch

18,- doe.
LOUDSPEAKERS BY FAMOUS MAKER
Sin. P.M. 2-3 ohms
Sin.
61n.
2-3
„
„ 2-3 „
101n. „
2-3 „
121n. „
15 ,

10/11

16/6
17/6
23 /
6
85/-

METERS.
All meters are by the best makers and are
contained in bakelite cases. Prices are about one- quarter
the original cost.
Ext.
Range
40 v.
21 a.
20.
40 a.
25 a.
500 aa.
5 m/a.
1 m/a.
300 .a.
20 v.
15 v.
150 ma.
5,000 v.
1 m/a.
50 m'a.
30 m/a.

Diem.
21b.
211.
21in.
211n.
3110.
21in.
21in.
31in.
3f in.
2f in,
3110.
211n.
411.
211n.
211n.
311n.

Fitting
Flush
Flush
Flush
Flush
Flush
Flue
Flush
Flush
Flush
Flush
Flueh
Flush
Flmh
Flush
Flush
Flush

Type
M.C. D.C.
Thermo H.F.
KC. D.C.
MC. D.C.
ILL D.C.
SIC. D.C.
M.C. D.C.
MC. D.C.
M.C. D.C.
M.C. D.C.
M.I./A.C.D.C,
M.C. D.C.
Electrostatic
KC. D.C.
KC. D.C.
KC. D.C.

(
Price

5/9

5/7/6
7/6
2/11
7/6
5/15/11
19/6
5/9
7/6

EV-

89/-

88
88

106

TEST UNIT TYPE 73 consists of a special porpoise
Oscilloscope that requires only rewiring and the addition
of a few condensers and resistors to convert into a
standard 0 .210enoPei Input 230 v. 50 c. A 31ln. C.R
tube and 1 Eill220A, 1 EB34, 1 5Z4, 3 6P-11. 2 & ASO,
are Included. Price £8 8 1).
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CO,WSTENTLY
,Yrect

PULLIN'S' METER
The Pullin S Meter has been designed
for

use on amateur

receivers.
bench
Two

band

communication

The meter is mounted
stand

with

terminals

on

in a
top.

scales are printed on the dial,

thus serving as adual purpose meter.
An instructional
plied

with

leaflet is sup-

each

meter.

gives the user full

This

instructions

for wiring up and explains in
detail

the

value

of

the

resistors and potentiometer

.1..10 *4

\

to be used in the circuit.
Price, £ 3 . 6 . 0.

We can give early deliveries — write for full

Address all Enquiries to

MEASURING

INSTRUMENTS ( PULLIN)

details

—

LTD.

Dept. J. Electrin Works, Winchester St., London,W.3. Phone ACOrn 4651 4

THREE FINE

OFFERS ! !

FREQUENCY METER LM7
NAVY

VERSION

OF

BC22I.

case on Lord mounting base.
brated

log

book,

super

198 kc s-20,000 kc/s.

Black crackle

1,000 kc.'s crystal check points, hand cali-

vernier

drive,

internal

modulation,

stabilised

H.T. line.
Power requirements :-250 v. or 350 v. H.T. with internal adjustment for
difference.

Heaters 12 v. easily modified to 6.3 v.

Brand new.

PRICE

£10 including waterprof dust cover.
KITS OF SPARES including set of 3 valves and neon signal limiter,
1,000 kc's crystal, transformer, resistance, potentiometers, etc.
£2.

Kits of spare VALVES only.
VIBRATOR

Input 6volts : Output 230 v.
Mallory Vibrapacks.

PRICE

PRICE LI.
PACKS

Some smoothed.

PRICE 16.'6. Postage I -.

Brand new in black crackle case, Gin. x6in. xGin.

See- rectifying type, 12 v. input, 300 v. at 100 m/A output. ( Built-in noise
suppression, includes efficient low frequency hum filter.)

PRICE 16 .
'6.

Postage 1 -.
TRANSMITTING
832A,
813, £3

; 100TH, 35,- ;

250TH, 45,

A

VALVES

Ex-Government, brand new in original cartons.

807, 8/6 ;

Also 808, 30/.;

832, 25,- ;

865/565, 25/- ;

; 866;866A, 25 -, and many other odd Transmitting Valves too

numerous to mention.
Send S.A.E. for Standard Raymart and No. 7 Special Offers List

RL1LOMART
48, HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM, I.

Definite Advance
in

TUNING UNITS
for hi gh
COMMUNICATION
RECEIVERS

CT4 COIL TURRET
175 Kc s — 36 Mos in 6 ranges.
Constant Gain. IuV Sensitivity.
Too many good features to
enumerate here! Ask your Stockist
or write direct.

DENCO ( CLACTON) LTD., OLD
Telephones Clacton 807-8

ROAD, CLACTON. ESSEX
Telegrams : Denco, Clacton

November, 1948
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"They'll like the SOITIVIP
çJ

Invite your customers to hear the
"De Luxe" Microgram play their
favourite
superb

records

and

reproduction

let

its

prove

to

them that there's no finer portable electric gramophone.

The " De Luxe" Microgram with the new
Co Ila ro lightweight
Crystal Pickup.
Automatic Stop and 6¡inch
Speaker — complete in
handso me imitation
lizard-skin carrying
case. A.C. Supply 200'
250 volts.
Retail Price £ l9 19 0
Plus Purchase Tax,
a 12 II

DE LUXE

Miterotp•um
teRedie
Trade Terms and Literature from:

COLLARD

LTD.,

RIPPLE

WORKS,
Telephone :

BY-PASS
RIPPLEWAY 3333

ROAD,

BARKING, ESSEX

31
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Models

from a

FAMOUS
SIGNAL GENERATOR,

RANGE
CIRCUIT ANALYSER, MODEL 20A

MODEL 65B

For testing audicireceivers and
for ganging and alignment adjustments on tuned circuits.
Mains operated. Frequency
range: 100Kc/s to 46 Blois.
Power consumption approximately 15 watts. A 400 c/a
audio signal available for
testin• audio amulifiérs.

For checking on receivers,
radiograms, audio and radio
frequency amplifiers.
Incorporates a " Magic Eye"
Indicator and an audio.
amplifier and loudspeaker.
Units can be used independently.

PRICE £15. 10. O.
H.P. TERMS: £1.10.2 deposit
and 11 monthly payments
of £1. 9. II.

PRICE £15. 15. 0.
H.P. TERMS: £1. 10. 5
deposit and 11 monthly payments of £1 10. 2.

This oscillograph incorp

This instrument has a sensitivity

34

of 20,000 ohms per volt on both
D.C. and A.C.

a

electrostatic tube operating

from A.C. mains:; power consump-

50 ranges cover all

tion 20 watts; provision made for
• time base generator, a vertical

A.C., D.C. and resistance measurements.

amplifier and external coupling to
both sets of deflection plates.

VALVE TESTER, MODEL 45A
Available as bench or portable instrument giving correct measurements for the mutual conductance
of amplifying valves. Sixteen valve
holders supplied with each
instrument. Bench instrument shown is housed in
a strong steel ease; the
portable is supplied in
strong oak case.

Similar to Model 45A, but an extra
panel has been fitted at the
bottom enabling the meter
to be used for measurements
of A.C. and D.C. volts, D.C.
current and ohms.
•
PRICE £27 . O. O.

PRICE £22. 0.
0.
H.P. TERMS, £2. 2. 2
deposit and 11 monthly
payments of £2. 2. 2.

H.P. TERMS: £2. 11. 9
deposit and 11 monthly payments of £2. 11. 9.

Further information gladly supplied on request

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
ON
ALL
THE
ABOVE
MODELS
TAYLOR

PRODUCTS

GENERATORS

e

INCLUDE:
VALVE

MULTIRANGE A.C. D.C. TEST

TESTERS

e

A.C.

BRIDGES

e

CIRCUIT

METERS •

TAYLOR
419 • 424

INSULATION

TESTERS

e

MOVING

ELECTRICAL

MONTROSE

AVENUE.

COIL

*

TRIED *

ANALYSERS

• CATHODE RAY OSCILLOGRAPHS 0 HIGH AND LOW RANGE OHMMETERS
OUTPUT

TESTED

METERS 11, SIGNAL

e

APPROVED

*

INSTRUMENTS

INSTRUMENTS
SLOUGH.

BUCKS,

LTD

ENGLAND

•

Telephone

SLOUGH

21381

(
4 hnes)

Grams 61 Cables " TAYLINS" SLOUGH
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PUBLICATION

In this Issue

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.

Proprietors :

HUGH S. POCOCK,

Managing Editor

OUR COVER : Kelvin- Hughes Marine Radar ( See Page 422)

H. F. SMITH

Editor :

EDITORIAL COMMENT ..
Editorial,

Advertising

DORSET

HOUSE,

and

Publishing

Offices .

STAMFORD

STREET.

LONDON, S.E.I.
Telegrams :
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Valves and Meir applications
THE RINGING CHOKE CIRCUIT
FOR E.H.T. GENERATION
When
the
current
through a coil is suddenly interrupted, the
oscillatory circuit
formed by the coil (L)
and its associated
capacitance (Cs) will
"ring " at afrequency
determined by L and Cs and the resulting voltage waveform
will be as shown in Fig. 1 (a). This principle is utilised in
what is commonly called the Ringing Choke method of
E.H.T. generation.

(a)

CUT OFF

Fig. 1

(b)

Fig. 2 shows a practical circuit in which an EL38 operates
as aswitch which periodically interrupts the current through L.
The switching voltage which is applied to the grid of the
EL38 may be as shown in Fig. 1 (h).
38 m A

large pulse voltages on its anode; the EL38 fulfils both these
requirements adequately.
The mode of operation of the circuit is as follows :—during
the period when the EL38 '(VI) is conddcting, magnetic energy
is stored in L; when VI is cut off, the oscillation which
results may be regarded as an interchange of energy between
L and Cs. At the end of the first quarter cycle, the energy
stored in L (less the loss due to circuit resistance) has been
transferred to C, and the high voltage produced is rectified by
the EY51 diode. The open circuit D.C. output voltage at the
cathode of the EY51 will be approximately equal to the peak
voltage and will leak away, at arate determined by the time
constant of the external circuit, as shown dotted in Fig. 1 (a).
By connecting the anode of VI to a tap on L, the output
capacitance of VI is transformed into a smaller equivalent
capacitance, the contribution to C, is reduced and the peak
voltage will be increased (V2 peak is proportional to 1/C s).
It will be noted that the EY51 heater supply is derived
from asubsidiary winding coupled with L ; the coupling should
be adjusted until the colour of the EY51 heater is the same
as that of a similar diode fed from a 6.3 V. 50 q. supply.
The energy lose to the EY51 heater adds to the resistive
losses associated with L and C, and reduces the effective
Q of the oscillatory circuit; with a circuit Q as low as 16,
however, the peak voltage is reduced by only 5% below that
voltage which would result from a loss-free circuit. Since a
high Q is, therefore, not of great importance, the physical
dimensions of L may be reduced considerably by the use of a
high permeability iron-dust core.
The source impedance ( Rs) of an E.H.T. supply of this
type is approximately equal to 1/(C sf) ohms where f is the
repetition frequency of the waveform fed to the grid of VI
(10,125 c/s when this is derived from the line time base
generator). The power (P) drawn from the H.T. line for
both anode and screen supply may be estimated from the
expression P= V02/R 5 watts where Vo is the open.circuit
E.H.T. voltage.

Reprints of this report from the Mullard Laboratories
can be obtained free of charge from the address
below:
In the choice ot a valve for the circuit, two (a< tors ai,
of primary importance: the valve must be able (a) to supply
large peak currents at low anode voltages and (
b) to withstand

MULLARD ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS LTD.,
TECHNICAL

PUBLICATIONS

DEPARTMENT,

CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVE., W.C.2
MVM75
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Broadcasting

FTER deliberations lasting some ten weeks
the delegates of twenty-five of the thirtytwo nations participating in the European
Broadcasting Conference at Copenhagen have
signed the Convention which provides for the reallocation of frequencies to broadcasting stations
in what is now known as the European Broadcasting Area.
The Copenhagen Plan, 1948, as it is called, is
largely the work of a committee led by H. Faulkner, Deputy Engineer-in-Chief of the British Post
Office. The committee, on which L. W. Hayes,
B.B.C., also sat, is to be congratulated on producing a plan which, in spite of the prevailing international unrest and rivalry, proved acceptable to
the majority of the delegates.
The gargantuan
task of accommodating in 139 channels some 340
stations and synchronized networks and in addition providing for numerous low-powered stations
on two international common frequencies having
been completed, it now remains for the governments of the countries concerned to ratify the Convention. Provided this is done the Copenhagen
Plan will come into operation on March 15th, 1950
—just ten years after the still-born Montreux Plan
would have been implemented, had it not been for
the outbreak of World War II.
In order to accommodate all the stations within
the two bands ( long and medium wave), both of
which have been extended in accordance with the
provisions of the recent Atlantic City Convention,
it has again been necessary to allow only 9kc / s
for each channel. There will be general regret
that it was found impracticable to increase channel
width to I° kc/s, as is done in the United States,
but the p.lternative plan providing for this was
rejected. Its introduction, with the resulting
simplification of dial markings, would have been
welcomed by both manufacturers and listeners.
However, as will be seen from the full list of
allocations printed elsewhere in this issue, channels
have been numbered arbitrarily, but it seems
doubtful in any case if the American practice of

Frequencies

marking channel numbers on receiver dials will
become general in Europe.
On paper the Plan appears to be perfectly satisfactory but its implementation leistles with difficulties. The major trouble is the appointment of
an organization to supervise its continued operation.
When the Lucerne Plan was introduced in 1933
there was one international organization—the
Union Internationale de Radiodiffusion— which
could and did undertake this formidable task.
Since 1946, however, a second body—the Organisation Internationale de Radiodiffusion— set up
originally under Belgian sponsorship has sought
recognition. Both organizations were represented
at Copenhagen, yet neither is in aposition to act as
the mouthpiece of all European countries; in fact,
some countries, including Great Britain, are not
members of either organization. It will be seen,
therefore, that the provision of the Convention for
the appointment of an international organization
to " facilitate the entry into force of the Plan and
to supervise its effective and regular implementation" is of paramount importance. The fact that
the nomination of this organization by the International Telecommunication Union has to be
approved by twenty-eight of the participating
governments is likely to create an impasse.
Commenting on the Plan, Sir William Haley,
B.B.C. Director General, recently told manufacturers: " It will need both statesmanship and
technical skill to bring the Plan into operation.
Then it should last five years. Whether at the end
of that time the answer to Europe's wavelength
problems will be F.M. no one can quite say. But at
all events Europe by that time should be in a
better state to put it into operation if F.M. does
prove to be the answer. It is no answer to-day.
Not anation in Europe could face the vast changeover its adoption would demand." Wireless World
is not at all sure that F.M. will be the answer, but
we are certain that Europe will need some form of
E.H.F. if it is to have high-quality broadcasting
with a wide choice of local progammes.
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DISTORTION

Clarifying
Recent

Misinterpretations

I

T is notoriously difficult to
find anybody who can repeat
with perfect accuracy what
Gladstone
said
in
eighteenhundred-and-whatever-it-was. So
perhaps it is only to be expected
that what the obscure " Cathode
Ray" said about scale distortion
in 1937 1 has, with the passage of
time, become corrupted 2. Seeing
that my term " scale distortion"
seems to
have
been
widely
adopted—in fact I have heard of
no rival to it—perhaps I may be
allowed a post-war say on the
subject.
By scale distortion I mean the
way in which adjusting the loudness of a sound programme alters
the balance of tone.
Its most
noticeable feature is that when
the loudness is reduced the bass
diminishes much more than the
higher tones. Various schemes of
"bass compensation" have been
devised for counteracting this
effect.
The whole subject seems
to be a perpetual source of controversy
among
sound-quality
enthusiasts, much of it springing
from misunderstandings of one
kind or another.

Definitions
First of all one has to be perfectly clear about the distinctions
between sound power, intensity,
and loudness. Haziness here has
led to my being accused of wanting to get as many watts of sound
out of my home loudspeaker as
the B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra
get out of their instruments.
What I do claim is that in order
to hear a programme reproduced
with the same balance of high and
low tone as in the original it is
necessary that the sound entering
' " Scale Distortion," Wireless
World, September 24th, 1937.
H. S. Casey.
Quality in the
Home,"
Wireless
World,
August, 1948; and letter, September, 1948, p. 346.

2

Some

the ears should have the same
intensity as when listening to the
original. How much sound power
is necessary for this purpose
depends on circumstances. If the
reproducer is apair of headphones
a fraction of a milliwatt may be
enough.
A loudspeaker playing
at the far end of a large wellupholstered hall may have to be

By
" CATHODE

RAY"

emitting several watts of sound
and need dozens or scores of
electrical watts to drive it. The
amount of water needed to flood
a room to the same depth as a
swimming bath is not necessarily
as much as is in the swimming
bath. It all depends on the size
of the room.
How about loudness?
Some
people speak as if an intense
sound and a loud sound were the
same thing. That may be all right
in ordinary conversation, where
"intense" seems a bit pedantic
and " loud" is generally used
instead. But this must never be
doe in a technical or scientific
context.
Intensity refers to the
sound itself ; loudness to the effect
on the listener.
To a literaUy
stone-deaf person no sound, however intense, has any loudness
whatever.
To people who can
hear, however, sound faithfully
reproduced at the same intensity
at the ear as the original is
equally loud.
But it is a great
mistake to conclude that loudness
is directly proportional to intensity.
It is surprising that the
Americans, who have 'studied
acoustics more than anybody,
should have practically guaranteed this particular confusion by
reckoning both intensity
and
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AGAIN
loudness in terms of the same
unit, already a somewhat overworked one—the decibel.
It is
just about as muddling as it
would be to specify the speed of
a car in horse-power.
For one thing, although sound
intensity can be measured fairly
accurately, nobody can tell precisely when one sound is twice as
loud as another.
My estimate
might be quite different from
yours, and who could prove which
was right ?
By averaging many
people's estimates of how much
the intensity of a sound has to be
increased to make it twice as loud,
a result in the region of eight
times has been obtained; but individual figures differ widely.
Even if everyone could agree dn
the same figure, it wouldn't hold
good at every level of sound. For
suppose the intensity of a sound
that is just too weak to be heard
at all is increased eight times ( or
whatever the agreed ratio might
be).
Assuming the sound is
thereby made audible, the increase in loudness ( i.e. from
nothing to something) is not twofold, because twice zero is zero.
Another thing ;
experiments
show that whereas a sound that is
strong enough to seem very loud
at one frequency is about equally
loud at all audio frequencies, one
that sounds soft at high frequencies is entirely inaudible at
low frequencies. So when they do
become audible, low notes must
increase in loudness more steeply
than high notes.

Practical Measurements
Evidently there is no hope ot
any simple formula for connecting
intensity and loudness. What has
been done is to take as a starting
point the intensity of sound that
is on the " threshold of audibility" ; that is to say, the dividing line between being heard and
not heard by people with normal
hearing in perfectly quiet surroundings.
And since the intensity at this point depends so much
on frequency, i,000 c/s has been
chosen,
being
a good round
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number
somewhere
near
the
middle of the scale. Intensity is
reckoned on a decibel scale,
because the zero can be put anywhere that is convenient—in this
case at the threshold of audibility
at z,000 c/s. Every ro db above
this represents a zo-fold increase
in intensity ( zo db is zoo-fold,
30 db is LOoo-fold and so on).
Loudness is reckoned in phons.
The threshold of audibility is the
obvious starting point for a loudness scale, so is marked o phons
—at all frequencies. Zero phons
coincides with o db at z,000 c/s,
because o db was defined in such
a way as to make it so; but
sounds of lower frequency have
to be made much stronger than
o db to be heard.
That experimental fact is shown by the lowest
curve in Fig. z. A 36 c/s sound
has to be about 6o db—a million
times—stronger than z,000 c/s to
make itself just heard.
We already know
that it
appears futile to try to make a
distance on the phon scale mean
any definite number of times
louder. So the whole problem of
"How much louder ? " has been
bypassed by an arbitrary decision
to make the phon scale coincide
with the decibel scale at z,000
c/s. Note that although a 6o db
sound is zo times stronger ( i.e.
more intense) than a 50 db sound,
a 6o phon sound is not necessarily
Jo times ( or any other definite
number of times) louder than a 50
phon sound. Nor is the increase
from 50 to 6o phons necessarily
the same amount of loudness
increase as- one from zo to 30 or
zoo to no. In other words,
whereas a decibel is a certain
definite intensity ratio anywhere
on the diagram, a phon has no
exact meaning by itself.
So
nothing could be more confusing
than to call these loudness units
decibels.
Saying that the loudness of a sound is, for example,
60 phons means no more than
that it is the same loudness as
that experienced by a person with
normal hearing when a z,000 c/s
sound is raised 6o db in intensity
from the threshold of audibility.
By noting the intensities of
sounds of other frequencies that
are judged to be equal in loudness
to the 60 phon z,000c / s sound,
the 6o phon curve in Fig. z was
plotted • and similarly for the

others. These curves are known,
after the investigators who compiled them, as the FletcherMunson curves.
Suppose, then, that a certain
programme includes ( in succession) sounds of zoo c / s, z,000 c / s
and 6,000 c/s, all at zoo db at the
listener's ear. According to Fig.
zthey should »all sound, as nearly
as he can tell, equally loud, that
loudness being denoted by zoo
phons. Incidentally, that is about
the loudest sound likely to be
heard when listening to a large
symphony orchestra.
Now suppose that the intensity of the
whole programme is reduced by
6o db.
The loudness of the
z,000c/s note is now, by definition, what is called 4o phons. But
the curves indicate that the zoo
c/s will have faded out almost
entirely, while the 6,000c/s is 36
phons. Instead of the loudnesses
of all the sounds being reduced
equally, as were the intensities,
the balance of tone has been
radically altered.

the volume control, literally made
to shout from the housetops. His
crisp tones become throaty and
bellowing.
Unless sound is reproduced at
the same level as the original,
the balance of tone cannot be the
same as in the original, no matter
how - high-fidelity" the equipment. Altering the scale of the
reproduction
does
more
than
merely making it louder or softer.
It has been pointed out to me
that as this effect is not necessarily connected with reproduced
sound, but occurs just the same
when one moves towards or away
from the orchestra itself, it is
wrong to call it distortion. If distortion of a sound is taken to
mean some change that cannot
occur naturally, in direct listening, that is fair enough. It raises
an interesting question, too; one
that sound - quality enthusiasts
always come round to sooner or
later—should the aim be the most
natural sound or the most pleasing sound?

o
et

o
o
o
1%1

FREQUENCY (CIS)

Fig. i.

Equal loudness curves. (After Fletcher and Munson.)

The truth of this is borne out
by experience. When the volume
control is turned down, the bass
more or less disappears.
If the
original programme were at a low
level, enlarging it would cause
the loudness of low notes to increase much more than the middle
and top. This effect is painfully
noticeable when the voice of an
announcer speaking quietly in
the News studio is, by turning up

Iam not going to be drawn off
into a general argument on that
question just now; I have only
raised it to point out that one's
attitude to scale distortion—and
even whether one calls it distortion at all—depends on how one
answers it.
If you consider the
quality of any natural sound,
however unattractive or badly
heard, to be sacred, and any
modification of that sound by a
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Seale Distortion—
reproducer, however pleasing, to
be a sin, then " distortion " is not
the right word. But if you hold
that the job of the sound reproducer is to reproduce the original
as heard at the optimum position
(and still more if you are so
heretical as to believe that the
object is to emit the most pleasing sound, regardless of what the
original is like) then you will
probably accept the term " scale
distortion."
Another thing I have been
accused of doing is advocating
"bass
compensation"
as
a
remedy for scale distortion.
If
the charge had been one of taking
every opportunity to discredit
bass compensation it would have
been nearer the truth.
By bass
compensation
I
mean
any
attempt to counteract the relative
loss of low tones when the volume
is turned down, especially when
such a device is linked with the
volume control. From Fig. z it
is an easy matter to draw a curve
showing how the frequency characteristic is modified by a given
change of intensity. Suppose, for
example, that normal listening
loudness is assumed to be 8o
phons at all frequencies.
The
sound intensities required to produce this loudness at various frequencies have been entered on
line a of the Table. Now suppose
that
the
volume
control
is
adjusted successively to — 20 db,
- 4o db, and + 2o db relative to
the original setting. The resulting loudnesses are tabulated on

lines b, c, and d respectively, and
when plotted, as in Fig. 2, indicate a striking amount of scale
distortion.
On lines e to g are

LOUDNESS

AT

10 1

1
i iI
NORMAL +20 db

9,
LOUDNESS AT CORRECT VOLUME

e
7
6

>1

s's

50

e

1l
—20 gib

db

40

a
b
c
d
e
/

g
h
I

db for 80 phone
Phone at (original
db — 20)
Phone at (original
db — 40)
Phone at ( original
db ± 20)
db difference for
60 phons
db difference for
40 phons
db difference for
100 phons
db for 60 phons
Compensation at
60 phon setting
(from e)
Phone with (
h + I)
db

F.,

20

«

•5>

lo
O-

—
o
o
tel

FREQUENCY

Frequency (c/s
500 1,000 2,000

100

200

88

85

83

81

80

25

40

50

59

25

9

5,000

10,000

76

80

93

60

55

'60

60

37

40

37

40

42

106

104

103

101

100

102

100

105

-7

-10

-13

-19

-20

-17

-20

-20

-14

-20

-27

-36

-40

-37

-40

-43

12
81

15
75

17
70

21
63

20
60

18
59

20
60

16
72

13

10

7

91

79

70'

1
61

0
60

3
63

0
60

Fig. 2.
Scale distortion when 8ophon sound is reproduced at various
volume-control settings, derived from
Fig. r.

(
c/s)

entered the volume control adjustments that would be necessary at
each separate frequency if the
original uniformity of loudness
were to be preserved at levels of
6o, 40, and loo phons respectively.
These are plotted as Fig. 3, and
show the combined volume and
tone control characteristics required for the specified conditions,
according to the calculations of
bass compensation exponents.
The first comment is that programmes in which sounds of all
frequencies continue at constant
strength all the time are fortunately rare. If the original loudness,
although
averaging
8o

50

—

phons, had not been level over
the frequency band, the required
compensation characteristics, as
calculated above, would have
been
different.
Still, their general trend would
.e,
have been similar, and that is
probably
the
CONTROL SETTING
most
that
reasonably pessimistic bass-compensation
de signers hope to
achieve.
.

'L

30

TABLE
Line
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0
60

The next objection is, I think,
more serious. The Fig. i curves
apply only to comparisons between steady pure tones heard one
at a time. Programmes of that
character are also rare; unaccompanied flute solos are about the
only ones Ican think of that come
anywhere near qualifying. When
two or more sounds are heard together, each tends to " mask"
or suppress the other, and the extent to which they do so depends
on frequency and intensity in an
even more complicated way than
loudness in Fig. 1. So with most
programmes, which contain many
constantly changing sounds, it is
impossible to tell theoretically
how far Fig. zis a guide to scale distortion.
Listening tests indicate that even in complex sound
patterns the broad result is something like what one would expect
if Fig. I were valid. But it is a
shaky proceeding to base design
figures on Fig. 1.
Granting, however, that one is
justified in boosting the bass
whenever it is necessary for any
reason to reproduce sound programmes much below their normal intensity, what is one to say
about
bass
compensation
as
usually understood, which links
the boosting device with the
volume control so that the job is
done automatically?
It is founded on the assumption
that the amount of bass correction required is a function of the

a
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(3) that 8o phons also happens
to be " life size."
But if now tb- programme
material changes so that " life
size" is a level 60 phons, and we
turn the volume control down by
zo db in the attempt to reproduce
it so ( which should require the
values given on line h of the
Table), it automatically introduces compensation to the extent
shown on line i(difference between
— 20 and e), giving the loudness/
frequency characteristic on line
j, plotted as Fig. 4. Instead of
being level, as it should be, it has
a rise of over 30 phons at 50 c/s!
There are other things that
affect the scale of reproduction
at a given volume control setting.
Such things as a small aerial, a
distant station, an insensitive
loudspeaker, and a large well-

volume control setting. But the
amount of correction required is
actually, as we have seen, a function of the amount of enlargement
or reduction in scale of the
original sound (presumably at the
best position for listening).
So,
for automatic bass compensation
to do what it is meant to do, this
change in scale must be a function of the volume control setting.
But is it? Consider an evening's
broadcasting. When first switched
on we hear, shall we say, a band
concert,
with
announcements
between. If we are good neighbours, or the children are trying
to get to sleep, we may decide
that a " life-size" reproduction
is slightly too much. At our setting of the volume control, then,
any compensation ought to consist of bass boost. The announcedb
f )0
!O

COMPENSATED

_,,RNCIERISTIC FOR
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0
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ments, when they come on, will
probably be broadcast nearly if
not quite as loudly as the band,
and even at the slightly reduced
volume may well be an acoustical
enlargement of the announcer's
original quiet tones. So compensation at the same volume control
setting should be bass cut.
As I said in 1937, even patent
medicine advertisers don't usually
go so far as to offer the same dose
as a stimulant and also as a sedative.
Fig. 3, as we have seen, shows
the correct compensated volume
control characteristics, assuming:
(r) that the Fletcher-Munson
curves hold good for mixtures of
sound as well as for separate
sounds.
(2) that the volume control setting giving the level characteristic
makes all sounds in the programme 8o phons loud all the
time.

60

PH

PUONS

Fig. 3. Modified
frequency charactetistics necessary
to level out the
curves of Fig. 2 ;
also derived from
Fig. t.

NS

upholstered
listening room tend
FHONS
to
reduce
the
scale, quite independently of the
compensabass
tion if it is linked
to the volume
control. Tying volume and tone
control up together, therefore, is
founded on a fallacy.
But, after all, is it often necessary to reduce or enlarge sound?
Except in special circumstances,
such as the need to avoid disturbing
other
people,
surely
it
Fig. 4. If the compensated
6o-phon
characteristic of Fig.
3were used, instead
of alevel one, to reproduce sound lifesize at 60 phons, the
result would be excessive
bass
as
shown here.

not be considered. But whether
we approve of it or not, a lot of
people do like musical backgrounds, and most of them prefer
at least as large a proportion of
bass as when the music is fullsize. For one thing, low tones are
less distracting than high.

Life-sized Intensity
But when programmes are
listened to, and circumstances
allow, surely the whole purpose
of a volume control is to allow
one to adjust the sound intensity
always to óptimum, which is presumably life-size as heard from
the best seat in the hall. That is
the moment at which some people
say " How can you expect to be
able to hear a full symphony
orchestra at its loudest in an
ordinary room at home? " Ihope
my remarks about intensity and
loudness have disposed of the idea
that there is necessarily any difficulty about that; but if not I
would say that in 1938 I made
tests with a sound level meter
during a concert rehearsal in the
old Queens Hall in the morning,
comparing them with the same
music as heard at home in the
evening. The general conclusion
can be summed up by saying that
a receiver capable of giving only
i¡ watts maximum output to a
loudspeaker in a typical living
room was fully capable of giving
the same sound level as was experienced in a favourable seat in
the concert hall, notwithstanding
that some exceptionally heavy
music was played.
So, it seems to me, the proper
use of the volume control is to
set the sound always to the level
at which it is intended to be
e
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oughtn't to be? A debatable exception is when music is used as
a background.
One may retort
that that isn't listening at all, so
refinements of tonal balance need

heard.
is no

o
o

o
o

(
c/s)

When that is done, there
scale distortion, so the

' " Loud Speaker versus Orchestra,"
Wireless World, March loth,
1938.
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Scale Distortion—
\olume control ought not to be
tied up with any sort of tone compensation.
But what if there are special
occasions when the level at which
the programme is intended to be
heard differs substantially from
the level at which one wants to or
is obliged to hear it?
What is
the correct policy when the scale
is reduced? If the tone is left unaltered, then presumably the result will be the same as if the
programme were heard at a distance; that is to say, it will be a
natural result. (That is not necessarily quite so, because retreating
to a distance usually introduces
echo effects and unequal attenuation, which are not reproduced by
turning down the volume control;
but let us ignore them).
Boosting the bass may restore the
balance of tone, but it will be an
unnatural result because it is in
the nature of things for the bass
to become less prominent when
the sound is diminished. Here is
the old controversy of Perfect v.
Pleasing Sound Reproduction.
If when I go to a piano recital
Iam unlucky enough to get a seat
bang up against the piano, the
thought that the bass-heavy music
I am hearing sounds exactly like
nafural piano music as heard
bang up against the piano and is
therefore a perfectly true and
natural article is no consolation to
me, and Iwould gratefully accept
some device which would introduce acertain amount of bass cut.
If, on the other hand, my ill luck
takes me to the back of the hall
under the gallery, and all I can
hear is a distant tinkling, Iwould
have no conscientious scruples
against availing myself of a spot
of bass boost.
As for using music as a background to work, persons who do
this are so depraved that obviously
the finer questions of audio ethics
hardly enter into it.
I myself
favour some bass boost.

Photographic Analogy
One thing more I have been
taken to task about 4 was using
photographic enlargement and reduction as an analogy to explain
'Patric Stevenson. " Scale Distortion and Visual Analogies,"
Electronic Engineenng, October. 1944.

scale distortion.
I likened it to
an imaginary and deplorable process of photographic reduction
which resulted in a man's feet
being reduced fa) times when his
body was reduced so times.
I
did not intend this analogy to be
scrutinized minutely—few analogies can stand up to that—but
only as a rough illustration to
introduce the subject.
To have
gone into the finer points in detail
would have involved perspective,
orthography, and such matters
which would probably have required even more explanation
than scale distortion itself.
But
since Mr. Patric Stevenson has
raised some interesting points,
and since I myself have recently
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course, the same as those seen
from the point of taking. And if
the photo is viewed at such a distance as to make the angle of
view the same as the sphere itself
makes at that point ( e.g., 0in Fig.
5), the reproduction is perfectly
natural, in that it appears the
same size as a whole and in all
its separate parts as does the
original from the direct viewpoint. If the photographic reproduction of the " scene" is regarded as analogous to the loudspeaker reproduction of a programme, then this would correspond to hearing the programme
at the correct intensity (angle of
view) albeit using a smaller
amount of sound power ( picture
smaller than the original). Ideally
one should always look at a picture so as to make the angle subtended by it at the eye the same
as the scene did at the camera;
then and only then ,is it in correct
perspective.

Out of Focus
Fig. 5.

A visual analogy of scale
distortion.

gone fairly fully into the subject
of perspective in another connection, 5 it may be worth discussing
now as a sort of tailpiece.
Imagine a sphere about the
same diameter as one's height.
Viewing it from a distance, one
can see practically half its surface
—the whole of a hemisphere, in
fact. But viewed close up, as at
A in Fig. 5, the visible surface is
reduced to what lies between B
and C. Parts near C, which at a
distance can be seen clearly
spaced
out,
appear relatively
small or even vanish.
Except
that it is when the view as a
whole is made larger that the
bottom part of the view suffers a
proportionate loss, and it is a
direct view and not a reproduction, this is quite a good analogy
of scale distortion, though it is
not the same as my earlier one or
Mr. Stevenson's.
The visible proportions of the
sphere, then, depend on the distance at which it is viewed. If it
is photographed by a distortionless camera, the proportions disclosed by the photograph are, of
5

" Television Picture Size," Wireless World, January, 1948.

But if the photo is taken close
up and is printed small, it is generally impossible to view correctly, because it would be too
close to the eye to be seen in
focus. The ordinary contact print
viewed at a comfortable distance
therefore makes the size of the
scene correspond to a more distant view than at the camera position, yet gives it the same proportions as if viewed close up, and
is, therefore, unnatural—something that could not be seen at all
without optical intervention.
It
corresponds to a sound programme that must perforce be
heard at a reduced intensity, but
has been compensated to give the
same tone proportions as if heard
close up.
We are familiar with
the type of snapshot in which the
unnaturalness is only too obvious,
especially
when
the
nearest
objects to the wide-angle camera
were feet.
That corresponds to
a broadcast in which the microphone is too close to the source
of sound, with the result that the
sound picture is bass-heavy.
If sound were always reproduced at the original loudness
and pictures were always viewed
at the correct distance to subtend
the same angle as the original,
what a lot of argument it would
save!
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ALLOCATIONS

New Wavelengths /or Europe's Broadcasting Stations

L
A

THOUGH the European Broadcasting Convention signed at Copenhagen last month is
not yet generally available, we are able to
give below, by courtesy of the Secretariat of the
Conference, the frequency alloceion plan agreed by
the majority of delegates. The signatories were:
Albania, Belgium, Byelorussia, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Finland, France, Great Britain,
Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Monaco, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Morocco and
Tunisia, Rumania, Switzerland, Ukraine, U.S.S.R.,
Vatican City, and Yugoslavia.
Objections were
raised by Austria, Egypt, Iceland, Luxembourg,
Sweden, Syria, and Turkey, whose delegates did not
therefore sign the Convention.
The Plan provides for the re-allocation of wavelengths in the long-wave and medium-wave bands to
all broadcasting stations in the European Broadcasting Area—that is, to both the contracting countries
and the non- signatories. This area is bounded on
the South by parallel 3o° N; on the West by a line
extending from the North Pole along meridian to' W
to its intersection with parallel 72° N, thence by great
circle arc to the point of intersection of meridian
50° W and parallel 40° N, and thence by a line leading to the point of intersection of meridian 40. W
and parallel 30° N; on the East by meridian 40° E,
so that it includes the western part of the U.S.S.R.
and the territories bordering on the Mediterranean
Sea.
It will be seen from the footnotes that provision
has been made for the use of directional aerials by
a number of stations.
Except in cases where a
definite power is specified directional aerials must
give a reduction in the radiated power in the
direction to be protected of approximately todb
relative to that of a non-directional aerial.
In the last column we have added the frequency
at present used by the stations.
Space does not
permit the inclusion of the present power, but in
LONG
Chan- Freq.! Power
(kc/s) ( kW)
nel
1

155

2
3
4

164
173
182

5
6

191
200

10
150
450
500
100
10
120
200
400

7
8
9
10
11

209
118
227
236
245

150
200
200
100
150

Station
Tromso (
Norway)
Brasov (
Rumania)
Al lou is (
France)
Moscow I, Russia (U.S.S.R.)
Reykjavik (
Iceland)
Lulea (
Sweden)
Ankara (
Turkey)
Moula (
Sweden)
DroitwIch (
Great Britain)
(or attringham)
Kiev 1, Ukraine (U.S.S.R.)
Oslo (
Norway)
Warsaw 1(
Poland)
Leningrad I. Russia ( USSR.)
Kalundborg (
Denmark)

WAVES
Pres.
Freq.
(kc/s)
291
160
174
271
392
182
216
200
(167)
248
260
224
208
240

general this is lower than the maximum prescribed
in the Plan. The power of stations operating in the
two international common frequencies is limited in
some cases to 2kW and in others to 0.25 kW.
Whilst on the question of power, it is noteworthy
that, whereas the Montreux Plan prescribed maximum day and night powers, the present Plan makes
no such differentiation.
Provision is made for a number of stations not
yet in operation, among them eight in this country.
They are a third transmitter at each of the following stations: Burghead, Stagshaw and Westerglen;
and new stations at Aberystwyth, Hartland Point ( N.
Devon), Carlisle, Ayr and Dundee.
So far as broadcasting in this country is concerned, the Plan provides for one long and thirteen
medium wavelengths. This is three more than allocated in the Lucerne Plan, although at present the
B.B.C. is making use of three " borrowed" wavelengths—one long and two medium.
Of the fourteen wavelengths allotted to the B.B.C.
three of them (one long and two medium) are exclusive. It is learned from the B.B.C. that the frequencies will be utilized as follows :—The Light
Programme will be radiated on zoo kc / s and
1,214 kc/s. Eight frequencies in the medium band,
692, 809, 881, 908, 1,088, 1,052, 1,151, 1,457 kc/s,
will be used for the Home Service.
The Third Programme will be radiated on
647 kc/s, where provision is made for three new
transmitters, and on 1,546 kc / s by the existing
twenty-two low- powered synchronized stations. Incidentally, the power of Droitwich ( 647 kc/s) may be
increased to t5o kW if the three new synchronized
transmitters are not in use. The two remaining frequencies ( 1,295 and 1,340 kc / s) will be used for the
European Service.
For ease of reference stations sharing the same
frequency are given in the lists in alphabetical order
of the countries.
( 150

to

285

kc,$)

Chan- Freq. Power
nel ( kes) ( kW)
12
13
14
15

254
263
272
281

200
150
200
100

Station
Lahti (
Finland)
Moscow IL Russia (
U.S.S.R.)
Ceskoslovensko (
Czechoslovakia)
Minsk, Byelorussia ( U.S.S.R.)

Pres
Freq.
(kc's)
160
232
155
269

INTERMEDIATE (415 TO 490 kc!s AND 510 TO 525 kcts
420
433
520

10
10
1

Ostersund (Sweden)"
Oulu (
Finland) .
Hamar (
Norway).

415
433
519

'Dtrectional aerial protecting S.W. ' Directional aerial protecting S.W.
Directional aerial protecting S.
(For Medium Waves see next page.)
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MEDIUM
Chan- Freq.
net
(kc/s)

2
3

529
539
548

4

557

5

566

6
7
8

575
584
593

9
10

602
611

11

620

12

629

13

638
647

15

656

Power
(kW)
150
135
20
100
20
100
50
100
5
10
100
120
60
150
150
5
120
100
60
150
50
100
120
150
15
;120
15
15
100
20
80

so

16
17

665
674

18
19

683
692

20

701

21

710

22

719

23
24

728
737

25
26

746
755

27
28

764
773

29

782

30

791

31
32

800
809

33
34
35

818
827
836

36
37
38
39
40

845
854
863
872
881

45
150
100
100
10
100
150
10
150
100
5
120
20
150
150
120
50
100
20
50
50
120
20
50
50
150
50
150
100
70
150
50
100
100
20
100
135
100
100
150
20
150
150
150
150
5
20

WAVES (525 to

Station
Beromunster (
Switzerland)
Budapest 1(
Hungary)
Oukhta, Finno-Karelia ( U.S.S.R.)
Simferopol, Russia ( U.S.S.R.)
Cairo II (
Egypt)
Helsinki (
Finland)"
Monte Cenen i(
Switzerland)
Athlone 1(
Ireland)
Catania (
Italy)
Palermo (
Italy)
Riga, Latvia ( U.S.S.R.)
Vienna 1(
Austria)
Sofia II (
Bulgaria)'
Sundsvall (
Sweden)*
Lyon (
France)
Eidar (
Iceland)
Rabat 1 (Morocco)
Petrozavodsk, Finno-Karelia ( U.S.S.R.)
Sarajevo (
Yugoslavia)
Brussels 1(
Belgium)
Moalatya ( Turkey)
Vigra (
Norway)
Tunis 11 (
Tunisia)"
Prague 1(
Czechoslovakia)
Burghead (Great Britain)
Droitwich (
Great Britain)
Stagshaw (
Great Britain)
Westerglen (
Great Britain)
Kharkov, Ukraine (U.S.S.R.)
Bolzano (
Italy)
Florence 1(
Italy)
Naples I(
Italy)
Turin 1(
Italy)
Murmansk, Russia (
U.S.S.R.)
Vilna, Lithuania ( U.S.S.R.)
Marseilles (
France)
Bodo (
Norway)
Rostov-on- Don, Russia (U.S.S.R.)
Belgrade 1(Yugoslavia)
Nicosia (
Cyprus)
Moorside Edge (
Great Britain)
Banska-Bystrica (
Czechoslovakia)
Czechoslovakian sync. network
Rabat 11 (Morocco)
Finnmark (
Norway)
Limoges (
France)
Stalino, Ukraine (
U.S.S.R.)
Lisbon (
Portugal)
Damascus I(
Syria)
Athens ( Greece)
Akureyri (
Iceland)
Jerusalem 1(
Palestine)
Gliwice (
Poland)
Seville (Spain)
Hilversum 1(
Netherlands)
Kuopio (
Finland)
Lisbon (
Portugal)
Timisoara (
Rumania)"
Sottens (
Switzerland)
Cairo 1(
Egypt)
Stockholm (
Sweden)"
Kiev II, Ukraine ( U.S.S.R.)
Soviet troops in Germany
Rennes (
France)
Salonika ( Greece)
Leningrad 11, Russia ( U.S.S.R.)
Burghead (Great Britain)
Dundee (
Great Britain)
Redmoss ( Great Britain)
Westerglen (
Great Britain)
Skopje (
Yugoslavia)
Poznan (
Poland)
Sofia I(
Bulgaria)
Nancy (
France)
Beirut 1(
Lebanon)
Rome 1(
Italy)
Bucharest (
Rumania)
Parisi (
France)
Moscow Ill, Russia ( U.S.S.R.)
Aberystwyth (
Great Britain)
Penman (
Great Britain)

Pres.
Freq.
(kcs)
556
546
1,195
859
1,348
1,420
1,167
565
1,104
565
583
592
767
601
895
615
601
648
603
620
-629
823
638
-58 3
-385
536
610
I,312
986
648
536
749
253
556
686
668
392
868
347
648
776
629
592
601
-67 7
1,231
731
995
527
722
968
677
620
704
200
722
1,040
804
1,040
767
-767
767
1,240
868
850
959
730
713
823
695
832
804

' Directional aerial protecting Switzerland.
° Directional aerial.

Apparent power towards Sweden 10 kW.

" Directional aerial.

Apparent power towards Bulgaria 20 kW.

Directional aerial protecting Norway.
'Power to be reduced to 20 kW if directional aerial protecting Portugal
is not used.
' Directional aerial.

Apparent power towards Egypt 20 kW.

Chan- 1 Freq.
net ( kc s)
(40)

(881)

41

890

42
43
44
45
46
47

899
908
917
926
935
944

48
49

953
962

50

971

51

980

52

989

53
54

998
1,007

55
56

1,016
1,025

57

1,034

58

1,043

59

1,052

60

1.061

1605

kc s)

Power
(kW)
150
5
20
100
20
20
20
20
50
50
35
50

oo

00
20
50

oo

20
73
50
20
20
100
150
10
70
20
103
120
20
150
103
20
10
40
100
70
5
20
20
20
10
150
50
10
5
60
10
15
103
20
50
10
10
150
20
150
5
100
50
50

61

1,070

62
63

1,079
1,038

64

1,097

65
66

1,106
1,115

67

1,124

20

68
69

1,133
1,142

20
135
20

70

1,151

71
72
73

1,160
1,169
1,178

5
5

ao

20
5
100
5
100
5
20
5
150
150
100

"Directional aerial.
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Station
Washford (Great Britain)"
Wrexham (
Great Britain)
Cetinge (Yugoslavia)
Algiers I(
Algeria)"
Bergen (
Norway)
Kristiansand (
Norway)
Trondheim (
Norway)
Dniepropetrovsk, Ukraine ( U.S.S.R.)
Milan 1(Italy)
Brookmans Park (
Great Britain)
Ljubljana (Yugoslavia)
Brussels 11 (
Belgium)
Lwow, Ukraine (
U.S.S.R.)
Toulouse (
France)
Voronezh, Russia ( U.S.S.R.)
Morava ( Czechoslovakia)
Turku (
Finland)"
Tunis 1(
Tunisia)"
British Zone (
Germany)
Izmir (Turkey)
Kalinin, Russia ( U.S.S.R.)
Smolensk, Russia ( U.S.S.R.)
Algiers 11 (
Algeria)"
Goteborg (
Sweden)"
Rovaniemi (
Finland)
American Zone (
Germany)
Beirut 11 (
Lebanon)
Kishinev, Moldavia ( U.S.S.R.)
Hilversum 11 (
Netherlands)
Aleppo I(
Syria)
Istanbul (Turkey)
Graz-Dobl (
Austria)
Jerusalem 11 (
Palestine)
Turin II (
Italy)
Lisbon (
Portugal)
Tallinn, Estonia ( U.S.S.R.)
U.S.S.R. Zone (
Germany)
Kala-nata ( Greece)
Agadir 1(
Morocco)
Marrakesh 1 ( Morocco)
U¡da 1 ( Morocco)
Hartland Point ( Great Britain)
Start Point (
Great Britain)."
Tripoli (
Libya)"
Jassi (
Rumania)
Focsani (
Rumania)
Eastern Denmark
Cagliari (
Italy)
Lisbon (
Portugal)
Paris II (
France)
Krasnodar, Russia (
U.S.S.R.)
Breslau (
Poland)
Korca (
Albania)
Shkodra (
Albania)
Droitwich (
Great Britain)
Norwich (
Great Britain)
Bratislava (Czechoslovakia)
Ctechoslovakian sync. network
Moghilev, Byelorussia ( U.S.S.R.)
Bari 1(
Italy)
Bologna I(
Italy)
S. Remo (
Italy)
Norwegian sync. network
Brussels III (
Belgium)
Varna (
Bulgaria)
Viborg, Russia ( U.S.S.R.)
Zagreb (Yugoslavia)
Constantine I (Algeria)
Oran 1(
Algeria)
Kaliningrad, Russia ( U.S.S.R.)
Carlisle (Great Britain)
Lisnagarvey (
Great Britain)
Londonderry (Great Britain)
Stagshaw (
Great Britain)
Baia Mare (
Rumania)
Cluj (
Rumania)
Oradea (
Rumania)
Strasbourg 1(
France)
Odessa, Ukraine (
U.S.S.R.)
Horby ( Sweden)

Pres.
Freq.
(kc s)
804
804
1,377
941
260
629
823
913
814
877
527
932
795
913
356
922
895
904
704
1,113
658
1,113
941
740
730
565
722
704
758
886
574
1,357
1,068
731
841
1,004
977
1,25
- 8
-54 1
536
-77 6
1,050
950
1,250
I.0
- 13
1,013
1,004
870
1,059
1,303
1,348
1,28
- 5
1,276
749
629
1,087
1,420
904
1,050
1,050
1,050

859
968
1,131

Apparent power towards Yugoslavia, 150 kW.

" Directional aerial protecting Norway.
" Directional aerial protecting Tunisia.
" Directional aerial protecting Finland.
" Directional aerial protecting Sweden.
" Directional aerial protecting Algeria.
" Directional aerial protecting Libya.
" Directional aerial protecting Great Britain.
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Chan- 1Freq.
(Itch)
nel
74
75

1,187
1,196

76

1,205

77

1,214

78

1,223

79

1,232

80

81

1,241

1,250

82
83
84
85

1,259
1,268
1,277
1,286

86
87

1,295
1,304

88
89
90

1,313
f,322
1,331

91

92

1,340

1,349

93
94

1,358
1,367

95
96

1,376
1,385

97

1,394

98

1,403

Power
(kW)
135
70
15
20
20
20
103
5
10
5
60
20
5
10
1
58
2
2
2
10
50
70
2
20
20
20
100
5
25
25
100
50
20
20
10
20
20
20
20
20
20
5
10
20
SO
100
135
150
100
20
150
20
40
50
100
100
50
25
25
50
25
5
150
5
5
5
5
10
50
10
50
20
20
100
5
25
24
5
150
100
150
5
15
5
5
5
20
20
20
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Station

1Pres.
Freq.
( kc/s)

Budapest II (
Hungary)
French Zone (
Germany)
Kerkyra ( Greece)
Agadir II (
Morocco)
Marrakesh II (
Morocco)
Ujda 11 (Morocco)
Bordeaux (
France)
Haifa (
Palestine)
Lublin (
Poland)
Ayr (
Great Britain)
Brookmans Park ( Great Britain)
Burghead (
Great Britain)
Dundee ( Great Britain)
Lisnagarvey (
Great Britain)
Londonderry ( Great Britain)
Moorside Edge ( Great Britain)
Plymouth (
Great Britain)
Redmoss ( Great Britain)
Relruth (
Great Britain)
Stagshaw (
Great Britain)
Westerglen ( Great Britain)
British troops in Germany
Azores (
Portugal)
Kursk, Russia ( U.S.S.R.)
Stara Zagora (
Bulgaria)
Barcelona (
Spain)
Falun (
Sweden)
Budejovice (
Czechoslovakia)
CechyZapad (
Czechoslovakia)
Morava-Vychod (
Czechoslovakia)
Prague 11 ( Czechoslovakia)
Vaasa (
Finland)
Bayonne (
France)
Clermont-Ferrand (
France)
Corse (
France)
Grenoble (
France)
Le Havre (
France)
Montbeliard (
France)
Nice (
France)
Quimper (
France)
Tiraspol, Moldavia (U.S.S.R.)
Lower Egypt
Nyiregyhaza (
Hungary)
Zalaegerszeg (
Hungary)"
Athlone II (
Ireland)
Stettin (
Poland)
Belgrade II (
Yugoslavia)
Lille (
France)
Kosice (
Czechoslovakia)
Radio Catolica (
Portugal)
Ottringham (
Great Britain)
Constantine II (
Algeria)
Oran 11 (
Algeria)
Danzig (
Poland)
Stavanger (
Norway)
Ouchgorod, Ukraine (
U.S.S.R.)
Genoa 1(
Italy)
Messina (
Italy)
Pescara (
Italy)
Rome II (
Italy)
Venice (
Italy)
Alexandria (
Egypt)
Crowborough or Stagshaw (
Great Britain)
Budapest (
Hungary)
Magyarovar (
Hungary)
Miskolc (
Hungary)
Pecs (
Hungary)
Corse (
France)
Marseilles (
France)
Nantes (
France)
Toulouse (
France)
Kuldiga, Latvia ( U.S.S.R.)
Madona, Latvia ( U.S.S.R.)
Tirana I(
Albania)
Thorshavn (
Faroe Islands)
Caltanissetta (
Italy)
Torun (
Poland)
Oporto (
Portugal)
Strasbourg 11 ( France)
Madrid 1(
Spain)
Kaunas, Lithuania (U.S.S.R.)
Dornbi rn (
Austria)
Graz (
Austria)
Innsbruck (
Austria)
Linz (
Austria)
Rhodes ( Greece)
Swedish sync. network
France)
Bayonne (
Lille (
France)

‘., ro.......i......1 .
mrisi nrnrdaetin• Iraland

1,040
1,031
1,077
1,149
1,149
1,149
1,149
1,149
1,149
1,149
1,149
1,149
1,149
1,095
1,402
795
1,086
1,366
1,113
1,522
1,321
1,339
1,456
1,068
1,185
832
1,068
_
_
_
_
1,384
1,086
1,213
1,456
_
1,122
1,443
1,276
1,303
850
1,185
1,357
1,492
1,258
1,222
1,122
1,122
1,321
1,438
1,465
1,339
1,366
1,339
1,104
1,258
1,474
986
1,411
1,393
I022
153
'

Chan- 1Freq.
(kc/s)
nel
(98)

(1,403)

99

1,412

100

1,421

101

1,430

102
103

1,439
1,448

104

1,457

105

1,466

106

1,475

107
108

1,484
1,493

109

1,502

110

1,511

III

1,520

112

1,529

113

1,538

114

1,546

115

1,554

116

1,562

117

1,570

118

1,578

Powell
(kW)
10
20
10
20
25
5
20
20
20
20
20
20
60
20
5
5
5
70
10
50
150
25
3
5
50
5
5
5
20
60
60
20
120
2
30
20
20
60
20
50
10
50
20
5
5
30
30
20
1
20
IC4:1
70
5
5
70
75
20
5
20
5
70
5

119

1,586

120
121

1,594
1,602

5
10
10
70
5
70
2
5

Station

IPres.
iFreq.
l (kcie)

Paris (
France)
592
Quimper (
France)
1,393
Montpellier (
France)
1,393
Nice (
France)
French troops in Germany
Komotini (
Greece)
Baranovichi, Byelorussia ( U.S.S.R.) Banja Luka (
Yugoslavia) Bitolja (
Yugoslavia)
Maribor (
Yugoslavia)
668
Pristina (
Yugoslavia)
i
, 320
Rijeka (
Yugoslavia)
i 770
Split (
Yugoslavia)
Sarrebrucken (
Germany : French Zone)
1,267
Sfax 1(
Tunisia)
951
Chernigov, Ukraine (U.S.S.R.)
I
,013
Argyrokastro (
Albania)
833
Western Denmark
Copenhagen (
Denmark)
1,176
Madrid 11 (
Spain)
758
Luxembourg
232
Ancona (
Italy)
1,429
Florence II (
Italy)
1,104
Genoa 11 (
Italy)
986
Milan 11 (
Italy)
1,357
Naples 11 (
Italy)
1,068
Venice 11 (
Italy)
769
Portuguese sync. network
Swedish sync. network
1,402
Bartley (
Great Britain)
1,384
Clevedon (
Great Britain)
1,384
Craiova (
Rumania)
731
Monte-Carlo (
Monaco)
Norwegian sync. network
1,312
Vienna 11 (Austria)
1,267
Salzburg (
Austria)
1,285
Klagenfurt (
Austria)
International common frequency"
French sync. network
959
U.S.S.R.)
Gomel, Byelorussia (
1,022
Cracow (
Poland)
1,339
Warsaw II (
Poland)
863
Zaragoza (
Spain)
868
Brussels IV (Belgium)
Chania ( Greece)
1,348
Jihlava (
Czechoslovakia)
1,158
Ostrava (
Czechoslo, akia)
514
Plzen (
Czechoslovakia)
968
Corunna (
Spain)
Funchal (
Madeira Is.)
Swedish sync. network
1,325
Vatican City
827
French Zone (
Germany)
Spanish sync. network
1,474
British sync. networkt
Vinnitza, Ukraine (U.S.S.R.)
1,249
Germany : U.S. Forces
France)
Nice (
Tun. Estonia ( U.S.S.R.)
1,547
Portuguese sync. network
1,402
Swedish sync. network
1,375
Swiss sync. network
785
U.S.S.R. Zone (
Germany)
1,492
Sp
anish sync. network
Sfax 11 (
Tunisia)
Italian sync. network
1,276
Fredrikstad (
Norway)
1,330
British Zone (
Germany)
1.500
Spanish sync. network
'
International common frequency:
1,195
U.S. Zone (
Germany)
1,357
Norwegian sync. network
Portuguese sync. network
-

1285
'
519

• Shared by: Albania, Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany : British Zone, Gibraltar, Great
Britain, Greece, Hungary, Ireland ,Italy, Lithuania ,Malta ,Morocco, Norway,
Poland, Portugal. Rumania, Russia, San Marino, Spain, Syria, Trieste, Tripoli,
Tunisia, Ukraine, and Yugoslavia. Vatican City is permitted to use this
frequency with a power of 5kW until receivers covering 1,529 kc/s are
more generally in use.

1,294
1,312
1,456

tBelfast ( 5kW) ; Bournemouth (2) ; Brighton ( 5) ; Bristol (2) ;
Cardiff (2) ; Dundee (2) ; Edinburgh ( 5) ; Exeter ( 5) ; Fareham (2) ;
Glasgow ( 5) ; Hull (5) ; Leeds ( 5) ; Liverpool (5) ; London (20) ; Man.
chester (2) ; Middlesbrough (2) ; Newcastle-on-Tyne (5) ; Plymouth
(5) ; Preston (2) ; Redmoss (2) ; Redruth (2) ; Sheffield (2).

519

:Shared by : Andorra ; Austria ; Belgium ; Bulgaria ; Cyrenaica ,
Czechoslovakia ; Denmark ; Finland ; France ; Great Britain ; Greece
lealand ; Latvia ; Madeira Is. ; Morocco (Tangier) ; Norway ; Nether.
lands ; Poland ;
Portugal ; Spain ; Switzerland ; Syria ; Trieste
Yugoslavia.
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FREQUENCY

I

T is not very often that the
problems of radio telegraphy
are the subject of technical
papers. Many readers, especially
those with the pile of radar papers
which make up the report of the
I.E.E. Radiolocation Convention
before them, may think that this
i
-because there are no problems
iii transmitting what someone or
other
called " those
damned
dots."
Others, more cynical,
may suggest that the problems are
there, but that no one tries to
solve them.
The real reason is
probably that the main problems
of radio telegraphy nowadays are
those of high-speed long-distance
transmission,
which
is
very
largely an affair for a limited
number of large administrations
whose work is co-ordinated by the
International Telegraph Consultative Committee (C.C.I.T.).
Improved systems are introduced

Fig. 1. Frequency-shift
exciter circuit with crystal control.

SHIFT
By

THOMAS

the sending ol
mark" and
"space " signals
The marks
may be the dots and dashes of
the morse code or the dots which
are used in teleprinter working.
A group of 5 dots can be used to
indicate any one of 31 different
characters.
If 7 dots are used,
or rather, if 3 dots which may
appear in any combination of 7
positions are used the number of
combinations
is
35,
although
only 31 are used and the receiver can check that it has 3 and
only 3 dots and thus can reject
any false signals due to atmospherics or other disturbances. All
these types of signal, however,
have only two possible levels of
modulation: zero and roo per

OUTPUT

d

o
o

KEYING
LINE
o

KEYING
VALVE

only gradually, and after long
periods of service tests.
The
most recent development has been
a tendency to change over from
on-off keying to frequency shift
keying, which is really a change
over from amplitude modulation
to frequency modulation.
An
intermediate
system,
doublefrequency keying, was tried at one
stage, but this, for reasons which
are fairly clear from our modern
knowledge of F.M. theory, was
not successful.
Tblegraph transmission involves

KEYING

Comparison with On- off Keying Methods

SHIFT
CONTROL

CONTROL
VALVE
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OSCILLATOR
VALVE

OUTPUT
VALVE

cent. For low telegraphic speeds
the radio- frequency carrier may
be modulated by a tone which is
keyed on and off. This is called
"modulated continuous wave"
transmission, usually abbreviated
to M.C.W. M.C.W. is wasteful in
bandwidth and for high-speed
commercial circuits C.W. is used.
M.C.W. has certain advantages
under multipath transmission conditions, as it provides a sort of
frequency diversity.
An " onoff " C.W. circuit operates simply
by switching the carrier off when-

RODDAM

ever a mark is to be transmitted:
in early systems the carrier was
switched on, but fast-operating
A.G.C. circuits are then left without any signal during pauses, and
the gain rises to its full value,
giving a large noise output.
The earliest circuits of all, with
arc transmitters, were operated on
a frequency shift basis.
The
carrier frequency was changed
during a mark by short-circuiting
part of the tuned circuit inductance.
It was sometimes found
convenient to listen to the space
frequency rather than the mark
frequency when jamming was
bad, but there was no attempt to
make a deliberate use of both frequencies in receiving the message.
The only reason why this method
of operation was adopted was that
the arc could not be keyed on and
off: as soon as valve circuits became available on-off keying,
which corresponds to the keying
of D.C. on a line, was adopted.
In
1928 Armstrong demonstrated a circuit in which the
marks and spaces were transmitted on two frequencies separated by about iooc/s. This system gave a considerable improvement over on-off keying, because
it used both signals at the receiver. Unfortunately, Armstrong
had done the right thing for the
wrong reason, and the fact that
the system gave an improved performance was overlooked in the
triumphant demonstration that he
had given the wrong explanation.
The next report of work in this
field came in 1939, when K. L.
Wood, of Cable and Wireless,
described a system then under development. During the war considerable advances have been
made, and the system has also
been widely applied to multichannel
voice-frequency
telegraphy systems on wires.
The important thing about F.S.
keying is that it is a coherent
carrier system, that is, there is no
discontinuity in the carrier when
the circuit is switched from mark
to space.
In double-frequency
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KEYING
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KEYING
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INPUT
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R.F.
AMPLIFIER

R.F.
.
AMPLIFIER

Two circuits have been used.
The simplest is arranged to connect a capacitance across the controlling crystal of the master oscillator.
The circuit is shown in
Fig. i(reproduced from the paper
by
Ruddlesden,
Forster
and
Jelonek, J.I.E.E., Vol. 94, Part
IIIA, No. 12, p. 380). The control valve is normally held beyond
cut-off by the negative bias, and
as there is no current through the
control triode the keying diode is
an open circuit.
The crystal
oscillator operates at its normal
frequency. When the triode grid
is driven positive, the current
through the keying diode makes it
a low resistance, bringing into circuit the shift-control capacitor in
series with the blocking capacitor
from the diode cathode to earth.
The frequency of the crystal oscillator is lowered by an amount
which depends on the size of the
shift control capacitor. The output valve acts as a limiter to prevent any amplitude modulation of
the output.
The second circuit is shown in
Fig. z (/oc. cit.). This circuit is
self-explanatory, the only difference between it and a frequencymodulated transmitter for telephony being that the full frequency shift is produced at zoo
kc/s and a modulation operation

2.

!TRANSMITTER:

Mixer- oscillator frequency- shift
exciter.

separate bandpass filters to separate the mark and space signals,
and then rectifies the two separate
filter outputs. The discriminator
circuit is much more tolerant of
frequency drift, but it involves a
capacitance coupling in the output
circuit, and during long periods
without any traffic there is a D.C.
drift which produces a " bias " in
the receiver. Elaboration of the
circuit is required to off- set this.
This illustrates an important
difference between telephony and
telegraphy: a telegraph signal is

any more than there is in a television signal, and D.C. restoration is essential to prevent the
floating mean level produced by
the A.C. couplings in the receiver.
which results in a bias in the recording relays.
Tests made by the Radio Corporation of America gave the
results shown in Figs. 3 and 4
(reproduced from R.C.A. Review,
Vol. 7, March, 1946, pp. 19, 20).
These curves show the number of
errors during tests involving the
transmission of over a million
characters from California to
New York, using a frequency of
about io Mc / sand powers of zoo
and 800 watts. The improvement
due to the use of F.S. keying is
about to db. About the same improvement was obtained in British
tests between Ascension Island
and London. Later tests between
Melbourne and London gave a
better performance for an F.S.
channel than for an on-off channel
using 2.5 times the power. Here
again the improvement must have
been of the order of to db.
According to Smale, F.S. key:
ing will not give its full advantage
when multi- path transmission conditions are encountered.
This
may be off-set in practical operation by the use of space diversity
reception, which is claimed by

• SAMPLE < 10,000 CHARACTERS
O •• SAMPLE > 10,000 CHARACTERS

•e- SAMPLE < 10,000 CHARACTERS
O.« SAMPLE > 10,000 CHARACTERS

100

100
Ammen.,
ummouNL.
MINIM

000 CHARACTERS

BALANCED
MODULATOR

PER

200 Reis
OSCILLATOR

it used to produce the final carrier
frequency, instead of producing
only a small frequency shift and
then multiplying up. As the shift
is only 85o c / s, instead of the
±75 kc / s of broadcast F.M., this
difference is quite a logical one.
Two types of receiver circuits
have been used. One is simply an
ordinary discriminator type, using
either the well-known FosterSeeley discriminator or the double
anti- resonant circuit type.
The
other receiver circuit uses two

10
"k,
o
o
o

e

ERRORS PER 000 CHARACTERS

keying one oscillator is switched
off and another switched on, so
that there is no phase relationship
during the transition period. This
produces a strong disturbing signal and the system is inefficient.
A frequency shift exciter is simply
a frequency modulation exciter,
driven from o to too per cent
modulation, and there is a smooth
transition from one to the other.
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Fig. 3. Field strength ,error curve
for frequency- shift keying. Tworeceiver diversity reception, I.F.
bandwidth skc,'s. Frequency shift
850 cs. odb - ziLV/m.

Fig. 4. Field strength'error curve
for on- off keying. Three- receiver
diversity reception, zkcts I.F. bandwidth. odb = re/in.

essentially unbalanced, consisting
of applied voltages in one direction only. There is no mean level,

R.C.A. to give a considerable improvement for F.S. keying under
multi-path conditions.
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Frequency Shift Keying—

•

All the discussion above relates
to ordinary telegraphy. An intermediate field in which the frequency-shift technique may have
considerable advantages is facsimile, both for the transmission
of illustrations and for the sending of pages of typescript. For
illustrations, especially, the
method would appear to have all
the advantages
of
frequency
modulation in the transmission of
speech.
Multi-path distortion is
always troublesome in F.M. problems, but it is also a serious problem in telegraphy and facsimile
transmission: most readers will
have seen examples of the displaced " ghosts " produced in
television by indirect transmission
paths.
Apart from the special modulating and demodulating arrangements for F.S. keying, there are
some other points of interest in
the design of the equipment. One
point not immediately realized is
that if a transmitter is converted
from on-off to F.S. keying the
power must be reduced. A transmitter sending " reversals," that
is, a steady stream of dots with
equal spaces, is actually operating
for 50 per cent of the time. In
radar language the duty factor is
0.5.
When converted to F.S.
keying, the carrier is kept on continuously, so that for the same
heating in the circuit the power
must be lowered from, say, fo kW
to 5kW.
This gives the F.S.
system a 3db handicap, which
must not be forgotten in assessing the performance of the
system. As far as bandwidth is
concerned, there can be a small
gain.
It is usual to shape the
signals in an on-off system so that
only the fundamental and third
harmonic are transmitted, instead
of the infinite number of sidebands corresponding to a square
dot. In line telegraphy the signals
are rounded even more than this,
and on long-distance circuits even
squarer waveforms are preferred.
Smale described a system using
5oo c / s deviation,
while
the
S.R.D.E. system described by
Ruddlesden, Forster and Jelonek
uses 85o c / s, which is the same
as the R.C.A. value.
In the
S.R.D.E. system the bandwidth
for an on-off channel is given as
',zoo c / s, and for the 85o cis F.S.
channel as r, too c / s, but it is

Wireless World
pointed out that by operating
with a300 cis shift the bandwidth
can be reduced to 500 cis. These
figures correspond to rather high
keying speeds and are therefore
very
sensitive
to
multi-path
effects: by using slower speeds
and multiplex working a more
convenient arrangement is often
obtained.
It may appear to the reader that
this recent advance in telegraph
technique is a rather obvious one,
considering how much is now
known about frequency modulation.
It must never be overlooked, however, that telegraph
circuits are highly efficient circuits from the point of view of the
transmission of intelligence. They
work at relatively low signal-tonoise ratios: if they don't, someone is wasting power, and the cost
will be increased. On the other
hand, if a false signal is recorded,
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code messages will be mutilated,
and the message may be unintelligible. Each dot has a meaning
in a telegraph message, while in
telephony the circuit is quite
workable even if only 8o per cent
of the syllables are correctly
heard.
A telegraph engineer is
really not satisfied about a new
system wail it has been tested
over a whole sunspot cycle.
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NEWS FROM THE CLUBS
Belfast.—The
City
of
Belfast
Y.M.C.A. Radio Club (GI6YM) celebrates its twenty-fifth anniversary this
year. With the exception of the war
years, the club transmitter has been
on the air every week since 1926. Meetings continue to be held on Wednesdays
at 8.o at the Y.M.C.A., Wellington
Place, Belfast
Sec.: F. A. Robb,
GI6TK, 6o, Victoria Avenue, Sydenham, Belfast, N. Ireland.
Bradford.—A demonstration lecture
on disc recording will be given by A. R.
Land, G2UY, to the members of the
Bradford Amateur Radio Society on
November znd. At the November r6th
meeting E. M. Price, M.Sc., will talk
on the transmission of signals through
lines and filters. Meetings are held on
alternate Tuesdays at 7.30 at Cambridge
House, 66, Little Horton Lane, Bradford,
Sec.: W. S. Sykes, G2DJS, 287,
l'oplar Grove, Great Horton, Yorks.
Cambridge.—The president of the
Cambridge University Wireless Society
(G6UW) for the 1948-49 academic year
is J. A. Ratcliffe, 0.B.E., M.A., of th‘.
Cavendish Laboratory. Sec.: F. S. Williamson, 42, South Road, Histon, Cambs.
Darlington.—Meetings of the Darlington and District Amateur Radio Society
are held on alternate Thursdays at 7.30
in the Temperance Institute, Gladstone
Street,
Darlington.
Next
meeting,
October
28th.
Sec.:
G.
Walker,
GzAWR, 7, Geneva Crescent, Darlington, Durham.
Holloway.— Lectures covering the
syllabus for the City and Guilds
amateurs' examination are included in
the winter's programme of the Grafton
Radio Society (G3AFT) which imeets on
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at
7.30 at Grafton School, Ebume Road,
London, N.7.
Morse instruction is
given
at
every
meeting.
See.:
\V. H. C. Jenings, GzAHB.
Liverpool.—J. H. Brierley will lecture on high-fidelity A.F. equipment

and pickups before the Liverpool and
District Short-wave Club at 7.30 on
October 26th at St. Barnabas Hall,
Penny Lane, Liverpool, 15. Sec.: W. G.
Andrews, G3DVW, 17, Lingfield Road,
Broadgreep, Liverpool, 14, Lancs.
Rochester.—A radio exhibition has
been
organized
by
the
Medway
Amateur Receiving and Transmitting
Society to be held in the Corn Exchange, Rochester, Kent, from November 24th to 27th.
In addition to exhibits of a number of manufacturers
and traders, Admiralty electronic equipment will be shou n. Sec.: S. A. Howell,
3g, Broadway, Gillingham, Kent.
Southall.—The West Middlesex Amateur Radio Club has been granted
a transmitting licence under the call
G3EDH. Meetings of the club are held
on the second and fourth Wednesdays
of each month at 7.30 at the Labour
Hall, Uxbridge Road, Southall, Middlesex.
Sec.: C. Alabaster, 34, Lothian
Avenue, Hayes, Middlesex.
Warrington
and
District
Radio
Society meets on alternate Mondays at
7.30 at the Sea Cadet Headquarters,
\Varrington. Next meeting, November
ist. Sec.: W. R. Murray, G3CUB, e,
crow \Vood Lane, Widnes, Lancs.
Worksop.— Although
called
the
Swedish DX-fan Club the activities of
this organization, which has its headquarters in Worksop, Notts, are not
exclusively devoted to reports on
Swedish stations.
Particulars are obtainable from Eric Good, 5, Aldred
Street, Worksop, Notts.
Worthing.—The Worthing Group of
the R.S.G.B. has been re-formed into
the Worthing and District Amateur
Radio Club and thereby overcomes the
limitation
of
its
membership
to
R.S.G.B. members. Meetings are held
on the first Thursday of each month at
7.3o at Oliver's Café, Southfarm Road.
Worthing.
Sec.: F. T. Tooley, 62,
Becket Road, Worthing, Sussex.
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7A8
788

TYPES 7A8 and 7B8 are frequency changers of similar
classes, the former being an octode and the latter a
heptode.
The suppressor grid (G6) fitted to the 7A8
results in higher anode imp edance an d i
ncrease d ga i
n.

In A.C. and car radio receivers both valves may be
replaced by the 7S7, whilst in AC/DC receivers the 7A8
must be replaced by the ritS7 owing to its low heater current of o..ry amp.
In 12 volt car radios using the 7A8, replacement by type 7S7 will
necessitate the fitting of a balancing resistor in the heater circuit.
SAT • NOV 6"

CHARACTERISTICS

03
GS

EY

o

TYPE

7A8

7138

757*

0TH Heater Voltage

6.3

6.3

6.3

volts

Heater Current
Anode Voltage
s Screen Voltage
05 H Osc. Anode
Resistor

0.15
250
100

0.3
250
100

0.3
250
100

amp.
volts
volts

M

Types 7A8, 7138
(7A8 has G6 connected to
Cathode)

Type 757

Bias Resistor
Impedance
Conversion Cond.

20,000

20,000

20,000 ohms

300
0.7
0.6

300
0.36
0.55

200
1.25
0.53

ohms
Meg
mAT.

rype 1457 is identical to type 7S7 except for its heater ratings of 12.6 volts, 0.15 amp.

a.

VALVE TYPE
FROM

7A8

CHANGE

CHANGE

TO

SOCKET

CONNECTIONS

757
(1457 In
AC/DC
sets)

Loctal
(B8G)
NO CHANGE

NO CHANGE

OTHER WORK
NECESSARY
I.
2.

Re-align Receiver.
12-Volt car radios
—fit balancing
resistor

in

heater

PERFORMANCE
CHANGE

NEGLIGIBLE

circuit. See note.
7138

•

7S7

LoCial-(BEG)
NO CHANGE

—
NO CHANGE

Re-align Receiver.

NEGLIGIBLE

y. I
n 12- volt receivers where pairs of valves are connected across the 12-volt supply, the
valve connected in series with the 7S7 must be fitted with a40 ohm 2 watt resistor across its heater
terminals.

"______.-------------13111MA says..
TYPE 7S7 CAN
SUCCESSFULLY REPLACE
TYP ES
X0.1M & X 148

RADIO VALVES

STANDARD TELEPHONES AND CABLES LIMITED, FOOTSCRAY. SIDCUP, KENT.
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MARCONIPHONE eeefeeey"RECEIVER
-

Five - valve, two wa. eliand DC/AC
"Companion " receiver T15DA. Weighing only 7¡lb. and small enough to
stand on the smallest " occasional" or
bedside table, this transportable incorporates an inbuilt high " Q " frame aerial
and needs only connection to the mains to
be immediately ready for operation. Its
excellent performance is enhanced by the
use of all- glass valves throughout. The

SEE

THE

SIGNATURE

consumption figure is low, a mere
35 watts.
An internal dropping resistor besides
eliminating the resistance type of maim
lead has three voltage tappings which
enable the optimum performance to be
obtained on any voltage supply between
195-255 volts DC or AC (
25-/00 cycles).
Hear Model T15DA at your local
Marconiphone Dealer.

. ON
etr)14

EVERY

SET
M.69

The Ilieconlphone Company Limited, Hayes, Middle.«
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Selection from a Designer's Notebook

A

most
readers
will
be
aware, a beam switch is a
device for allowing two or
more waveforms to be displayed
simultaneously on a single cathode ray tube.
In the simplest
case of a twobeam switch the
Notes on two
signals are
Beam
accepted by two
Switches amplifier channels, and these
are
connected
alternately
(switched) to the deflection plates
of the C.R.T. This switching is
commonly carried out by means
of " gate " circuits under the control of a square wave generator
of some sort, and the focal point
of the device, on which its success
depends, is the development of a
satisfactory switching or gate circuit.
As these gate circuits
have other applications as well,
it is proposed to devote a few
paragraphs to descriptions of
some of them.
Probably the simplest of the
gate circuits
is the
pentode
arrangement of Fig. 1. Here the
signal is applied to the suppressor
grid, and the switching waveform to the control grid.
The
switching waveform must be of
sufficient amplitude to cut the
valve off during the negative
half-cycle, and must allow the
valve to conduct—and hence amplify—during the positive halfcycle. Obviously, two such valves
may be used, their anodes connected in parallel, and then, if
the switching square wave is applied in anti-phase to the two control grids, only one valve will be
conducting at any instant. If, in
addition, the two valves have different anode currents, the two signals will appear alternately at
different standing levels, so that
the signals will appear displaced
from one another ( and not superimposed) on the C.R.T.
There are various " snags "
about this circuit. The most obvious of these is that the top of
the positive half-cycle of the
switching waveform must be quite
flat, because any irregularities are
subject to the full gain of the
S

By J. McG. SOWERBY (
Cinema Television, Ltd.)
valve, and will be seen superimposed on the signal.
Also,
when two valves are used in
parallel, a square waveform will,
in general, be obtained at the
anode as well as the signals. This
waveform feeds back through the
suppressor-anode capacitance to
the signal input, and this may
often be undesirable.
If, in an attempt to overcome
these difficulties, the roles of the

Fig. 1. A simple pentode " gate "
circuit.
two grids are interchanged, the
output waveform across RL can
feed back into the square wave
generator. Also, since both valves
are always conducting to their
screens, very thorough screen decoupling is needed, for otherwise
the signal from one channel can
feed across into the other. • As
before the positive " flat " of the
switching waveform may have no
irregularities, or these will be amplified and become superimposed
on the signals. Generally speaking, this circuit, though often
useful, is only suitable for relatively low switching rates.
An alternative is the use of a
hexode or other valve with two
control grids, but here the designer is rather limited, as most
available valves have an undesirable variable- mu characteristic on
one of the grids.
An alternative and rather better arrangement—which uses two

valves— is shown in Fig. 2. Here
the signal is applied to the pentode and appears across RL,provided the triode is cut off by the
negative half-cycle of the switching waveform.
On the positive
half-cycle the pentode is cut off
by the consequent positive excursion of the common cathode, and
the signal disappears. The pentode is only necessary if it is desired to prevent feed back of the
output across RL back into the
signal source via the grid-anode
capacitance.
There are several disadvantages
in this circuit; first, that as Re
has to be relatively large—comparable with
RL—considerable
negative feedback is developed
and the gain is severely limited.
Secondly, every time the stage is
switched, the pentode grid-cathode capacitance has to be charged
or discharged through the signal
source, so that for high switching
rates a low-impedance driver
(cathode follower) for the signal
is essential.
Nevertheless, the
writer has succeeded in switching
this circuit, using EF5o valves at
5- So kc/s with a turnover time
so short that the " haze " between
two traces is practically invisible.

Fig. 2.

Cathode- coupled two
valve " gate."

deal has been written
AGREAT
from time to time on the construction of devices for obtaining
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Electronic Circuitry—
a constant alternating voltage. A
typical example is the so-called
constant voltage transformer of
which
various
types
are
curA " Constant rently
available
Current "
C ommercially.
Less has
Circuit
been said, however, about constant current circuits which are occasionally valuable.
A typical application is
the supply of valve heaters at the

Fig. 3. " Constant- current"
bridge circuit.

end of a length of cable which
may vary in length according to
conditions of use, so that the
total resistance of the circuit is
subject to variation.
Fig. 3 shows a rather neat type
of constant current device in
which ZL is the load impedance
subject to variation, and through
which a constant current is required. If this circuit is analysed
and resistive losses in the inductances L, and condensers C, are
assumed zero, we
find that
the load current IL is given by
E
'I. = —, where X=X L=X c =reactance of L or C at the frequency of the applied voltage
(usually 50 c / s).
Thus we see that the current is
independent of the load impedance. A similar circuit requiring
a centre-tapped transformer is
shown in Fig. 4. As before,
E
IL = — where X L= X c =X .
X'
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Of course, losses in the inductances—which are often iron-cored
—destroy the independence of

c.
t,,_1 SUPPLY

Fig. 4.

Another " constantcurrent " circuit.

load current and load impedance.
Nevertheless, a very considerable
measure of current stabilization
can be obtained in practice over
a limited range of variation of
load. In using this circuit, care
must be exercised in the choice of
components, because if ZLis accidentally open-circuited, the voltages across L and C will rise enormously in an attempt to force the
rated load current through the
accidental infinite impedance.

MANUFACTURERS' PRODUCTS
E.H.F. Co-axial Connectors
Plessey Company have introTHEduced
a range of concentric-

type connectors which have been
designed primarily for use at the
extra high frequencies up to 15,000
Mc/s. These connectors, which are
mainly for joining and terminating
coaxial cables of between 70 and 8o
ohms impedance, are available in
two styles, major and minor.
Each series contains four types,
described as free straight, free rightangle, bulkhead mounting and panel
mounting.
Male and female versions are available in each type, and
to avoid confusion both inner and
outer conductors of a particular connector assembly are either both
male or both female and both patterns are interchangeable.
An adaptor is available to permit
inter-coupling between the major
and minor series and, like the actual
connectors, this coupler is designed
to maintain the correct impedance
of 70 to 8o ohms at the junction.
The major series, which are suitable for use up to 5,000Mc/s, take
B.I.C.C. Types CWF8r and SAF78,
also Uniradio 18 cables, while the
minor range take the Type ' Br/
75C/21- 4M cable in the same make
and are intended for use at frequencies up to z5,000 Mc / s.
Adaptors to junction cables to
waveguides are included and all

connectors and adaptors are precision machined from brass and
given a burnished silver finish.

(Top)

Plessey

male

and

control are features of the circuit.
The set is housed in a console cabinet 33Iin x i8inx 23in and coits
£78 15s including tax.
Two new television receivers have
been introduced by Philips Electrical, Century House, Shaftesbury
Avenue, London, W.C.2. The Model
383A is a table model for vision
and sound with a 9-in tube, and
the Model 663A with rzin tube
is a console incorporating a 7-valve
all-wave receiver for broadcasting.
The price of the Model 383A is £61
Ms 5d and of the Model 663A, £110
4s 4d, both prices include tax.

female

panel -mounting E.H.F. connectors
and (below) the free right-angled
pattern.

The panel mounting types in the
major series are suited for signal,
video and intermediate frequency
circuit connections in television
sets.

New Rotary Switches
A

RANGE of 12- and 18-way
plate-type switches, available
as single units or as ganged assem-

New Television Receivers
A PICTURE size of 84in x6lin

I
on a loin diameter tube is a
noteworthy feature of the Model 912
recently introduced by A.C. Cossor,
Highbury Grove, London, N.5. The
tube includes an ion trap to protect
the screen from heavy ion bombardment. A
cathode- follower
video
amplifier and automatic linearity

Taylor single- pole nine- way
rotary switch.
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blies, has been introduced by Taylor
Electrical Instruments, Ltd., 419.424,
Montrose Avenue,
Slough,
Bucks.
The fixed plates measure about
r¡in in diameter and have contacts
arranged in two rings, the outer
being the point contacts and the
inner the selector pole, or poles.
Contact is made by means of split
wiper arms secured to a bakelite
disc fixed to the spindle.
A 12-way plate can be assembled
to give combinations of from ipole
I2-way to 4-pole 3-way and any
number up to four plates can be
built up as a ganged assembly.
A range of combinations up to
3-pole 6-way 01 4-pole 4-way is
available with the 18-contact plates.
All contacts are of generous size and
silver plated to ensure a low contact
resistance.

Television Scanning
Equipment

rOMPONENTS

for the Wireless
World Television Receiver have
been submitted by Handy-Parts, of
226 - 228, Merton
Road,
South
Wimbledon,
London, S.W.i9. They
comprise a linescan
transformer
and a deflectorand
focus - coil
assembly.
The
latter consists of

tionally
good
R.F.
properties,
especially at the extremely high
frequencies.
It is virtually nonhygroscopic,
unaffected
by
the
common corrosive acids, alkalis
and oils, and does not soften with
application of heat.
It has a low
coefficient
of
expansion.
When moulded it
has a whitish
opaque appearance,
feels slightly waxy
and possesses considerable flexibility,
especially in thin
strips or film.
Radio
components
having
P.T.F.E.
as
the
insulation are
being made by British Mechanical
Productions,
Ltd.,
21,
Bruton
Street, London, W .I.
They consist principally of miniature valve
holders such as the B7G, C.R.
tube holders, co-axial cable connectors and various types of insulating connectors for hermetically
sealed components.
In the lastmentioned category are included

Handy-Parts linescan transformer
and focus- and
deflector- coil
assembly.
the line- and frame-deflector coil
yoke and the focus coil mounted on
a bracket. The focus coil is springmounted for ready adjustment.
The parts are made to the published specification, with the exception of the focus coil which is of
different construction.
They have
all been tried in the original model
of the receiver, however, and were
found to be entirely satisfactory.
The line-scan transformer is priced
at £3 tos and the focus- and deflector-coil assembly at £6 6s.
The
focus coil is available separately at
37s 6d, the line coils at 255 and the
frame coils at 3os.

New Plastic E.H.F.
Insulator
DOLYTETRAFLUORO1 ETHYLENE, or P.T.F.E. as
it will doubtlessly be known, is a
new plastic material having excep-

connectors for use in pressurized
aircraft cabins.
It is claimed for the new B7G
valve holder that, as the mouldings
can be produced to very close
tolerances and the material has a
certain amount of resilience, damage
to valves from cracked bases is
virtually unknown.

145-Mc/s Tuning Unit
THIS unit consists of a small
1 - butterfly-type
variable capacitor, a hairpin-shaped sitigle-turn coil
and a coupling loop assembled on a
single bracket.
It is intended for
the new amateur band of 145-146
Mcis and can be used as a local
oscillator circuit for a V.H.F. superhet or convertor, as an inter-stage
R.F. coupling or as the tank circuit
in a 145-Mcis transmitter.
When used in an oscillator it
would seem advisable to anchor the.

405
far end of the hairpin inductor to
an insulator, as at these very high
frequencies the slightest vibration
can cause very bad frequency flutter.
The hairpin loop fitted is 6M long
and spaced lin. It is secured to
the
capacitor by small
clamps

Eddystone hairpin tuning
assembly for 145 Mc,s
equipment.
which allow easy adjustment for
length.
The coupling loop is supported on
a sub-bracket which can be removed
from the main bracket and mounted
separately if required. Adjustment
of the coupling can be made by
bending the loop towards or away
from the tuned hairpin.
Wide spacing ( o.o52in) is used in
the capacitor and as the flashover
voltage exceeds 1,500 R.M.S. no
special precautions are needed when
the unit is used as the tank circuit
in a 145-Mc/s transmitter with
anode modulation.
The maximum
capacitance is about 4pF, but this
is more than sufficient to cover the
full I45-Mc/s band when it becomes
available.
All the metal work, except the
bracket, is heavily silver plated and
ceramic insulation is used throughout.
The makers are Stratton and Co.,
Ltd., Eddystone Works, Alvechurch
Road, West Heath, Birmingham,
31, and the price is 17s 6d.

" RADIO VALVE PRACTICE"
7'1 I
IS booklet is intended to act
as a link between the valve
maker and the valve user: it is
specially addressed to designers.
The contents comprises largely
categorical information on subjects
about which most of us are somewhat vague. For instance, what is
the permissible variation in heater
or filament voltage in relation to the
rated voltage? Why is it considered
undesirable to mount a valve upside down? What are the appropriate precautions against microphony
?
•
The answers to these and many
other questions are given in " Radio
Valve Practice," copies of which
are obtainable free by bona fide
valve users from The British Radio
Valve Manufacturers' Association.
16, Jermyn Street, London, S.W.i.
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T

HE decision of the National
Physical Laboratory
to
implement on January list,
1948, the recommendation of the
International Committee of
Weights and Measures of 1946, by
reverting from the so-called " international" electrical units to
units based on the absolute system,
brings to the foreground the question of the units and definitions of
the electrical quantities.
But
apart from this topical interest, a
knowledge of the history of the
electrical units is important in
understanding electrical theory.
The logical interdependence of the
definitions forms a kind of skeleton work upon which electrical
theory can be supposed to depend.
More than one of the issues which
provide perennial difficulty and
discussion among students are
settled unequivocally by referring
to the definitions of electrical
quantities. An example of this is
given at the end of this article.
The relation between the electrical units is complex, partly because they were originally framed
by physicists whose needs in this
respect were different from the
needs of engineers, and partly because the modifications imposed
by engineers have not always been
happy ones. In fact, it is difficult,
even for those who have the will
to do so, to absolve the engineers
completely from the charge of
short sight or of haziness about
fundamental theory in the establishment and use of the practical
units.

Unit of

Current

The relations between the units
are displayed in the diagram
opposite. The starting point is
the absolute electromagnetic unit
of current, placed in a double
border at the top left-hand corner
of the diagram. This is defined
as the current which, flowing in a
circular coil of one turn and of one
centimetre radius, exerts a force
of 2r dynes on a unit magnetic
pole placed at the centre, or as
the current which, flowing in one,
centimetre of the arc of such a
coil, exerts a force of one dyne
on a unit pole placed at the centre.
There are other ways of framing
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UNITS

Reasons Underlying Recent Changes
in Accepted Standards
By GEOFFREY STEDMAN, B.Sc.

this definition to avoid the objection to the above forms that they
rely upon unrealizable circuits.
One such form is that unit current
is the current which, flowing in
any circuit, produces the same
magnetic field as a magnetic shell
of unit strength and whose contour is the circuit. All these
forms, and others to be met with
in the textbooks, can be shown to
be mere mathematical variants of
the same definition.
Having fixed in this way the
size of the absolute unit of current, all the other absolute quantities are defined in terms of it and
of familiar mechanical quantities.
Thus there need be, and in fact
is in the absolute system of units,
only one primary electrical quantity. The way in which the other
absolute quantities are derived
from the unit of current is indicated in the diagram by the notes
on the links connecting them to
the unit of current. Thus an
absolute unit of charge is conveyed by one absolute unit of current in one second, and one
absolute unit of potential difference exists between two points if
one erg of work is done by or
against the electrical forces when
one absolute unit of charge is conveyed from the one point to the
other. The absolute unit of resistance is defined from the familiar
relation " resistance is the ratio
of potential difference to current"
which is often referred to as Ohm's
Law. The statement is not a law,
but a definition of resistance, and
one absolute unit of resistance requires
one
absolute
unit
ol
potential difference to pass one
absolute unit of current through it.
Ohm's Law specifies the conditions (nature of conductor, tern,' - perature, etc.) under which the
resistance, defined in this manner,
is independent of the current
through it. All the other absolute
.units (of capacitance, inductance,

etc.) are derived similarly from
the absolute unit of current, but as
the relations between the various
systems of units can be displayed
without considering these, the
diagram has been extended no
farther vertically.
It is important to notice that
nearly all the precision measurements of electrical technology,
with potentiometers and bridges,
are methods of comparing currents or potential differences or
resistance. To find the absolute
value of any electrical quantity
involves measuring it in terms of
the absolute unit of current, or
comparing its magnitude with a
standard whose value has been so
measured. It is by way of a reminder of the fundamental position of the absolute unit of current
in this respect, that the tangent
galvanometer and the Kelvin
ampere balance figure so largely
in a course of academic physics.
In practice, the accurate measurement of a magnetic field presented formidable difficulties up to
a few years ago. The British
Association, therefore, sought to
set up material standards of current and resistance which would
be more convenient to realize,
and also to measure these standards in terms of the absolute
units. While they were doing so
they decided to allocate special
names, derived from the names of
illustrious scientists, to multiples
or submultiples by certain powers
of ten, of the absolute units.
The reason for the last decision
was certainly inadequate, and one
can only suppose that it was the
prestige of the British Association
that was responsible for an International Conference in 1881 in
Paris adopting the B.A. nomenclature, and adding other names
derived in the same way for the
so-called practical units.
The
multiples of the absolute units are
given in the second column of the

AND
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diagram. It was further decided
to construct and measure acolumn
of mercury which, under specified
conditions, should have a resistance of one ohm, and to determine what weight of silver one
ampere would deposit on
a
cathode in one second from asolution of its nitrate in water, also
under specified conditions.
These
measurements
were
made, and in a series of Conferences, culminating in one at
London in 19o8, the " international" ampere and ohm were
set up, defining the ampere as the
current which deposits silver at
the rate of o.00in800 grams per

links. The " international " units
were defined to be as near as possible identical in magnitude to the
absolute ampere and the absolute
ohm, and the name " practical
units" dates from before any discrepancies had been observed between them. It is now therefore
doubtful whether the adjective
" practical " refers to the replacement of the absolute units by the
multiples by powers of ten of
those units, or whether to their
replacement by the chemically
defined ampere and ohm. Since
by modern measurements these
units are perceptibly different, it
would seem best to abandon the
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Derivation and relationships of the principal electrical units.
second, and the ohm as the resistance of 14.452 grams of mercury
of uniform cross section and of
length 106.300 cm, at o° C. These
are known as the International or
Legal units, having been made
legal by enactments of the United
Kingdom and of the other member
nations of the Conferences. They
are placed in the third column of
the diagram, and the nature of the
observations which link them to
the corresponding absolute units
are indicated on the connecting

use of the term " practical" and
to use the adjective " absolute"
for the one system, and the adjective " international " (or " legal ")
for the other, although in view of
the almost certain loss of legality
of the international units in the
near future, the terms chemical
ampere and mercury ohm may be
appropriate.
The change from the absolute
units to the international units
has an almost exact parallel in the
establishment of the metric stan-

dard of length.
The French
Government originally took the
length of the quadrant of the
earth as the standard of length,
and defined a metre as a convenient submultiple ( ro - 7)of this
length.
A French Commission
then preparéd a bar of platinumiridium to be as near as possible
to one metre between the fiducial
marks on it. Following the discovery of an error in the original
measurement, the metre was redefined as the distance between
the fiducial marks on the bar. It
is, of course, unlikely that the
metric system will revert to the
earth's quadrant as a basis, as the
electrical system has reverted to
its absolute basis.
There are twp interesting consequences of the fact that only one
electrical quantity is required to
furnish a system of units, whereas
the " international" system supplies two independent units. The
first is that by the " Ohm's Law"
relation a legal volt is obtained
as the product of a legal ampere
and a legal ohm. This legal volt
is of very nearly the same magnitude as the absolute volt, but is
quite distantly related to it, as is
indicated by the diagram. On the
other hand, the legal ampere and
absolute ampere, like the legal
ohm and the absolute ohm, are
directly related, each by a single
measurement. The second consequence is that from the legal
ampere and volt, a new unit of
energy is obtained, called the
joule, but which is only approximately zo 7 ergs. To define a joule
as 101 ergs, as some writers have
done, is wrong, for the Paris Convention of 1881 initiated the terni
joule, and defined it as the international unit of electrical energy.
By analogy with the absolute ohm
and the absolute ampere, lo' ergs
should be called one absolute
joule.

Commissions and

Conferences

We have stated that the reason
for the introduction of the international units was to provide
more easily realized standards of
electrical quantities. At an International Conference of 1928 it was
agreed that electrical quantities
could now be measured in terms
of the absolute units as accurately
as in terms of the international
units, so that the primary need
for these latter units no longer

Wireless World
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existed. It was therefore resolved
that the numerical relations between these units should be
measured with all attainable accuracy, and that a later Commission should effect a formal reversion to the absolute system for
technical purposes. Accordingly,
the American Bureau of Standards published these results of
comparisons :1934.—One international ampere = 0.999928 ± 0.000020
absolute ampere.
1938.—One international ohm
= 1.000468 ± 0.000020
absolute
ohm.
A Commission in 1933 implemented the decision of the 1928
Conference by resolving that the
change-over should take place on
January 1st, 1940, and in the
absence of the war, that would,
presumably, have been decreed in
this country.
A Conference of
1946 resolved that the changeover should take place on January
ist, 1948, and in accordance with
this, the National Physical Laboratory has announced that it will
implement the decision in its
measurements from that date.
The most recent comparisons
are : —
One

international ampere absolute ampere.
One
international
ohm
1.00049 absolute ohm.

0 .99985

These figures are of interest to
compare with the American estimates of a few years ago to
observe the order of accuracy of
recent determinations.
In setting up the international
units, two changes were made:
first, the difficult absolute meas
urements were replaced by the
then simpler ones of the chemical
ampere and the mercury ohm,
and, second, more convenient
multiples by ten of the fundamental units were adopted.
The M.K.S. system of units has
been proposed to achieve identity
of electromagnetic and practical
systems. This system takes the
metre, the kilogram and the
second as the fundamental units
of length, mass and time. If
the system is adopted, it is
to be hoped that a new name
will be substituted for the " kilogram," and so the anomaly
avoided of having a fundamental

unit named in terms of another,
a thousand times smaller.
The
new name should also, of course,
be derived from the name of a
scientist, following the avowed
practice for the technical units

"Practical "

Units

It may be worth while clarifying here a common misapprehension among engineers in connection with the practical units. If
an engineer is asked why powers
of ten appear in so many of his
formule, e.g., the field of a solenoid is erni/ id, and the induced
E.M.F. in a circuit is io -8 dtP/dt
volts, the writer's experience is
that he will generally be told that
this is due to the use of practical,
instead of absolute, units. This,
in fact, is not true. A consistent
system of units must give the
same formula as any other consistent system. These powers of
ten arise in all engineers' formule which give the field of a
current, and are due to the use
of a mixed system of units, viz.,
practical units for the electrical
quantities and absolute units for
the magnetic quantities.
There
is no reason whatever, why practical units of field and flux should
not be used by engineers, and
they would then have formulm
of the same form as those used by
physicists, without the powers of
ten.
To call these formule
"practical formulœ" is about as
near the truth as to call the formula " circumference of a circle
= 79.8 xdiameter "
a practical
formula, for this is the mensuration formula which must be used
by one who measures circumferences in millimetres and diameters in inches.
The matter
was made more difficult by the
allocation of the name gauss to
the absolute unit of magnetic
field, thereby violating the explicit international resolution to
use proper names for the " practical
units.
But perhaps the
limit of culpability in this matter
was achieved when a later International Conference, having noted
that the name gauss was being
used in different senses by different writers, decided to abandon
the term, and the new name
oersted was allocated to the
absolute unit of field, thereby repeating the same error after
having been provided with a re-
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markably lucky opportunity to
right it.
Another interesting light on
electrical theory is given by a
consideration of units.
In the
absolute system, the first quantity
defined is current, and all the
others are derived from it through
mechanical relationships.
Thus
potential difference is the work
done per unit charge, or the power
per unit current, and resistance is
the potential difference per unit
current. We can, therefore, express resistance directly in terms
of current and power, and the result is that resistance is the power
per unit current squared. Thus
the relation R=W/I 2 is the true
definition of resistance. It is logically incorrect to regard this as a
result which can be deduced from
Ohm's Law, however convenient
that viewpoint may be for the
purposes of elementary teaching.
The definition of resistance in
terms of power and current at
once answers the question of the
reality of the radiation resistance
of an aerial, or of iron-loss resistance in iron-cored coils.
These
are often thought of as in some
way unreal resistances; in fact,
some text-books go so far as to
distinguish between " ohmic resistance" and " fictitious resistance." The argument appears to
run in some such way as this: In
the case of an aerial, power is
radiated when current flows in it.
now, in a direct current circuit,
power is developed when current
flows, the amount being I2R. Let
us, therefore, pretend that the
aerial has aresistance greater than
its real resistance, just so great, in
fact, as to make the relation W =
PR true. This value of R is called
the radiation resistance of the
aerial and is a fictitious resistance
introduced to make our equations
"come out right."
It is, perhaps, unnecessary to say that an
equation which needs such pretences to make it come out right
is not worth having, and, in fact,
the reality of radiation resistance
is seen at once from the fact that
whenever current supplies power,
the circuit has a resistance of
R-=W/P by definition.
Any
other meaning which the term resistance may acquire by habit is
to be regarded with suspicion. It
appears that engineers generally
acquire another view of resistance
which associates it with the fric-
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tional forces between molecules
and electrons. This point of view
was not inconvenient until technical apparatus appeared in which
the chief forces on electrons in a
wire were not the frictional molecular forces, but the fields in the

World
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wire.
The work done against the
molecular forces is turned into
heat in the wire, while the work
done against the field forces is
radiated a,way in the case of the
aerial, and transferred to the core
in the case of the iron-cored roil

"PERSONAL" RADIO

The distinction between ohmic
and fictitious resistance would be
justified if the definition of potential difference were the heat produced ( iestead of the work done)
when unit charge passes from the
one place to the other.

TELEPHONES

Lightweight Economical " Walkie -Talkies"
according to prevailing conditions,
is claimed, from the results obtened
during our tests we think this figure
is a little conservative.
Tests were made from a mobile
installation in a car and although
no great range was attempted communication was maintained under
widely different conditions: for exBritish Communications Model
L59 " walkie-talkie."

an opportunity recently
\V Etohad
test and examine two very

interesting portable radio telephones
of the type often referred to as
" walkie -talkies."
These are sets of
practical
utility,
not merely experimental
models
and,
moreover,
they are actually
being produced on
a moderate scale
by British Communication Cor poration,
Gordon
Avenue,
Stan more, Middlesex.
Such sets have
numerous poss
bilities and those
we saw were of a
kind that would
serve for the police
and fire services,
for newspaper reporting,
for dispatching trains
and, among other
applications,
for
forestry patrol and
even for ship to
shore communications where a fixed
installation is not
convenient.
The range of the sets will be more
than adequate for these and similar
purposes as although up to so miles,

ample, on one occasion from a road
passing through dense woodland,
then in the midst of houses, and
finally in the open country.
Under all conditions the reception
in the car was perfect.
Some flutter due to
reflections from trees

sion systems using V.H.F. Substituting for the normal " whip"
aerial a one-inch length of wire
enabled communication to be maintained over about half a mile.
During transmission the set takes
about 30 mA from a 135-volt battery, but when receiving the consumption is reduced to about zo
mA at 90 volts.
Two models of this radio telephone are available but both contain the same chassis.
The only
differences are that one is designed
for carrying by hand and is about
the size of a G.P.O. desk telephone
with the hand set resting in a cradle
on the top. It weighs about ro lb
and is described as the model L59
The other is a pack- type set
(Model L45) with webbing harness

Underside view of the combined
transmitter- receiver chassis.
and buildings when on the move was
noticeable, but this is quite common
with most single-channel transmis-

for carrying on the back, or slung
over the shoulder.
It has larger
capacity batteries than the hand-
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Personal Radio Telephones—
The fine performance of these sets
portable and uses a separate microcan be attributed to a combination
phone and head telephones.
The
of good design, workmanship and
all- up weight of this model is just
careful attention to small detail.
under 16 lb and the overall
size is r x9¡ x4in.
Model L45 is a pack-set
Despite the fact that space
version.
is at a premium in sets of
this kind the transmitter and
receiver are entirely separate,
so far as the circuits are concerned, but a common chassis
is employed.
Needless
to
say, really miniature parts
are
used
throughout,
for
example,
the
send- receive
relay
which changes over
the aerial, switches L.T. from
transmitter to receiver and
switches the H.T. batteries is
not much larger than a thumb
nail.
Furthermore the sets
are fully tropicalized.
The receiver is a double
superhet with a single crystalcontrolled oscillator serving
for both mixers.
It has one
R.F.
amplifier
and
three
I.F. stages at 1.6 Mc / s. The
first I.F. has no separate
amplification.
Detector,
A.G.C. and noise limiter are
all
is one
germanium
A.F. amplifier.
crystals. There
Four valves are used in the transmitter, which is also crystal controlled.
Of these two are R.F.
stages and two modulators, the
amplitude system being employed.
This set gives an R.F. output of not
less than 250 milliwatts over the
working range of frequencies ( 75 to
too Mc/ s).

BOOK
The Symbolic Method of Vector
Analysis. Pp. 28, with r5 diagrams. Price 3s.
A.C. Network Analysis by Symbolic
Algebra. Pp. 41, with 37 diagrams. Price 4s.
Both by W. H. Miller, A.M.I.E.E.
Classifax Publications, 9, White
Moss Avenue, Manchester, 21.

two booklets are the first
THESE
in a new series intended to

provide students with the essential
information on specific subjects
without their having to buy large
and expensive works containing
much that may be unnecessary to
them. The titles are perhaps rather
alarming to the student who is not
strong
in
mathematics,
and
a
glance at the interiors might confirm the fear that they are too advanced.
Actually, however, only
very elementary álgebra and a mere
smattering of trigonometry are required, and the abundance of equations is at least partly a result of

Silver plating is used wherever it
has been found to confer any advantage.
Incidentally,
the vertical
aerial is of special design having
great flexibility yet always returning to the original position no
matter how far it is bent.
It can
evi.n be coiled up and when released
springs out to a straight rod.
It
also is silver plated.

REVIEWS
the author's care to place his stepping stones so close together that
his weakest followers are not likely
to fall down between them.
The first booklet is, as the subtitle says, a simple explanation of
the " j " operator. The author dismisses the terms " imaginary " and
"complex," which suggest something difficult, and starts from the
idea that it is just as easy and logical to use the symbol — 1 to
mean a 90-degree change in direction as it is to use — 1 to mean a
change in direction of 18o°. From
this he goes on to explain the
" general number," a+jb, and how
it is subject to ordinary simple
algebra.
Each stage is illustrated
by
diagrams and numerical examples.
The " scalar product,"
which experience shows is a difficulty to some students, is not introduced.
In the second booklet he shows
how to apply the " j" technique
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to the calculation of A.C. circuits.
The principles are general to all
branches of electrical engineering.
Thus,
although one-third of the
book is devoted to star-delta conversion and the detailed working
out of an example of electrical
power distribution network, this
example can be regarded equally as
a solution of the unbalanced bridge.
And
although resonance is
not
specifically mentioned, the principles are all there. It is notable
that admittance is given equal
status with impedance.
The distinction • between a rotating vector
and the vector operator is clearly
pointed out.
There are a few misptints, especially in the first
booklet.
The
nomenclature and symbols are on
the whole well chosen ; an exception is that instead of the standard
alternative to heavy type for indicating
vector quantities—a bar
overhead—a dot is used, which more
d
usually signifies ai
And a very

.

strange and unexplained symbol
appears on
pages
ro and
Readers may be confused by the
misuse of the symbol + in connection with expressions for admittance
(but not in the corresponding expressions
for
impedanc(').
In
general, however, the teaching is
clear, simple, and painstaking.
It
is recommended to everyone who
has need to make A.C. calculations
and is not entirely happy about
using " j " for the purpose.
Two commendable features are
the Dewey classification numbers on
the front covers, and the repeating
of diagrams where necessary to ensure that they are always to be ,een
at the sanie opening as the related
text.
1\1. G. S.

BOOKS

RECEIVED

Winterbuch der Electrotechnik. By
G. Swohoda and R. Filipowsky.
An
English-German glossary of electrical
ti clinical terms, including radio and
television. Pp. 312. Nlanzoche Verlagsbuckhandlung, Kohlmarkt 16, Vienna.
Price 54.30.
The Amplification and Distribution of
Sound. By A. E. Greenlees, A.M.I.E.E.
A st coud 'edition of this standard textbook oh sound reinforcement and
public address work first published in
1938. The matter has been rearranged
and revised and numerous additions
have been made in the light of recent
developments.
Pp. 302, with 108
diagrams.
Chapman and Hall, 37,
Essex
Street,
London,
W.C..2,
Pike 16s.
Radio's Conquest of Space.
By D.
McNicol.
A historical account of the
development of radio from the earliest
days up to the evolution of radar. Pp.
374; 53 figures and many illustrations.
Published in Gt. Britain by Chapman
and Hall (address above).
Price 18.s.
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WORLD OF WM ELESS
Birmingham; Television Frequencies + French 819- Line
System + " Old Soldiers
B.B.C. Television

T

HE frequencies to be employed
by the Sutton Coldfield television station have at last been announced by the B.B.C.
They are:
vision 61.75 Mc/s and sound 58.25
Mc / s. Asymmetric sideband transmission, in which the upper sideband of the vision transmitter will
be partially suppressed, is to be used
to reduce the bandwidth required.
The sound channel will be A.M.
The output of both the 35- kW
vision transmitter and the r2- kW
sound transmitter will be radiated
from a single aerial supported by a
steel lattice mast, 750 feet high.
This mast, which is being erected by
B.I. Callender's Cables, is of novel
design.
The main triangular support mast will be 600 feet high, at
this level the cross section changes
to circular, and for the next izo feet
the mast resembles a steel chimney.
Above this will stand a short,
square tower carrying eight dipoles.
When reviewing the progress of
the B.B.C. television service recently
the
Director- General
remarked: " Exactly what is the
right order of priority for television
in our British economy at present
no one can say dogmatically. There
is no simple or easy answer . . All
I would dare to say is this. Television is a permanent addition to
the twentieth-century way of life.
Its extension to cover the whole
country and its eventual marriage
with sound broadcasting, once the
two coverages are approximately
similar, will overshadow all other
broadcasting problems in importance (luring the next few years."

French High-Definition
Television

W

E learn from a correspondent
that if present plans materialize. Parisians will have a public
television service of 819 lines by the
end of the year.
This will operate
simultaneously with the existing
455-line system. The picture signal
(interlaced) will have a waveform
which does not differ greatly in
shape from the existing systems in
Paris and London.
A three-van
mobile unit which will be used for
0.B.s will operate on either standard by a simple switching arrangement. For 0.B.s at too great a distance to use existing cables an aerial
suspended from a balloon and using
decimetric waves will be used. The

If
•

•

•

•

+ E.H.F. Broadcasting

actual transmitter for the 819-line
system is in the Eiffel Tower and
will operate on about 200 Mc/s.
A particularly interesting point is
that the new system is stereoscopic. The projected images appear on the screen, one above the
other and are separated by a horizontal line:
The aspect ratio per
picture being 8:3.
By viewing the
screen with a. piece of equipment
resembling a pair of opera glasses.
the normal aspect ratio of 4:3 is
restored and the two images combined stereoscopically.

Better Listening

Army are said
to
be
very
short of radio
technicians,
especially those
who served as
officers
a n (1
N.C.O.s during
the war. They
are required as
instructors.
Particulars
regarding
recruitment are
obtainable
from Territorial Centres.

S

OME interesting facts were revealed
during
the
recent
" Better Listening" campaign organized jointly by the R.I.C. and
the B.B.C.
From a review of sales figures
during the past few years it is
apparent that 5.5 million householders-43.5 per cent of the country's licence holders—are using sets
which are more than ten years old.
An
investigation
by
leading
dealers in various parts of the country reveals that the average annual
cost of repairs to these old sets is
between £2 and £3 ros.
Sir
Noel
Ashbridge,
B.B.C.
Director of Technical Services, has
expressed the view that listeners
become " drugged
with
bad
quality" to such an extent that
the high-fidelity reproduction of a
modern set is disliked. A pamphlet
giving hints on better reception has
been issued by the B.B.C.

Radio Recruiting

R

ADAR
operators,
supervisors
and mechanics. R/T operators
and wireless mechanics are urgently
needed by the Air Defence Units of
the Royal Auxiliary Air Force.
These units, manned by 20,000 men
and women volunteers, will form
part of the Fighter Command raid
reporting and control system covering the whole country.
Among the ground trades in the
R.A.F. Volunteer Reserve for which
recruiting has re- opened is that of
radio servicing.
At present only
men who have served in the R.A.F.
will be accepted.
Details regarding both of these
Services are obtainable from R.A.F.
Recruiting Centres or from the Inspector
of
Recruiting,
Victory
House, Kingsway, London, W.C. 2.
Special units of the Territorial

TELEVISION.--This sketch gives
some idea of the
construction of
the Birmingham
mast. The slots
in the upper
section are for a
"slot" aerial for
sound broadcasting, probably
F.M. A similar
mast will be used
at Wrotham,
Kent.

F.M.

Or

?

W

E recently put forward the plea
that before embarking on a
nation-wide F.M. service the B.B.C.
should try another parallel experiment — amplitude
modulated
E.H.F.
It was, therefore, gratifying to learn from a recent B.B.C.
statemont that a second transmitter,
" which can work on A.M. or some
other method of modulation" is
being installed at the Wrotham
(Kent) station where work on the
erection of Europe's first high- power
F.M. transmitter has begun. By installing the second transmitter the
engineers will be able to compare
results side by side.

Army Signals
'r HE
Signals
Research
and
Development Establishment of
the Ministry of Supply at Christchurch was open for inspection by
representatives of industry, the Services and the Press during September. Visitors were shown the various
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activities
of
the
Establishment
ranging
from pure scientific research through design and development of communication apparatus
to final extensive testing under the
equivalent
climatic
and
rough
handling conditions likely to be encountered in the field.
The principal Army wireless sets
were displayed and a mock battle
involving infantry, tanks and aircraft was staged to demonstrate the
scope of radio communication in
the modern army. The No. to set
for multichannel pulse communication and the lightweight No. 88
set, which, together with its batteries, stows easily in an infantryman's
ammunition
pouch,
were
highlights of the demonstration.

25 Years of Metal Rectifiers
THE Westinghouse Brake and
-I. Signal Company recently celebrated a quarter of a century of
manufacture of metal rectifiers. It
was in 1923 that the first copperoxide rectifier was evolved and two
years later applied to railway signalling. It was not until 1927 that it
made its first appearance in a trickle
charger and H.T. battery eliminator
for radio sets. Subsequent developments produced the bridge-type instrument rectifier and Westector for
use at radio frequencies.
Whilst the copper-oxide type still
finds many applications as lowpower rectifiers the introduction of
the selenium rectifier a few years
ago largely displaced the earlier pattern in the field of power rectification.
Improvements still continue to
be made, the most recent being the
double- voltage rectifier which has
enabled the size and weight to be
considerably reduced. This is manifest in the extremely small size of

Wireless World
some of the Westinghouse E.H.T.
rectifiers now being produced for
use in television sets. For example,
a rectifier 8in long and 7116in diameter gives an output of tokV.
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pany's Amplifier and Public Address
Department.
During the war he was
in the B.B.C. Recording Department.
where he worked on the development
of the War Correspondents' miniature
recorder.

OBITUARY
It is with regret we record the death
of K. B. Warner, WIEH, the managing
secretary of the American Amateur
Radio Relay League and secretary of
the International Amateur Radio Relay
League.

PERSONALITIES
Sir Noel Ashbridge, B.B.C. Director
of Technical Services, has accepted the
invitation to become president of the
Junior Institution of Engineers for the
1948-49 session.
Dr. R. L. Smith Rose, D.S.I.R.
director of radio research, gave two
lectures under the auspices of the
British Council on radar and navigational aids during the period of, the
British radio components exhibition
organized by the R.C.M.F. in Stockholm.
Prof. Balth. van der Pol, D.Phys.,
the new director of the C.C.I.R., was
inadvertently referred to as " of Germany" in our last issue.
He is, of
course, the well-known and highly
esteemed member of the board of
management of the Physics Laboratory
of the Philips organization in Eindhoven, Holland.
Leslie McMichael,
director of
McMichael Radio, has been made a
Fellow of the Institute of Radio Engineers of Australia.
He has recently
been on a visit to Australasia.
Sydney C. Shaw, who from 193 6-1944
was in the Engineering Division of the
B.B.C. and from 1944 -47 in Royal Signals, has joined R.C.A. Communications, Inc., and is at Tangier, Morocco.
H.
A.
Lewis,
M.B.E.,
T.D.,
B.Sc.(Eng.), who served in R.E.M.E.
(luring the war with the rank of
lieutenant colonel, has relinquished his
appointment with the B.B.C. Engineering Division to join Marconi's W.T. Co.,
where he is taking charge of the
Broadcasting Division, which includes
television.
W. J. Lloyd, B.Sc.,
who resigned his position as chief engineer
of Guy R. Fountain,
Ltd., in March, has
joined Philips Electrical
as
chief

engineer of the com-

PYE
television
camera with demountable electronic
view finder in use in
the temporary studio
at the Copenhagen
exhibition.

W. J. Lloyd, B.Sc.

IN BRIEF
Licences.—over eleven per cent of
the month's increase of 31,250 in the
number of receiving licences in Gt.
Britain and Northern Ireland were for
television receivers. The total number
of licences at the end of August was
15,324.000, of which 61,700 were for
television.
Licence
Fees.— ln
response
to a
question in the flouse, the P.M.G.
stated that during the 1947-48 financial
year the Exchequer received £ 1.575,417
and the Post Office £670,390 from
broadcast receiving licences. As stated
in the last issue, the B.B.C. received
£8,927,363 from the saine source during
the same period.
Amateur Exhibition.—Twenty-seven
exhibitors have taken space at the
R.S.G.B.'s annual amateur radio exhibition which is to be opened at the
Royal Hotel, Woburn Plate, London,
W.C.I, on November 17th at 2.30 by
Dr. Smith Rose.
Admission to the
exhibition, which will continue until
the 20th (hours ir.o a.m. to 9.0 p.m.),
is by catalogue, price Is.
E.H.F. Record?—What is claimed to
be an amateur record for E.H.F. twoway communication was set up when a
frequency of 2,350 Mc is was successfully used over a distance of 13 miles.
The stations were situated at Brighton
Racehill and Salvington Hill, Worthing.
Air-Ground communication channels
for civilian aircraft are being moved
progressively from the M.F. band to
the E.H.F. band.
The freed medium
frequencies will then be used for essential radio-navigational services.
The
change-over has been necessary because
of the reduced, number of medium frequencies available to aeronautical telecommunications at last year's Atlantic
City Conference.
Radar Course.—Among the full-time
courses in electronics, telecommunications and radio engineering offered by
University College, Southampton, during the coming months is one on radar.
This eight-week course, which costs
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.£5, plus one guinea enrolment fee, embraces the full requirements for the
Ministry of Transport examination for
the certificate in radar maintenance.
The college is equipped with two radar
sets, the Admiralty Type 268 3-cm, and
thé rocm marine set Type 271. Details
are obtainable from A. Orba, B.Sc.,
University College, Southampton. Information on the M.o.T. certificate is
obtainable from the Secretary, M.o.T.,
Berkeley Square House, London, W .I.
City and Guilds.—Regulations and
syllabuses for examinations in telecommunications and electrical engineering,
radio servicing and for the radio
amateurs' licence are given in a booklet
issued by the City and Guilds of
London Institute. Obtainable from the
Department of Technology, 31, Brechin
Place, London, S.W.7, priced is 3d by
post, it sets forth in considerable detail
the courses available.
Radio and Television Courses, including circuit theory and workshop practice, have been arranged by the
Sydenham General Evening Institute.
Particulars are available from the
principal of the Institute at Sydenham
Secondary (Central) School, Kirkdale,
London, S.E.26.
I.E.E. Publications.—From January
ist changes are being made by the
I.E.E.
in the publication of its
Journal, which has for some time been
issued in three parts.
In future the
Journal will contain information intended for members only and will continue to be issued monthly. In addition,
the institution will issue in three parts
the Proceedings of the I.E.E.; Part I
(General) will be devoted to papers and
proceedings of Ordinary
Meetings;
Part II ( Power Engineering) to the
activities of the Utilization, Measurements and Supply Sections; and Part
III (Radio and Communication Engineering) to the activities of the Radio
Section.
Each part will be issued in
alternate months.
Subscription rates
will be £ r is, £ r its 6d and £1 xis 6d,
respectively.
School Broadcasting.—In reply to a
question in the House the Minister of
Education stated that, according to an
estimate made by the School Broadcasting Council, reception in 30 per
cent of the 15,000 schools equipped
with radio was unsatisfactory.
I.P.R.E.—The South-West Section of
the Institute of Practical Radio Engineers was formed at an inaugural
meeting in Newton Abbot, Devon. The
secretary is F. C. Roberts, " Inglenook," South Brent, Devon.

FROM. ABROAD
Citizens' Radio.— New rules have
been proposed by the U.S. Federal
Communications Commission for the
operation of transmitter-receivers for
private communication purposes. The
recommendation proposes two types of
station, one operating within the band
460-47o Mc / s with a power of 50 watts
and another limited to ro watts on
465 Mc / s.
Until the proposals are
adopted only experimental licences are
being issued.
South Africa is to
broadcasting.
The

have sponsored
South
African

Broadcasting Corporation, which is
modelled on the lines of the B.B.C.,
has been requested by the Government
to provide for commercial programmes
as soon as possible.
The service will
be in addition to the bilingual service
in English and Afrikaans operated by
the Corporation.
Radio New Zealand, the short-wave
station of the New Zealand Broadcasting Service, started overseas transmissions on Dominion Day, September 27th.
The 7.5-kW transmitter, which at
present radiates from o7oo to ogoo
G.M.T. on 9.54 Mc / s (ZL2), and 11.78
(ZL3) and 15.28 (ZL4), is situated at
Titahi Bay, some 17 miles from Wellington. Reports on the transmissions,
which are at present primarily for the
New Zealand Dependencies in the
Pacific, will be welcomed by the
Director, Radio New Zealand, P.O. Box
3045, Wellington, N.Z.
" Radio Craft," our twenty-year-old
American contemporary, has changed
its name to Radio Electronics, as the
old title " no longer reflects the
editorial content of the magazine."
Swiss Broadcasting.--A copy of the
annual report of the Swiss broadcasting authority, Société Suisse de Radiodiffusion, has been received. It deals
with the activities of the country's
three main broadcasting stations which
provide a trilingual service. The report
on each station is printed in the
language used by the station—Sottens
(French), Monte Cenen i(Italian), Beromunster (German).
WalkieTalkie sets are being supplied
to the Cable and Wireless staff on the
Cocos Islands to provide communication between Home and Direction
Islands, which has hitherto been maintained by irregular sailings by the
islanders.
I.R.E. ( India),—At a recent meeting
of the Institute of Engineers (India) in
Bombay it was decided to form an independent Institute of Radio Engineers
(India).
Brazil's first television station, which
is to be erected in Rio de Janeiro, is
being equipped with American gear.
Hungary.—A three-year production
plan for the Hungarian telecommunications industry aims at increasing production to 120 per
cent of the pre-war
total. The target for
broadcast receivers is
155,000.

MOBILE RECEIVER
used by G.E.C. research engineers for
measuring the atmospheric absorption
of millimetre waves
over paths of up to
1.5 miles. Above the
aluminium paraboloidal aerial is the
telescope used for
aligning the aerials.
The region investigated was between
4.5 and 6.5 mm.
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Scandinavian Television.—A total of
117,000 people attended the television
demonstrations given by British radio
manufacturers during the British Exhibition which was held in Copenhagen
from September 18th to October 3rd.
Since leaving Copenhagen the cameras
and mobile transmitting equipment
have been used for a week in Stockholm. Sweden, where a demonstration
of receivers has been arranged by Pye,
Ltd., the manufacturers of the transmitter.
For the demonstrations in
Copenhagen over twenty receivers, provided by twelve British manufacturers,
were used.
Competition between American and
British manufacturers in the television
export market was discussed at the
autumn meeting of the American Radio
Manufacturers'
Association.
It
is
understood that American producers
are planning a campaign to persuade
other countries to adopt their higher
definition system (525 lines) and are
endeavouring to keep export markets
open until they have met the present
demand in the States.
Components in Stockholm.—Thirtysix member firms of the Radio Component Manufacturers' Federation had
stands at the exhibition of components,
accessories and materials organized by
the Federation in Stockholm from
October 18th-22nd.
Although Sweden
is now making nearly all her own re.ceivers, she has imported over a million
pounds' worth of British radio gear so
far this year.
Whiteley Electrical Radio Co. reports
that their exports of Stentorian loudspeakers have shown a marked increase
during the past year. Recent shipments
were consigned to Argentina, Malta,
India and Trinidad.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS
Marconi communication and D.F.
equipment is to be installed in Britain's
latest
airliner—the
Handley
Page
Hermes IV.
The transmitter, which
operates on both ' phone and C.W.,
covers the frequency range 2-18.5 Mc / s
and 32o-520 kc s. Twenty pre-selected
crystal-controlled frequencies are pro-
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vided in the HT. band and ten in the
M.F. band.
On H.F. the maximum
power is 150 watts and on M.F. 120
watts.

Literature describing
Lustraphone
microphone,
miniature
moving-coil
loudspeaker and Model 483 mixer unit,
from Lustraphone, Ltd., 84, Belsize
Lane, London, N.W.3.

G.E.C.'s recently conducted tests
with F.M. equipment on the Thames
showed that one low-power transmitter,
strategically placed, gave ample signal
strength for radio-telephone communication with ships along the entire
length of the river which comes within
the jurisdiction of the Port of London
Authority— some sixty miles.
"Production Engineering," a new
226- page book produced by our associated journal Machine Shop Magazine,
gives an insight into the various
systems of production planning and
control.
The author, J. S. Murphy,
deals with the basic principles and the
treatment of the subject is general
rather than particular.
The book is
published by The Louis Cassier Co. and
Costs I2S 6d.

Illustrated
leaflet
describing
the
"Motavia" car radio - transportable,
from The Motavia Co., Timperley,
Cheshire.

F. C. Robinson, who some time ago
resigned from the managing directorship of Cossor Radar, Ltd., has set up
an organization, to be known as F. C.
Robinson and Partners, to act as consultants on industrial electronic applications and for the supply and maintenance of electronic equipment. The
head office is at Dalton House, Hargate
Drive, Hale, Cheshire, and the showroom and service depot at 308, Deansgate, Manchester, 3.
B.E.A.M.A. Catalogue.—The Directory Publications Department of our
l'ublishers has undertaken the production of the z949-5o catalogue and
directory of the products of the members of the British Electrical and
Allied Manufacturers' Association. This
7oo-page reference book, which will be
published early next year, will include
a classified buyers' guide and a trade
directory.
Blind Operatives.—One of the best
sources of employment for blind persons is the radio industry, according to
a brochure, " Skilled Hands," issued
by the National Institute for the Blind.
S. Spencer-West, of Quay Works,
North Quay, Gt. Yarmouth, has started
a research and manufacturing concern
and is developing industrial electronic
eq uipment.
Charles Britain ( Radio), Ltd., has
moved from Wilson Street, London,
E.C.2, to II,
Upper St. Martins
Lane, London, W.C.2 ( Tel.: Temple
Bar 0545).
MANUFACTURERS'
LITERATURE
Descriptive leaflet dealing with the
Typé 12oo " Stroboflash" and accessories from Dawe Instruments, Harlequin Avenue, Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex.
Technical Bulletin D.T.B. dealing
with coil turrets CT6 and CT7 and
giving complete data and recommended
circuits from Denco (Clacton), 355-9,
Old Road, Clacton-on-Sea. Price 3s.
Illustrated folder -giving complete
range of domestic receivers ( Autumn,
1948) from the General Electric Co.,
Magnet House, Kingsway, London,
W.C.2.

CHAIRSIDE RADIOGRAM made by
Telefunken which is an example of the
few "special" receivers seen at the
Leipzig and Hanover Fairs. A fourvalve " Standard Super" costs RM475
—three months' wages of the average
worker in the British Zone,

MEETINGS
Institution of Electrical Engineers
Radio Section.—" A Storage System
for lise with Binary Digital Computing
Machines," by Professor F. C. Williams, 0.B.E., D.Sc., D.Phil., and T.
Kilbum, M.A., on November 2nd.
"Aids to Training—The Design of
Radar Synthetic Training Devices for
the R.A.F.," by G. W. A. Dummer,
M.B.E., on November 3rd.
Continuation of the Discussion on
"To what Extent does Distortion really
matter in the Transmission of Speech
and Music?" re-opened by P. P.
Eckersley, on November 9th.
"Printed Circuits, including Miniature Components and Sub-Miniature
Valves," by J. E. RhysJones, M.B.E.,
on November 23rd.
The above meetings will be held at
5.30 at the I.E.E., Savoy Place, London, W.C.2,
Cambridge Radio Group.—Discussion
on " To what Extent does Distortion
really matter in the 'transmission of
Speech and Music? " opened by P. P.
Eckersley, at 8.15, on November 2nd,
at the Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge.
Address of the chairman of the Radio
Section, F. Smith, er.B.E., at 6.o, on
November / 6th, at the Cambridgeshire
Technical College, Cambridge.
Mersey and North Wales Centre.—
"Analysis-Synthesis Telephony, with
special reference to the Vocoder," by
R. J. Halsey, B.Sc. (Eng.), and H.
Swaffield, Ph.D., at 6.30, on November
t5th, at the Liverpool Royal Institution, Colquitt Street, Liverpool.
North-Eastern Radio and Measurements Group.—Discussion on " To what
Extent does Distortion really matter
in the Transmission of Speech and
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Music? " opened by P. P. Eckersley,
at 6.15, on November 15th, at King's
College, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Sheffield Sub-Centre.—" The Design
and Construction of a New Electron
Microscope," by M. E. Haine, B.Sc.,
at 6.z5, on October 27th, at the Scunthorpe Technical School.
North - Western
Radio
Group.—
"Practical Aspects of Marine Navigational Radar," by A. K. Nuttall, M.A.,
at 6.30. on November 17th, at the Engineer's Club, Albert Square, Manchester.
Scottish Centre. — "The Wartime
Activities of the Engineering Division
of the B.B.C.," by H. Bishop, C.B.E.,
B.Sc. ( Eng.), at 7, on November loth,
at the Heriot-Watt College, Edinburgh.
Rugby Sub-Centre.—" Three Dimensional Cathode-Ray Tube Displays,"
by E. Parker, M.A., and P. R. Wallis,
B.Sc. (Eng.), at 6.30, on November 2nd,
at the Electricity Showrooms, Rugby.
Southern Centre. — " Analysis-Synthesis Telephony with special reference
to the Vocoder," by R. J. Halsey, B.Sc.
(Eng.), and J. Swaffield, Ph.D., at 6.30,
on November loth, at the A.S.R.E.,
Haslemere. •
British Institution of Radio Engineers
London
Section.—" U.H.F.
Radio
Equipment for Mobile Services," by
D. H. Hughes, at 6.o on November z8th
at the London School of Hygiene and
Tropical
Medicine,
Keppel
Street,
London, W.C./.
South Midlands Section.—" Measurement and Suppression of Radio Interference," by J. H. Evans, at 7.0 on
November 25th at the Technical College
(Room A.5), The Butts, Coventry.
Merseyside Section.—" Television Receiver Design Technique," by P. Jones.
at 6.45 on November 17th at the Incorporated
Accountants'
Hall,
Derby
Square, Liverpool, 2.
Television Society
London. — "Studio and Outside
Broadcasting Television Practice," by
T. H. Bridgewater, at 7.15, on October
27th, at the G.B. Theatre, Film House,
Wardour Street, London, W .I.
Midlands Centre. —
Luminescent
Materials for Cathode-Ray Tubes," by
Dr. G. F. J. Garlick, at 7.0, on November 2nd, in Room 6, Chamber of Commerce, New Street, Birmingham. Sec.:
R. R. T. Baxendale, 50, Alcester Road,
Moseley, Birmingham.
British Sound Recording Association
"Some Fundamentals of Magnetic
Recording," by E. W. Berth-Jones,
B.Sc., at 7.15 on November 19th, at
the E.M.I. Studios, 3, Abbey Road, St.
John's Wood, London, N.W.8.
Radio Society of Great Britain
"Speech Clipping," by P. F. Cundy,
at 6.30, on October 29th, at the I.E.E.,
Savoy Place, London, W.C.2.
Institute of Physics
Electronics Group. — Discussion on
"Valves for Low- Noise Wide- Bandwidth Amplifiers," opened by R. J:
Ballantine, M.Sc., and A. E. Widdowson, Ph.D., at 5.3o, on October 5th, at
the Institute's House, 47. Belgrave
Square, London, S.W.T.
Junior Institution of Engineers
North-Western Section.- - The Electron Microscope," by M. Venner, B.Sc.
(Eng.), at 2.30 on November 20th at
the Manchester Geographical Society,
16, St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester,
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THE " BELLING- LEE" PAGE
Providing

technical

information,

to our products and the
Suppression of Small Rotary
Convertors.
We receive, by almost every post,
requests for advice on the suppression
of electrical interference caused by
small rotary convertors, and we can
therefore appreciate the motives
behind " DIALLIST'S " remarks on
the subject, in the" Wireless World,"'
July issue.

service and advice

suppression

of electrical

Filtering of all leads will probably
be necessary, and this is preferably
carried out at the point of entry
into the screening box (L.3oo/3,
L.3o5* 2,according to rating).
Although the filters do not cover
frequencies above 30 Mc/s, this
treatment will normally be effective
against interference at T.V. frequencies, provided that the screening

1300 on L.305
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The above diagram shows the recommended suppression methods for small rotary
convertors.
Standard " Belling- Lee" filters are employed, the L300 ( I amp.) or
L305 ( 2 amp.) being used according to rating.

For those whose electricity supply
is D.C., a rotary convertor is, in
many cases, a necessary evil, and
it may interest them to know how
to set about suppressing its principal
defects.
Double
capacitor
suppressors
(L. z I8/CT)*' should be connected
between the brushes and frame of
the machine. Two will be required,
one for each set of brushgear.
The connecting leads used must be
as short as it is possible to make
them, never exceeding three inches
in length.
The convertor and its capacitor
suppressors should be enclosed in
a screening box.
Expanded or
perforated metal is recommended,
but wire netting or mesh must be
avoided. All joints in its construction should be continuously soldered,
and the cover so arranged that
multi-point contact with the rest
of the screen is assured.
The carcass of the convertor
should be insulated from the screen,
being earthed, if necessary, through
an B.F. choke.
The screen must be solidly bonded
to earth, and the convertor so sited
that the earth lead is kept short,
and independent of the earthing
system of the receiver.
The input and output leads may
be shielded, with the shield bonded
only to 'the screen enclosing the
convertor.

is adequate, since T.V. interference
is almost entirely radiated.
In the many thousands of cases
of T.V. interference which have
passed through our hands, only twice
have we encountered instances of
such interference being mains borne.
If any reader has such a case, we
should be glad to hear about it, but
we do ask that the nature of the
interference
shall
be
confirmed
beforehand.
" Flutter " in a Television
picture.
It is very gratifying to have
received a batch of letters from
retailers telling us that our * 3 aerials
stand up well to severe weather
conditions. They are designed with
a generous margin of safety which,
although contributing somewhat to
the overall weight, has from our long
experience justified our policy. Of
the willow it has been said " it
will bend but it will not break."
Of the oak, " it will break but will
not bend." A good television aerial
must do neither.
A television aerial that flaps about
in wind, one that " flutters" will
give a picture that flutters and may
give a great deal of annoyance.
This effect may only manifest itself
on a windy day or night.
If the
elements are whippy the effect is
more pronounced when eighth wave
spacing is employed than with quarter
wave spacing.

in

relation

interference

At the present stage of the television studio art, lighting variations
at that end may tend to mask the
effect of flutter due to lack of rigidity
in an aerial, but as the studio technique is continually improving it is
better to be on the safe side and be
sure to insist on a rigid, robust
aerial, one preferably with quarter
wave spacing.
In Praise of Paint.
The great trouble with a steel
aerial is the protective finish. Plating
is unsuitable. Continuous exposure
to sulphurous fumes in chimney
locations, sometimes salt spray as
well, all call for paint. Our standard
finish is aluminium paint, but we
recommend an additional coat at
the time of erection. And we have
to remind customers and readers
that even bridges, iron lamp-posts,
park railings, etc., are painted again
and again.
Yet many people are
surprised that a slender" Skyrod "* 1
or television aerial will not stand year
after year submitted to far worse
conditions, and without any attention, just because it is difficult to
get at it.

Till those in coastal towns, fishing
ports, yachting centres etc., bear in
mind that " Belling- Lee" are specialising
in suppression on board ship.
We have done such work on ships of
all sizes from the " Queen" class
to

trawlers,

drifters

and

yachts

i.* Condenser suppressor for fitting
at the source.
L.1118 CT.
27/6.
2. * Set
lead suppressors L.300/3
(I
amp.) all-wave 59/6.
L.305
(2 amp.).
Short and medium wave
63/-.
3.* " Viewrod " television aerial for
London frequencies L.502/L, for
Birmingham frequencies L.634, each
£6/6/-.
Both types include dipole
reflector and chimney lashings (less
mast).
Required length of feeder
extra.
4.* " Skyrod " i8ft. vertical aerial
with " Eliminoise"
transformers,
screened feeder and earth wire, etc.,
L.638/K
for
chimney
mounting
£10/-/-. L.638/CK for mast mounting £8/15/-. The words" Viewrod,"
" Skyrod " and " Eliminoise " are
regd. trade marks.

BELLING & LEE LTD
CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL ROAD. ENFIELD. MIDDX
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AMPLIFYING EQUIPMEe
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THE " VOXMOBILE " AMPLIFIER
Type 2856R

Mobile — Indoor — Outdoor
Operates from A.C. Mains or 12- volt battery
Output:-12-watts. Self-contained
The Voxmobile is a really versatile amplifier.
While it produces excellent quality, it is light,
quickly connected, and operated equally as well
either from A.C. mains 250 volts or a 12-volt car
battery.
One of the outstanding features of this amplifier
is the high sensitivity; only 3.5 mV being required
into t megohm to produce the full output, thus
allowing wide pick-up and the use of high quality
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ALLOY TYPICAL
D.C. HYSTERESIS
LOOP
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List Price: £38 . 0 . 0

microphones.
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Saturation 15,600 Gauss
Remanence 14,800 Gauss
Coercivity

Loudspeaker

about 0.2. Oersted ,

10

Type
aLocAuss)
B(
5

981 6T

The magnetic properties of this alloy
Excellent reproduction and wide angle distribution.
Weatherproof — light — robust.
For use Outdoors, Indoors, or on aVehicle.
No back radiation'and therefore minimum feed-back.
The ideal " general-purpose " quality P.A. Speaker.
Complete with line transformer tapped at either 1,
3or 6watts.
List Price: £8 . .

are such that it is invaluable in the
design and construction of improved
types of mechanical rectifiers, magnetic amplifiers and special forms of
reactors.

Complete Voxmobile " All- Purpose" Equipment

The ideal general-purpose equipment for Dealers and for
Religious, Political, Social and Sporting Organisations.
Comprises:—Amplifier, high fidelity moving-coil microphone, substantial stage- type microphone stand and two
type 9816T speakers.
Price: £70 . 0 . 0.

Available to all bona fide Trader:0 i

Founded

1864

Full technical details on request from :—
THE

TELEGRAPH

CONSTRUCTION .1 MAINTENANCE

Founded /
864
Head Office. 22 OLD BROAD ST, LONDON, EC.2
PHILIPS
CENTURY

ELECTRICAL
HOUSE,

LIMITED,

SHAFTESBURY

AMPLIFIER
AVENUE,

DEPARTMENT,

LONDON,

Vi.C.3

CO.

LTD.

Tel LONdon Wall 3141

TELCON WORKS. GREENWICH, SE 10. Tel

Creentroch I
040
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STABILIZED POWER SUPPLIES
Some Refinements and Modifications

2,

By M . G. SCROGGIE , B.
Sc., M .
I
.
E.
E.

I
N

Part I we discussed the
in the output feedback loop, and
design of series-valve units,
as usual must look out for
illustrating
it
with
an
spurious oscillation. A check on
example for providing an output
this, and on residual hum, can
voltage adjustable from 200 to
be made with an oscilloscope
400 V. stabilized against mains
connected (with a good blocking
fluctuations of + 4% to — 8%
capacitor) across the output terand load fluctuations between
minals, using sufficient wide-band
zero and maximum, roo mA.
amplification to show rmV. Stray
Using a high-gain pentode for
capacitances that would tend to
output feedback, we found such
cause phase shift or positive
a unit to be capable of a basic
feedback should be avoided; and
mains-voltage stabilization, even
it is wise to screen everything
with a source resistance as high
connected to the control grid of
as r000 LI, of around
loon
28o: 1, and an internal
resistance of afew ohms.
INDICATOR
LAMP
By the use of properly
adjusted input
feedback via the screenFUSE
LAMP
grid, we found it possible
not only to neutralize
the bad effects of the.
stabilizing tube resistance„but also to neutralize the source resistance
(giving theoretically infinite
mains
voltage
stabilization), or both
source resistance and
series- valve
resistance
(giving
zero
internal
resistance), or a compromise between the
two.
In relation to its performance,
which
is
amply good for most
IS kn
Fig. 7. Circuit diagram of a
purposes, the arrange200-400 V, roo mA stabilized
R4b
ment arrived at so far
power unit as designed. Resistis quite a simple one.
ors with values underlined should
0-20 kn
PRESET
be wire-wound. A fuse lamp of
Most of the component
suitable current rating can be
values
have
already
used to give visible warning of
been
calculated, but
load current approaching its
there are a few practical
permissible maximum.
details still to be noted.
Applying output feedVz, especially if the A.C. power
back by asimple potential divider,
section is on the same chassis.
ripple in the unstabilized source is
If, in spite of precautions, highreduced in the same ratio as slow
frequency oscillation starts up,
mains fluctuations.
It can, as
add enough capacitance from
already mentioned, be reduced
grid to anode of V2 to stop it;
still more by means of a capacitor
20 pF should be ample, assuming
across RI. The value is not
a grid stopper of about roo kn.
critical; 0.25 or 0.5 ibF is generally
The gain is thereby considerably
satisfactory.
reduced at high frequencies, and
We have a considerable gain

the internal impedance of the
unit correspondingly increased;
so it is advisable to provide a
H.F. bypass capacitor across the
output terminals, say 0.5 µF.
The heaters of VI and V2
should be connected to their cathodes and fed from separate wellinsulated transformer windings.
It will be noted that in the
example the maximum V« rating
for V2 is liable to be considerably
exceeded.
In a stabilizer with
a high voltage output this is
almost inevitable, and does not
seem to be acause of trouble 4.
For close adjustment of V,
it is a good idea to divide R ib
into coarse and fine controls, say
sokn

0-SOkn
COARSE

O
5okfl and 5kû respectively.
Gathering
all
our
results
together we arrive at the complete
circuit diagram, Fig. 7.
The
rectifier and smoother may be on
conventional lines. In this design,
little margin has been allowed for
1 For example see " Voltage- Regulated Power
Supplies," A. B. Bereskin, Proc. IRSE., Feb.,
1913.
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tolerances in valves and other
components. If it were necessary
to ensure effective control over
the full working ranges without
laboratory checks after renewing
valve and neon tubes, and to
meet " commercial " conditions
generally, it would be desirable
to
design
rather
more
conservatively. The rather abnormally high source resistance assumed
-- 1000 a— leaves
considerable
scope for this, by reducing it.
The observed performance of
a unit similar to this one agreed
well with expectations.
In fact,
as regards absence of transients
in V, on suddenly switching
the load on and off it exceeded
the highest hopes.
With R ab
critically
adjusted,
switching
70 mA or so on and off caused only
a flicker of the order of ro mV,
or say r in 30,000, corresponding
to amean resistance of + a. Larger
or smaller load changes, or the
same change at a different V0,
without readjustment of Rab,
naturally gave less remarkable
results, owing to inconstancy of
ria and m, and the reduction of
mains
fluctuations
was
only
slightly better than " basic "—
but that itself was very good.
With R a b critically adjusted for
mains stabilization,
a sudden
mains change of io% caused
only a momentary flicker of
about 15 mV;
but that was
followed by a slower drift of as
much as o.8 V
due
to
valve
heaters. Where
large fluctuaPOWER
UNIT
RI

skn.

vo

Rz
itift

VALVE
VOLTMETER

Fig. 8. Method of observing small
changes in output voltage V,.
tions in mains voltage are liable
to occur, ahigh degree of stabilization can be obtained only by
stabilizing the heater supplies
too, as described for example
in reference 1 (
in Part I).
Without
any
exceptional
smoothing in the filter, hum was
about imV in amplitude; mainly

ioo c/s.
It depended largely on
the layout of the grid circuit of
V2.
Random noise of relatively
high frequency and about 2mV
peak was reduced to a negligible

Fig. 9. Input feedback to the control grid of Vz via the high resistance R., as an alternative to
feedback to the screen grid.
level by 2/
IF across Ni.
The
performance of the unit depends
largely on this, the voltage standard.
Some tubes are liable to
"flicker" every few seconds, as
can be seen on the oscilloscope;
or they have discontinuities in the
characteristics, and may even
set up oscillation. The 85A1 has
been designed to avoid these
defects, and certainly seems very
satisfactory.
Incidentally, the method of
observing such small V, fluctuations as i in 30,000 may be of
interest. A bank of paper capacitors totalling 6o iLF, selected for
low leakage, was connected across
the output as in Fig. 8, in series
with a current-limiting resistance
Ri and a high resistance R 2. The
voltage across R 2, being the
difference getween V, and the
practically
steady
capacitor
charge, was observed by a twintriode Z.F. voltmeter.
Except
when actually noting the effects of
mains and load changes, R, was
kept shorted by a switch to set
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the capacitor charge quickly to
equality with V, and to protect the
valve voltmeter.
With a fixed compromise setting of Rib , the type of circuit
described gives a performance
which preserves and to a varying
extent improves on the basic
stabilization conferred by a large
amount of output feedback. It is
particularly suitable for variableoutput units, because the input
feedback is independent of the
setting of the output voltage
control.
But some alternatives
and refinements may fit certain
circumstances better.
If Ni can be fed from the stabilized output, there are no appreciaable voltage changes acry4 its
resistance
to
be
neutralized,
assuming the variations in Iab
are very small. To retain the use
of g, for neutralizing source resistance, it can still be fed from Vi,
but the required value of resistance
may be too small by itself to drop
the required V,,, without drawing
excessive bleeder current.
In
such acase it may be supplemented
by a neon tube.
Alternatively, g, can be fed at
constant voltage from V, and input
voltage feedback applied to 4
,1,
in a method already well known 5,
by means of a high resistance 11 6,
as in Fig. 9. If V, is to be kept
constant when Vi varies, the whole
of the variation must occur in
Via.
Assuming constant current,
this can be brought about by a
voltage change it, times smaller
at the grid of VI, and ¡
ion times
smaller at the grid of V2. So the
required condition is that /it im =
pi,where h is the fraction of the
Vi change applied to the grid of
V 2.
Since V, is constant, R, and
R, are in parallel as regards
current via R,, so—

pi

RiR, /(
—

Ri

RiR,

12 2/ \ R1

R

R,

6

.

From this, neglecting iin comparison with ¿Lim, we get
R. R.
R 6 -----

PI M POR1 ,

R2
pobeing th?, fraction of Vo applied
to the grid of V2.
In the example we have been
.considering, gimp, has been of the
order of 500, so if R1 were, say,
60 kû, the value of Ra required to
R I 1-

° " A D.C. Supply Apparatus with Stabilized
Voltage," Lindenbovins and Rinia, Phüipa
Technical Review, Feb., to-ti ; described also by.
I [egg (ref. 3, Part I).
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balance out input fluctuations
completely would be of the order
of 30 M û.
Just as with the feedback via 4
,2,
the optimum adjustment of R, for
mains variations is not the same
as that for load variations.
For
when l, changes there is not only
a change in Vi due to source
resistance Ri,which is neutralized,
but in addition a component of
change in V,„ due to valve
resistance
r which
is
not
neutralized, but can be by reducing
R,. The system is then somewhat
over- stabilized for mains variations ( see Appendix, Eqn. 14c in
final instalment), so that changes
in Vi cause small changes in V,
of opposite sign.
Unlike feedback to g2,feedback
via R, varies when V, is adjusted,
because pi is a function of R1.
Optimum R,, as we have seen, is
proportional to poRi,which is
R, and 11, in parallel.
In our
example, provision for varying V,
from 200 to 400 V necessitates
varying poll., in the ratio i: 1.4.
The effect of this can be completely avoided by splitting R,
into two, R„ and Rob ,as in Fig.
to. Suppose V, is at its minimum,
with Rib at zero. Then R„ and
Rob are directly in parallel, and if
their combined value is the same
as optimum Ro in Fig. 9, their
effect is obviously the same. Also
if R and Rob are respectively

Fig. to. If RB in Fig. 9 is divided
as shown here, the input feedback is
rendered independent of Rib , the
output voltage control.
proportional to R ia and R2,these
four form a balanced Wheatstone
bridge, completed via the negli-

gibly low R. So both ends of R ib
are at the samt.. potential as regard
input feedback current, and its
resistance can theretore be raised
to any extent without upsetting

Fig. In Output current feedback,
normally used together with input
voltage feedback, to neutralize the
resistance of VI.
the optimum feedback adjustment.
Fulfilling the conditions just
stated gives the following values
of R„ and Rob for perfect input
voltage stabilization:
Rea = enRia
Rob =If it is inconvenient to provide
such large values of adjustable
resistance (of the order of 6o ma
in our example), they can be
stepped down by taking the feedback voltages from an adjustable
tapping .on Rs. Such a tapping
also avoids the difficulty of having
to vary Rog, and Rob simultaneously. But if the latter are
below, say, 5Ma, it may be
necessary to modify the values of
R, and R2 to allow for the current
coming from 12,.
All the methods of input feedback described so far have the
disadvantage that although they
can be adjusted to cancel the
residual effects of input voltage
changes,
or
output
current
changes, they cannot do both
completely at the same setting.
The former necessitates cancelling
the source resistance, Ri,wher,eas
the latter necessitates cancelling
the valve resistance, ri,,, also.
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The two settings, therefore, are
in the ratio Ri : ( Ri + ria).
If
input feedback is set to cancel Ri,
then it is completely effective
against mains fluctuations, and
also against that part of the effect
of load current fluctuations due to
Ri. The effect of r„ can be
cancelled by feedback from a low
resistance, R,, carrying the load
current.
This device, also described by Lindenhovius and
Rinia, is shown in Fig. it.
The
voltage change across it, due to
changes in load current, when
multiplied by Ri/(R, + R2), m, and
must be equal and opposite to
the voltage change across r,„ due
to approximately the same current. So
ria (R,
R2)
R,
R,
g, mR,
If in our example R, = 60 kn,
R2 = 21 ka, g,. = 0.012 A/V and
m = 275, the optimum R 7 is
0.41 a. If input feedback is not
used it should be greater, in the
ratio ( Ri
r1„) : r1„.
To render such feedback independent of R ib adjustments, the
analogous arrangement to Fig. to
is shown in Fig. 12.
It will be
shown (Appendix, Eqn. 18) that
the appropriate values for Rog and
Rabare
R„ = g,enR,R,„
Rob = gle/R7Re•
To avoid upsetting the

R,R 2

Fig. 12. Modification of Fig. tz to
make it independent of R1 .
5

potential
divider
unduly,
should be as large as can
tolerated, say too O.

R,
be
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Fig. Io and Fig. 12 can be
combined.
In seeking thus for
more and more perfect stabilization, the fact that these critical
balances depend on other variable
factors must not be forgotten.
We saw from Fig. 5 how the
gain, m, can not only be much
increased (giving greater basic
stabilization) but also made far
more constant (which we now see
enables " perfecting " feedback to
be applied more effectively over a

such a resistor owing to its A.C. resistance being lower than the D.C.
For a flexible-output unit such
as Fig. 7, input feedback would
conveniently be via 6
,2,rather than
Re; but if it were important to
stabilize very thoroughly against
both mains and load fluctuations
it might be well worth while to
add Fig. 12, and, if mains fluctuations were large and more than
momentary, to stabilize the heater
voltages.
(To be concluded.)

wide range of output voltage) by
the use of Nz.
Most of the
optimum values for supplementary
feedbacks depend on glm m or
ria/m. This is fortunate, because
the remaining inequality in m
tends to be offset by simultaneous
changes in gin.or ria . So although
it is possible to render m practically constant over a wide range
of 4« by using a suitable nonlinear resistor for R 3, the overall
result is likely to be worse, especially as m is inevitably less with
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FRANCE

Precision Frequency Meter and Aircraft Sets

E latest radio technique in France
QUIPMENT

exemplifying

the

was shown at a recent display
arranged by Cossor Radar of the
products of . the Laboratories Radioelectrique of Paris.
A
superhet
frequency
meter
(type 924A) covering 550 to 5Mc / s
attracted considerable interest. The
instrument contains two distinct
R.F. channels, one is a sensitive
superhet which receives the unknown frequency and the other
accepts the harmonic output from a
crystal-controlled multi-vibrator.
The superhet local oscillator is
common to both channels and the
ciicuit arrangement is such that its
own variations cancel out in the
final determination of the frequency.
The accuracy of the meter is the

sum of two independent errors, one
being the accuracy of the crystal
oscillator, in this case one part in a
million, and the other the error due
to
the
direct- reading
frequency
roeter which measures the beat with
the selected standard harmonic. It
claimed that with the aid of a
special adaptor this error can be
reduced to a few cycles.
Included in the display was a
V.H.F. transmitter-receiver measuring 17.9 x 13.6 x 7.5ins and
weighing about 441b for use in aircraft.
It covers 116 to 126 Mc/s
and provides 20 crystal-controlled
channels, ro each for send and
receive. Amplitude modulated telephony or M.C.W. telegraphy can be
employed with a carrier output of
3 watts and giving an operational
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F.Inst.P., and L. E. Q. Walker, A.R.C.S., Eighth Edition . .

30/-

30 ,8

WIRELESS DIRECTION FINDING.
B.Eng. ( Hons.), Fourth Edition ...

45/-

45/9

By

R.

Keen,

M.B.E.,

Obtainable from all leading booksellers or from
ILIFFE &

SONS LTD., Dorset House.

Stamford Street, London,

JP •

Frequency meter type 924A.
range of about zoo miles at 6,000ft.
Power for the set is obtained from
a regulated dynamotor supplying
300 volts D.C. at 3oomA and 210
volts A.C. at 5o VA. The latter is
stepped down in a transformer and
provides 6.3 volts L.T. for the
valves, 50 volts D.C. rectified for
grid bias and the D.C. regulating
voltage for the dynamotor.
One other interesting feature is
that when using telegraphy the
change over to receive is automatically
effected
after a brief
break in the transmission.
There was also an H.F. transmitter-receiver covering 5 to ro
Mc/s for light aircraft and giving
a radio telephone range of about
30 miles.
Incorporated in the set
is a broadcast receiver with a wave
range of 205 to 1,850 metres and
having a self-contained loop aerial
and
a " left-right"
pointer-type
indicator which gives the approximate bearing of a ground station. It
can also be used for " homing " and
is a simple form of radio compass
for private aircraft.
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"SUPER
FIFTY WATT"

AMPLIFIER
This

AMPLIFIER

has a response

of 30 cps.

am»

to

25,000 cps. within idb, under 2 per cent, distortion
distortion
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microphone

Electronic mixing for microphone and

••••«••"tr.....":211ZrZte:••«•«trtIrte:111•=r.

gramophone of either high or low impedance with top
and bass controls.

Output for 15!250 ohms with

generous voice coil feedback to minimise speaker
distortion.
New style easy access steel case gives
recessed controls, making transport safe and easy.
Exceedingly well ventilated for long life. Amplifier
complete in steel case, with built-in 15 ohm mu- metal
shielded

microphone

transformer,

tropical

As illustrated Price 36

finish.
Gns.

FOUR-WAY
This

unit

screened
mally of

with

4 built-in,

balanced

ELECTRONIC

MIXER

and

microphone transformers, nor15-30 ohms impedance.
Has 5

0 .,

valves and selenium rectifier supplied by
its own built-in screened power pack :
consumption 20 watts.
Suitable for recording and dubbing, or
large P.A. Installations since it will drive
up to six of our 50 watt amplifiers, whose
base dimensions it matches, normally for
output line of 20,000 or
ample feedback is used.

less

load since

Price in case with valves, etc., £24

O 0

ALL TYPES OF MICROPHONES, STANDS AND SPEAKERS AVAILABLE FROM STOCK INCLUDING
I2in. GOODMAN
P.M.
SPEAKER.
30 WATT RECORD REPRODUCER IN CASE PRICE 30
10 WATT RECORD REPRODUCER WITH MICROPHONE STAGE, IN CASE
SUPER FIFTY- WATT AMPLIFIER

THE

PRICE 25

Gns.

PRICE 36; Gns.

CP20A FOR A.C. MAINS and 12 VOLT BATTERY

257-261,

Gns.

BROADWAY,

PRICE £28

WIMBLEDON,

LONDON,

TELEPHONES : LIBerty 2814 and 6242-3.
TELEGRAMS: " VORTEXION, WIMBLE, LONDON."

S.W.19
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VITAVO X
G.P.1 PRESSURE UNIT

(I) Forged magnet housing.
Bonderized and finished in a wear resisianc
thermo-setting plastic enamel.
(2) Centre pole Ticonal G magnet giving a total useful flux of 80,000 lines
and a flux density of 16,500 lines per sq. cm with no external field.
(3) Locator registering pole with relation to top plate and maintaining gap
width within .001'.
(4) Pole cap machined to a tolerance of -1-.01)0" —.001' to ensure
accuracy of assembly.
(S) One-piece diaphragm of non-corrodible
Duralumin with
tangential surround. Voice coil wound directly on to diaphragm
to ensure strength and reliability.
Phosphor bronze lead
out strips.
(6) Satin Chromed top plate secured to magnet housing with
socket headed screws and providing accurate registration
for throat and pole locator.
(7) Rubber gasket to prevent ingress of dust and moisture.
(8) Non- rotating terminals.
(9) Die-cast throat Incorporating phase correction device
to ensure maximum H.F. response. Plated and finished
as magnet housing.
(10) Dust cap to protect unit when not In use.
VITAVOX LIMITED,
Westmorland Road, London, N.W.9.
Tel.: COLindale 8671.
Impedance 15 ohms.
Peak Power
Handling Capacity 20 watts.
List Price £. 10.0. ( Complete in
felt- lined wooden stowage box.)

GARDNIERQ

"AVON"
"BURLEY "
"HENGIST "
"SOMERFORD "
The illustration shows our hermetically sealed transformer, which together with " Hengist," " Avon,"
"Burley," and the " Somerford" range of transformers
and chokes adequately fulfils the requirements of the
Electronic industries and National Research
establishments.
The " Somerford" range comprises some 141 types
of transformers and chokes, most of which are available for immediate or prompt delivery.
Full details will gladly be sent upon request.

GARDNERS

-TRANSFORMERS

GARDNERS RADIO LIMITED
SOMERFORD • CHRISTCHURCH • HANTS
Telephone: Christeturch

1025.
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RESISTOR RATINGS
RIOR

to the invention of the
triode and the start of the
radio industry the electrical
engineer was seldom concerned
with the use of non-metallic resistors. He rarely wanted values
so high that they could not be
obtained from resistance wire;
nor did he need really low time
constants, except in the instrument field, where wire had to be
used anyway.
He already had
the carbon brush, the carbon pile
and the carbon microphone. He
was well content to leave it at
that.
It was in the early ' Twenties
that a widespread demand for a
non- wire- wound resistor arose. It
was wanted _tor use as a grid
leak: consequently no exacting
specification was implied.
If it
had been written down, it would
probably have read as follows:
Resistance—to
be
within the
limits z to 5 Mf2; maximum applied voltage-5V; maximum frequency, 2 Mc / s. Carbon was the
obvious material to use for this
purpose, and it is hardly surprising that manufacturers met this
specification requirement without
any great difficulty.
z-Mil carbon resistors led to o.z-M9 and
then to zo,000-r2 carbon resistors,
and these, too, were generally
quite satisfactory provided they
were not called upon to carry
more than a fraction of a milliampere. If they were, they usually sank to zero or rose to infinite resistance immediately.
As a result, a considerable
amount of research took place and
in the late ' Twenties carbon resistors of all values, with ratings
of ¡ and z watt, appeared on the
market.
Considering the short
development time they were remarkably good, standing up to
their full loads, and sometimes
appreciably more, with a good
heart. The next few years saw a
steady improvement and no particular setbacks.
During the early days of television development, however, a
new application of these resistors
was attempted, namely, in the
H.T. circuits feeding the C.R.
tube.
Under any circumstances
some permanent leak of the order
of zo Mil was needed to prevent

Characteristics
and Operating
Conditions
H. G. M. SPRATT,
B.Sc, M.I.E.E.
the smoothing capacitor from retaining its charge unduly long
after switching off. Apart from
this, though, the early C.R. tubes
generally
had
up
to
three
auxiliary electrodes requiring intermediate voltages which could
not economically be provided except by dropping down from the
full H.T. potential. Such values
as zMU, z watt, carrying a current of about o.8mA ( 0.64 W)
were chosen, but after a short
time the intermediate voltages
70
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Fig. 1. Temperature rise v. load
for insulated resistors.
were found to be quite incorrect.
Examination invariably showed
that the
z- Mil resistors had
dropped in value some 30-50 per
cent, and since this was constantly occurring and the resistors
were obviously not being overloaded as regards current, it was
finally concluded that the high
voltage was responsible. On the
manufacturers' advice 7oo volts
was accepted as the maximum
permissible voltage, regardless of
loading, for a z-W resistor and
from then on no further trouble
of this kind was experienced.

The next event was the drafting, during the war, of the stringent Service requirements as regards ambient temperatures. This
brought home forcibly the realization that final temperature, and
not temperature rise, was the
essential factor determining the
satisfactory operation of resistors
as of many other components.
To- day a much healthier state
of affairs exist, with the appreciation that these two parameters
must be taken into account. Their
consideration may be an annoyance, but it is the safer course.
Resistors now commonly used
fall into two main categories:
general purpose and high stability
types.
Their characteristics and
the significance of their ratings
are not as widely understood as
they should be. In particular, it
is not always realized that the
"wattage rating" is a purely
nominal one and most certainly
does not mean that a resistor will
dissipate a power equal to its rating under all conditions of use.
The actual power at which it can
safely be used is severely limited
by high voltage or by a high ambient temperature. The products
of different manufacturers may
vary somewhat in detail, and the
figures
quoted
below
apply
strictly to Dubilier resistors, to
the makers of which the author
is indebted for much of the data
used in this article.
In the case of the general-purpose resistor the question of
maximum permissible voltage has
been handled in the way previously found satisfactory, namely,
by imposing limits irrespective of
resistance value. These limits are
250, 350 and 500 volts for the k-,
and r-watt sizes respectively,
and they show up somewhat forcibly at the higher resistance
values. For example, a nominal
I-Watt resistor of rAm cannot be
loaded to more than 25o 2/me=
z / 16 watt, while its I- watt counterpart is restricted to 5oo 2/Ice=
watt.
Safeguards against overheating
are effected by the provision of
two sets of curves. The first, Fig.
1, shows temperature rise against
loading, and it will be observed
that full load corresponds to 35°,
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Resistor Ratings45" and 55' C approximately for
the three sizes in order.
The
second curve, Fig. 2, is a plot of

PERCENTAGE OF RATED LOAD

140
120
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60

jected to its full 1- watt load, its
temperature would rise to toe C,
which is above the permissible
maximum given by Fig. 2. If a
1-watt load is essential, a nominal
1- watt resistor must be employed
and its temperature will be 91° C.
Should an ambient temperature of
60° C appear excessive, outside
the tropics, it would be worth
while to attempt to envisage conditions in the space between the
mains transformer and the recti-
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fiers in a television receiver on a
hot day!
Fig. 3 shows the resistancetemperature coefficients for this
type. These figures are given on
a statistical basis for 99 per cent
of a batch.
Little comment is
necessary except to state that the
coefficient is always negative and
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the maximum permissible percentage of rated load against ambient temperature. The interesting features of this curve are:
it is common to all three sizes;
(2) it is a straight line: (3) as the
ambient temperature falls below
40° C a slight increase over full
rated load becomes permissible;
and ( 4) at ioo° C and above these
resistors cannot be used at all.
These clear-cut restrictions provide salutary safeguards on the
life and stability of the resistor,
which is quite likely to be surrounded by other heat-dissipating
components and may possibly be
introduced into equipment intended for the tropics.
Thus a
1-watt resistor will be rated down
to 68 per cent of its nominal full
load for an ambient temperature
of 6o' C. Under these conditions
the resistor temperature, from
Figs. i and 2, will be 27° + 68° =
95° C.
If the resistor were sub▪b
ta

SIZE 847

100

Fig. 2. Var'ation of maximum
load with ambient temperature for
insulated resistors.

reasonably small.
As an example, consider a o.i-bill2
resistor.
Its temperature codaient will lie between — 0.025 and
—0.075 per cent/degree Centigrade.
Hence from no load to
full load, a temperature rise of
55° C, the resistance change will
be from — 1.38 to —4.1 per cent.
The high stability and Service
type is made up of five differentsized units, which are deliberately
designated by symbol and not by
Fig. 4. De-rating curves foi highstability resistors under normal
conditions of use. The numbers
on the curves a.: e the Dubilier
type numbers and are to be prefixed by R or RP foi normal and
insulated patterns respectively.
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2
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Temperature coefficient of esistance; go% of abatch lie within
the shaded area.

90

100

110

12 O

eC

rating.
Two di.gtinct conditions
of operation are recognized: ( i)
general industrial and radio uses
wherein the maximum stability is
desired over long periods of continuous use, with operating temperatures normally below 40° C;
and ( 2) use in Service equipment
where ambient conditions up to
71° C must be covered.
Once again maximum voltage
limits are given for each size,
ranging from 150 volts for a resistor of length about o.5in to
750 volts for one of about 2in
long, and here it is clearly stated
that over-voltages are liable to
lead to burning or sparking ut
both.
Consistent with the principle of
omitting precise ratings for the
various sizes, no curves are provided to show temperature rise
against load. On the other hand,
two sets of ambient-temperature
permissible-loading curves, Figs.
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4 and 5 are given, these relating
to the different conditions of use.
Under conditions ( 1), Fig. 4
shows that up to
3
45° C, de+10
pending upon size,
these resistors are
o
capable of carrying constant
z0
10
specific
loads 1..1>
from k to 2 watt.
Above, the permissible load falls
linearly
with
so
temperature
to
zero at approxi-40
mately
ioo°10 k
ii5° C.
Thus to
ensure high stability
and long life the size
for a I-watt load will have
to be increased three times if
the
ambient
temperature
is
raised from 5o° C to
75° C.
Fig. 5, which relates to Service use, is similar but shows a
common maximum limiting ambient temperature of 71° C for
constant maximum loading, above
which all sizes are derated linearly
to zero loading at Ioo°-115° C.
Not unnaturally the constant
loads aré not in all cases the same
for conditions ( i) and ( 2) while a
penalty has to be paid for the
severer demands of the latter,
this penalty taking the form of a
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—0.02 and — o.o6 per cent/degree
Centrigrade. Thus the resistance
value of any resistor of this type

,0 _

THE

TYPE

lookfl

MIL

50

would be expected to drop 1.1-3.3
per cent for a temperature rise oi
55° C or 1.42-4.25 per cent for
temperature rise of 71° C.
One added advantage arising
from the form of construction and
the conservative ratings is the fact
that short-period overloads of 50
per cent or even zoo per cent will The type 1(/22 case is now available in
not damage the resistor, though it two sizes, fitted with heavy gauge
Standard Rack type panels.
may cause a permanent change in
value of 1-2 per cent. This is a 1022 A.R.-21y w.x 10e h.x 10e d.,
marked improvement over rewith one 19"x 10Y panel .. £3 14 0
1022 C.R.-24" w. x22" h.x 10;" d.,
with two 19"x 10r panels .. ES 15 0
A Standard Chassis and mounting brackets available for use with the above
cases—size
2", plated finish,
11- the set.

17rx 100x

These cases are ideal where small enclosed rack assemblies are required for
table or bench mounting.

60

70

80

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

Fig. 5.

PANELS

Fig. 6. Voltage coefficient of
high-stability resistors; the curves
show the limits within which 99%
of resistors fall.
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De-rating curves for high- stability resistors used in Service
equipment.

shorter expectation of life for the
resistor. Again, at the higher
ambient temperatures a slight increase in temperature calls for an
increase in size.
As might be expected, the temperature coefficient of this class
of resistor is somewhat lower than
that of the general-purpose type.
It lies approximately between

sistor performance in the past.
The same two factors contribute to a low voltage coefficient
and a low noise level.
The
former is defined as the instantaneous change in resistance value
which takes place with a change
in the applied voltage and which
is quite independent of the change
brought about by temperature

Write today for our detailed list of
Standard Instrument Cases, Case and
Panel Handles, and Open Rack
Assemblies.

THE INSTRUMENT CASE SPECIALISTS
ALFRED IMHOF LTD.
112-116 NEW OXFORD STREET,
LONDON. W.C.I
Telephone

MUSEUM 7878
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Resistor Ratings—
rise. It is customary to measure
it in parts per million per volt
applied and the curves in Fig. 6
show the limits, again on a
statistical basis, within which the
coefficient will lie for this type of
resistor.
Consider a 500,00o-n
iwatt
resistor.
Its
full-load
voltage is 224 volts and its voltage coefficient, according to the
curves, lies between — 2x1o"
and — 31 xio -6 parts per volt.

50,000-n iwatt resistor would be
expected to have a noise level of
or 67 µV at full load.
Let us consider acase where noise
is likely to be of greater interest,
say
a I,o00-11
resistor
with
20 volts across it. The noise level
here will not exceed 0.15 x20µV=
3.0 µV, an amount which could in
most cases be ignored.
In this type of resistor, the resistance path through the element
is of a spiral form. As a result,
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Fig. 7.

The curves show the maximum and minimum noise levels for
99% of resistors.

So, with a sudden change for half
to full voltage, there will be an
immediate resistance change ranging from — 0.02 to — 0.35 per
cent. For a zoo,000-n z-watt resistor the corresponding figures
are — o.o7 to — 0.56 per cent.
.One might be tempted to dismiss
these changes as of no consequence, except in measuring circuits, but they are not strictly
proportional
to
the
voltage
applied and there is some reason
to believe that they give rise to
cross modulation.
The noise level referred to
above is a characteristic of carbon
resistors and depends upon the
materials used and the type of
construction. It is not to be confused with the inherent thermalnoise voltage of a resistance which
is proportional to the square root
of the resistance and dependent
on frequency, bandwidth and
absolute temperature. The noise
levels characteristic of this type
of resistor are given in Fig. 7.
where the values in /
AV/ V are
shown against resistance value.
According
to
the
curves,
a

all resistors have a small but
definite
inductive
component,
this component being greater, for
any particular resistance value, in
the larger sizes. Values range,
according to the size, from o.0007
to o.oi7 pH at loof1 to o.o6 to
2.0 pH at IAu) corresponding to
phase angle ranges of o.16'-3.7'
and o.I"-2.5" respectively.
General-purpose
and
highstability types of resistors are
rarely made
in value above
25 ma. Cases, however, arise, r
industrial rather than radio connections,
where higher values
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than this are required. An ultrahigh resistance range meets this
requirement partly by virtue of a
different form of construction
and partly by increased length.
For example, a unit 2- in long will
provide a resistance value of
5,00o Mi.
2, but a t2- in length is
needed for - 5o,000 Mf2.
It is
hardly necessary to state that the
maximum
permissible
voltages
are higher than the previously
quoted
figures
and
in
fact
extend from 500 volts up to 4,000
volts for the lengths mentioned.
Another class of resistor, the
high-voltage type, is made in two
sub-types, one with a spiral resistance path to give high resistance values
and
capable
of
standing high voltages, while the
other has a straight resistance
path so providing lower resistance
values but at the same time
reduced inductive components.
The temperature coefficient of this
type is of the order of 0.2 to 0.05
per cent per degree Centigrade.
This mass of data is a measure
of the lessons learnt from the
failures and revelations of the
past.
The designer, while restricted in the use to which he
can put any particular type of
resistor, has more types to choose
from and should justifiably feel
more confidence in the reliability
of his final choice. With the increased interest in tropical operation and the gradual entry of
electronics into industry this is a
matter of some importance. Industry will not be satisfied with
equipment whose standard of reliability falls short of that acceptable in the mechanical world and
this standard will be reached
only if the components used are
properly chosen for the job they
have to do and to suit the conditions under which they must
operate.

COVER

The trend towards more compact radar equipments for
merchant ships is illustrated by this picture of a KelvinHughes installation fitted on abracket from the mast. The
rotating scanner, which has a span of 5ft., is mounted
directly on top of the transmitter- receiver unit, which Is
housed in aweatherproof steel case. This method of construction reduces the length of the vulnerable waveguide to
a minimum and eases the problem of excluding moisture.
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CONDITIONS

September in Retrospect :Forecast for November
By T. W. BENNINGTON and L. J. PRECHNER (Engineering Division, SAC.)

D

lRING September, in accordance with the seasonal trend
for these latitudes, thé average daytime maximum usable frequencies
were much higher than in August,
and the average night-time M.U.F.s
were considerably lower. It may be
expected that the M.U.F.s will continue to vary in that manner for the
next two months or so.
Owing to the increase in the average maximum usable frequencies the
communication
on
the
28-Mc/ s
amateur band was much more extensive than in August, contacts
having been made as far as New
Zealand.
Frequencies below r
Mc/s for distances exceeding 3,000
miles were not often usable at night.
The rate of incidence of Sporadic
E was less than in August, and decreased sharply towards the end of
the month. This was in accordance
with the seasonal trend, and thus
rather few contacts were made via
this medium on the higher frequencies.
Long-range tropospheric propagation was observed, sometimes
over almost record distances, on
many occasions towards the end of
the month.
This may have been
perhaps due to favourable weather
conditions.
Sunspot activity in September
was somewhat less than in August.
Two fairly large groups were observed which crossed the central
meridian of the sun on the 3rd and
17th.
Ionospheric storms, were observed on 1st-7th, 13th, 25th- 27th
and 30th, those occurring on the
rst, and, 4th, 5th and 25th being
particularly violent.
Relatively
few " Dellinger "
fadeouts have been recorded in
September, none of which were
really severe.
Forecast. — Daytime
M.U.F.s
during November should reach very
high values which, although exceeding those for October, will be probably below the sunspot maximum
values obtained in November, 1947.
Long-distance
communication
on
very high frequencies should be
therefore possible in all directions
from this country.
The 28-Mc/s
amateur band should be regularly
usable at suitable times of day, and
considerably higher frequencies than
in October may be workable over
certain circuits.
It is even possible
that a long-distance contact or two
may take place on 5o Mc / s, though

this is not very likely.
Night-time
M.U.F.s will, on the other hand,
be considerably lower than in October, frequencies as low as 9 and even
7Mc/s probably being necessary for
many night-time circuits.

The following figures
are the
on

0000
1000
1100
1200
1300
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200

7Mcjs
9 „
15 „
21 „
26 „
21 „
17 „
15 „
11 „
9 „

( 10 Mc s)
( 12 „ )
( 19 „ )
(26 „ )
( 32 „ )
(30 )
(25 „ )
(21 „ )
(17 „ )
( 13 „ )

Buenos Airas: 0000
0300
0700
0800
0900
1000
1000
2000
2200
2300

11 Mc/s ( 17 111c/s)
(13 „ )
11 „ ( 18 „ )
17 „ (24 „ )
21 „ (27 „ )
26 „ (32 „ )
21 „ (31 „ )
17 „ (25 „ )
15 „ (22 „ )
11 „ (17 „ )

Cape Town :

0000
0100
0000
0700
0800
1700
1900
2100
2200

11 trigs ( 17 Mc/s)
9 „ ( 13 „ )
15 „ (19 „ )
21 „ (33 „ )
26 „ (36 „ )
21 „ (31 „ )
17 „ (28 „ )
15 „ (22 „ )
11 „ (17 „ )

0000
0500
0000
0700
0800
1200
1300
1400
1500
1800
2000

7Mc/s ( 10 Me/s)
9
„
„
17 „ (22 „ )
21 „ (20 „ )
26 „ (36 „ )
21 „ (26 „ )
17 ,,
(
22 )
15
(
19 „ I
11 „ ( 16 „ )
9 „ ( 14 „ )
7 „ ( 11

Chungking:

final

test

for

Model QA12/P

Below are given, in terms of the
broadcast bands, the working frequencies which should be regularly
usable during November for four
long-distance circuits running in
different directions from this counttry. (All times G.M.T.)
In addition, a figure in brackets is given
for the use of those whose primary
interest is the exploitation of certain
frequency bands, and this indicates
the highest frequency likely to be
usable for about 25 per cent of the
time during the month for communication by way of the regular
layers:—
Montreal :

pass figures

AMPLIFIER
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Though ionosphere storms are not
particularly
prevalent
during
November, those which do occur are
likely to be troublesome over the
night paths. At the time of writing
it would appear that such disturbances are more likely to occur within
the periods loth- rrth , r9th-20th,
22nd- 25th than on the other days of
the month.

ACOUSTICAL MANUFACTURING
CO.,

LTD.,
TEL

HUNTINGDON
361
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Unbiased
Rationed Radio
TT

is astonishing what a lack of
elementary
psychology
is
shown
by
government
officials
when they express surprise that
their repeated exhortations to smoke
fewer cigarettes or drink less beer
leads forthwith to a still greater
consumption.
They don't seem to
grasp the fact that the way to
make people want a thing, and to
want it badly, is to tell them they
can't have it. II, for instance, they
told the world in general that
British goods would not be exported as they were for home consumption
only
they
would
be
staggered at the demand created in
foreign countries.
Even Wigan
could command an unheard-of influx
of foreign tourists by merely taking
a leaf out of the book of the Lhasa
borough council and calling itself
"the forbidden city."
I suppose
everybody knows that prohibition
was introduced into the U.S.A. in
the early twenties by the brewing
and distilling interests as a sales
boosting stunt.
I should, however, have expected
a little more common sense from
members of the radio industry.
Some of them are still naively complaining that in spite of reduced
purchase tax and the recent " better
listening" campaign, many listeners
still seem reluctant to invest in a
new set.
Surely the reason is
obvious and the remedy also. They
should get Sir Stafford Cripps to
4-

Gullible American tourists.
make a speech telling people that
they must on no account buy new
wireless sets or, better still, get Mr.
Wilson to ration them and make it
as difficult as possible to get a
permit to buy an extra one.
I know of at least one dealer who
has followed the broad outlines of
this scheme by putting his sets
under the counter and letting it be
known that they are only available

to those who come clandestinely to
the door after dark. The result is
that he has made enough to set up
his own factory and be independent
of manufacturers.
Success breeds
success, as it always does. He has
been able to get rid of several hopelessly out-of-date sets to credulous
American tourists by representing
them to have been used by Queen
Elizabeth when listening in one of
the innumerable beds up and down
the country which were put at the
disposal of that formidable female.
I don't want to seem harsh in my
judgment of the radio industry, but
it is absolutely no use trying to sell
sets on their results after the public
has been educated for nearly a
decade to
assess the value or
desirability of goods solely by their
scarcity.
If cars became plentiful
tomorrow fully fifty per cent of the
people on the dealers' waiting lists
would cancel their orders straight
away and look about for something
else with a healthy waiting list.

What About It,
Mr. Bevan ?

THERE

is a striking similarity
between
a hospital
and
a
prison; the latter being primarily
intended to bring that balm and
healing to our erring souls which
the former brings to our broken
bodies.
Moreover, men often find
themselves on the wrong side of the
entrance
gates
of
both
places
through their own indiscretions and
not infrequently their maladies of
body or of morals become chronic,
with the result that their first visit
is not the last.
But here the comparison ends.
Prisons set out to effect their moral
cures by stern disciplinary measures
in which bodily comfort is at a
discount.
Hospitals, however, endeavour to offset the unpleasant
effects of their noxious healing
draughts by providing lily- handed
houris to soothe our fevered brows
and apply the balm of Gilead to our
troubled spirits as they adjust our
headphones so that we can listen
to the psychotherapeutic symphonies
of the Third Programme.
Unfortunately, things are not in this ideal
state, as not only are hospital houris
in short supply—as our non- Englishspeaking Whitehall bureaucrats call
it—but headphones are in a similar
plight, though I can see no reason
for the latter shortage.
Maybe I am wrong to generalize
1-
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By FREE GRID
from a particular case, but recently
having occasion to visit a casualty
in one of the largest hospitals in the
country I was astonished to find
that many patients were unable to
listen, solely because it appeared to
be nobody's business to see to the
replacement or repair of damaged

The balm of Gilead. .
headphones. It could scarcely have
been
a question
of
financial
stringency, as the hospital I visited
was never dependent on voluntary
contributions but was run by the
county council before Mr. Bevan
tcok the burden of it on to his
broad Christopher- like shoulders. As
it was, when I had supplied headphones to my friend Iwas met with
eager requests from other patients
to be told where their relatives
could obtain suitable phones, for
which they were more than willing
to pay.
Fortunately, phones are
available in plenty for a few shillings
a pair, at any rate in the London
area.
I cannot help thinking that the
matter is one which might well be
ventilated by means of a question
in the House addressed to Mr.
Bevan.
There is also another matter
which concerns the radio industry
and that is the designing of special
headphones and earpieces giving the
minimum of discomfort to sick
persons and also a special type of
flat reproducer for slipping under
the pillow of those whose particular
malady renders the ordinary headphones difficult to use. Ibelieve one
of these has recently been produced.
It seems high time, too,
that hospital
beds
were
wired
so that alternative
programmes
are
on
tap
to
each
patient.
After all, the musical tastes of
gentlemen of the road may be expected to differ from that of Vermin
in Ermine from the Upper Chamber
who are henceforth to be bedfellows.
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THE

EDITOR

Stabilized V.H.F. Broadcasting + Aligning F.M.
Receivers + Television Topics
A.M.—V.H.F.
TN recent editorials you have urged

that before the B.B.C. committed itself finally to an F.M.
broadcasting service it should set
up an experimental A.M. station.
With both systems there is the
problem of maintaining local oscillator frequency stability.
In the
case of A.M. this difficulty could be
overcome quite simply by having
the transmitting station send out
not only the normal carrier wave
but also a frequency conversion
wave.
This would, of course, be
an unmodulated signal at a suitable
difference frequency,
such that,
when mixed with the modulated
signal a suitable I.F. would result.
At the frequencies now being considered the band width required
cannot be considered great, and the
two signals could be easily received, amplified and converted in
the usual way.
The cost of a receiving set would be low, and it
would be free from complications.
E. C. NEATE.
Winchester.

Direct-coupled Amplifiers
from E. Jeffery (your
THESept.letterissue)
seems to provoke

a reply. In estimating the relative
merits and demerits of rival A.F.
amplifying systems one should bear
in mind how far the aural results
are tolerable after listening to the
reproduced sounds for more than
ten minutes. The problem of problems is to obtain a really faithful
and acceptable reproduction of the
sound- patterns consisting of massed
frequencies simultaneously and concurrently generated in the studio.
The chief difficulty is to secure a
satisfactory reproduction of the
r,000- to 4,300-cycle band in such
circumstances.
Experiments conducted for a period of twenty years
have convinced me that the introduction of the blocking condenser in
the inter-stage couplings of an A.F.
amplifier constitutes an insuperable
obstacle to the achievement of the
highest standard of upper audiofrequency reproduction.
Whatever
the snags associated with direct
coupling they are quite insignificant
compared with this major problem
which resistance-capacity coupling
is unable to solve. Those wip have
achieved success by means of a
recently developed method of direct
coupling will not lightly abandon it
for any other method, till a better

has been found. The introduction
of tone correction has no bearing
on the question, since the filters are
not an integral factor in the essential coupling circuit and are usually
regarded as optional adjuncts.
NOEL BONAVIA HUNT.
Stagsden, Bedford.

ACE RADIO
MODEL 600

F. M. Alignment
A.

G. CROCKER and Ihave gone
1, on
record
(
Wireless
World,
July and September, 1948) with
rather different views about the
alignment of F.M. receivers.
I
agree that with the facilities available to Mr. Crocker satisfactory performance can be obtained, and indeed Ihave no reason to doubt that
the — 6o db distortion figure needed
for multi-channel telephony can be
maintained.
I agree also that
Sturley's alignment procedure is
impracticable.
A feature not discussed, however,
is the protection afforded against
impulsive noise.
A single noise
peak will set the I.F. circuit ringing, and unless the response is symmetrical and the discriminator is
accurately centred on the I.F. midband frequency, the noise- reducing
properties of F.M. are not realized.
This
is
discussed
by
Landon
(Electronics, February, 1941, and
"Frequency Modulation," Vol. I,
R.C.A.). The oscillograms (Fig.
of this paper) show, at I, the effect
of a zo-pF unbalance across the
roo-kfl diode loads.
Failure to take account of the
special problems of impulsive noise
reduction may lead to dissatisfaction with F.M., in view of the
general belief that F.M. solves all
noise problems.
THOMAS RODDAM.

Aircraft and Television

nURING

the war an attempt to
" blind with science" on the
subject of radar was not unusual,
but it is with some surprise that
I read " Diallist" in your September number.
Probably the most common form
of interference with television from
an aircraft is a rhythmic quick fade
of the signal, which is surely due to
the relative phase of the direct and
reflected rays which is changing at
a frequency dependent on the speed
at which the aircraft is approaching
or going away from the receiving
station.
This is very noticeable
with aircraft nearby when the fre-

DESIGNED FOR THE
DISCRIMINATING
LISTENER
Ace • Model 600 Console Receiver
gives world-wide coverage and ease
of tuning on short waves, combined
with high quality reproduction. Fitted
withal valve chassis ( plus magic eye
and rectifier).
The receiver with its R.F. stage operating on all short wave bands and full
electrical bandspread has an excellent
performance with a high order of
stability and complete absence of
microphonic feedback even at the
full audio output of its generous push
pull output stage. The tone system.
in addition to varying the audio
response, broadens the selectivity
characteristic of the I.F. amplifier to
permit reception of the higher modulation frequencies.

PRICE

£45

Plus f9 . 12 . 6 Purchase Tax
Full Technical Specification
gladly supplied

ACE RADIO Ltd.
TOWER

RD., VVILLESDEN,

LONDON, N.W.I O.
'Phone :
Willesden 3904-5
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quency of fluctuation slows down as
the aircraft is heard to pass (i.e.,
when it is neither coming towards
nor going away from the receiving
station at any great speed).
The explanation of a flutter on
radar when an aircraft is turning is
presumably similar in that separate
signals are being received from two
or more parts of the aircraft and the
relative distance these signals have
to cover is varying as the aircraft
turns, thus causing large fluctuations of the resultant signal as its
two or more components come in
and out of phase.
I feel that " Free Grid's" excellent column could well have dealt
with the explanation which " Diallist" credits to the pundits (we did
not call them that in the Navy!),
and it could be elaborated to allow
for a four-bladed propeller with
each blade A/z in length I
From experience I can assure
" Diallist" that no matter whether
the aerial switch was working or
not, the effect of a turning aircraft
was always the same.
G. C. TURNER.
H.M.S. Duke of York.
FOUND R. M. Staunton-Lambert's letter in the August issue,
regarding aircraft interference with
television very interesting as I live
in the same locality and have experienced similar trouble.
There does not seem to be much
purpose in using the usual directional arrays as the aircraft's course
is in line between the transmitter
and receiver and it is on this line
that the bent or refracted signal
needs to be eliminated.
Experiments to
minimize the
trouble seem to prove that providing
the receiver is close enough to A.P.
an " H " installation with the reflector facing the station (i.e., 18o
degrees out of phase) is a great
improvement.
For distances greater than this I
think the cure will prove to be the
use of diversity reception.
Twó dipoles mounted at opposite
extremes of the house feeding a T
joint and thence to the set should
prove to be a definite advance, as,
at the frequency used, an anti- phase
on one aerial would be counterbalanced by a correct signal on the
other.
Electronic switching between the
two aerials would be the best solution but is likely to be an expensive
refinement.
M. A. SALTER.
London, N.W.zo.

"High-level Detection"
. MacLANACHAN evidently

'vv believes

(your
September
issue) that his third R.F. stage,
consisting of a KT6z and untuned
RF transformer, can deliver to the

relr%s
diode detector signals up to I20 V
R.F. without distorting the modulation.
But has he proof of this?
The net load of the diode circuit on
the secondary of the R.F. transformer will be a resistance of value
little greater than zo kû, and therefore the power consumed at 120
volts will be nearly z.5 watts.
Also
the KT6z will probably have to
supply quite a lot of wattless current into the shunt reactances present, whilst it is not very likely
that a L.W. R.F. transformer will
give an optimum impedance match.
It seems to me, therefore, that quite
careful design is needed if the third
R.F. stage is not to overload on
modulation peaks, and Ishould like
to suggest that better coupling
could be obtained between the third
R.F. amplifier and the detector with
the accompanying circuit.

I think better screening and
stability would be obtained if an
EF55 (CVz73) were used in place
of the KT6i.
Mr. MacLanachan does not give the
ratio of primary turns to feedback
turns for the output transformer
used in his set, but I guess it is not
less than five or ten. The feedback
volts are then again reduced in the
ratio R i,/ R„ + R,, (approx.).
It
seems unlikely, therefore, that any
useful amount of negative feedback
is obtained. On the other hand, the
effect of such feedback as there is
will be to reduce the apparent
values of R,„ and R„, so that the
A.C. loading of the diodes will be
increased.
It seems quite possible,
therefore, that the feedback will
increase distortion rather than reduce it.
E. F. GOOD.
Malvern, Worcs.

Series-capacitor Heater
Circuits"

"

HAVE a receiver which I built
over three years ago incorporating a capacitor in the heater circuit in the way described in your
September issue. The two original
dial lamps are still in use and I
have
not
had
one breakdown,
although the set is in daily use.

World
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The 6- volt o.o6-amp. dial lamps
are shunted across two of the 6- volt
o.3-amp. heaters.
I know this is
not very good practice since the
lamps shunt part of the heater current, but it certainly is trouble-free.
As regards the breakdown voltage of the capacitors: I tested mine
first by wiring them in series with
a choke and connecting directly
across the mains.
The voltage
across the capacitors was about
600 V R.M.S. during the test. The
choke got rather hot after a time,
but the capacitors stood up to the
test.
S. V. STEPHENS.
London, S.E.24.

"Television Standards"
TWOULD like to draw your atten-

tion to an inaccuracy in the
above
article (October
Wireless
World).
The
writer
states
that it has been
found practicable to equalize
ordinary
tel e phone lines up
to some z.5-2
Mc / s
provided
only a very few
miles
is
involved.
In actual fact,
the average circuit supplied to
the B.B.C. over
" ordinary
telephone lines" has
a response of ± zdb from 5o c/s2.5 Mc / s, falling to some — 6db
at 3Mc/s, the reference level being
to kc/ s.
GEOFFREY LEES.
London, N. W .

Better Listening
THE radio industry, in conducting its recent
Better Listening" campaign, might have combined it with a war against manmade interference.
Unfortunately,
high-fidelity listening is not just a
function of the receiving equipment. Listening can be intolerable
with a high-quality R.F. unit in a
district where interference is prevalent.
It is my lot to live in such a
district and no amount of aerial
gear, mains suppressors and help
from the Post Office engineers has
so far been able to make fidelity
listening a practical proposition for
me.
RAYMOND E. COOKE.
Doncaster,

Long-range Television
N your June issue a correspondent
I
gave a detailed report of reception of Alexandra Palace television
in Bristol.
My own experiences at a con.1
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siderably greater distance, in Liverpool city boundaries, may be of interest.
Since last November I have been
receiving the sound and vision from
A.P., at first very rarely, but, after
various aerial experiments, quite
often,
occasionally
exceptionally
well.
At the present the vision side is
quite fair " amusement value"
(note I don't say " entertainment
value ") on three or four days a
week.
To obtain high gain I am using
single -sideband
with
500-kc/s
band; this gives quite tolerable definition for most pictorial scenes, but
not for written subjects. A signal
of ro itV / metre gives me a poor
quality picture with
indifferent
synchronism; this seems to be the
average condition here, the better

MARCONI

days being about 6- To db better
than this. The receiver (video side)
uses 2 R.F.—mixer-6 I.F.—video
det.-2 video- sync. sep.—D.C. restorer.
The antenna now in use is a combination ( with phase compensation)
of 3-element beam and Beveridge
long-wire directional for A.P. (and
incidentally
Birmingham,
which
should " roll in" 1) The Beveridge
aerial really is useful since the wave
front at long distance is decidedly
"tilted,"
also
the
bandwidth
characteristics are admirable for
this particular purpose.
Best conditions for this distance
and location seem to be cool, still
evenings after sunny, clear days.
Unstable air-streams from any quarter seem to reduce the field as much
as 20 db.
R. A. S.
Liverpool.

ON

SOUND EIIIPMENT

RADAR

A Forecast of 1922

DLAUSIBLE

early forecasts of
radar are rare, and so particular
interest attaches to the following
passage in an address delivered by
Marconi before the American Institution of Radio Engineers on June
20th, 1922, well over adecade before
even the preliminary work on the
subject was initiated :—
" Some years ago, during the war,
Icould not help feeling that we had
perhaps got rather into a rut by
confining practically all our researches and tests to what I may
term long waves, or waves of some
thousands
of
feet
in
length,
especially as I remembered that
during my early experiments as far
back as 1895 and 1896 I had obtained some promising results with
waves not more than a few inches
long. The progress made with the
long-wave antenna system was so
rapid, so comparatively easy, and
so spectacular that it distracted
practically all attention and research from the short waves, and
this I think was regrettable, for
there are very many problems that
can be solved, and numerous most
useful results to be obtained by,
and only by, the use of the shortwave system.
" Since these early tests of over
twenty years practically no research
work was carried out or published
in regard to short waves, so far as
I can ascertain, for a very long
period of years."
Marconi went on to say :—
"In some of my tests I have
noticed the effects of reflection and
deflection of these waves by metallic
objects miles away.
" It seems to me that it should
be possible to design apparatus by
means of which a ship could radiate

or project a divergent beam of these
rays in any desired direction, which
rays, if coming across a metallic object, such as another steamer or
ship, would be reflected back to a
receiver screened from the local
transmitter on the sending ship, and
thereby immediately
reveal the
presence and bearing of the other
ship in fog or thick weather.
"One further great advantage of
such an arrangement would be that
it would be able to give warning
of the presence and bearing of ships,
even should these ships be unprovided with any kind of radio."
Proc. IRE., Vol. TO, No. 4.

ABATEMENT OF
INTERFERENCE

20 watt PORTABLE AC/DC Model U885P
This new model is designed to give asubstantially
larger power-output than is normally provided
in Portable AC/DC outfits. It incorporates an
amplifier unit with an output of zo watts fitted
into adetachable case with two ro" loudspeakers,
moving-coil microphone, foUting stand and cables,
The amplifier is a3-stage hi gh-gain type having
4 valves in parallel push-pull in the output
stage, a total of ro valves. The control panel
carries microphone, gramophone and tone
controls, also mains switch and pilot lamps and
special three-position switch which provides
either change-over or mixer circuit for microphone or gramophone units.
Its large power
output and high standard of reproduction make
this equipment suitable for use in the larger
halls where portable, universal apparatus is
needed.

" Codes of Practice"
TWO
reduction of interference

on
to
radio reception are not quite so well
known as their importance would
justify.
The first (No. CProo,; 1947)
deals with interference arising from
motor vehicle I.C. engines, explaining its nature and describing how it
can be suppressed, or at least
minimized by suitable design and
also by the user.
The other code (No. CProo2;
1947) is concerned with interference
generated by electromedical and industrial R.F. equipment. Guidance
is given as to means of suppression
in design and manufacture as well
as by the user.
The codes, which were prepared
jointly by the Institution of Electrical Engineers and the British
Standards Institution, cost 2S each
by post from B.S.I., 28, Victoria
Street, London, S.W.,.

TRIX

RIBBON

MICROPHONE

is designed for high-quality reproduction.
Frequency response substantially linear
from 6o- ro,000 • c.p.s.
Minimum feedback. Send for full details.
THE TRIX ELECTRICAL CO. LTD
1.5 Maple Place. Tottenham Court Road
London. W.I.
'
Phone: MUSeum 5817
Grams & Cobras : ' Tri indio, Wesdo, london."
AMPLITIERS

MICROPHONES • LOUDSPEAKERS
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RANDOM

RADIATIONS
By " DIALLIST "

Television Interference
You MAY RECALL that not long
ago I made a suggestion in these
notes about a possible cause of the
unpleasant flopping from good to
bad and bad to good which occurs
in the television image when an
aircraft flies more or less on an
imaginary
straight
line joining
transmitter and receiver, or its
prolongation. " Beating," a similar
flopping in the break on the C.R.T.
trace,
was a fairly common
phenomenon in wartime radar sets.
We were told by the pundits who
conducted
the
strenuous
radar
courses during the war that this was
due to the fact that the number of
r.p.m of the rotary, aerial switch
of GL2 was just about that of an
aircraft's propeller.
At certain
angles this produced a beating
effect.
Ours not to reason why—
and, even if we'd wanted to, the
speed of those courses was so breathtaking that there wasn't much time
for thinking things out.
It was
reckoned that the wartime " long"
radar course got through in five
crowded months what should
normally have taken at least two
years!
Anyhow, the suggestion
that in television receivers some
form of beating might take place
in certain circumstances because
the frame sync time base has a frequency of 30 x6o = 3,000 per minute
and a common speed for aircraft
propellers is 1,500 r.p.m. just won't
wash.
Reason?
Well, several
readers have written to say that
the same flopping occurs when the
aircraft overhead is a jet. And that
rules out completely all the propeller r.p.m. business for the very
good reason that there's no propeller and no revolutions.

Doppler ' Effect
This type of interference is undoubtedly due to the arrival of the
signal by direct and reflected paths
at the receiving aerial. The flopping
is caused by the constantly changing phase relationship of the two
signals. There would be no variation in this relationship, were the
aircraft stationary. But, of course,
it isn't.
If it's more or less on a

straight line between your aerial
and that of the transmitter, it must
be either approaching or receding.
Hence the reflected signals are as
effectively " dopplered "
as the
sound waves from the whistle of an
express
locomotive
approaching,
passing and receding from the
station platform on which you may
be standing.
What all this comes
to is that if you're receiving a television signal by the direct path and
by reflection from a moving object,
the image will flop in queer ways.
All of which, though interesting to
the physicist, doesn't vastly help
the fellow who lives somewhere near
an aerodrome and has installed a
televisor in his home. Perhaps the
back-room boys of Belling and Lee
or Antiference will be able to evolve
some solution.
What seems to be
needed is an aerial so screened that
it cannot receive signals arriving at
vertical angles greater than that of
the direct wave.

"Wireless " or " Radio " ?
IN THE LAST FEW DAYS I've been
severely taken to task by a friend
for talking about " wireless." That,
he contends, is an obsolete term.
In his view " radio" is the word
that is used by all up-to-date people
when they are referring to communications of any kind made by
means of electromagnetic waves.
"Could there be anything more
ridiculous than to describe as a
wireless receiving set a piece of
apparatus
which
may
contain
hundreds of yards of wire? "
He
contends further that it was just
as antiquated and absurd to call the
equipment
which
disseminates
broadcast a wireless transmitter as
to dub the normal conveyance of
to-day a horseless carriage. " Wireless," he maintained, was a term
crystallizing the amazement of the
rows that a communication could
be sent from here to there without
intervening wires, just as " horseless carriage" summed up the
amazement of the i800s that a
vehicle could move without the aid
of a horse. We'd long ago got over
any feeling of surprise about either;
this age of progress demanded
matter-of-fact terms like motor car,
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motoring and radio.
I was so
flabbergasted by this sudden fierce
onslaught that I couldn't think of
half the crushing retorts that have
since come to mind. Idid, however,
mention that a certain periodical of
world-wide standing was content to
retain " wireless" as a part of its
title and that the word had, anyhow, the advantage of being exclusively
English.
Interestingly
enough, both the French sans fil
and the German
drahtlose are
literal translations of wire-less.

Unit of Sales Resistance
IN VIEW OF THE Better Listening
campaign I made a kind of minor
Gallup Poll amongst friends who live
near by, asking in rather more tactful form the question: Why on
earth do you go on enduring the unspeakable reproduction of that awful
old set of yours?
A few ( whose
loudspeakers I hear blaring at no
matter what time I pass their
homes) replied that as there was
never anything worth listening to
on the wireless nowadays, they made
hardly any use of their sets, so that
the odd chunk of distortion was
neither here nor there. The rest were
singularly unanimous in the reason
they gave. Almost without exception, they said that they'd go in for
new sets at once, if only it wasn't
for that etc., etc., etc., purchase
tax.
From which I gather that
sales resistance to-day is to be
measured in 0.H.M.S. Iunderstand
their feelings perfectly.

New Works
Lately I've given quite a bit of
thought to the question of worn-out
broadcast
receivers
and
their
periodic replacement.
Apart from
the purchase tax snag of to-day,
what sticks in the gizzards of many
people is that they will have to dispose for a song not only of the
innards of the old set but also of its
cabinet.
The cabinet, particularly
if it is that of a console or a radiogram, may represent no small part
of the price of the set. An'd if, as
is likely, it has received the same
good treatment as the rest of your
furniture, it may well be almost as
new when its contents have seen
their best days.
The lady of the
house chose that cabinet to fit in
with the other bits and pieces; you
both like it; you haven't seen a set
in the shops with a cabinet you like
so much.
So perhaps you go on
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putting up with poor performances
on the part of the set because you
can't bring yourselves to " trade
in" cabinet and contents for what
seems an absurdly small sum.
I
wonder if those set makers who go
in for really good cabinet work
wouldn't be well advised to offer
complete chassis replacements after,
say, two years, to those who have
purchased their wares.

RIGIVIRED

1RADE

MARA

Wider Coverage Needed
W E'LL HAVE, I FEEL, to revise a
bit our present ideas about the frequency range covered by the preset signal-frequency tuning stages
of television receivers. It seems all
wrong from both the manufacturers'
and the users' point of view that it
shouldn't be possible to adjust any
given receiver to any frequency required within the twenty-odd megacycle limits of the metre- frequency
television band.
From the manufacturers' angle it would surely be
sound policy to design and market
models which can be adjusted to any
vision and speech range between 40
and 65 Mc / s; it seems absurd that
different components will have to be
used in the S.F. stages of London
and Birmingham sets. Good profits
and low prices are best assured by
the biggest possible runs in the
factory
of
identical
apparatus.
Further, if televisors have to be
specially made to suit particular
areas, it's inevitable that mistakes
exasperating to the purchaser will
be made.
He'll wait, maybe, for
weeks for a receiver of the type to
which he has pinned his faith, only
to find when its delivered that it
won't tune to the frequency of his
station. Surely, too, the man who
invests quite a bit in a television set
should have some guarantee that it
will tune to the frequency of another
transmitting centre, in case he has to
move.

Ultrasonics
M Y NOTE LAST MONTH, must, I
fear, have given a totally misleading impression of J. M. M. Pinkerton's work on ultrasonics at the
Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge.
Pinkerton did not, as I stated,
discover the existence of cavitation:
that was known to be one of 'the
snags by ASDIC workers in World
War I. His work is concerned with
the absorption of ultrasonic waves
in certain liquids; here it is most
important to avoid cavitation at all
costs.

M.E.S.

LAMP

HOLDERS

IN AN INCOMPARABLE RANGE OF CLIP OR BRACKET MOUNTS

M

ANUFACTURED in awide range of types,
BULGIN Pilot Lamp Holders accurately
conform to B.S. 98'E. 10 ( M.E.S.) for lampacceptance. The" shell" or socket, in every
type, acts as one of the poles. Fitted with
centre-contact leaf or plunger ; all contacts
and tags are silver-plated for easy and efficient connections. The various fixing brackets
are not live to either pole. Tested at 500V.
peak ( max. test V.) for insulation resistance
of not less than 40Mi2 dry. For use at 0.1 to
30V. across poles ( 250V. max. with series[!),
250V. max. to E. Max. Current 2A.
Types with M.B.C. (B.S. 52) and S.E.S. (B.S.
98/E. 14) sockets can also be supplied.

Enquiries for direct— and indirect—
export are particularly invited.

A F.BULGIN E CO. LTD. • BYE- PASS RD. • BARKING
Telephone :

RIPpleway 3474 (5 lines)
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INVENTIONS

A Selection of the More Interesting Radio Developments

Short-wave Aerials

A

N elongated slot, in the shape of
a flattened Z, is cut in the F;de
of a closed metal tube, each of thc
upper and lower limbs of the opening
being substantially a quarter wavelength. The inner and outer conductors of a coaxial feeder are connected
to the opposite sides of the comparatively short transverse slot connecting
the two horizontal limbs.
In effect, the feeder is thus coupled
across the two metal parts of the tube
defined by the upper and lower edges
respectively, of the elongated opening,
and since the two parts in question
have, at any given moment, different
capacities to earth, they can oscillate
as dipoles.
At the same time, the
system is electrically balanced about
the transverse slot containing the feed
point.
The construction provides a
robust form of aerial, which is particularly suitable for use on aircraft, or
where high mechanical strength is required.
Standard Telephones & Cables, Ltd.,
and E. O. Willoughby.
Application
date, Feb. 6th, 1945. No. 592760.

Tone Control
FREQUENCY-DISCRIMINATING
circuit applies tone control in the
form of negative feedback between the

Tone control feedback circuit.
anode and grid of the last A.F. stage,
and positive feedback between that
valve and the previous amplifier.
As shown, a resistance R, in shunt
with the output transformer T of the
power amplifier V2, is tapped back
at S to a looped .circuit RI, R2, C2,
R3, of which R2 is much the largest
resistance. The other components are
so chosen that when the tapping S is
at its left-hand limit, frequencies above
x5oc/s are fed from the anode to the

grid of the valve V2 through resistance
R, capacitance CI, and resistances R4,
R5, in phase-opposition, so that their
amplitude is reduced.
On the other
hand, frequencies below 15,o cycles pass
through resistances RI and R6 to the
grid of VI in phase to apply positive
reaction, the nett result being maximum base response.
The right-hand
setting of the control S produces no
appreciable reaction through either of
the above-mentioned paths, though
frequencies above x,000 c/s are boosted
by being fed back through C2 and R3
to the grid of the amplifier VI.
E. K. Cole, Ltd., and E. L. Hutchings.
Application date, April 25th,
1939. No. 598287.

which is chosen so that one branch of
the loop is 18o deg longer than the
other branch, as measured from the
plate D. The outer conductor of the
coaxial line is connected to the inner
end of each of the dipoles, whilst the

Receiving F.M. Signals
FREQUENCY - MODULATED
A
carrier is
liable for various
reasons to develop disturbing fluctua-

tions in amplitude.
A limiter valve
can be used to smooth these out, prior
.to detection, provided a high level
of signal input is available, since to
be effective the limiter must be
operated at saturation point.
As an altemative, according to the
present invention, the I.F. pentode
amplifier immediately preceding the
discriminator
stage
is arranged to
operate also as a
grid-leak
detector.
The rectified voltage
built up across the
leak resistance, as a
result of any amplitude variations that
may be present, is
tapped off to an
auxiliary amplifier,
located outside the
normal
signal
channel and from
there is fed back
to an earlier I.F.
amplifier,
in
the
phase required to
eliminate or offset
the original irregularity. The required
correction is thus
applied
automatically, and without
affecting
the
normal
amplification of the F.M.
signal.
Marcon's Wireless Telegraph Co.,
Ltd. (assignees of N. I. Korman). Convention date ( U.S.A.), July 29th, 1944.
No. 59653 1.

Dipole Aerials

T

IIE dipoles A, Ai are welded to the
upper ends of a pair of tubular
quarter-wave supports B, Br, which
are mounted firmly on a baseplate D.
The dipoles are fed through a looped
coaxial line L from a tapping- point P.

Dipole coupling system.
inner conductor passes up through an
insulating cap at the top of the supports to a conducting strap S.
Since the currents in the inner conductor must be 18o deg out of phase
at the lower end of the supports B,
Br, the latter will present an infinite
quarter-wave impedance to the inner
ends of the dipoles, thus allowing these
to be directly connected to the outer
conductor.of the looped line, without
the use of a transformer or other coupling-network.
Moreover, the combination of the parallel-resonant circuit
formed by the supports, with the seriesresonant load of the two dipoles, serves
to broaden the frequency characteristic
of the aerial as a whole.
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.,
Ltd. (assignees of G. H. Brown). Convention date ( U.S.A.). February 23rd,
1942. No. 591[987.

The British abstracts published
here are prepared with the
permission of the Controller of
H.M. Stationery Office, from
specifications obtainable at the
Patent Office, 25, Southampton
Buildings, London. W.C.2, price
1'- each.
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RESISTORS •

CERAMICONS •

SUPPRESSORS •
Erie

VITREOUS
Resistor

Ltd.,

The

AC K NOWL EDGED
THROUGHOUT
THE WORLD

Hi- K CERAMICONS •
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Insulation

IMPREGNATION

METHODS

HYMEG Synthetic Insulating Varnishes are
recognised and widely used for their mechanical
rigidity, improvement of electrical properties of
windings; heat, moisture, oil, acid and alkali
resistance as well as for the considerably reduced
stoving time necessary.

PRODUCTION

Now, special methods of continuous conveyor impregnation and baking developed with the use of HYMEG have still
further reduced processing times to a fraction of those previously believed necessary.
Often faster than infra-red baking with none of the defects, reduced handling, absence of special jigs, with complete
freedom from blistering, bubbling and porosity, are some of the advantages claimed and substantiated for HYMEG
High Speed Production methods.

After much research in our laboratories and in
conjunction with many well - known specialist
manufacturers, we have now evolved the Hymeglas
system of Insulation which comprises modifications
of Hymeg as used for coil impregnation to meet
the varying conditions applying to each field
of manufacture.
This integiated system of development is successful in enabling machines to be designed and operated without weak links
in the chain of insulation below 200°C. '
Thus the fullest advantage is taken of modern glass fibre insulation by providing
a degree of bonding and insulation at every point in which the uniting of Hymeg impregnation with the Hymeg as used
for subsidiary insulations gives a solid homogeneous winding of equally efficient characteristics and heat resistance
throughout.
Hymeglas therefore virtually eliminates any risk of insulation failure and enables motors and the like to operate under
abnormal conditions for long periods without risk of electrical breakdown.
Due to the excellent space factor of glass fibre as compared with the more usual asbestos and mica Class B insulations, it
is often possible in redesigning with the Hymeglas system to employ larger copper sections with well-known advantages.
The Berger Technical Service—the research work of which produced" HYMEG" and" HYMEGLAS"
is available to advise manufacturers on all problems of insulation.
Get in touch now with—

LEWIS

BERGER &

35,
MANUFACTURERS

OF

BERKELEY

SONS

SQUARE,

LTD.

(Est.

LONDON.

Telephone: MAYfair 9171.
HIGH - PERFORMANCE
INSULATING

RHO- METAL SCRATCH

1760)

W.I.

VARNISHES

AND

ENAMELS

Headphones which uphold British Prestige

FILTER CHOKE

s.

7
*
.na'
sei7

db
o
-5

G. BROWN, Type ' IV
Moving Coil Headphones,
supply that High Fidelity
Reproduction demanded for
DX work, monitoring and
laboratory purposes, etc.

OUTSTANDING
CHARACTERISTICS.

A

D.C. RESISTANCE, 47 Ohms.
IMPEDANCE, 52 Ohms at 1,000
SENSITIVITY, 1.2 X 10-" Watts
at 1kg. . 0002 Dyne cm..

101=0
l00

—

TYPICAL RESPONSE CURVES

A

Tuned tor 111821.11U111
rejection at 4,000 cycle,

Descriptive Literature on request.

B

Tuned

PRICE

Hectim

for
at

maximum
9.000

cycle!.

WHERESURFACE NOISE ISTHE LIMITING FACTORTO
SUPREME QUALITY OF REPRODUCTION, fit a Sound
Sales alloy cored steep trough tuneable filter. We know the
problem of removing Surface Noise or Hetrodyne whistle is not
easy to solve, but the steep trough filter has so far produced the
most encouraging results we have encountered when using acompact component which can be incorporated in existing apparatus.
CHOKE TYPE. C SF, Dia.
length 31'.
PRICE £ 1.8.9 each.

SOUND

SALES

LIMITED

Specialist manufacturer,. of Tranyormers and Chokes of all types since 1930

WEST STREET, FARNHAM

and 57 ST.

MARTIN'S LANE,

W.C.2.

SURREY

Temple Bar 4284

TYPE " K.'

For

dCtOils

from

30/-

of
to

£5.5.0

PER PAIR

Your Local Dealer can supply

other

S.

G.

Brown

Headphones (prices

63/-) write for illustrated Brochure " W.W."

HEADPHONES WHICH UPHOLD BRITISH PRESTIGE
Telephone:
Watford 7241.

SHAKESPEARE

2:tel»
WIA
,
STREET,

WATFORD,

HERTS.
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AMATEUR
RADIO
EXHIBITION,
ROYAL
HOTEL,
LONDON,
NOVEMBER
17th-20th

'

SPECIALLY

DESIGNED

FOR

PERSONAL
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CABIN

USE

The Eddystone " 670" receiver is primarily intended foe personal use on board ship and In view of this has been designed for operation on either A.C. or D.C. supplies et
from 100 to 110 volts or 200 to 250 volts. Particular attention has been given to the performance of the Receiver on the short waves as for long periods these will often be the
sole medium for broadcastreception. The" 670 " complies with safety regulations and careful attention has been paid to the insulation throughout. The circuit is a 7 valve
superheterodyne, tuning from 10 to 51.7 metres and 110 to 575 metres. A high grade internal speaker is used, which can be disconnected and headphones substituted
to avoid disturbing sleeping personnel. The receiver le robustly constructed and suitable for service in the tropics. A mains filter ( Cat. No. 732) is available for reducing
interference from ship's electrical plant. The Eddystone special ship's aerial ( Cat. No. 731) ensures high efficiency and this together with the mains filter are valuable
accessories. The Eddystone" 670 " Receiver is at present available for Marine Export and Overseas Markets only.

PRICE: £37

10s.

Gd. (ex Works)

Mains Filter .. • • • • .. £ 2 10 0
Aerial .. • •
Send for illustrated brochure and name and address of nearest supplier to

•

..

La 12

6

STRATTON & CO. LTD., ALVECHURCH ROAD, WEST HEATH, BIRMINGHAM 31

The ' CINTEL'

UNIVERSAL OSCILLOSCOPE
A highly versatile laboratory
instrument of outstanding performance
Designed on the unit principle the
Cintel' Universal
Oscilloscope offers a basic instrument which is expandable at
will to meet your requirements.
Units now available include:

eBasic unit, comprising
console, Cathode Ray
Tube and power pack
and calibration device

Amplifier with
•A.C.
frequency range from
5c/s to 1.5 Mc/s.

•Simple time Base with

D.C. Amplifier with
•frequency
range from

•Amplitude

Double Beam Switch
•Unit.

frequency range from
5c/s to 200 Kc/s.

Stabilised
Time Base with calibrated frequency
range from 5c/s to
150 Kc/s.

Oc/s to 5 Mc/s.

Five
•Unit.

Beam

Switch

* A series of technical papers
on the application of electronics in Industry & Research
will be read at the York
Room, Caxton Hall, Westminster, S. W.!., November
18 & 19th, 1948, under the
auspices of the Scientific
Instrument Manufacturers'
Association of Great Britain
Limited. Apply for tickets to
The Secretary,
26
RussellSquare,London,W.C.1

CINEMA - TELEVISION
WORSLEY

BRIDGE

Ltd.

ROAD,

LONDON, S.E.26
Telephone:
REGISTERED TRADE MARK

Manufacturers

or Scientific

HITher Green

4600

Instrumenu and Photo-electric Cells

I
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BARGAINS

ONDON CENT-RA
RADIO STORES
Government

Surplus-From

12-VALVE

COMMUNICATION
RECEIVER.
Type R1155.
Complete with Power Pack and Speaker.

Stock

EX-R.A.F. CINE CAMERA,
Type GM.
To take 16 mm. film.
Fixed focus lens approx.
5 cm., f/3.5.
In metal
case. Dimensions 12 x 3} x
2in. with 24 v. motor
drive
With 12 v. drive, £3.57 /6
EX-R.A.F. CAMERA
MOTORS.
3x2x 1}in., 24 v.

These sets are as new. Freq. range 7.5 me/s.
75 kc/s in five wavebands.
Complete with
10 valves, including magic eye.
Every
receiver is Aerial Tested.
For A.C. mains
200-250 v.
The set is enclosed in a metal
cabinet and supplied complete with separate
Power Pack and Loudspeaker.
(Carr. and pkg. 10/6 extra)

£14.10.0

FREE with each receiver! Complete circuit,
description and modifications for civil use,
reprinted from " W.W.," July, 1946.
THE FAMOUS EDDYSTONE 358
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER
Range 31 Mcis to 90 kc/s, 9 Plug-in coils,
7 valves and rectifier, variable selectivity,
B.F.O. stand-by switch, A.V.C. switch, bandspread dial, valve check meter.
In heavy
black crackle finished steel cabinet with
chrome fittings. Complete with 200-250 v.
A.C. Power Supply Unit
Carriage and packing 17/6 extra
VISION UNITS
Consisting of 6M. Electrostatic CR. Tube,
8 valves, including three EF50's.
A most
useful unit for experimental purposes.
36 6
Carriage and packing 7/6.
Mood l No. 6A. Consisting of Gin. diameter
Electrostatic CR. tube, 7 valves, including
four EF50, potentiometers, resistances and
other associated components.
In metal
cabinet 18x 8x 71in.
These units are in
perfect condition
Carriage and packing 10/6.
Model No. 6A. Same as above, but supplied
with aGuaranteed New Tube
Carriage and packing 1041.
TRIPLETT
Universal
TEST METER

7/6

A.C./D.C. FRACTIONAL
H.P. MOTORS
24 v.
Can be converted
for driving gramo
1
turntables

"

CONDENSERS, 8 mfd.
600 V. D.C., 41 y 4x
2in.
OSCILLATOR UNITS.
Type 217.
These units contain very
useful components:
two
EF50 Valves, three P.O.
type
Relays,
numerous
Condensers including two
20 v. 25 mfd. Electrolytics,
Resistors, Potentiometers, etc.
SELF- ENERGISING
TELEPHONES.
Complete
with
magneto
ringing in steel case, 25
11', 4! 5in.

,_

7- VALVE U.H.F.
RECEIVER. Type R1147A
Range approx. 200 megacycles with 4Acorn valves).
A Real Opportunity!
Beautifully constructed and
fitted with micro-condenser
drive. Valve types: two
EF36, one EBC33, three
954, one 955.
In black
metal case, 8x 7x 6M. Set
complete
with
valves. Carr. paid.e&• ow
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FROM VALLANCE'S

DELIVERY FROM STOCK OF SOUND SALES MAINS
TRANSFORMERS.
Suitable for upright, inverted or horizontal mounting, which is facilitated
by interchangeable brackets. Double shrouds are provided, thus ensuring a very neat appearance. All primaries wound to suit 50/100
CPS A.C. Mains from 210/250 v. by means of suitable tappings. Earthed
static shield between primary and secondary provided.
X250 Octal. 250-0-250 v. 80 mia 5 v. 2 a. 6.3 v. 2 5 a. C.T., El 17 4.
X250. 250-0-250 v. 80 in/a 4 v. 2 a. 4 v. 4 a. CT., LI 17 4.
X2/275. 275-0-275 v. 120 mla. 5 v. 2 a. 6.3 v. 1.5 a. C.T., 6.3 v. 2 a.
C.T., L2/12/4.
3(2/275 Octal. 275-0-275 v. 120 mia. 4 v. 2.5 a. 4 v. 4 a. C.T., 4 v. 2 a.
C.T., E2/I2/4.
X300 Octal. 300-0-300 v. 70 mia. 5 v. 2 a. 6.3 v. 2.5 a. C.T., El/18,6.
X300. 300-0-300 v. 70 m/a. 4 v. 2 a. 4 v. 4 a. C.T., El 18 6.
X2/350/120 Octal. 350-0-350 v. 120 m a. 5v. 5a. 5.3 v. 3a. C.T.,E2/14,-.
AUTO TYPE
SK/75 Auto, 75 - watts, 0.32 amps. at 250 v. max. Available tappings
100 v., 110 v., 210 v., 230 v., 250v. ' L1/5/10.
The following are specially designed for Westinghouse L.T. Rectifiers.
LT4I.
17-18.25-2-22 v. suitable for charging 6 v., 8 v., 10 v., 12 v.,
batteries, at 1amp. with LT4I rectifier, E11/819.
LT42. 8.5-10-11 v. suitable for charging 2 v., 4 v., 6 v. batteries at
1 amp. with LT42 rectifier, 61/./8.
LT42 Rectifiers, 6 v. Iamp. output, EI/3/-.
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Designed expressly for high quality reproduction (see Wireless World
test report on the type 036). The latest model is totally enclosed and
metal shrouded.
Type 036X. Wound to suit. two type PX4 valves in push-pull, with
tappings for PX25 valves. Primary inductance 77 henries. Primary
impedance 10,000 ohms, tapped at 6,400 thus rendering the components
suitable for use with PX4 valves, working 10,000 ohms anode-anode
with 200 v. H.T. or 6, 400 anode-anode with 300 v. H.T.
Standard
impedance 15 ohms tapped 6ohm, 62/8/10.
Post and packing, 1trans., 116, 2trans.. 2/6.
Speedy Postal Service C.W.O. or C.O.D.
When sending C.W.O. please include sufficient extra for post and
packing.

VALLANCE &
144

DAVISON,

BRIGGATE, LEEDS, I.
Staff call signs: G2HHV, G8S X,

SOUND

LTD.

Phone 29428 9.
G3ABD, G3CHL

REPRODUCERS

PHOTO ELECTRIC CELLS.
Small infra-red image, glass
converter tube. Type CV.
143 50-100 v. Suitable for
all purposes.
14/
See April issue for illustration.

1000 ems
per volt.
VOlb. A.C. or
D.C. 0-10, 0-50,
0-250, 0-1,000,
0-5,000.
11111116miiii. 0-10, 0-100, 0-500.
Ohms. 0-300, 0-1 meg.
carr. paid.

£4.10.6

N.B.-All items are carriage paid unleys
otherwise stated.
We do not issue lists or
catalogues.

23, LISLE ST.
Closed Thurs. 1 p.m.

(GERrard 2969)

SMALL SLIDING
RESISTANCES
Suitable for Voltage Controls,
Speed
Regulators.
50 ohms, 0.5 amp. Dimensions Gin. X 4in. X21in.
high
Carriage paid.

8/9

NEW MILNES H.T. UNITS
(Everlasting)
120 v.
60
in.A.
Will
charge from 6 v.
accum
F Clls
ulator
only.

67/
6

See last month's Issue for
other bargains.

LONDON, W.C.2

Open all day Sat, and weekdays 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

For Concert and Domestic Use
Bass and Treble Lift Tri channel Tone.

GP/15w. 16 gns.

G/P25w.

Amplifiers from

19 gns.

G/QP1us

15} gns.

114 gns. to 30 gns. described in latest brochure with basic
circuits, 6d.
Chassis

work

Blue Prints 2'6.
for " Electronic

EVERYTHING

GENERAL

FOR

Transformer Lists 2d.
Televisor "

SOUND

LAMINATION

AND

75/-

set.

SCREEN

PRODUCTS

294, Broadway, Bexleyheath,

Kent.

LTD.

Advertasements
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LIFT TO ALL FLAWS!
In the hands of the radio engineer this universal " Measurtest" instrument will detect and
locate the slightest flaw in receiver performance. Yet, weighing only 20 lb. and operated
from either mains or batteries, it can be lifted with ease for use anywhere, any time.
The PORTABLE RECEIVER TESTER is ideal also for complete tests on audio amplifiers.
In one compact assembly it incorporates the facilities of signal generator, output power
meter and crystal calibrator—three instruments, in fact, for the price of one. And many
novel features contribute to the attainment of unique standards in both performance and
operational convenience. Your enquiries are invited and a demonstration can be arranged.
HIRE PURCHASE

TERMS AVAILABLE

PORTABLE RECEIVER TESTER (YZ.8)

3Inspaineleitt-ele
SIGNAL

A Combined

OUTPUT

GENERATOR

POWER

COMPACT •

Mains or

PORTABLE • ROBUST

Battery

ACCURATE

METER

Opera cd

--

AND

RELIABLE

CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD
ST. ALBANS, HERTS. Telephone: St. Albans 6161 5.

Northern Office: 30 ALBION STREET, HULL. Tel.: Hull

Southern Office & Showrooms: 109 EATON SQUARE, SW. I. Tel.: Sloane 8615. Western Office:

PRECISION
CORD
Now

available

in

COMPONENTS

DRIVES
five

types as

illustrated ( left to right) Standard,
R V,

Reverse, " D

type

and

'' A " type.

GANG
A wide
in

I,

2,

CONDENSERS
range
3 or

is

now

4 gang

available
types

of

various capacities.
Write for Cata'ogue No. ( W.W.I.)

JACKSON
BROS ( LONDON)

LIMITED

KINGSWAY • WADDON • SURREY
rEiEpHoNE.
TELEGRAMS. WALFILCO.
CROYDON 2754-5

PHONE. LONDON

16144.

10 PORTVIEW ROAD, AVONMOUTH. Tel.: Avonmouth 438.
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You
get
years oJ

A

LARGE variety of Adjustable Iron
Dust Core Coils and Packs ranging
irom 5 to 2,000 metres, in suitable combinations and including high frequency stages

faultless
service

because they are :—
INDIVIDUALLY

DESIGNED

RIGOROUSLY

from...

MECHANICALLY
ELECTRICALLY

TESTED
SOUND
PERFECT

together with all necessary padding and
trimmer condensers, are available for most
needs.
Write for descriptive literature
stating .'
our particular problem.
_ •
LABORATORY

'PURPOSE-BUILT"

a va

o
o
o
o

TRANSFORMERS
51,

NORTHGATE

STREET,

DEVIZES.

LT D.
Phone 336

121134

TESTED
H. C. ATKINS Laboratories, 32, Cumberland Road, Kew, Surrey
Richmond 2950

A NEW B.P.L. INSTRUMENT

MICA CAPACITORS
Extremely Stable
THE VOLTASCOPE—A combined valve-voltmeter and
oscilloscope.
VALVE-VOLTMETER—Infinite Input
Resistance for D.C. ranges 0 to 300 volts. A.C. ranges
0 to 150 volts in 5 ranges.
3 inch scale meter.
OSCILLOSCOPE-3 inch screen tube provided with
balanced amplifiers for Y and X plates giving a 5 times
trace expansion.
Maximum sensitivity 150mV cm.
Response from D.C. to 100 kcs.
Limited quantity available for early delivery.

BRITISH PHYSICAL LABORATORIES
HOUSEBOAT WORKS, RADLETT, HERTS.
Tel»

Radlett 5674-5-6

TROPICALLY

IMPREGNATED

RANGE OF 7 SMALL SIZES
INDIVIDUALLY POWERFACTOR
TESTED.

STABILITY RADIO COMPONENTS 6"
la, NORMAN'S BUILDINGS,
CENTRAL STREET, LONDON,
ECU
TELEPHONE CLERNENWELL 5977
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-co-axial construction'
ensures

longer

life

•

•

The greatly advanced design and production methods
employed in the manufacture of the "Series 700" Reproducer ensures long trouble-free life under all climatic
conditions.
Special purpose machines, tools and jigs
ensure mechanically accurate co- axial alignment of all
component parts. The magnet assembly is shock proof
with virtually no external field.
The voice coil and
centring member assembly is of moulded Bakelised linen
with integral beryllium copper leads. All types are
completely dust proof. Each speaker and transformer
passes Air Ministry K.110 tropical tests and is made to
exacting limits with 100% inspection at all stages.
Reproducers & Amplifiers Ltd., Wolverhampton.

BRITAIN'S

THE

COMPLETE

FOREMOST

Re'

REPRODUCERS

SERVICE

FOR SOUND RECORDING AND
REPRODUCTION
Mobile, static and specialised recording units
Recording amplifiers, speakers, microphones. etc.
Sapphire cutting and reproducing stylii
Blank recording discs from Sin. to hin.
sided

Single and Double

Groove locating and cueing devices
A comprehensive range of accessories to meet every requirement of the sound recording engineer

**

A development of special interest to users of sapphire and
delicate pick-ups—THE SIMTROL. This is acontrolled micromovement easily fitted for use with any type of pick-up

***

OUR CDR4BA RECORDER UNIT complete and self-contained.
measuring only 22in. x I4in. x 13+ in., incorporating 7-valve
amplifier, recorder unit, light-weight pick-up, speaker and
microphone and with many exclusive features, is now ready
for early delivery

CDR 48A
Portable Disc Recorder

OUR WELL-EQUIPPED WORKSHOPS ARE AVAILABLE FOR
THE DEVELOPMENT OF EQUIPMENT TO MEET SPECIAL NEEDS.

SIMON SOUND SERVICE, Recorder House, 48/50, George St., Portman Square, London, W.1.
CABLES : Sinus?le, London,

TELEGRAMS

Sims°le, Wesdo: London

TELEPHONE : Welbeck 2371 ( 4lines).

48
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Aduellist' » trill,

MODERN SERVICING METHOD

n'or11.1

—WharfedaleLOUDSPEAKER SEPARATOR

6066

Cross-over at 1,000 c.p.s. MAXIMUM
INPUT 30 WATTS at 3 to 15 ohms
impedance. A new device for dividing the Bass and Treble between two
Loudspeakers at low impedance, thus
eliminating modulation distortion imposed on the treble by large coil
movement in the bass. It is recommended for use with two speakers of
equal sensitivity and similar size.

65/-

PRICE
Size :
The

L.S.L. "

Serviclng Method is a combined

November, 1948

fault

8 in. ' 5in.

4 in.

analyser and

circuit tester ; simultaneously capable of indicating all voltage,current
and resistance on each val ce electrode without removing the chassis
from the cabinet. Readings can be taken whilst the set is under

CHOKE-TYPE
VOLUME CONTROL

actual operating conditions. The " L.S.L." Analyser is a combination
of multi- range instrument and valve tester. PRICE : 518.18.0 Subject.

THE " LSL" PORTABLE ANALYSER

For use on Loudspeakers with Cross-over Units
where resistance types are useless, or where
distortionless control is essential. Suitable for
circuits of 2 to 30 ohms up to 30 watts.

* Saves tune and trouble. * Greatly increases Profit in the Service
Department. *
portable, can be used on the bench or in the home.
* Is simple to operate.

PRICE

Send for further particulars
from the sole distributors.

27/6

Send for book
Loudspeakers," by G. A.
Briggs (5/-), in which acoustic loading is
fully explored.

WHARFEDALE

WIRELESS

WORKS

BRADFORD
ROAD,
IDLE,
BRADFORD
Te/ephone : Idle 461
Telegrams: Wharfdel, I
dle, Bradford

TECHNICAL
If you are after ...

•M.E.E.,
•BRII.lIE or
•EMIT di£ GUILDS

EXCELLENCE
—combines with beauty
.
4e1 and soundness of DESIGN
in the

OXLEY

...

AIR

DIELECTRIC

TRIMMER

Type Approved Cot. A No, 464.

Write for our FBEE BOOKLET
containing full details of Correspondence and Attendance Courses carefully planned to meet the needs of
technicians and engineers taking these examinations.

Width: 16.5 m,'m.
Length: 22 m fm.
Height: 1.5 to 8pF-7.5 mm.
1.8 to 20pF-10 mint.
2to 26pF-1 Imint.
2to 32pF--12 m/m.
Law:
Straight line capacity. Power Factor: Less than .001.
Insulation : Over
2000 megohms.
Voltage: 500 D.C.

OXLEY

DEVELOPMENTS

ULVERSTON, NORTH LANCS.

CO.

LTD.

TELEPHONE: ULVERSTON 3306

The booklet also covers the requirements of the
technically less advanced. It not only outlines careers
in Electronics but also gives particulars of the whole

Mgr—

range of POSTAL and ATTENDANCE COURSES
which provide sound basic training in
Maths, Radio, Television, etc.—the secret

to

*Tolerance ± t%
±
± 5%

of success in these specialised fields.

E.M.I.

INSTITUTES LTD.

Dept. 16, 43 Grove Park Road, Chiswick, London, W.4.
Telephone CHIswick 4417/8
S.M./. Instituter — the Training College with Britain', Leading Eleetronie
Organization behind it.
e.94

Resistors produced
by the cracked carbon process remain
stable to ± I% of
initial value.

Low temperature
co-efficient.

6111111È
4 fr
1,e

1-

«nor@ resistor

WELWYN ELECTRICAL LABORATORIES LTD.
Welwyn Garden City, Herts.
Telephone
Welwyn Garden.

November,
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RIERLEY ribbon and armature p!cit-ups;
filters,
amp:ifiers
and
pre-amplifiers.
Arrangements are being made for the demonstration of these products by agents throughout
the British Isles. Where arrangements for this
have not so far been completed, It is possible
for our sales representative to demonstrate in
your own home when next in your district.J. H. Brierley,. Ltd., 46. Tithebarn St., Liver-

Rate
for 2 Bus or leu and 3 - for every additional
line or pert thereof, avenue lines 6 words. Box Number:.
2 words plus 1 -. Press Day
December 1948 issue.
first post Manley, No- ember 8th.
No responsibility
accepted for errors.

WARNING
Readers are warned that Government surplus
components which may be offered for sale
through our columns carry no manufacturer's
guarantee. Many of these components will hove
been designed for special purposes making them
unsuitable for civilian use, or may have deteriorated as a result of the conditions under
which they have been stored.
We cannot
undertake to deal with any complaints regarding
any such components purchased.

FEEDER
units with R.F. stage, de luxe type
with bandspread; 22c1 stamp for illusNEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS

trated
leaflet.- - Cou.phone
Radio.
Ormskirk,
Lanus.
[2080
AKE the easy way with the Reveille ciockradio; £ 12 12 retail plus tax; stamp for
leaflet-Thames Valley Products, 28, Camden
Ave., Feltham.
[ 1947
new R.C.A. 30- watt amplifiers, 230
-LP A.C.. 3 6.17 : 2, 61.6 : 1, 51.14, supero case, chromium fittings, quality product. £ 25/10.-Lawrence's, 61, Byrum St. ' L'pool. Cen. 4430. [ 2008
T ()CAL station high fidelity tuner units. cornplete with valves, £ 5, 5; 12watt high fidelitY
amplifier. £ 18/18; technical details on request.
-E. A. D., 13, Hence Lane, Darton, Barnsley.
ASON'S ( W.W.I, Wivenhoe, nr. Cholchester.
can now offer television chassis with 9in
tuoe, ready for use, guaranteed vision 60 miles.
by famous minters; am° 6in tuoe television kits.
delivery 14 days.
[ 1887
A MPLIFIERS, new 60- watt heavy duty P.A.
.L'S. models, built for continuous rating and rack
mounting; £ 45; early delivery; send for spec.Broadcast and Acoustic Equipment Co., Ltd..
Tombland. Norwich.
[ 1855
LT 10H quality amplifier and radio tuner unes.
-L 1- 15 valve. 12 watts. 30 D.B. Pass and treble
lift;
send
for
specification.-Broadcast
Acoustic Equipment Co.. Ltd.. Broadcast House
Tombland. Norwich 26970.
[ 9382
OD 1046C luxury console 10- valve 5-wave
(see " W.W." Oct., 1946), list £ 154, brand
new used demo only, 121gns. with Garrard latest
mixed auto, 141gns: Trig RDA 633B ( RC) 30watt ampl., 5v 3w radio, Garrard auto, in
cabinet, list £ 147, new unused, old tax. £ 106/5;
both guaranteed.-Write details, Worden, Lightfoot Lane, Fulwood, Preston. [ 1957
.A.F. I.F.F. responser units, complete with
_Lt, 4 mains H.F. pentode valves, 3 Mazda
television diodes. 2 twin triode mains valves
and 1 EF50 Mullard; also includes 24v motor
generator, suitable for modification to universal
motor. 2 magnetic relays, several mechanical
multi- contact relays; includes resistances, condensers, variable and fixed, and other useful
components: 25/- each, carriage paid.-Uncle
Tom's Radio Cabin, 1, Seven Stars Court. Manchester, 4.
[ 9623
ASON'S ( W.W.), Wivenhoe, nr. Colchester.
-5- and 10- waveband gram chassis, covering 3-60mcis and 150-1.500kc/s, feeder units
with r.f. stage and flywheel tuning, radio kits.
auto-stop and 8 mixed changer units, amplifiers
5-500watts. Eddystone and Denco equipment and
components,
complete television chassis for
London or Birmigham transmission and constructors' kits for London area from £45; s.a.e.
for details or send 9d. now for our illustrated
54- page catalogue.
[ 2020
ONNO1SSEUR '
S receiver-world-wide results
on highly sens.tive 10- valve communication
receiver or. by change of switch, very high
quality reception of local stations on non- superhet high fidelity receiver; basis rebuilt 111155.
9-1.500 metres. PX4 push-pull quality amplifier.
bass and treble controls ( boost and cut), gram
input, new panel, and other refinements; write
for details. or call for demonstration: 111155
specialists. receivers repaired and re-aligned.
also modified as above. or to your requirements;
R1155 circuit and values, 2 - post free.-R.T.S..
Ltd., 5, Gladstone Rd., Wimbledon, S.W.19.
Tel. Lib. 3303.
[ 1266
OODSELL. Ltd.. 40, Gardner St., Brighton.
Sx.-Send 6d for our new booklet giving
a few views on high fidelity and full details of the Williamson amplifiers with K.T.66
and PX.25 output, together with particulars of
tone control units and high fidelity tuners. PX.4,
version. at £ 17/17/6; also included are kit prices
and a complete range of components for the Williamson. plus a general range of useful mains
transformers, chokes and condensers, etc.; high
fidelity superhet, two- band only, with fourposition variable selectivity ( see W.W.. Sept..
1942).
R.F., F.C.. IF. and special detector.
with glass scale 9inX4kiin slide rule pattern
pointer, full details now available; the quality
of this unit is equal to any straight feeder. Five
useful books: " The Brims" Valve Manual,'
2/6: " Loudspeakers," by G. A. Briggs ( Wharfedale). 5/-: " Partridge Manual... 5/-•. Denco
Bulletins, 3/- each; DBT.1 ( Practical Design
of Receivers using Maxi- O Coils). DBT.2 ( Design and Layout for Turrets, including new
C.T.7 with 5 wavebands and R.F. stage); postage 3d; Denco C.T.6. £ 419/6; C.T.7. £71216:
C T.4. £ 10/10. ex-stock.
11917
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pool. 2.Enock amplifier is expressly designed
182t
6
o
6
obtain the highest standard of performance
without regard to first cost; total distortion, including noise, less than 0.1 of 1% at 12 watts
output, hum level less than - 75db, frequency response practically flat from 20 to 30.000 c.p.s.,
no electrolytic condensers used whatsoever. Inputs for radio and gram ( any type of pick-up),
the pre- amplifier is a separate unit designed to
mount on the control panel or motor- board and
contains all controls, it is low impedance coupled
to the main amplifier, thus flexible couplings and
hum troubles due to long leads are eliminated;
price £75: tel, or write for demonstration.Joseph Enock. Ltd.. 273a, High St., Brentford.
pline[
r
202a2
s
Middlesex. Ealing 8103.
HE now famous Williamson am
manufactured by Radio Trades Manufacturing Co. ( Ealing). Ltd., is definitely acknowledged as the world's finest amplifier at a reasonable price ( vide numerous testimonials from
famous critics), built to specification from real
quality components on extra heavy gauge chassis
Architect's impression of new factory for
with cover, this amplifier constitutes the finest
product in the trade to- day: if you are genuinely
Partridge Transformers Ltd. situated at
searching for quality reproduction your search is
Kingston
By- Pass.
Tolworth,
Surrey.
ended as we can supply what you want: price
complete with cover £27/10; gram, motors,
tuners, pre- amplifiers, speakers and pick-ups
supplied: trade enquiries invited.-Write or call,
R.T.M.C. ( Ealing), Ltd., Laurel House, 141.
Little Ealing Lane, W.5. Eal. 6962.
2025 [
NIVLRsAL b.LECTRON1C PRODUCTS. 36.
Marylebone
High
St..
London,
W.I.
Specialists in the design and manufacture of
high grade fidellty gramophone reproducers and
radio units. If you are interested in obtaining
the finest possible reproduction from recorded
music we invite you to hear our equ.pment
demonstrated in conjunction with the Wilkins
and Wright coil pick-up and the Wharfedale
corner cabinet speaker. We will gladly give you
a quotation for the conversion of your existing
radio gramophone into a first-class reproducing
instrument, or for the design and construction
ot equipment to your own special requirements.
Write for descrip:ive leaflets of our range of
fidelity amplifiers aad radio tuning units. 19900
RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS- SECOND- NAND
'OR sale, R.1155 receiver, modified, including
12
power pack; £ 8.-Box 1504. [ 1879
.C.A. A.R.88, perfect. 10 spare valves; £ 65.Kenya, Barlaston, Stoke-on-Trent.
C348. a.c., power pack and speaker; £ 12.Bloomfield, 27, New Rd., Rye, Sx. [ 1955
ALLICRAFT'ERS SX24. O.K. but needs realigning.-Muir St., Larkhall, Lanarks.
raECCA Portroia. perf. radio and gram; £20.
-6. Ab.ngdon Rd., Kensington, London.
FFERS.-H.M.V. radiogram model No. 531:
can be inspected West End.-Box 2033.
ALLICRAFTERS SX16 with complete data
book, one owner; offers.-Box 1995. [ 2039
rr WO P.C.A. AR88 receivers with cabinets;
offers.- Aspinwall Radio, Windermere. [ 2068
A glwatt amplifier ( PA.40s), t..ne csntrols and
`±l7 valve current meters; £ 25 or offers.-Box
1936.
[ 1966
Q ALE, Hallicrafters SX28, £ 45; SX24. £ 25; both
in first-class condition, any inspection.Box 2026.
[ 2054
AYNES High Fidelity tuner. £ 10; William son amplifier complete, £ 15.-33, Baden
Rd., Brighton,
[2004
Cheyney
Silver
Dragon.
19y,
chassis. nearly new, nearest £50.-40.
Hills Ave.. Cambridge.
( 1835
receivers, 10 valves, new condition,
el
aerial testd: £ 7.-J. A. France. 58.
Croydon St., Salford, 5.
Senior, recent model, new condi[t
2i
0
o1n
4.
.1.1. 230 a.c, power pack. 7 coils, 3- metre.
II
crystal, etc.; 35; bargain.-Box 2058. [ 2101
pEERLESS 1148 £ 52 receiver, perf. cond..
compl. offers? Elect. gram. motor with pu..
£6.-Oakenshaw Rd., Walton. Wakefield.
.C. amplifier, 4 watts op. high fidelity, incl.
tone and ve., o.p. trans.. £6/10.- Haigh,
For the present all correspondence
108a, Nightingale Rd., Carshalton, Surrey.
R88, two in perfect condition. for £ 50 each;
to Brixton address as below :completely aligned by us.-R.S.S., Ltd..
68a, Park Rd., London, N.8. Mou. 5533. [ 1961
.C.A. AR88 communication receiver for sale.
complete with set of 17 spare valves, in perfect condition; £ 50.-Write to Box 1937. [ 1972
WIRELESS World 2 R.F. 3 valve quality
VI' tuner for use with quality amp.ifier; £6/10.
Brixton 6506
Te/eph., ,e•
Including valves; new and unused.-Box 1384.
t
'PROTOTYPE professional receiver, 0.55-30.1 mc/s, 10 valves, ready for wiring, 15- toll
unit complete, heavy power pack.
1Box 2054.
ECEIVERS with 8in m.c. speakers. EddyAt stone 640, as new. £25; National NC81X.
as new, £25; National NC45, as new, £ 15.-Box
1938.
[ 1973
lIDIECEIVERS, R1124, complete with 6 Brimer
11b valves, 13V series, 15/- each; transmitter,
T3135. few only. 17/6 each; plus carriage in each
PECKFORD PLACE. LONDON, S.W.9 case.- Hall & Wolsey, 30. Connaught Rd., Nor[1989
wich. Tel. Norwich 25373.
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QECOND-HAND radios, new valves at Ird
›.." price and components, reasonable to clear;
send s.a.e.—Mawson. 11, Salisbury St.. Pelawon-Tyne
[ 1427
LTALLICRAPTER SX-28 Super-Skyrider. £ 35:
1.1. also $ X-24 Skyrider Defiant. £ 15; also
rack mounting AR- 77. £ 30; all perfect and realigned. — Box 1486.
[ 1846
NE Cossor television model 1210. completely
overhauled, with 3-waveband radio: £85.—
A. M. Rushton, 45, Churston Av., London, E.13.
Tel. Grangewood 4274.
[ 1945
QUPERHET tuning unit. 8watt super amP111.7) fier. 12in Triplecone speaker, several spare
valves; £31. or near, genuine bargain. — New stead. Sherwood Rd., Bognor Regis.
I1901
at 15/- are all sold, but please send
for lists of sets in stock to- day: new
supplies arrive daily: s.a.e. please; trade lists.-Duke at Co., 219, Ilford Lane. Ilford. Essex. [ 2079
ACK built Tannoy 120- watt amplifiers, two
available, in perfect
condition,
200-250
volts A.C., only £ 55 each.—Ledgard, Rolle
Son, Loose Village, Maidstone.
Loose 83579.
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THE WORLD-WIDE FAMILY
OF HARTLEY-TURNER
ENTHUSIASTS
O
Two years ago the post-war HartleyTurner 215 speaker was introduced to
the world. Outside the iron curtain it
has been accepted as a well-spoken
ambassador of British technical skill and
craftsmanship. In every country where
the truth free from distortion is demanded it fills the need with satisfaction
to its owners.
But in its train has come the desire for
information and equipment to equal its
performance and this we try to meet by
supplying
technical
brochures
and
apparatus—subsidiary activities forced
on us because, so we are told, the
correct results cannot be obtained
elsewhere.
This has surprised us, but we suppose
it results from never sacrificing performance to expediency and never departing
from our self-imposed standards of
technical exactitude.
The reward is
great—complete confidence in us on the
part of our customers, but it leaves us
with a terrific responsibility. We can't
afford to take chances. This should be
of interest to overseas high-fidelity
enthusiasts.
PRESENT PRODUCTS
The 215 Speaker £9. Overseas packing,
carriage and insurance, 10 6.
The T.R.F. Unit El 9 10 - ( Purchase tax
in Britain £44 6).
The 25- watt Amplifier £39. Overseas
packing, etc., about £2 10 -.
Complete catalogue of data sheets free
on request.
Home construction of the T.R.F. unit
and amplifier is quite easy with the aid
of our Technical Bulletins ( 10 - each) and
a complete understanding of the subject
of high-fidelity will be found, as its
thousands of purchasers will tell you, in
"New Notes in Radio." Cheap reprint
now available at 2,8, post free anywhere.
READY SHORTLY
The Hartley-Turner Selected Record
Catalogue, the final answer to the
problem " Which records shall! buy ? "
The whole world of recorded musi:
examined with minute care to save you
disappointment and loss through blind
buying. The first issue of lists contains
details of 450 major works and a series
of supplements properly arranged will
complete the survey of the old and new.
In a permanent loose-leaf binder. Price
about 25/-.
You cannot afford to be
without it.

H. A. HARTLEY
CO.

LTD.

152, HAMMERSMITH RD.,
LONDON. W.6. RIVerside 7387.
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front panel fitted, complete with gin energised
speaker; must sell, owner going abroad: E10.—
D. Dixon, 15, St. Martin's Grove. Bridlington.
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£13/10, carr. Pd.; 1224A comm. rec., new, 4 10.
carr. Pd.; 1124 rec. with six new valves, 21 ,-.
carr. pd.— J. Rae. 39, Penn Rd.. Wolverhampton.
ADIOGRAM in hand -made unpolished walnut cabinet, 3 wavebands 2 stages each
of H.F.. IF. and L.P. with P.P. triode output.
Baker-Selhurst 12in speaker. Garrard turntable
and crystal pick-up: price £ 65.
Tel. Chiswick
3872. after 7 p.m. for demonstration, or write
Box 1534.
F1920
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a.c.in, 15v 3a and 300v 40m.a. d.c. out.
£2/10; V.H.F. receivers, 5 valves, 2 sets Lechar
bars, 35/-• R1124C. 20 ,-; modulators, types 29
and 208, i-KT44. 2-U17, 1-MH41, etc.. £2/10;
s.a.e. particulars.—G. R. Adcock, Norwich Rd.,
Watton. Norfolk.
[ 1970
DDYSTONE 358X. grey crackle, 10 coils in
coil box, 31mc/s to 40kc,s. Xtal. power
pack, valves, good condition, £ 17/10; Naval
transmitter receiver, 100-230v a.c. or 12v d.c..
quality job. 4 compact units. tr. 5v with 4 of
807, 6 switched bands, 1.5 to 9 mcs, Rx. 5v
superhet r.f. stage, B.F.0.. etc., 3 bands. 0.4mc/s
to 10mc/s. 6v. 6 output, metered, good condition;
circuit E11/10 complete.—" Beam Ends," Tr8
e6
garon Ave.. Cosham. Portsmouth.8
rr WO Sobell model 615 table radios, brand new
condition, but cabinets slightly shop soiled'
one Sound Sales Polyphonic radiogram, unused;
two C.D.P. ( Bourne Instruments)
recording
machines; one M.S.S. recorder; 11 Constead
quick start control units for fluorescent lamps
(80watt); 7 1-3amp magnetic cutouts in solid
wooden boxes, 5 2-5amp ditto, 6 5-8amp ditto,
6 5-10amp ditto, 4 10-15amp ditto: all the above
as new and unused; offers, either for the whole
or for any item.— Peter Granet, Stoke D'A
u6
b9er i
non, Surrey.
NEW LOUDSPEAKERS
OLA 12in mains energised loudspeaker. less
transformer; £ 5.—Bishop. Forthview House,
Dalmeny, West Lothian.
duty
n6 in as
strong
y
t
wood
cab 1881
1 O in l
i
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YOU
can 1perome
a first-class
RADIO
IE
1 1E 1E It
We are specialists . n Home.
Study
Tuition
in
Radio,
Television and Mathematics.
Post coupon now for free
booklet and learn how you
can
qualify
for
well- paid
employment
or
profitable
spare- time work.

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE
Edward Ave.,

King

T

1TOIGT, twin unit. 100 200 field, as new:
V
offers. - 65. Clayton St.. Colne, Lancs.

Bucks.

(Post its unsealed envelope, tif, stamp)

NAME
ADDRESS

eagm.

en/
frà »lee
/00 - 250

W
H

Aylesbury,

Please send me free details of your HomeStudy Mathematics and Radio courses

ohms, ignoeot.

condition,
ex- Admiralty;
27/6.—Beam
Ends.
Tregaron Ave.' Cosham, Portsmouth. [ 1884
RITE for details of the new Fiexicone conversion which considerably improves reproduction of speech and music to existing speakers.
—Looker's Quality Radio. 106. Davidson Rd..
East Croydon.
i'
quality,
precision- built
speakers.
Ticonal magnets, detachable diaphragms,
die-cast
chassis,
twin
cone.— Broadcast
ae
Acoustic Equipment Co.. Ltd., Broadcast House,
Tombland, Norwich 26970.
[ 6435
1T.S.A. make re-entrant horn public address
speakers, brand new, with built-in transformer 0-250-500-1,600-2,560 11. complete with
collapsible 8ft super tripod and universal fitting
bracket, nearest equivalent on home market over
£20. our price £ 8,8 c.p. These can also be
supplied in sets of four in special fitted transit
case for £ 30 per set, inc case, c.p.
FRITH RAD1OCRAFT, Ltd.. 69-71, Church
Gate. Leicester.
HE Mordaunt Duplex Reproducer has a treble
3
section which employs a high- flux P.M.
unit having a specially designed exponential
twin cone; this last, together with low- frequency
filtering, avoids inter- modulation, feather- edge
effect and decay factor troubles: the frequency
response is exceptionally smooth up to 20.000
c.p.s., and the transient response is of a very
high order; the unit feeds into a multi- reflector
assembly which gives, with the aid of the surrounding walls, the wide dispersion and freedom from point-source effect so essential to
realism and atmosphere. price 98gns.; white
wood skeleton model, £ 88. Telephone or write
for a demonstration.—Joseph Enock. Ltd., 273a,
High St., Brentford, Middlesex.
Ealing 8103.
LOUDSPEAKERS, SECOND•HAND
1 81n Baker
[
Iv2Ie
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VOLTAGES

WATTS

63 watts
Fitted with oval tapered
bit or round pencil bit
125 watti
Fitted with oval tapered
it or round pencil bit
240 watts
Fitted with oval tapered

100 110
120,130

110/110
200,226

230,150
100/110
200,110

1101 120
130130

10(010
100/220

1101120
130[150

bit
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Wireless %Vol.Id

ARTLEY-TURNER Duode 1250 fie:d with
trans.. £ 5/10; ditto 2500 field with trans..
E5.-31. Barmpton Lane. Darlington. [ 2028
OIGT light twin, He. horn, bass chamber,
pert.; nearest £ 22/10, comp.-Orchards.
Summerhill Lane. Haywards Heath. Tel. 144.
.«....VOIGT corner horn large Halford. radiogram
Cba'ssa, nfotbr arid eohloosser pleeup;
£60, or separately; seen Midlands.- Box 1934.
AKER 12M. triple cone with P.P.P. X4
trans., £ 3; Williamson output trans. ( Gardner's), £3/10; mains trans., condensers, cine
camera.-201. Plum Lane. London, S.E.18.
FFERS for Vitavox Bi -tone cabinet spkr..
Vitavox 72in flat exp. horn, Vitavox B type
press. units. Rola G.12 chassis spkr.. super 50watt Vortexion ampl.-Aspinwall. Windermere.
BAKER super quality 12Mtriple cone speaker
with Ticonal magnet, complete with infinite
baffle cabinet in veneered walnut. 15ohms
speech coil; £7/10; new
and unused, half
[ 1764
original price.-Box 1383.
OVNAM08, MOTORS, ETC.
Ae. motor, 1 20 to 3hp. 220-400 3phase; send for lists.-Radiovox. Oxford
Place, Leeds.
[ 1939
LUG on dynamotors for BC453, etc., 14 volts
in, 230 volts out. 12/6.-Lawrences, 61.
Byrom St. Liverpool. Cen. 4430. [ 2007
'L'ILECTRIC motors.-Our famous range of
1.'à motors again available from stock: example.
(,hp single-phase. 200-250v, 1,400 rpm, from
£6/16/6; send for lists.-John Steel, Bingley,
Yorks, Tel. 1066 ( 4 lines).
[ 9968
ATTERY chargers for home and export. 4
models. 2-6-12v. 1, 2 or 4arrip dc. any mains
voltage; generous trade terms; write for catalogue.-Tel. Hoddesdon 2659. The Banner Electric Co.. Ltd., Hoddesdon, Hertz
'MEW petrol generators. 15v 600- watt, self.1.1 starter. 4- stroke engine, air-cooled, auto.
cut-out, ammeter, first-class job, £24; Exide
6v 120 a/h batteries, fully charged, with acid.
£4/7/6.- Pearce, 66, Gt. Percy St., London,
W.C.1.
[ 2084
LL types of rotary converters, electric motors.
battery chargers, petrol- electric generator
sets, etc.; rotary transformers, input 12v d.c..
output 600v at 25Orna , price £ 4/10 each nett.
post paid; J.A.P. No. 2A engines, 1.2hp at 2,600
rpm, complete and ready for use. £ 17 nett, ex
works.-Ward, Lordscroft Works, Haverhill. Suffolk. Haverhill 253-4.
17503
.M. disposals.-New portable petrol electric
generators in original overseas wood cases,
output 12-15 volts 600 watts d.c.. self-starters,
hard service spares, tool kit, £ 25; 18M-30in
Turnbuckles, 4 for 10/-; rotary converters. input
24v d.c., output 230 a.c. 100 watts. 50 cps, £ 5;
44-012 unicel cable, single. £ 10, twin £ 18;
1,000 yds: Di- pole aerials, 60f t. co- axial, £ 1;
all new, carr. paid.-Wild's Radio, Victoria Rd.,
Fenton. Staffs.
[ 1544
charging switchboards. 12v- 32v. 500
and 1,260 watts, volts, amps. cutouts, fuses, resistances. etc.. 4 take- offs. superb
unit, in case, or send £ 5 carriage paid; 75/,
dynamos, 24 volts, 1,000 watts, 9inX7in.
spindle, or send 80/- carriage paid; 75/-. 230v/
1/50, 1..hp electric motors, incorporating 1.260
cycle converter, or send 80/- carriage paid;
58/-. mains transformer switchboards. 230v ac
to 12v, 5 separate take- offs, complete distribution panel, all switches, fuses, amps, etc., brand
new, or send 60i- carriage paid; 55/, electric
motors. 12v and 24v, 1,Mp. 4inX4in, with 'Mn
spindle for drive, beautiful job, or send 60/carriage paid; 45/, dynamotor units, containing
12v. 24v. 130v and 303v de dynamo, or suitable
as 6v, 12v or 24v motor, approx. iMp, llinX
5in, with spindle to take small grindstone, mop.
etc., also contain adjustable 24v cut-out automatic voltage control, smoothing condenser, resistances, and many other extremely useful fittings. beautifully made or send 50/- carriage
paid; 38/-, radio wavemeters, adustment dial.
350-370 Mc's, beautiful instrument in case, or
.send 40/- carriage paid; host other valuable
equipment; lists free.-Benmotors. SummerleY
St., Earlsfield. S.W.18.
Wim. 3833. ( 100 yds
S. Rly. Electric Line: 10 minutes Waterloo.)
TEST EQUIPMENT
ESTON analyser, £ 8; all- wave ose., £ 6.Box 1946.
[ 1998
VO 7, as new. £ 15.-Constable. 21. Fourth
Ave., Bridlington.
12063
AYLORMETER 90A. good condition: offer
lOgns secures.-Box 2055.
12094
VALVE tester. £7; sig. gen., £ 7; Ayo 40.
V
damaged. £6.-Box 2056.12095
AYLOR model 47A valve tester/analyser in
carrying case, a.c.. as new; £20.-Box 1985.
.P.L. signal generator, mains operated, also
Ayo battery driven, both practically new.Tel. Bat. 8138.
[ 1958
OSSOR double beam oscillograph model 339.
Perfect: £ 30.-Write Cox, 39. West St..
Bognor Regis. Sussex.
[ 1937
OSSOR 3332 4Ikin c.r.o. internal T. base.
amplifier and coils. pert. condition; seen
London; £ 17.-Box 1997.
1
.
2047
ULLIN series 100 meter, as new, £ 8,5; 802.
new. AC5/Pen, new, 10/- ea; " Wireless
World," 1944; offers.-Box 1501. [ 1873
HAUVIN-ARNAUX universal pocket meter,
size 11',in. 3m, 5in, very sandy; only £ 5.
also 9in CRT electromagnetic MW22/7. £ 5.
--Box 1483.
[ 1843
ALE, test equipment. Avometers. Avominors,
testers. signal generators, big reductions;
list s.a.e.-Young.
134. Old Shoreham Rd..
Southwick. Sussex.
[ 1931
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Constructors 8z Experimenters

METERS.
Frequency meters, panel mounting.
Crompzor-2,,Namer 4Lc.- da) IC 2- scale 1060
cycles and 3b0/480 cycles, flush fitting £6 each
delivery ex- stock. Watt meters. Met. Vic. range
5-30 K.W. full circular scale 6¡in. dia. 230 volts
3 ph. 50 cycles with compensator ES. Voltmeters
IC 4in. dia.S/Bd. G.E.C. 0-60 volts A.C. 45 -. Ammeters I/C 4in. dia. S'Bd G.E.C. 0-40 amps A.C.
45,-. Ammeters Sin, dia.1'C 0-14 amps. A.C. 35
Small panel meters, ammeters 50-0-50 amps. 15 -,
20 amps 12 6, 20 volts 10 -, 100-0-100 volts 10 -,
25-0-25 ma. 12 6. Cambridge dial Thermometers
0-70 degrees £ 4 10
Ohm- meters Evershed in
new condition reading 0-0.1 ohm in polished wood
case with space for cell and with leather case
and carrying strap 010
SMALL
MOTORS. Sewing
machine
type,
square construction with pulley belt and bracket
easily connected to ordinary domestic sewing
machine, 1,25 h.p., 230 volts A.C. new, £4. Foot
control. 55', 50 volt A.C. series motors 1!12 h.p.,
with double ended shaft governor fitted on one
end, £3.
DYNAMOS.
For windmill work 1215 volts
10 amps, 600/1,000 r.p.m., C.A.V. make, weight
24 lbs.,
x Sin. dia., double ended shaft, ES.
12 volts, 30 -amps., 2,000 r.p.m., £4.
12 volts, 10
amps., 1,400 r.p. m.,
PUMPS.
Suds motor pumps.
400/440 volts
3 ph. 50 cy. 2.800/3,000 r.p.m., I'
6 h.p., 240 g.p.h.,
15ft. head. £ 4 10 -. I4 h.p., 10ft. head, 240 g.p.h.,
£4 10 -. I12 h.p., 10ft. head; 600 g.p.h., 64.
PRESSURE GAUGES. 7in. dia. vacuum 30 lbs.,
pressure 15 lbs. per sq. inch, brass case, LI'S',
Bourdoir Boost gauges plus 8 and minus 7 lbs., 76.
SOLENOIDS.
Powerful
electro
magnetic
D.C. iron clad Solenoid ¡ in. core, weight I lb.
10 ozs. ' screw-in core for use on 6-25 volts to lift
7-28 lbs., Type No, 1, 4'. ; Type No. 2, with 3
separate windings, 4/6 ;
Wound Solenoid coils,
27 gauge enamelled wire, excellent as H.F.
smoothing filter choke, 2 3 each.
CUTOUTS.
Auto non- mercury in bakelite
case, 3 x 3 x 2¡in., 18 volts 30 amps., 2I'-. G.E.C.
12 volts 15 amps. non- mercury auto cutouts. 4 6.
CIRCUIT TESTER.
Self-contained
Govt.
model unused 64 x 3¡ x 2¡in. almost pocket size,
useful for all electrical circuits, totally enclosed
in polished wood box with carrying strap and
contact switch, 12/6, with battery.
VARIABLE slider resistances 3 ohms 10 amps.,
17/6, 1.2 ohms 15 amps., 12'6, 11 ohms 4¡ amps.,
12/6.

PANEL DIMMER
RESISTANCES.
Totally enclosed 100 ohms, lamp.,
26, 50 ohms, 1. amp., 216. Wire
wound open type, porcelainform...
er 10 ohms, Iamp., 2/6.
TELEPHONES for House or Office.
Constructors' Parts for your own set-up. Ex-G.P.O.
stocks, wall
type. comprising Bracket Mike,
Transformer and Condenser, Magneto
Bell in
walnut cabinet, 8in. x 6in. x 3in. ' fitted terminals
and connections, Switch Hook and Contacts,
Hand Magneto Generator and G.P.O. Receiver,
35,'. per pair, with wiring diagram.
CRYSTAL SETS. The famous
Lesdix
Boudoir crystal
set.
Special perspex former wound
for crystal reception, variable
condenser tuning semi- perm.
detector,
bakelite case and
terminals, 17/6.
Headphones,
RV- pr. sensitive to crystal
reception and fitted headband
and cord.
Order early for
seasonal gifts.
MAGNETS.
D.C. Electric magnets, weight
10 oz., lift on 2 volts If lb., 4 volts 3 lb., 6 volts
4 lb., new surplus, 76 each. Permanent powerful
flat bar magnets. 4in. x 1in. x ¡ in., drilled 2 holes
each end, and any pole pieces, 2 - pair.
The
wonder Midget magnets. Alni perm. steel disc ;
¡in. diam. [in. thick, with 316m, centre hole,
3/6 each.
Large stock of Horseshoe magnets.
Send for special Magnet Leaflet.
PARCELS.
TO lbs. useful oddments for the
junk box.
All clean, dismantled from Government and other surplus apparatus, 7/7 post free.
(Not for Overseas buyers.)
Please include postaçe for mail orders.

ELECTRADIX
214,

Queenstown
Telephone :

Road,

RADIOS
London,

MACaulay

S.W.8.

2159. - -
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NE Ekco television pattern generator. £6;
Taylor universal test meter. model 90, £5.A. M. Rushton, 45, Churston Av., London, E.13.
Tel. Gmngeweod 4274.
[ 1944
OSSOR D.B. oscillograph. new. £ 40 or offers;
test set I- 56-c, good condition, complete.
g30
or
offer.-Page,
Briers.
Mostyn
Rd.
urOnant. Precut:Jai. N. Wales.
Rd.. • EE-MEG insulation testers by E. & V.,
new, in leather case. £8; also few s.h. at
5/10: price inziudes carriage, etc.-Sound Service. Main Rd., Gt. Blakenham, Ipswich. [ 1905
AINS operated industrial oscilloscopes with
12in nm-persistent tube in metal, console
cabinet, £ 15. A fine selection of standard signal
generators from £20 ea.; these two items callers
only or delivered London area.
TEST set Type 204. An audio frequency oscillator covering from 20 cycles to 40 Kc/s in four
ranges; a precision instrument with a beautifully
calibrated dial; ready for use on 230v 50- cycle
A.C. mains; price £ 10 plus 10/- carriage. Full
range of components available; send for list
W.W. of other bargains. A so see disp:ay advert
in this issue on page 63.-Charles Britain
(Radio), Ltd., 11, Upper Saint Martin's Lane.
London, W.C.2. Temple Bar 0545. [ 2043
A LL- WAVE B.P.L. sig. gen.. unused. £ 12;
IS. 12 volt 5 amp rectifier, 28/-; unused
Douglas H.F. coilwinder, £ 20: Douglas triple
wave winder, £ 50; both machines complete with
motors. Ricarriers and cishafts.-Box 1986.
RYSTAL Multiplier with 807 oscillator, spare
valve accessories, instructions book; this
fine American unit is brand new and offered at
the exceptionally low figure of 75/-, carriage
paid.-L. Wilkinson, 204. Lower
Addiscombe
Rd.. Croydon.
[ 2108
rrAYLORMETER 81C ( 20.003 o.p.v.) with cap
J.
and Md., adaptor, £ 11; Avometer 7, £ 15;
Avo testbridge, £8; Ayo mains oscillator, £ 10;
Mollard B.100 ( oscilloscope foundation unit).
£6: all in new condition.-Box 1930. [ 1948
VOLTMETERS, 0-303 a.c. moving iron 2t‘in.
dial, brand new. 17/6 each; also 0-15volts.
15/-; thousands of instruments in stock at low
prices, including American Test oscillators. 40/
500 megacycles, £ 12/12. for mains or bat.-Wilkinson. 204, Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon.
EST equipment.-Circuit diagrams and drawings available for signal generator. Model
748, 100 kcs-50 mcs, signal tracer 848, range
100 kcs-20 flies meter indication, valve voltmeter 948, three ranges 0-100 volt drawings.
etc., 3/6 per set, all parts and calibration service
available.-Radio Development Co., Moretonhampstead. Devon.
12033
dISCILLOSCOPE and wobbulator complete for
.1 £20; T.B. 10 c/s to 350,030 e/s. X and Y
plate amplifiers, easy to handle and has outstanding performance, brand new and fully
guaranteed, immediate delivery complete with
set of leads and booklet on oscilloscope technique.
-Write for further details to Erskine Laboratories. Ltd.. Scalby. Scarborough.
f1648
ILI-ICROAMMETER, E.T.E.I. model 23. 0-1.00.
diam., as new. boxed, 45/-; manometer, m.c., d.c., 300ma, new, boxed. 10,-;
Taylor output power meter, 0.01 to 2.500mw,
205 to 20.000 ohms load, as new, £ 15; Espey
universal test sets. 20.000 ohms/volt. as new.
£18; cathode ray tubes. 5 CPI, with base and
mumetal screen, new. unboxed. 45/-.-Box 1477.
114ETERS.-0-1ma. 21
/ in. m/c. 13, 6; 3.5 amp.
2
118 2in T.C., 5/-; 30 ma, 2m, m .
c. ' 6/-; 4 amp
thermo-coupled, 7/6; double reading. 4012[1ma. 2in, m.c., 8/-; 20 amp,
mi., 9 6:
15 volt, 21
/ in. m.c., 9/6; 300v.
2
m.c.. 12/6;
30 amp, 6in, mi.; Ironclad. 35, -; 6.000v. 3(,,in.
m.c.. 57/6; 3.500v, 3M, m.c., 20/-; 150- volt.
21
/ in. m/c, 10/-; 15v/600v. double reading, 2in.
2
m/c, 8/-; 2in meter movements with magnet
(500 micro- amp). 2/6; post extra: ex-R.A.F.
2- valve (2- volt) microphone amplifiers, as used
:at plane inter-com.. in self-contained metal
case, can be used to make up a deaf aid outfit.
intercommunication system, or with crystal set,
complete with valves ( also unused). 20/-. post
1/6: letters only; new illustrated list sent on
request with ld stamp and s.a.e.
HIGHSTONE UTILITIES. 58, New Wanstead,
London. E.11.
[ 2031
XTEW ex- Govt. bargains! Send ld s.a.e. for
radio/elec. list! A few examples: All brand
new, boxed, m/coil, electrostatic voltmeters ( Elec.
Inst. Co.) 0-5.000 volts. 3i/,in round dial, flush
fitting, flange
30/-; ammeters ( M.I.P.)
0-20 amps. round 21/,in flush. 7/6; milliammeters
(Sermons° Weston) 0-350 m/amps. H.F. thermocouple. round 2in proj.. 5/6; ditto ( Ferranti>
0-200 m/amps H.F
thermocouple. round 2m
proj.. 7/6; microammeters, visual indicators No.
3 conte. 2 comp. Weston 300 microamp movements in bakelite case. round 25.'.in dial. 2 scales.
2 lamps with SBC holders complete. 7,6 ea. 12 ,.
pair. or 48/- doz: fuel content indicators contg.
a single movement with 2 tappings giving f.s.d.
0-300 or 0-500 microamps. 7.6 ea. 12/- psfir. or
60/- doz; Wee Meggers. 250 volt, brand new,
comp. in leather case ( list £ 131. £ 7/10.-A.0 .
Ltd.. 126, St. Albans Ave.. London, W.4 ( Chiswick
1601), or 15. Lawrence St.. Northampton. [ 1911
TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT
"UDR sale, transmitter. high Q. Max B4/40,
1'
comp.ete with 2 crystals and mike, in new
condition; £ 80 or near offer; can be seen in
Fleet Street by appointment.-App 'y Box 1929.
MERICAN C.W. transmitter, 3-18.1 me's,
continuous coverage on M.O., can be used op
to 240 w, complete with L.T. transformers but
no H.T.. and in good order; £35. carriage paid.
-Box 1533.
[ 1909
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THE A.C.RI 155 COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVER. This superb R.A.F.
10- valve
superhet covering 75 kcs-I8.0 mcs in 5 wavebands, converted for use on A.C. mains and
complete with speaker in atrraclive cabinet.
is now available at ONLY £ 18 Id", Send for
fully illustrated descriptive leaflet.
EX-R.A.F. 10 VALVE TX RX. Operates
between 155-185 mcs and easily convertible
for Amateur use. Contains shoals of TX gear,
and 2 valves RK34. Itype EF50, 4 type 51'41,
3 type DI, and a 20 watt rotary transformer.
ONLY 39;6. ( carriage 5,-).
EX-R.A.F. BATTERY AMPLIFIERS.
A
very fine battery amplifier used by the R.A.F.,
for intercommunication in aircraft.
Makes
an ideal pre amp stage for gramo pick-up.
etc. Complete with valves types QP2I and
210LF. Operating voltages 2 v. LT and 120 v.,
HT. BRAND NEW in transit cases. ONLY
25 - ( carriage etc. . 26).
INSULATION TESTERS ( MEGGERS).
Ex-R.A.F. Brand New Insulation Testers by
Evershed & Record. Pressure 500 v. Listed
at over £ 12, our price ONLY L8/10;-.
BATTERY
SUPERSEDERS. A
superb
American made Vibrator Power Unit operating from ONLY 2 VOLTS INPUT, and delivering 1.4 v. LT, 90 v. and 180 v. HT, with provision for GB.
Fully smoothed and requiring
little adaptation for use with normal battery
receivers. Complete with two 2 volt accumulators in metal case ONLY £4 10 -, (
carriage
5 -), or the V.P.U. only at £, ( carriage 2
Illustrated leaflet available on request.
C.W.O. Please

S.A.E. for lists

U.E.I.
THE

CORP.,

RADIO

CORNER,

138, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.I.
(Telephone TERminus 7937)
Open until I p.m. Saturdays, we are 2 mina.
from High Holborn, 5 mina, from King's X.

MOVING COIL

AMMETERS & VOLTMETERS
ExGOVT., NEW, UNUSED & BOXED
Offered at a fraction of original cost

, sOMPLETE transmitter- receiver assembly : n
IL/ rack,
details
and
photcgrae
from
Bretherick. 37, Hillcrest Rd. ' Romford. [ 2091
PRANSMITTER-Receivers. Type T.R.9's with
I.
valves £4, without valves 50i-, carriage
5, -.-Smith. Highworth Rd., Faringdon, Berks.
»RAND new, American ex- Army tuning units.
ks - T U. 012 and
isistek sess,i1cle
cases. 17/6 each, without case 14/6 each; prices
include
carriage.-Simcock,
Beachfield
Grappenhall, Cheshire.
Q CR -522, £ 9.10 ea.,' 832 new. 30'- ea.: TX- RX.
power pacas. 1,200v 200 in a, 220v 110 rin
212
;i2
16:3v d.c. at 13 amps, new. £ 10 ea.; mod unit'5 KT44s, 1 MH41. 2 VU17. 25/- ea.: sae.
detain- Hughes. Terming St.. Lowestcft. 1192.
NTENNA relay units. 13C442. include changeover relay ( 12-24v), 0.75 amp thermocouple
meter, 50pF vacuum condenser. spring terminals. I
etc., new. boxed, 7/6 each; items separate, relay
4, -, meter 3/, vacuum condenser 2,'-. spring
terminals 3d each; send for list transmitting
equipment at reasonable prices.- Box 1478.
MERICAN power packs for QM' to QRO
at the turn of a single knob. Input 100-250v
A.C. 50 cs. output 12v 14a A.
C. ' 12v 2a D.C..
1.000v H.T. constantly variable between lv and
1.000v at 350mA through auto transformers
controlled from front panel, filament and H.T.
voltages metered; fitted three circuit breakers,
localrremote control of H.T., time delay switch.
safety
door
switch,
motor
blower extractor
thermo controlled, pair 866 rectifiers, cable connecters, magnificent black crackle case, all as
new in original transit case; £ 14 10 c.p.; Junior
model as above, less meters and H.T. fixed at
1.000v 350ma. £ 10 c.P.
FRITH RADIOCRAFT. Ltd.. 69-71. Church
Gate, Leicester.
21 4
GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND EQUIPMENT
IMON SOUND SERVICE have recorders in
stock.
ILKINS Wright coil. P.1.1. with trans.; £5.
-Westwood. Liskeard, Cornwall.
EXINGTON Senior pick-up, unused, £ 3.14 29. Thwaite St.. Cottingharn. Yorks. [ 2046
6) 1 - VALVE
Royale
radiogram for sale..-.•"t
St. Gellert, Southcourt Ave., Bexhill.
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s'1OLLARD A.C. motor/crystal p.u..autostop
%..Y
12mn. new, unused. perfect, £ 9.-Box 2029.
1 EXINGTON Senr. pick-up. trans. sapphire. :
1.
4 unused, two purchased. £ 4 ' 10.-Box 2028. I
UDIX motor Az Connoisseur. ay.. £ 7: Brier- 1
▪
lev JB/P/R."1. pu.. £ 8: Wharfedale separat,,r, £2/10.-Box 1529.
s' ARRARD radiogram units, single record.
•
new. type E, A.C., with pick-up.
Marcus. 149. Herent Dr.ve. Ilford.
ISCS.-12in metal acetate blanks for recording, 4/- each.-Ledgard, Hoile
84
Son.
Loose Village. Maidstone.
Loose 83579.
12045
,PRANSFORMERS.
tone control and
filter
I chokes for all " W.W." circuits.- R. Clark.
,.), Langland Cres., Stanmore, Mdx. Won. 5321
XX7ILKINS Wright coil pick-up and scratch
VI'
filter, £ 5,10; Micro moving coil microphone and transformer. £ 3,10.-Tel. New Cross
3973 after 7 p.m.
12065
MAcG
oi1g
dE
n
TgOPe
dNEre ( Dora
band sound reJ ergctl
y
uctoi
- ns
for
r
sale, semi- portable,
e
cib
l
a
nn
ed.
12
volts 1 amp; offers.-Box 1931.
[ 1949
V.G. recorder cutting mechanisms, heavy duty.
78 rpm, 220v motor. Dra owid 1000- ohm
cutting head, output meter on frame; £40; sell
arately.-Radiovox. Oxford Pl.. Leeds.
.D.P. recorder; Vitavox. B.T.H. and Rothermel mikes: Quartermaster drill: 2 S.8
pus, etc.; s.a.e. full details; others items cheap
-Bourne. 27. Beaver Rd.. Manchester, 20. 12085
TNFINITE Baffle corner deflectors. scientific:Ially designed acoustic chambers as reviewed
'Wireless World," June: send for catalogue.-1 Broadcast
,
S
E Acoustic Equipment Co.' Ltd..
Broadcast House. Tombland. Norwich 26970.
QIMON SOUND SERVICE can supply your
KJ needs.
18712
a.c. motor and pick-up. unused
12
I
£ 7: Wee Meager with case. 500v. £ 6
latest American 1,000 opv universal meter, £ 6
Wharfedale 10in golden unit. 15 ohms. new
£3 5.- Wilson, 86. Wilton Rd.. Manchester. 8
MOVING coil hand microphones ( No. 13)
diam., press to talk switch, soft rubber
mouthpiece. coif 40 ohms d.c. res.. super Per,formance. 4,6 each. 42,- per dozen: meters
0-5ma. 2M square. 6/- each. 60 ,- per dozen
all goods in original packing and brand new
prices Inclusive of postage.- Dee. 50, Rolls [Psrtc
18788
ve.. South Chingford. London. E.4.
l
recording equipment to the
trade: M.S.S. recording machines. recording
Iamplifiers. ribbon and M C microphones, blank
discs. etc.. etc.: gramophone motors and light'weight pick-ups,
radio pre- stage units and
Iquality speakers. all from stock on full trade
terms: Victor 16mm talkie projectors for immeruate delivery.- Sound Discs ( Supplies). Lid
• Roghton St., Southport. Lancs.
• ECORDING equipment.-Bourne
lle corder, £ 32; with run-off, etc.. £ 40; the
new C.D.R. 48a complete recorder and play back unit with pick-up. m.c. mike. and stand.
speaker, price £210/14/10; send for full description of this the latest in recording equip .
g od stock of grade 1 discs in stock. 5in 1 c
6in 2!-, 8in 3,-. 10in 4 6. I2in 6/7, etc
sapphire cutters. 1 gn steel. 12 for 8/-; mikes
all types supplied,-Morecambe Sound Service.'
1-5 Green St., Morecambe. Tel. 1151.
11819

14 grim. plus P.T. £ 3.3.3.
or as kit of parts for home
construction from £ 8.10.
Set of constructional blueprints 4 -.
Also available as feeder unit feeding
push-pull amplifier.
Special Offer. few only DENC0four waveband 5- valve superhet chassis at £14 each,
,ncluding tax. Cabinet to suit, £1.19.6.
TELEVISION. Send for 70- page booklet on
television
construction
2 8d
post free.
Compolents and chassis available.
Focus coil
assemblies 30,'-.
Combined EHT and LHT
transformers ES.15s.
Illustrated leaflets gladly sent upon
of postage from

receipt

THE TELERADIO CO.,
157, Fore St., Edmonton, N.18

Specialists
in

së

FINEST QUALITY PRECISION
INSTRUMENTS
by famous makers such as Ferranti, Pullin.
Nletropolitan Vickers, Sangamo Weston,
AMMETERS
2in.

Flu- h, 50-0-50 amp,

o-40 volt

,it 3/11 each.
tir

,

gin. Flush,

0

Carriage

20

volt

!
mid.

Cash with order only.
j1 1,
imam
,

H. H. LINTON &CO., LTD.
340snaburghSt.,London,N.W.1
1j. ph011

PUBLIC ADDRESS
SYSTEMS
AMPLIFIERS

A
PROFESSIONAL

VOLTMETERS
1.1u

'1

HIGH POWER - HIGH QUALITY

from 150W to I
kW

W.

Bryan

Savage Ltd

WESTMORELAND ROAD. LONDON, N.W.9
Telephone . Colindole 7131

November, 1948

1948

Advertisements

%%Inlet.% yt% 4.11d

Reynolds quality radiogram. 16 valve.
15 watts P.P. output, Garrard R.C.65
auto changer. mahogany cab net; best offer over
£130.- Frampton, 19. Warley Rd., Scunthorpe.
VALvEb
'MEW unused American types, in boxes, 2/7/-; s.a.e. list.-Box 2032.
[ 2062
MEW American Magnatrons 725A, 2J39 and
£1 other types.--Gee Electric, 15. Littte Newport St.. W.C.2. Ger. 6794.
[ 1935
A MERICAN R.C.A. 5R4G. identical 5U4G but
rated 650v, 250 mas, new; 4/6 each. 3 for
12/6, 1 doz 45/-.-Beam Ends. Tregaron Av.
Cosham, Portsmouth.
( 212 d
COMeuNkrs sa-ae.u0NO-HANO.
131.11IPLua
SOUTHERN RADIO'S wireless bargains.

ARMSTRONG
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glELEVISION

components. mains tran.;.. E.H.T.
1.
trans., chassis, resistors, tubes, for electronic eng. and Wireless World receivers; mail
order service for tel, and radio comp.; list supplied on request to Television and Radio Developments, 3. Saracens Head, Newark, Notts.
1)0.11.11-S Sig. Gen.. £ 18: 90A Taviormeter.
£12:
80watt
d c.-a.c.
converter. £ 5;
STC4012C ball mike. ES; coil P.U. trans.. £4;
telephone sets, F. £ 2; hundreds of va'ves, inc
TX types, all guaranteed; state wants, stamp
please.-Mort, 42. Barn Lane, Golborne, Lancs.
PECIAL year-end offer.-Bumper parcel of
assorted ex- Govt. radio equipment to clear
small remaining stocks on hand, worth between
£5 and £ 7 even at our current list prices; per
parcel, 50/, post paid; the biggest baleen we
have yet offered; you'll want more.-Radio Constructors, 28, Spital Hill, Sheffield, 4.
OULPHONE RADIO. Ormskirk. Lanes, for
standard mains
,,
transformers at 19/6. post
paid; ht. 250 or 300 or 350 volts at 80ma;
Universal 1.t.s, 0-4-6.3v 4A c.t., 0-4-5v 2A:
line cord, 0.3amp. 60,7011 per foot, 2- way. 1/3
yd. 3-way 1/6 yd; feeder units with R.F. stage.
I
s
o
ug
Per .job. £ 10,916;
send 241 stamp for catsue
[2081

S

BENDIX Command equipment, BC453 ( 190-550
kc/s). BC454 ( 3-6 megsi. BC455 ( 6-9.1 megsl,
6 valves, 12SK7 ( 3), 12SR7 ( 1), 12K8 ( 1), 12A6
(1), brand new, in seared cartons, 35/- each,
plus 1/6 postage, ideal for conversion to Q fiver,
car radio or a.c./d.c. sets; few only BC455 ( modified), 28-41 megs, suitable for television sound,
valves as above, 50,-, plus 1/6 postage; V.C.R.97
tubes, brand new, ideal for television, 47/6 each.
carriage and packing 5,- extra; V.C.R.97 bases.
2/6 each, post 6d; whip aerials, 15 feet. In seven
sections. 5/6, plus 9d postage; batteries. 67 /
2
1
volt Ever Ready Minimax for personal sets, etc..
5/6, post 4d; ( sealed cartons of five, 25, -, plus
94 postage); M.C.R.1 batteries, 90v ht., 71,/sv
I.t., 6/6 each, post 9d; 22 1, volt plus 45 volt
combined, 5/6, plus 9d post; ( sealed cartons of
Armstrong have always made
4, 20
plus 1/- post); 22 1.
! volt. 4/6, plus 6d
Postage; ( sealed cartons of 4, 16/-, plus 1/" better listening " a first conpostage);
volts, ideal for bell batteries, etc.,
3/- each, post 64; ( sealed cartons of 4, 11/-.
sideration, and for over 12 years
plus 1/- post); throat microphones with threehave fitted high quality pushfoot lead and p.ug. 5 -. post 64; moving coil
headsets and microphones. 12/6 per set, post
pull output to practically all
free; brand new; Westectors W.X.6 and W.112,
6 - per dozen, post 4d; American radio pubmodels.
lications. by Radio Craft;
Advanced Service
Technique. 3/6; Handy Kinks and Short Cuts.
3 6: Unusual Patented Circuits, 1944-1946, 3/6;
Armstrong chassis described
Elementary Radio Servicing. 3/6; Radio Questions and Answers. 3,6: All About Frequency
below come in this category.
Modulation, 3/fi
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY. Ltd., 46. Lisle St..
London. W.C.2. Gerrard 6653.
[ 2077
Model EXP125.
14-VALVE ALLL) I relays and 12 selectors for quick sale.
-t Ashbury,
Weald Rd., Sevenoaks, Ken;
WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
L(UPPRESSORS cont. 8 . If 350v condensers,
giving continuous waveband coverage from
)7, 1 - post free; quantities at reduced rates.Smith. Highworth Rd...Faringdon. Berks. [ 1850
11.9 m. upwards.
Waveband expansion.
OUGLAS No. 3 automatic coil winder. 3
R.F. Pre-amplifier.
Two 1.F. stages with
Douglas wave winders, all excellent condivariable
selectivity.
Electronic bass and
tion, with attachments, spares; £ 35 each, or
treble lift controls.
15 watt push-pull
£110 the lot; ( Herts).-Box 2030. [2064a
output. For 200-250 Y. A.C. mains.
rrELEVISION sound
or
vision
units. 2HF
stages, 1 detector and 1 Video amplifier.
brand new: only 45/- each. carr. paid.-L. WilModel RF103. 10-VALVE ALL- WAVE
kinson, 204, Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon.
1s.H.T. transformers. mains transformers and
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
Li chokes for electronic engineering home10-valve circuit.
R.F. Pre- amplifier. Wavebuilt televisor: delivery ex- stock.-Metropolitan
Radio Service Co.. 1021. Finchley Rd., N.W.11.
band expansion ( Short waveband covers over
Tel. Speedwell 3000.
11678A
20in.).
Large glass scale.
3 stages A.V.C.
L"HT transformers, mains transformers and
Treble lift conti•ol (operates on both radio
.E1 chokes for general purpose oscilloscope, as
and gramophone).
Plus 6 db.
Bass lift on
per W.W. May. 1948. de.ivery ex stock.- MetroGramophone ( to restore bass cut on some
politan Radio Service Co.. 1021. Finchley Rd..
N.W.11. Tel. Speedwell 3000.
[ 1265
records).
10 watt push-pull output.
For
OU'LL probably get it at Smith's, Edgware
200-250 v. A.C. mains. Price 19 gns. Plus Tax.
Rd.! "
Everything for
the constructor. from a 1/10.vatt resistor to a radiogram
cabinet; lowest prices, biggest variety-Near
Model EXP83.
8-VALVE ALLMetropolitan Music Hall. Pad. 5891. [ 8005
WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
rrELEVISION aerial equipment. 5 types fully
1
waterproofed aerials available, poles. lashincorporating waveband expansion.
Large
ings, all types of feeder in stock; send for broglass scale.
Treble boost control.
Gram.
chures;
aerials installed. - Wolsey Television.
switching.
High quality push-pull output
Ltd.. 75. Gresham Rd.. Brixton. S.W.9. Bri. 7566.
1ERRANTI 7.5 kva moving coil voltage regugives 10 watts audio.
For 200-250 v. A.C.
lators,
input 200-250v+8%-12%. 45/66
mains. Price 05. 8. 8. Plus Tax.
cps, output 200-250v
1
,2%. frequency compensated, as new and uneed, with handbook; offered
at a fraction of list price to clear: ( Herts).-Box
Model UNI 83.
8-VALVE ALL2031.
[ 2064
rrELEVISION scanning coil assemblies, as used
WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
I.
in our own equipment. suitable for " Wireincorporating wa/eband expansion, e.g. the
.ess World " receiver design, high impedance
trame coils. low impodance line coils; 32/- ex16-50 m. band covers use over 20 inches on
works.-Clive Courtenay & Co., Ltd., 5, Horsham
the large glass scale, treble boost control,
Rd.. Dorking. Surrey.
[ 1579
gram. switching, all controla work on both
SMOR RADIO PRODUCTS. Ltd.- All comradio and grz.m., high quality push-pull
ponents for the Osmor superhet. available
at attractive prices. Including the famous (a coil
output giving 6 watts audio. For 200-250 v.
pack. etc. designed for easy assembling and perD.C. or KC. mains. Price £ 15.8. B. Plus Tax.
lect matching.- - Send s.a.e. for free literature
to Bridge View Works. Borough Hill, Croydon
1220
[ 1773
HOME MARKET
ECTIFIERS. 24v la. 5 -: cartridge fuses, all
sizes 250ma to 5a. 1 - dog; aerial insulators,
A limited quota of the above is available to our
2 link 44. 3 link 6d: syn clock motors. 1 rpm.
friends at home, and we shall be glad to send
high torque. 15 ,-; rubber adhesive tape. 5/- doz.
details and to give demonstrations at our
rolls; 0.1mfd metal tuimiars and 0.01 mica, 6d:
showrooms.
panel ind calor lamp;. 4 - doz.-The Amateurs'
ben. 181. Lake Rd.. Portsmouth. [ 1910
ITS in semi- wired state , complete in every
detail, all main components mounted and
wired, beautiful walnut cabinet 13in X8inX6in
ARMSTRON
WIRELESS &
deep. M L wavebands. 3 valves plus rec.. a.c. ,cl.c
mains', 4 controls. vol. ' off. tone-W/c-tuning,
wiring time 1 hour. instructions included; price
WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7
£7 17,6, c.o.d, or c.w.o. and enquiries from:LEWIS RADIO KITS ( Dept. B1). 322, High Rd..
'Phone : NORth 3213
Wo-d Oren). London. N 22
Trl. Bowes Park ,
5907.
12024 '
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21 ,6; E.H.T. 2kv, from 19/6; line transformers.
27/6; scanning coils, 29-6; focussing coils. 33/6.
and many others, all fully guaranteed; range of
American valves from 3 6, and others; s.a.e. for
lists-Duke & Co., 219, Ilford Lane. Ilford.
Essex.
INE detector units, containing 3 IT4 valves.
new, 17, 6; BC306 antenna tuning units,
S.M. dial, switch. etc.. new. 6/6; Mansbridge
condensers. 0.5, 1 mfd. 400-750 v,w g., or other
useful assortment. 50 fcr 7/6; 4 mfd. 1.000 v.
wkg., 5/-; 4 mfd. 2 000 v. wkg., 10/-; 2 mfd,
500 v, 7/6 doz.-Higginbotham, 12, Gower Rd..
Brinnington. Stockport. Cheshire. [ 2052
MAZING radio surplus bargains!
Dyna m.tors for Rx BC453. etc.. 14v or 28v. ideal
for car radio. 12/6; quality microphones, carbon
type, attractive diecast case. 5/-; throat microphones, instructions, 3/6; new modulators. type
76. 9 valves, 45/-; as new speakers. Rola 3in
2in xfmr 20/-;
15 ,-; Truvox 5M 15/-, Plessey 61/
U.H.F. receivers BC357, 2 valves. complete. 9/6:
U.H.F. receivers R28/ARCS 100-150mcs,
10
valves, 39/6.-Lawrences, 61, Byrom St.. LiverCen. 4430.
[ 2006
ELRAD ELECTRONICS, 70, Church Rd..
Upper Norwood. London, 5.E.19.-Brand
new, not W.D. surplus. 2- gang condensers
0.0005mfd, ceramic, 8,-; midget ( with trim)
15/-; J.B. ( with trim). 13/3; if. trans.. 465kcis
mftrs.' surplus new high Q iron core, 12/- pr.
Wearite type 501/2, 20/- pr.; Wearite midget
iron core. 21/- pr.;' dials and drives, J.B., with
escutch. and glass, 3 waveband, 11/9; complete
range Wearite coils in stock, 3/- ea.; coil packs.
3 waveband, 27/6; Wearite standard 605B and
606B, complete 3- range coil assemblies with provision for pick-up connection. 42/- ea.: multiratio output transformers. 8 straight and 4 c.t.
ratios. Class 13, and Q.P.P., 2.5ohm secondary.
rations from 24/1 to 114/1, with provision for
10ohm speaker connected as the load for pentode
of 7,000-8,000 class. 9/- ea.; Denco and Belling
& Lee components, lab, resistors, etc.; delivery
by return, chassis, panels. etc.. plain or drilled
to spec., 18g or 16g; we have the most comprehensive range of brand new radio and television
components and 300 different types of valves in
stock; send us your requirements for all spares.Write, call or ' phone Livingstone 4879. [ 1888
URPLUS equipment. -0-0.5amto thermocouple
meters. brand
new, made by Met-Vic.
boxed. 6/- each; thermostats. ideal for heat control in greenhouses, aquariums. etc.. 2/6 each:
terminal boxes. 2- & 3- way. 6(1 each: plugs and
sockets. Jones. Cannon. Amphenol, Breeze. etc..
state requirements. New equipment.-Avo,
Bulgin, Colvern. Denco. E.R.L. Eddystone, Franklin, Gardners. Hammd. Jackson.
Labgear. Londex, Mil... Oak. Partridge. Parmeko. Q.C.C.. Raymart. T.C.C.. Woden.
We
repair, overhaul and realign any type of British.
American or Foreign Communication receiver
and broadcast radio, grams. television & amplifiers.
Our catalogue gives details of all items
we stock. sent, post free, on request.-Write.
call or ' phone Larkswood 6377. The Radio Hospital. 50. Hoe St.. Walthamstow. London. E.17.
QELENIUM rectifiers, small size. 600v, 40 ma,
3/- ea. 30/- dog: 500v 90 ma. 5/6 ea. 57/doz: 250v 50 ma. 3;3 ea. 33/- doz; 60 ma. 3/6
ea. 36, - doz; 75 ma. 4/6 ea. 45/- doz; 100 ma.
5,6 ea. 60/- doz: 1Sv la CT., 5/- ea: 6/12v
.25a. 1,6 ea. 12/- doz; chassis 16 gauge aluminium. 10- 51l- 21n 3/3 ea. 11-6-2 1/
2in 3/9 ea,
12-8-2 14in 4/6 ea. 16-8-2 1/
2in 5/6 ea. 20-8-2 1
,
,
t,in
6,9 ea:- bias elecs. tubular. 12mfd. 50v, 11/9
dos; 50mfd, 50y, Hunts. 1,8 each; variable
.0005mfd. 2 gangs, small. with epicyclic drive.
4/11 ea. 54/- dog; Bulgin toggle switches.
S.P.S.T.. 1/6 ea, 13/- doz; volume controls. . 5
meg wis, long spindle. 4 4 ea, 45/- doz: small
black pointer knobs, 2,9 doz; vibrators. 6 and
12v, 4- pin, 4/6 ea, 42/- dog; J.B. epicyclic
drives. 1/9 ea. 18/- doz; drive drums. 2S' in. 13/dog; condensers. tubular. Hunts. .01mfd. 350v.
3 - doz. 32-- gross; electrolytics. 8rnfd. 500v.
tans, 2,6 ea. 27/- doz: 8-16mfd. 450v. 4/11 ea.
51,- doz; 32mfd. 350v, 3/3 each. 33/- doz;
,atisfaction guaranteed or money refunded: send
2,2d stamp for full list of bargains; trade supplied- Radii Supply Co., 15. Queen Square
12050
Leeds. 2.
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reless

OPPORTUNITIES
IN RADIO
Get this FREE Book!
"ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES"
reveals

how

you

can

become technically-qualifled at home for ahighly.
paid key-appointment in
the vast Radio and Television Industry.

In 108

pages of intensely interesting matter, it includes
lull details of our up-tothe-minute home study
courses in all branches oi
TELEVISION and
RADIO,A.M.Brit.l.R.E.,
City & Guilds,
Special Television, Servicing,
Sound
Wave,

Film Projection, Short
High

Frequency,

and

General Wireless Courses.

We Definitely Guarantee

NO PASS—NO FEE"

li you're earning less than CIO a week, this
enlightening book is for you. Write for your
copy today. It will be sent FREE and without
oblizat ion.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY
17/19,

388b, Shakespeare House,
Stratford Place.
London,

W.I.

SOUTHERN
RADIO'S
WIRELESS BARGAINS
BENDIX COMMAND RECEIVERS. 110433
32(1 Ere.), B('454 ( 3-6 mega.) a...1 It(453 ( 6.9.1 n
Six valve, 12SK7 ( 3), 12097 ( 11. 1210
and
12A6 (I). Brand new in waled carton, 35. each,
plus 1 ' 6 postage. Ideal for conversion to (2- Five.,
car radios and A.C.'1).C. receiver,
FEW ONLY. BC455 ( modified), 28-41 megg. Ideal
for television sound. 50 - each, postage i-8 extra.
DELCO HAND GENERATORS,
4 snip. Brand
new. airk . p... brushy.. 178 each.
CONTACTOR TIME SWITCHES, by Smiths Cr Venue..
Beautiful 10 hour clockwork movement, adaptable
for roaster clocks or time switches. Brand new in
soundproof cases, 15 ,-, phi. :/ 4post.
BERM% RADIO COMPASS, TYPE MN26Y. Range
150:1.22 Keg., 325-695 Nee_ 3.4-7 mega., 12 valve,
liN7 ( 21. 6E7 ( 5), till0 ( I), '
am (I), 6.13 ( 2), 61,6 ( 1).
20 volt generator. Brand new, 55, plus IU - carriage
and packing.
R.A.F. BOMBSIGHT COMPUTERS, sn ith Sperry
ear°, 3-24 volt moto., gearing, ,parometrie bellows,
....motet, etc. ideal for experiffienters and maid's:titer,. Brand new, 55', carriage 3/..
MOVING COIL HEADSETS, with microphone and
plug. Brand new and boxed. 12/8.
V.C.R.97 TUBES. Non•pernintent, 61in, tubes, ideal
I
orte l
ev I
si
on, 47 5 cacti.
Special pee king and carriage
3 - extra.
PERMANENT CRYSTAL DETECTORS. 2 6. post 4.1.
LUFBRA ADJUSTABLE HOLE CUTTERS, for
is wood. metal or plaetle, 5', post lid.
WESTECTORS. W.X.6 and W.112. 6/- per doz.' ,
post 4d.
LUCAS INSPECTION LAMPS, with lead and plue. 3 6.
R.A.F. MORSE KEYS, 1/6 each, post *Li 115/- P..
doz.en. Po. 1'.•
RECORDING DISCS, 7.1n, die..
rook, post It
TANNOY MICROPHONE INSERTS, 2/6, pan :
Id.
M.C.R.1 BATTERIES, 90 volta H.T. and 71 voltL.T.. 6,6, post 9d.
INDICATOR UNITS, BC1151A.
Two 41m. send.
perandent tube,. Type 5F1'7. two 6H6 valves, ciellt
double volume control». Brand new in black craukl.'
linlehed caw, 55,- each. 7/6 carriage extra.

Southern Radio Supply Ltd.
46, LISLE STREET LONDON, W.C.2.
GERrard 6653

only, 3- waveband coil pack. pair iron
ly cored 1.F.s. . 0005 twin gang, full circuit.
21 -; miniature 465k/c IFS., fixed iron core.
require 100 P.F. trimmers, 11,
1
.,inX1 1/
ain.
4/pair: Iron cored 465k,c IFS..
dia.. 31/.,in
long, high gain. 5/6 pair; Philco standard 465k/c
IFS., soiled cans. 6/- pair; twin gang . 0005mfd.
no feet or trimmers. 3/6: money refunded if
dissatisfied.—Cohen. 67. Raleigh Ave.. Hayes.
Middx.
11687
ITS of radio receivers from £ 7,8; 4- and 5valve new materials, table models, semimidget; our latest kit.—Wylwyn Star 1948 has
connections for gramophone pick-up, extensions
to loudspeakers, A.V.C., 6 hours average time
for constructing; full details, diagrams with
each kit; c.w.o. or c.o.d.—Isherwoods. Reme
House. 81, Plungington Rd., Preston. Tel. 3348.
Estd. 1936.
16788

K

S Admiralty
equipment;;;
lines
longinrange
Govt.signal
surplus
lamps, trigger
control, fitted with lens and 6 colour selector
disc. 7,6: m/coll microphone, hand type, with
recessed on/off switch, 5/-; m/coil voit meter.
4/6: m/coil ampmeter, 4,6; 60ohm headphones.
3. 3; all items brand new, boxed, and guaranteed.
s.a.e. list.—Radio Unlimited. 16, Carnarvon Rd..
Leyton, London, E.10,
camera control units, in wooden
4
transit case, with 24volt motor. 2 24volt
M.B.C. bulbs and holders, gear wheels, etc.,
make time switch, etc., 10,6; switchboxes. 7X
4X2, with 16 on-off toggle switches, M.E.S.
holder, terminals, etc., 4/9; Hoover 230volt a.c.d.c. motors, with blower fan, 45, -; condensers.
4mfd 600v 2,6, 2mtd 250v 9c1., 6mfd 150v 6d.,
25mfd 50v 9d.; Octal valve grip clipz. 1,6 dozen;
miniature 2- pin plugs and socicets, 3 - dozen.—
Passingham, North St., Keighley.
ELERADIO for televison; elec, ens. booklet1
on constructiion of first-class receiver, 2,8
post free: all components in stock; chassis
assemblies. £3/15; focus coils, scanning coils.
E.H.T. tiansformers, line transformers and all
access. available at keen prices; send stamp
for full lists on television and replacement
radio units; all material as advert. by Albert
Manfg. Co. in this Issue available from our
stock; we are the largest retail distributors.—
White. ' phone or call. The Teleradio Co.. 157.
Fore St.. Edmonton, N.18. Tot. 3386. [ 2121
ELEVISION.— Focus
coils
and
shro u ds.
1
frame and line deflector coils, line output transformers, blocking oscillator transformers; complete focus and deflector assemblies also available, supplied correct to designer's specification for " Wireless World "
television receiver.
Television components of
all types, valves, condensers, resistors, tube
masks, mains transformers and chokes, etc.
etc., in stock at current prices.— For particulars write or ' phone, " Handy Parts." 226. 228
Merton
Rd.,
Wimbledon,
S.W.19.
Liberty
7-161.
Trade enquiries invited [ 1420
EW ex- Govt. bargains!
Send Id s.a.e. for
our list before buying!
A few examples
Headphones, double, Bal. Armature units, Reed
driven alumn. diaphragms, adjustable double
headbands with 8ft cords and jack- plug, d.c. resistance 60 ohms, but ideal for Xtal sets, note
these are brand new, boxed, super- sensitive instruments worth 2 guineas! Our price. 5'6 or.
2 pairs 10/-: trade: 10 prs.
3/6. 100 prs.
3 -.
1.000 prs. III) 2/6; rectifiers: metal Westinghouse
12 volt 1 amp, orand new. 2 for 10,'-. or 10 for
£2; vibrators. Mallory 6 volt. non- synchronous
629C. 5 6 ea, 48/- doz. £ 21 gross.— A. C.. Ltd.. 15.
Lawrence St.. Northampton. [ 1912
rrELEVISION Hams! Once again we can assist
you! Focus coils. 32/6: scanning coils. 30/-;
I.
line transformers, 27/6. 100% efficient; complete
chassis for " E.E." televisor. 65/- only, finished
in mid- grey; Polystyrene coil formers with adj.
dust- iron cores, gi ,d each, wound to specification
1/3 each; 9 and 12in c/r ' tubes Si' £ 1 per inch.
plus tax; 9 and lffin rubber masks, 15 - and
21/6; combined E.H.T.. L.T.. H.T. transformers.
complete with rectifier valveholder mounted and
wired. £ 6/10, plus 3 6 carriage and packing:
all resistors. condensers and valves in stcck for
the televisors; " W.W." and " E.E." Televisor
Manuals. 2/9 each, inc. post: send for fists.—
E. A. Porritt, 13-27, Wastdale Rd.. Forest Hill.
S.E.23.
'T'ELEVISION components for E.E. circuits
J. scanning coil unit. 30/-; line transformers.
30/-; focus coil. 32/6: vision E.E. chassis, with
valveholders and coil formers.. 22 6; ditto sound
chassis. 18/6; time base chassis. 17 6: set of 8
coils fully wound. 15/-; rubber masks for 9in
tube, 11/-; E.E. Television Construction Manual.
2/
6 : Ultra midget 2- gang variable condenser for
•Personal portables.
10/-; glass, s.m.l. dial.
6X8in 4/6. pan. 4,6. escutcheon 5/6: 81n P.M.,
less trans.. 17,6: 6' In P.M.. with trans., 22 /6 ;
P.P. output heavy duty trans. for 6L6 valves.
tapped output 15 and 7.5 and ditto for 6V6
valves at 21,- each; American throat
microphones. boxed, 30/- each; condensers, 8mfd 450v
2/6. 8mfd 350v 2/-; 8+16mfd 450v. 5/6; trimmer
kit In smart case. 17 tools " Qualrad." 45/-;
heavy duty variable resistance. 300 ohms. lamp.
15/-: rotary trans. in 6-12v. out. 200-480Iv
50ma, or as motor d.c. mains. 15/-; Collaro
a.c.,d.c.
gram,
motor and P.U. on plate,
£12/17/6; 4- pin vibrators. 6v. 6/-: switches.
Yaxley. 3- pole 2- way 2/, 4-pole 3- way 3/-,
4- pole 4- way 3/6, 6- pole 4- way 4/6, 14- pole 3way 7/6: midget switches 4- pole 3- way 3/-. 4pole 2- way 3/-; full list at 2,.
1
.c1 postage all
orders.-0. Greenlick. Ltd.. 265. Whitchapel
Rd.. London, E.1
His 5076
11915
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SWITCHES.
Double- throw.
Several
hundreds
all
at
3/6 each.
10 amps
125v.
5 amps
250v.
3 amps
460v.
2 amps
600v.
Normally open.
As above.
NEW CABLE.
Approximately 25,000 yards for disposal.
Price per yard.
5,000 yards.
Unistart VIN No. 1, rubber
covered, Single 57 036, in 500yd. drums. 3 450 yards.
Lead Covered rubber
insulated 660v., single 7/06, in 50 yd. coils.
3 The following are in 100 yard lengths :
1,000 yards.
Cab tyre cotton braided
Twin Flex, 136-012
5 1,700 yards.
Rubber sheathed, 12 core,
024.
I6
1,500 yards.
Quadragenmet
metal
braided, 4core, 3-136 012 & 1-9 012,
26
2,000 yards.
Quintosheath 4, Cab Tyre,
5core, 9 012.
36
500 yards. Tricomflex 4, braided cotton
flexible, 3core, 9/012.
16
735 yards.
Unilowcapmet
No.
I.
Coaxial H.F. 7/022.
I6
1,235 yards.
Uniradio IS, Coaxial HF
7 022.
I6
1,600 yards.
Uniradio 6.
Coaxial H.F
I036.
I 3,400 yards. A.P. 13806. Coaxial H.F
1;036.
I 3,000 yards.
Duradio
II. Twin
Core
H.F. 7/032.
500 yards.
Flex Cord, 3 Core
I 500 yards.
Flex Cord, 2Core
I 2,500 yards.
Duradio 28. Twin Feeder
H.F. 2.028
•
8d
2,000 yards.
12 Flex Met. 12 core metal
braided 14 0092
26
Sample
Piece
supplied
on
Request.
24v. Relays, 4 point, approx. 2,400 at I6 each.

The

Motherwell Machinery &
Scrap Co. Ltd.

INSHAW

WORKS,
MOTHERWELL,
SCOTLAND.

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT Co.
BRAND NEW GOVT. SURPLUS STOCK
ELECTRIC PUMPS, ventrifugal
,b'livery 10 gdfin.., ideal for water eupply, garden
bilge pomp, etc., two models. for 12-v. . 0
11-,.. A.C.i1).C., 25/., post 1/4.
EX-U.S.A. CONVERTORS, letter type on paper tape coding a.1 . 1.
,..ii111i machines by L. C. Smith & Corona Typee rite.
111.•., convento plato lanoutute into 3- letter code I.,
continuouelv variable alphabet transcription method.
alw decodee same back into plain lansuatte. complete
eith paper tape. etc., contained in compact and
t
crackle greeti case, fraction of original cost, 25
post 1/-, two for 45.., post free. WALKIE-TALKIE
AERIALS, copper collapsible, 9- sections, 7ft, lone,
in. dia, tapers to 332in., also makes goA fishing rod.
P
5, oet
1155 RECEIVER.
t.::'t 'l.. 3 f
,ti.l.ilknobs7
2111-1,p3,6, post 6.1. RESIST RS
& CONDENSERS, 100 ae.rte.1 10 -, post ( M. EXAM.
COPPER WIRE, 33-s.W.G., 15..z. reel, 28.
s.i.
FILM FOOTAGE INDICATORS, makes good counter
0-123 with reset control and saheb. Mod vol..'
12 or 24-v., 2,6, poet 9,1. MOTORS, fitted over- load
f- ‘
1, ,
dev
i
.11
e,, limnal l,oeealn, 20'-, 1 0f 14.
MAGNETIC
COMPASSES TYPE P-8, alcohol Iluxgate, engraved
360 glee., and cardinal points, luminous crose-wires
In wood canyitto cases, 10'-. Post 1/-. HEADPHONE
CORDS, fitted high or boy Impedance matcning unit,
Be, post fid. MAINS MOTORS, 200/2511-v.
continuous ratina, speed approx. 4,0110 r.p.m., twin lin.
shafts,
post 1', ditto lilted fan- blower and reduction gear- box, final drivcs of 1, and 23 r.p.m., 30/-,
poet 1/4.
TRANSFORMERS, input 230-v. 50 cy.,
output 50-s. 11 amp., or oith little alteration 100-v.
51 omit.. 25/, carriage 3 ... ENGINE DRIVEN GENERATORS (
D.C. dynamos) output 24-v. at 330 oats.,
fitted shaft, Internal fan cooled, 25.1-, carriage
SWITCH BOXES, 71n. x4M. v215., contains 16 on'off
toggle ex-itches. etc., 7/6, post 11.1. BROWNS 4,000
ohm HEADPHONES, eel, lovulband waterproof type,
1,04 tid.
MOVING COIL HEADPHONES, 5 -,
post 9d.
MOVING COIL MICROPHONES, tilted
switch, 5,-, poet 64. WEE MEGGERS (
Evershed &
Vignoles)
0 to 20 meg, and inf., mottled red
bakelita caw, 50/-, poet, packing and registration, 1/6
,

Send for a copy of our current list, 2d. with S.A.E.
Orders over 30t- post-paid, carriage charges are extra
in
tima
ell b.
caing
se e. Our C.O.D. service
cancelled for the

MOORPOOL CIRCLE, BIRMINGHAM, 17
Tel. HARborne 1308 or 2664

November, 19.,t
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AGSLIPS from 20 ,-, large selection. send
.1.91 for Interesting leaflet; B.T.H. type SM1406
Selsyns. 33/9 each: Hazlehurst R.F. E.H.T. supolies, 5-8 kv, 105,-; rolls, only 26 ,8; 10- watt
ELECTRICAL
Berco linear wirewound potentiometers. lk 4/9,
408, HIGH ST., LEWISHAM, LONDON, 50k 5/-; 2- gang carbon lmeg-Imeg. 3/6; technical corrospc.ndence inVitcd; til goods post fie
S.E.I3.
Telephone Lee Green 0309. Near Lewisham Hospital. and guaranteed.—Hopton Radio, 1. Horton
Parade. Streatham High Rd.. London. S.W.16.
TERMS:
CASH
WITH
ORDER.
NO
.T.H. starters. 220v d.c., 1hp with SW/fuse
C.O.D.
combined. 55/- each; Igranic T.P..5s N. 5hp
EX- NAVAL CATHODE RAY RECTIFIER contactors O.L. & N.V.R.. £5110 each; ditto.
U NITS.
New, consisting of the following N.V.R. only, 25/- each, 200 amp 0.25 ohm recomponents : High Voltage Condensers. Chokes, sistances, sliding, £4 each; Crompton Parkinson
approx. 150 assorted Resistances, and Condensers, 6in ammeters. 0-600. with C. T., 50/- each,
3.000 Burgess micro switches. 1/6 each; 5-way
solid brass Chassis, 42 6 each. C .F.
drop indicators, telephone. G.E.C., cat. no.
EX-R.A.F. I.F.F. UNITS 10 VALVE SHORT C.30I5 C.2E. 30,'- each; 2.000 rolls 5,16 , in
WAVE complete with Valves and Motor Genera- white adhesive tape, 15/- doz; rotary converters.
12v-230v,
1Q0v.a..
65/-;
G.E.C.
watertight
tor, 12 volts input 450 volts 40 rn/a output,
10 amp, heavy brass. 6/6 each.— Mas 35'- each, with 24 volt Motor Generator, 30, switches,
wood, Ltd., 35a, Fairfield St., London. S.W.18.
The latter can also be used as an A.C. Motor
XTEW STC Selenium rectifiers, makers' current
direct from 200250 v. mains.
.11 products, not surplus. circuit and tech. deROTARY CONVERTERS, EX-ADMIRALTY tails with every rectiiier, from stock: H4/200
110 volts D.C. to 230 volts A.C., 50 cys., 1phase, Etif lair W.W. teievisor, 28/- ea., pt.; H.W.
6,8, la 8, -, 2a 9/6, all p., 64.; 3a 17,-.
rated at 200 watts, but capable of 550 watts 16v
continuous rating, weight approx.
100 lbs., 4a 18,-, Se 21/6. 6a 22/6, 10a 24/6, an p., 10d.;
30v la, 14i-, Se 35,-, 8a 38/6, 45v 5a 48,-, 100v
a 10 .
- each, carriage I0'-. Another Ex-R.A.F. la 34/6, all p., 1,-; F.W. bridge-conn.: 17v 1.5a
12 volts D.C. input. 220 volts A.C. 50 cys., 1ph. 12/1, 2a 15,1, 2.5a 20/6, 3a 21/6, 4a 25/-, Sa
at 100 watt output, approx. weight 15 lbs., as 27/-, all p.f.; 33v ía 18/6, la 21/3, 1.5a 28/,
25 29/6, sa 35, -, 4a 42,-, 5a 43,6, 100v 1.5a
new. 85 - each, carriage 36.
VARIAC TRANSFORMERS. Input variable '/2/-, all p., 10d.; H.D. type, 7in sq tins: 16v 10a
between 200'240 volts, output constant at 220 43,8, 20a 80,, 17v 6a 34/1. 33v 6a 64/-, 10a
71,-, 54v 6a 90,-, 60v 113a 130,-. all p. 1/4; involts at 74 amps. 90 - each, carriage 5 -.
dustrial type, tunnel cooled: 17v 12a 76/- 15v
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, all 200 250 vrets 30a 188/-, 33v 6a 69,-, 10a 80,-, 12a 1241-, 70v
50 cys. Iph., input, output 700,0,700 v., 70 m a., 6a 114,-, 90v 10a 192/-, 100v 6a 160,-, all p. and
4v., 24 v., I2v. 1a., 30'- each. Another 525 525 v. P.. 1/6; valve chargers, conversions to metal
150 rn a. 6.3 v. 5 a., 5 v. 3 a., 37'- each. Another rect., trom stock. Pnilips 328 and 367, Tungar
350 0 350 v. 250 m,'a. 4 v. 8 a.,' 4 v. 3 a.. 6.3 v. 68504, 68530, 11600, etc., fitted in 5 mina..
charger kits, trans. rect. and rheo.: 54v 6a
6 a., 6.3 v. 2 a. tapped a 2 v. 65' -each. Another £11 10 ( incl. tap switch), 33v 6a £7,19, 6. 16v
500 0 500 v. 300 m/a. 6.3 v. 6 a., 4 v. 6 a. 5 v., 105 £6,12,6, 17v 6a £4/12/6, 16v 5a £3/10, steel
62 6 each. Another tapped output 6, 12. at 24 case 7,6 extra, 16v 4a £3. case 7/6, 16v 2a 38/6.
volts at 10;12 amps.. 47.. Another 3500 350 v. case 7, 6; transformers: 200-250M., 16v 10a
180 m/a. 4v. 4a., 6.3 v. 4a., 5v. 3a., 39'-. Another 65,-, p. 1/4, 17v 6a 47/6. P. 1/4, 16v 5a 41/6. 13•
1 -.16v 4a, 35/6, p. 1,-, 16v 2a 23'6. p. 10d.;
2,350 volts at 500 m'a., 85 - each. Mains Smoothing slider res., all values from 24,6, p. 1,-; chargers.
Chokes, 10 Hy. 100 m a, 6 - ; 150 ma., 8,6 ; 350 all metal rect., I/P 200-250a.c.: for 12 cells at
m/a., 25'. ; 5 Hy., 250 m a.. 17 6.
4a. with 2m c meters, fuses, etc., in steel case.
EX-GOVERNMENT ( G.E.C.)
ELECTRIC £9, plus carr.; 6-12v 5-6a rheo. and meter in
FANS.
12 volts, A.C. D.C. laminated field, steel case. £611616, carr. 3/6; 6-24v 12a m/c
complete with 5 in. impellor.
New, boxed, meter fuses, steel case, £ 10, plus carr.; H.D.
charger, 24v 25a in steel case with control panel.
20 - each, post If-. Transformer to suit, 230 volts m/c meters, rheos. and fuses, £ 12, plus carr.
input, 12 16 volts at 4 amps. output, 326 each.
Terms: c.o.d, post goods only, others c.w.o, or
MAINS VARIABLE RESISTANCES (slider pro- forma Invoice, wholesale and retail.—Pearce.
type), new, ex- Govt.. 14 ohms., carry 1 to 4 66. Gt. Percy St., London, W.C.1, nr. King's X.
Angel; est. 16 yrs.
[ 2083
amps., graduated, useful as dimmers, etc., 176
QUPREME RADIO, 746b, Romfard Rd., Manor
each ; another 0.4 ohms., carry 25 amps., 17/6
Parc,
London,
£.12.
Tel.
lit.
1260.
Est. Is
each, post 1'6. Ex-Govt. Moving coil Cell Testers,
years.—Television components oy Forthminster
3-0-3 volts ( new), 20 - each.
as follows: E.H.T. 4icv or 5kv, kv Ill., tested at
EX-R.A.F. MICROPHONE TESTERS (
new).
20kv, 55/- ea.; scanning coils, 32/6 ea.; line
These consist of a Ferranti 0 to 450 mfamp. 24 in. transformer, 27/6; focus coils, 30/- ea.; ht.
scale meter shunted to 1 in/a. incorporated transformer, 350-0-350v, 6.3v 6amp, 4v gamp,
Westinghouse Rectifier, the whole encased in 4v 3amp, 0-2v 6.3v 2amp. 250m.a. with screen,
polished teak case, calibrated at present 0 to 10 70/- ea.; 5hy choke, 2a0m.a., 18/6 ea.; 10hy
80m.a. choke, 8/6 ea.; valve holders for Et's()
volts. each, 27:6.
EX-R.A.F.
CRYSTAL
CALIBRATORS valves, ceramic type, 64. ea.; retaining rings
for Ek'50 valves, 8d. ea.; valve holders for EAa0
UNITS. Type 18, R.A.F. serial No. 1005237. valves, bakelite,
ea.; anti-Corona caps, 84.
These units contain 100 kcs. xstal. 2-EF 50 valves ea.; co-ax, plug and socket complete. 1,-; Pye
and numerous other items all new and unused, type co-ox, plug and socket, 1/- complete. These
components
are
suitable
for the E.E. television
35'. each.
EX-R.A.F. TEST SETS, type (211) consisting receiver; also all values of resistances, variable
of 4 EF 50s., etc., new, 27 ,6 each, post 2/-. Ex- controls and condensers tor the E.E. television
receiver in stock at the keenest prices. Tubular
R.A.F. Crystal Monitors, frequency depending condensers, 25mfd 25v and 50mtd 12v, 1,- ea.,
on xstal, used, 6,- each. Very useful for com- 11/- doz.; 0.01mfd 1,000v, 0.02mfd 750v, 0.05mfd
ponents, post 1
500v, 5,6 daz.; 0.1mfd 350v, 5,6 doz.; 0.Imfd
500v, 6, 6 doz.; 0.001mfd and 0.0005mfd midget
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS (
Watt
Hour), A.C. 50 cys., 200 250 volts. 5 amp. load, mica, 5 6 doz.; Metalmite cond., 0.002mfd 500v
18 6, post 2 -. 10 amp., 21 -. post 2 - ; 20 amps., 6/- doz., and 0.01mfd 350v 7/6 doz.; screw base
25 -, post 2 '- ; also a few only Pre- Payment tub. can type cond.. 0.5mfd 350v, 6/- doz.;
13mfd 350v tub.. cardboard, 26/- doz.: 8mfd
I - slot type, 20 amp. load, less coin box, complete 350v tub. metal type cond., 22,- doz.; 16+8mfd
with synchronous Motor, 35/- each, carriage 3/6. 350v can type, 46/- doz.; 16-1-8mfd 450v midget
EX-R.A.F. INDICATOR UNITS, type 48a, tubular cond.. 56,- doz.; 4mfd 550v screw base
as new, boxed, consisting of 2, 34 in. tubes, can type tub. cond., 15/- doz.; double trimmer
type cond., 140pf, 12/6 doz.; and double trimmer
type I38a, also time base, SO' -each.
MOTOR ALTERNATORS, EX-R.A.F., as type cond.. 50pf, 11/- doz.; fixed mica cond..
500pf, 325pf, 590pf, 4.550pf. and 305pf, all at 2/6
new, 230 volts SO cys. 1phase input, 250 volts doz., or assorted doz. as above; ', watt resistances,
625 cys. 1 phase at .24 amps. output, 75 - each. 2211. 2711, 4711. 8212, 120D, 180D, 39011. 820i1.
2.21til, lute. 39kii. 4701cil. lOmeg. 1,9 doz.. 18,6
Ditto, 1,725 cys. output, 85'. each. C P.
EX- NAVAL } in. SPARK COILS, approx. gross only or assorted; I.,watt resistances, 10011,
15011, 200 1
.1.
5007
.1.
2.2k11. 10kiL
3.000 volts, from 6 volts supply. 8 6. G.P.O.
IRS!, Me!, 150ke, 201til. soon?. 1.5mD and
Galvanometers, reading 30 0 30, vertical type, 5m!!.
these in doz, or assorted. 2,•- doz., 21 8'6 each. Ex-R.A.F. Impulse Transformer ( Mag- gross only; also most other values at 3,- doz..
netron), output believed to be aprox. 15,000 30 - gross only; lwatt resistances. 4711. 47012.
volts at 3 kw., for I m'a., 7 6 each. Variometers lkii. 3.3k(). 8.2k11.
20kil,
56k11,
68kfl, 1rn11, 4 - dos.. 45/- gross only;
for No. 19 Mk. Il Receivers, 64 each.
resistances,
2k!!.
18k1 .
1,
Dint,
5/6
EX- NAVAL ( CROMPTON PARKINSON) 2watt
doz.. 60 - gross only; 11,1n brown knobs. 4/6
PRONG-TESTERS, 0to 100, and 0to 400 amps., doz.; clip-on pointer hands. 6d. ea.; complete
new, in leather carrying case, 90'. each. A.C. octal screen can and base. 1 - ea.. 11 - doz.;
V Meters, 0 to 300 6in. scale, calibrated 50 cys., bakelite gram needle cups, 6d. pair, 5,6 doz.
pairs; ex-Govt, group boards, 5- way, with 6 re37'6 each.
FRACTIONAL H.P. MOTORS, 110 volts sistances, 1,..:watt 1WX6 Westector. 1 180pf cond..
with LAMINATED Fields ( Ex- Naval Fan Motors). 1,9 ea.; metal panel with 5- pin U.X. ceramic
valve holder. 2 1/watt resistances. 5 ass, mica
These need slight attention to brushes or leads, cond.. s.w. choke and 2 2-way panels, 1,5 ea.
10 - each.
Westinghouse ( Blasting) Gal vano- Trade enquiries invited. Terms c.w.o., no c.o.d.
meters, Moving Coil, very low deflection, 15 - Send 64. extra for postage orders under £5.
21.4. s.a.e. all enquiries and list. [ 2132
each.
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Still satisfying customers at Home
and Abroad.
Our

CIRCUIT No. 20
10 valves, 6wave- bands, 12 watts
(undistorted)
Output Superheterodyne Receiver
Brief specification. R.F. stage of Amplification
using 6 K7. H.F. Pen., the gain of which is
controlled, followed by F.C. Triode Hexode
6K8 followed by I.F. Amp. stage 6K7 feeding
into a double diode triode 6Q7 for L.F. Amp.
and 2nd detector and noise limiter, followed
by Phase inverter feeding 2-6V6 or 2-6L6
in push pull. Rectifier valve SU4G. Visual
tuning indicator ( Magic eye EM34).
The
coil unit consists of 18 high " Q " iron cored
coils, 6 each in R.F., H.F. and Osc. stages, all
midget type, designed especially for us.
20 Ceramic trimmers and 3 bank switch, with
shorting plates.
A.V.C. is used on all wave- bands with aswitch
for cutting out when not required. The coil
unit is completely screened by 18 s.w.g.
aluminium.
The output transformer is of
multi- ratio type mounted under the chassis.
Controls R.F. gain, 6 wave- band coil switch.
A.V.C.
on/off
radio-gram
switch,
noise
limiter, tone-control, Audio gain and mains
on/off. Provision for B.F.O. on/off if required.
3 gang tuning condenser Ceramic insulation,
rubber mounted. All H.F. valves screened
by aluminium cans. Double ratio slow motion
drive and 6 wave band dial glass covered
Chassis 16 s.w.g. Aluminium, ready drilled
12+ x 71x 4.
3 Fuses fitted 2 in mains supply and 1 in
rectifier circuit.
Provision for dipole Aerial and extension
speaker P.U. sockets.
This set is noted for its fine quality of
reproduction on radio and gram. We have
received much appreciation and congratulations from customers on its performance.
A demonstration model is available at our
premises at 307 High Holborn,
FULL SIZE BLUE PRINTS (2 practical
and I theoretical) and priced list of components, 7 6 per set.
A

less expensive

set which is still pleasing
the most critical.
Our

6-VALVE SUPERHET CIRCUIT
3Wave- bands.
A.C. only.
This circuit has been designed to receive all
worthwhile stations on the medium waveband (200-540 metres) with a high fidelity
output.
Short Waves ( 16-47 metres) are
as good as obtained on some purely shortwave receivers. Australia and America have
been received regularly by many of our
customers at loudspeaker strength.
Long
Wave : The few stations now operating are
well received.
Blue Prints. 2 practical and 1 theoretical
with detailed priced list of components,
76 per set.
10 MC'S I.F. TRANSFORMERS, small,
permeability tuned from the side, aluminium
cans. Beautifully made. Especially designed
for F.M., Television, and all wide band I.F.
Amplifiers.
High Q.
15' - per pair. Also
available in 465 kc 'sand 100 kc's, 15 per pair.
MIDGET COIL UNIT ( size 24 x I4x 14).
Aerial and Oscillator. complete with trimmers
and padders.
Litz wound, Iron cored.
Medium and Long waves or Medium and
Short ( 16-50).
Splendid
workmanship.
Circuit supplied, 15 - per pair.

VARIABLE

SELECTIVITY I.F. TRANSFORMERS, 465 kcjs, 18(6 per pair.
BOX TYPE COIL UNIT. 6 wave bands,
.5-2,000 metres, completely screened, size
sg x 5x 31.
Aerial, H.F. and Oscillator.

Price O. As used on our world-wide No. 20
1
/
1
4..c
.i
.
:c.uit. Will fit into almost any chassis, ...j

307, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON W.C.I

Phone let 6orn 463/
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-....THESE ARE IN STOCK
Rewnes Televieion Manual. By p. J. (' aruni. Is. 6d.
Postage 4,1.
Ultra and Extreme Short Wave Receptiori. By M. J..
Strait. • 42s. Postage Pd.
Radio Receivers and Transmitters. By S. Viv.
and P. NV. Kellaway. 25s. postage Ud.
The Amplification and Distribution ol Sound.
p.
N E. Jreenler.. 169. Postage 9d,
Hilmar Radio Valve Manual, 1947-8. 2s. 6d.
The Short Wave Listeners' Annual, 1948. 3s. 6,1
Postage ; M.
Wireless Servicing Manual,
Ity 45. T. Poci,p,
10s. 6d. Postage 4.1.
Foundations ot Wireless. By 31. u. serozgie. Is. 6d.
Postage 411.
Telephony,
Volume I.
By J. Atkinson.
35s.
Postage lId.
Vacuum Tubes.
By Karl It. spangenberg.
45s.
Postage 11,1.
Television Receiver Consauction ( 1(1 articles ii ,aa
"W.w.") 2.. 6d. Postage 3.1.
Ultra-High Frequency Techniques. Ity Brainerd, . 1.
28s. Postagg P4.
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lt,
1'• 1f. Ilos 10 Y.
21s. 1
,
,,,d,ige ad.
Radio Engineering, VOIUM8 I. BY E. K. Satidero,n.
45s. Postage 9,1.
Thermionie Valve Circuits. By E. Williams. 12s. 6d.
l'ostage 4d.
Micro- Waves and Wave Guides, Ily lIlt. Bari . a
15s. Postage .14.
Radio Engineer's Pocket Book.
By P. J. Pain,
3s. 64. Postage 3.1.
High Vacuum Tehnigue. By J. Yang/in.'. 12s. 64.
Postage 61.
We have the finest selection or British
and American

radio

books.

Complete

list on application.

THE MODERN BOOK CO.
(Dept. W.10)
19-23, PRAED STREET, LONDON, W.2

SPECIALlaTS IN AMATEUR AND
EXPERIMENTAL SHORT-WAVE EQUIPMENT,
Communications Recevere, Te,ev.s.on, High Quality
Amplifier% Speakers, Aerials, Rece.ving and Transmitting
Valve. and Meters, etc.
Liai " W " free on requeet to :—
A.C.S. RADIO, 44, Widmore Rd., BROMLEY,
Kent.
'
Phone: RAV 0156

Mr. A. C. BARKER'S
MODEL

148

SPEAKER

is unique in
two respects.
Illustrated in
this sketch is
the patented
coil former,
latex sleeve
and coil which
provide the perfect ygraded dual
drive and highly efficient damping.
This construction is exclusive to
Mr. Barker's speakes.
The second basic feature is its
logarithmically corrugated cone,
treated with thermo-setting resin.
Model 148 is now to be heard at a
number of progressive retailers
who appreciate NATURAL sound
reproduction and have chosen it as
their standard of BETTER LISTENING. Write for details to :
BCM AADU, LONDON, W.C.1

G

.A. RYALL. 65. Nightingale Lane. London
S.W.12; mail order only: postage or carriage
extra; c.o.d. £ 1 or over; full list. larga s.a.e.
please: U.S.A. tubular metal cased wire ended
0.1m.f. 500v 7/6 doz., 350v 5/6 doz; U.S.A. tubular metal cased wire ended 0.5m.f. 350 7/6 doc.:
Munsbridge lull 500v wkg. 3-2/-.; Mansbridge
4m.f. 400v wkg. 2,3 each; silver mica 10p.f..
40p.f., 200p.f.. 300p.f.. 400p.f., 500P.f 3 6 doz.;
mica 0.01m.f. 3-1,3: all condensers guaranteed;
Amohenol type
British 5-p:n chassis valve
holders 3:6 doz.; internat:onal octal chassis
valve holders, paxolin. 4 - doz.; bar type 3gangs 5,-; bar type 4- gangs 5 -: res.stors
and I.watt assorted 100 ohms to 2 meg. leve
assortment 40- 5/-•' switches. SB. 2P 6w miniature
I, 6. 313, 2P 6w. five po.es total
each. SB.
9W 2/-, 2E SP 6w 1/6, SB. SP. 3w 1/-, 2S. 3P.
3w 2/-. SB. 2P. 4w 1,3; twelve- way group boards
With 9-1w and i, 2w resistances, etc., 2 - all
new; twenty other types in stock; octal p.ugs.
cap and chassis socket, 3-3/, with tags 3-3,6;
high resistances, phones with sponge earcaps,
with good class microphone, all wired into plug
type 10H/10991. 10/9 pair: metal boxes, black
finish with quarter inch pax..lin panel, fixing
lugs and corner sockets, size 81,X7 12 X3 1,:. deep.
6/9 each new; 10,000 ohm bakelite cased volume
controls medium spindle 1/6; metal cased minimum depth .'imeg vols., short spindle 1,6 each:
special list for trade.
[ 1613
ELENIUM rectifiers, charger kits, etc.; new
goods, not war surp.us; add 7d postage up
to
1a/-.
1 3 atiove;
data
sheet
suppiied;
Selenium metal rectifiers, 12v 1 amp 10,-, 12v
2 amp 12, 6. 12v 3 amp 22/-, 12v 4 amp 25/,
12v 5 amp 28,6,.12v 6 amp giant finned type
35/, 6v 10 amp 26/-, 24v 2.a amp 39/, 24v
5 amp 45,-; H.I. types, 250v 60ma . small
space type for a.c.,d.c. sets. 7/-; 110v 60ma
7,
110v 20ma eLminator type 7,', 250v 100ma
bridge 13/6, 350-0-aauv 60ma for a.c. sets
13/6 , 450v 40ma 7;6; eliminator kit, 25- watt
trans, rectifiers, 2X8 mfds condensers, for 120v
20ma eliminator with trickle, 39 6, case 10,6;
charger kits for 2v to 12v chargers, interleaved
and impregnated transformer, se.enium rectifier, baiiast resistance, no rheostat or ammeter needed; 45- watt trans and 12v 2 amp
rect. 36/6; 600 watt trans. and 3 amp rect, 45/-,
75 watt trans. and 4 amp rect, 62,-; also
for 2v, 6v only, with 2 amp rect, 32/6;
with
3 amp
rect
42/6,
with
4
amp
55,-; above itits with steel case, in b.ac£
crackle finish, drilled and louvred, incl. all
small hardware, with 12v 2 amp rect, 52/-;
12v 1 amp or 6v 2a 45/-, 12v 3 amp 65/-.
12v 4 amp 82/-; heavy duty kits, 140- watt
trans and 12v 6 amp rect for 6v. 12v, 75/-.
or with slider res and ammeter, 105/-; transformer, rect.fier, ballast bulb for 1 to 20 cell.
one amp charger, 80/-; misc. 0- 6- amp ammeters, superior quality, 14/6; m• ohm sliders.
13/6; crystal diodes, capsuled. guaranteed. 3 9:
Aerovox 2 mfd 1.000v oil- filled. 3/6; T.C.C.
24 mfd 450v electrolytics 6/6, Rola 8in P.M.
apeakers, less trans. 17/6; battery chargers
,or 12v 1.5 amp and 6v 2 amp, 65/-;
g.uaranteed 18 months.—Champion, 43. Uplands Way.
London, N.21. ' Phone Lab. 4457. [ 2115

S

'RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd., _ 27. Tottenham
IA, Court Rd.. London, W.I. Mus. 9188. Manufactured by Wilcox- Gay Corporation. U.S.A.:
Master oscillators; these V.F.Os use an 807 electron coup:eel osc. with grid tuning 1-5 Mc/a,
pate tuning 2-10 Mc/s, both by vernier dials.
0-10 mA grid current meter, grid choke and
leak, for intermediate stage included, brand new
in original cartons, compete with spare 807,
instruction book, shielded plug, and accessories, £ 5/10, carriage 5/-; Xtal multipliers,
Xtal osc, which can be tuned 2-6.67 Mc/s; as
in the V.F.O., tuning is by vernier, and 0-10
mA grid current meter inc, complete with spare
807, instruction book and accessories, brand
new in original cartons, 45/-, carr. 5/-; size
In both cases approx 131nX10inX7in. Personal
receivers, 13.0.728c. 7- valve rec. with 1.4v valves.
RF VT 173, mixer VT171, osc VT173. IF. VT
173, det and audio VT172. output VT174, bias
rect VT174. covers 2-6 Mc/s. with 4 pushbuttons, adjustable 2-2.6. 2.6-3.5. 3.5-4.5, 4.56 Mc/s respectively, operates from 2v acc. by 2v
vibrator, with 12v vib for charging 2v ace,
carried slung on shoulder, supplied brand new
with telescopic aerial. 2v ace. 2 vib's. and instruction book; this set has built-in loudspeaker
and buttons A and 13, are easily adjustable by
means of an additional condenser, to operate
on M.W., £ 9/9; U.S. Navy aircraft receiver.
RU17, 6 valves, 3-78s, 2-77s. 1-1642; these
are straight recs. with 3 R.F. stages, using
plug-in coilp acks, operates from 28v D.C.,
supplied with 6 coil packs covering 187-305.
281-455. 524-844, 1285-2155. 2960-4620. 38656265. 5075-7780. 8750-13950 Kea respectively.
£4/10. Transmitter tuning units, C.A.V. 47154
and 5 type C covers. 1.5-3 Mc's. 17/6; type F
covers, 6.2-9 Mc/s; both these units have vernier M.O. tuning. P.A. tuning, etc.. In blk.
crackle cases 121nX10inX9in. carr. 2/6; S.C.
453s.
6- valve receivers.
6-12v valves. R.F.,
mixer, 2 I.F.s. det and B.F.O. output 85 Kc s.
I.F.S. the Q Fiver. 23/6; mains trans F 11 T.
4.000v lmA, 2v 2a. primary 230v 50 c
500-0-500v 120MA. 4v 4a c.t.. 4v 4a r
3.5a c.t., 10v la. primary 200-250 50 c
22 b.
post 1/-; 400-0-400v 160mA. 5v 3a. 6.3v 3a.
primary 200-250 50 c/s, fully shrouded. 30 -.
post 1 '-.
I212g
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POTENTIOMETERS

RELIANCE
Type T.W. Wire Wound

Rating

RANGES

5 Watt Max.
(linear)
3 Watt Max.

' " 1°° ,47100 LI Max '
(linear)
50-50,000 II Mast.
I00.1 (ograde
,000 e2Non-

(graded)

inductive
Type S G. Composition

IWatt Max.

2.
°Ce

elms to 5
megohm;

:HARAcTERlsTtcs : (
both types) lineér
og.,semi-log.,inverse log., non- inductive, etc
FULL DATA FROM •
RELIANCE
Manufacturing
Co. ( Southwark
Lt 1.
Sutherland Rd., Higham Hill, London, 6.17
Telephone : Lorkswood 324$

BRASS, COPPER,
DURAL,
ALUMINIUM,
BRONZE
ROD, BAR. SHEET TUBE, S IRIP WIRE
3,000 STANDARD STOCK SIZES
No Quantity loo Small
List on appfication
London: H.ROLLET & Co., Ltd. Liverpl:
6, Chesham Place, S.W.1.
Kirkby Estate.
SLOane 3463
SIMONS WOOD 3271, 3

Tytig 2units mar 3.1 and 7a) Me 8 baude..
Type JCF;200, 100 )1c,a unit for use an a irequency
substandard.
Write for List QCA.4803A.
A limited number of repeinte of the paper entitled
Quarts Crystals " by Edward A. Fielding. B.Sc. Tech.
1.11.I.E.F.. real to ths Rollo rio,iety

SALFORD
•11,1".

ELECTRICAL
,d18. 011883

INSTRUMENTS

LTD.

8•11.80810

N.., SEA.

«SI 14..1,1

Properelors

7111 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD. England

• .........-
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Resistances - Special Offer.

Pareel
ontaining Ilm
popular assorted values 1-watt type 6 8 per 100,
1- watt type 11 6 Per 100 ( Trade enquiries invited).
/i1Cofl Speakers. Well-known mftrs' surplus:
P.M. with Tir.. 27/6; 81 a. P.M., 2' 3 ohms, 17/6;
filin. P.M., 2.2 ohms. 16/6; 51n. P.M., 2/3 ohms,
10 11. lin. P.M.. 213 ohms. 13 9.
Collaco A.C. Gram Moron. 100-130 v., 200-250 v., with
121e. TiTable, 25/1814.

Reedited M.Coil A.C. Meter. 0.300 v., 211e. 1119.
Tuning Cond. (Twin gan)). . 0005 mfd. ceramic, 7/6

(with Trim., 8,6). . 0003 mid. with Trim., 816.
Midget . 0001 mid., S'..
Midget . 0005 mid. with
Trim., 14/6.
Midget . 00035 mid. 1en. x 11m.
a 21n.,12/0. 4gang . 0005 mid., 5,9.
Coile,T.R.F. Matcled pair, M. & L., 8,9. Weymouth
ditto, 39 pair. Wilet. matched, S.M. di L., 39,
101 and 11'6 pair. All WearIte " P " Coils. 3'.
each. Penco Iron core Maxi
Q" Coll., complete
range available from 39 each.
Vibrator Trani!. 6V in, 250-0-250 v., 100 in 'a out
(also available in 12 v.), 84.
Potentiometers. Centrals.), 5K, 10K, 25K, 50K,
100K, 1,
1 and 2 Meo., less Switch, 43. With
Switch, 6/,
Midget with Snitch 1 and 1 Meg.,
Special . 73 Meg., with Switch. 49.
F.leerrolyties. 9.2.C., midget. 8-8 mid. 4a0 v. 1en.
, en.. 15/6, and 32 mid. 3,1 0 v., 1jin. x Ile., b;-.
T.C.C. 16 mid. ISO v., 2
x lin.,
Dubiller
8 mid. 500 v. 211e. x lin.. 4/-. And all makes and
types. T.M.C. 8-16 mid. 450 v. with clip, 76.
Meter Bectillerz. Westinghouse.
0-5 mia, 3/11;•
o•to m'a, 716 ; 0.1 mis., 109.
Selenium lecithin. ILT., hianve ; 250 V. 50 to 'a.,
15/0; 200 V. 100 m/n., 1/0; 250 V. 100 in/a.. 7 ;
25 0 N. 300 ma., 129; Bridge Rect.; Ovil amP••
6/3; 12 v. 11 amp.. 129 ; 12 V. 3 amp.. 24;
12 v. 6 a., 37,6 ;
v. 11 a.. 239 ; 70 v. lia,,
37/6. Also L.T. 2/ v. 1a., h,wave, 36.
Television Tran0.9.11.T. 4,000 v. 3
2v. 14 amp.,
415/..; 500-0-5 00 v., 250 mja., 4 v. 5 a., 6.3 v. 8 a.,
75 1- : 350-0-950 V. 250 mla., 6.3 V. 6 a., 4 v. 8 a.,
4 v. 3a., 6.3 v. (
tapped 2 v.). 2 a., 72/6.
Charger lesnal. Input e0.230-250 v., outputs 4 v.,
v., 15 v., and 24 v., at 3 amp., 27/6.
Filament Trend. Input 200-250 v., output 6.3 v.,
1 amps.. 9 -.
En-Goys. T.M.C. Reed-type Headphones. 70 ohms,
1,9 e‘e h (
39 pair with leads). Single earphones,
75 ohm., with adjustable Headband. 11. Midget
trout Trans., 32-1, and Parafeed Tir., 4-1, both
lin, x lin. r din., 3'- each. P'Pull Intercalen
2.3-1 each half, and O'put Tir. 60-1, both 111e.
x 111n. x len.. 31- each.
Tannoy Transverse
Carbon Mike inset,
L.F. Choke 15 Her.
300 ohms, 175 m'a., 129. M ,Coll Mike. 29. I..F.
Trend. 6.8 nt .c., 61 pr. Midget Intervalve Trono).
3-1, 5-1 or 10-1, 39 each.
Multi.ratio Matching
Trend., 4 windinge ( 2 CT.) over 10 ratios between
10 and 100-1, 21n. x 1 in. o len.,3,'3. 12 volt D.C.
motor suitable for models, 19/6.
Television. In stock complete range of comuonents
a specified for' Wireless World " and" Electronics"
television construct-am' kite.
.à...Send 21. st Imp for very full Stock Lists. When
7‘ orderin; please cover packing and postage.

STERN

RADIO

LTD.

109 & 115, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
Telephone : CENtral 5814 and 2289.

YOU DON'T NEED TEST GEAR!
Many constructors have told us they spend
far too much on trying new High Quality
circuits, and then are not satisfied with the

result, as they lack the necessary gear to
check the performance. The E.R.5 4,5 watt
at lOgns, and the E.R.I0. 10 watt amplifier
at EIS, cost very little more than the retail
price of the components, and each one is
tested in the laboratory before despatch, to
ensure ridgid adherence to the specification.
A post card will bring you details.
We regret that due to heavy demand,

delivery

on

the

E.R.5

is

now 7-10 days.

ELIVISLEIGH RADIO CO.,
1102 LONDON RD.,

LEIGH- ON- SEA, ESSEX

LEIGH 75168.

NNUAL stocktaking sale now in progress.
the finest value at the lowest prices ever!!
Send to- day for our current catalogue and ask
for bargain list, s.a.e. please; note: as usual,
we pay all carriage! Here are a few items picked
at random from our varied stock; a selection of
4 meters, including volt- meter, mill 1amp meter
microarap metcr. etc., cur normal list pri.e
23.6, special price 12/6 the 4; a selection of
6 different flying and other aircraft instruments,
original cost of th;s selection usually over £ 100.
our special price 21, the 6; Bendix control
panel type BC938-A, contains 7- way push-button
unit. tel and mir jacks, toggle switch, etc..
only 5 -: a fresh consignment of rotary transformers enables us to repeat this panular item;
post orders to Waltons Wireless Stores, 203.
Staveley Rd., Wolverhampton. You are Mvited
to visit our warehouse at 65. Trysull Rd.. Bradmore. Wolverhampton. Over 2.000 bargains for
you to choose from
12051
GLIPECIAL!!-Supacoils present you %rah 20
e..7.
L.- cash coupons in their latest catalogue of
components and handbook of circuits, hints.
constructional information, colour codes. etc.!
Send 3 211,111 stamps for your copy and at the
same time obtain full details of how you can
save 1/- in the £ 1 on all your orders!
In
the meantime, if you need any components
urgently, send us your requirements and deduct
1/- for each complete El of your order; we
append a selection from our stocks: PI330. the
latest 3- waveband plus gram push-button superhet coil pack for only 30/-: each pack supplied
assembled, wired and tested, complete with engraved escutcheon and suitable circuit diagram:
adjustable iron dust cored coils and trimmers
for absolute accuracy in tracking; for the DX
enthusiast we recommend the model 40 coil
pack; this famous 3- waveband superhet pack
with provision for H.F. stage incorporates 9
adjustable iron- cored coils, adequately screened.
with rotary 2- bank Yaxley type switch, trimmers. padders. etc.; completely assembled and
wired; now available for only 39/-1; model 30
roil pack superhet. 3- waveband coil pack statable for use in sets without R.F. stage. now
only 21/-; " M.M." IF, transformers, adjustable
iron cores. high ** Q." extremely efficient at
I0/- pair: .0005 2- gang condensers. 7/6: 3gangs 13/4; coils, all normal frequency coverages. parmeability tuned. V- each; *real order
only.-Supacoils. 98, Greenway Ave., E.17.
WANTED, EXCHANGE, ETC.
URGENTLY required to fulfil overseas order.
4 valves type 802.-Details to Box 1928.
ANTED. second-hand television receiver;
give price and particulars.-Box 2027.
EQUIRED urgently. .11. I.E.E.. Vol. 93 IDA,
.1-k No. 5.-Price to Librarian, A. C. Cossor.
Highbury Grove, N.5.
[ 2002
V11TE pay top prices for used test equipment. all
V types.-University Radio. Ltd.. 22. Lisle
St. London, W.C.2. Tel, Ger. 4447 and G er.
ngti2
19992
r‘XCHANGE. Eddystone comm. receiver, type
14 640. bought Sept. 9th. ' 48. together with
radio vision expander 5 and 10 metres. bought
Sept. 9th. ' 48. for AR89D
or Hammarlund
HQ129X. must be in excellent cond.-Box 1996.
7RGENTLY
required.
Auto-Memota direct
starters for 3
/ 1ip 400-440v. list No. 14 A.D..
4
amp rating of trips 0.6 to 0.9 or other amperages
would be suitable.-Full particulars. giving price
and quantities available. to Denfords Engineering
Co.. Ltd.. Box Trees Mill. Wheatley, Halifax.
REPAIRS AND SERVICE
AINS transformers rewound, new transformers to any specification.
MOTOR rewinds and complete overhauls; firstclass workmanship , fully guaranteed
F.M. ELECTRIC Co.. Ltd.. Potters Bides.
Warser Gate. Nottingham. Est. 1917. Tel. 3855
"DiEWINDS promptly executed, new trans.Lt REF.. I37a. Ashton Rd., Oldham.
AINS transformer rewound and constructed
0
to any specification: prompt delivery.Brown. 3 Bede Burn Rd.. Jarrow.
OUDSPEAKER repairs. British. American.
any
make.
moderate
prices.-Sinc lair
Speakers. 12, Pembroke St., London. N.1. Ter-

W

M

M

minus
EWINDS
4355. and conversions to mains andr3o
3
u
0
t
8
i»,
.11-11, put transformers. from 4/6; pp equipmen:
a speciality.-N.L. Rewinds 4. Brecknock [6
R2d
8.
3
N 7.
Tel. Arnold 3390.
AGIO
MAINTENANCE
SERVICE.
rad'o
speaker, transformer and motor repair
specialists; no delays.- 139. Goldhurst Terrace.
London. N.W.6. Mai. 6133 .
LECTRICAL measuring instruments skilfully
repaired and recalibrated.-Electrical Instrument Repair Service. 329. Kilburn Lane
London. W.9. Tel. Lad. 4168 .
ERVICE with a Smile."- Repairers of all
types of British and American receivers;
coil rewinds; American valves, spares, line cord.
Ltd., 22. Howland St.. W.I. Museum

-ne

E

"S

REWIND service which duplicates or m
no
5
d
71
5
5675.. lies as required; transformers. loudspeakers,
etc.: prompt returns.-Raidel Services. 49. Lr.
Addiscombe Rd.. Croydon. Cro. 6537.
EPAIRS to moving coil speakers , cones.
coils fitted, field rewound or altered; speaker
transformers. clock coils rewound; guaranteed
satisfaction. prompt service; no mains trans.
accepted. Closed Sat.
L.S. REPAIR SERVICE. 49, Trinity Rd.. Upper
Tooting. London. S.W.17. Balham 2359.

R

THE

"FLUXITE

QUINS" AT WORK

"An aerial needing repair!
Set up without FLUXITE. I'll swear.

Pull hard, it's got fia ed"
Cried 00 " You're all mixed,
That's the telephone wire you've

got there•

0
See that FLUXITE is always by
you- in the house - garage workshop - wherever
speedy
soldering is needed. Used for
over 40 years in Government
works and by leading engineers
and manufacturers. Of all Ironmongers-in tins, 10d., 1/6 & 3/-

•
TO CYCLISTS! Your wheels
will NOT keep round and true
unless the spokes are tied with
fine wire at the crossings AND
SOLDERED. This makes amuch
stronger wheel. It's simple-with
FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT.

•

The

FLUXITE

GUN

puts

F LUXITE
where you want
it by a simple
pressure. Price
16, or filled, 26.
ALL MECHANICS W/ICHAVI

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
Write for Book on the ART OF " SOFT"
SOLDERING and for Leaflets on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE. Price Id. each.

FLUXITE LTD.
(Dept. W.W.), Bermondsey Street. S.E.I
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for
New World Ideas and Old World
Ideals !

TURDY rewinds, mains transformers, chokes
and fields; we give prompt delivery and
guarantee satisfaction; 14 years' experience;
prices on request.—Sturdy Electric Co., Ltd..
Dipton, Newcastle- on- Tyne.
[ 4316
OUDSPEAKER repairs, any make, reasonaoie
14 prices. prompt delivery, to the trade and
quality fans; 25 years combined experience with
Rola. Magnavox. Goodmans, Celestion.—Sound
Service Radio, 80. Richmond Rd., Kingston-onThames.
Kin. 8008.[ 4977
mains transformers. speaker 119e
7
13
11 coil, chokes, high-grade workmanship. 7day
delivery; new transformers constructed to customers' specification, singly or in quantities.—
Metropolitan Radio Service Co.. 1021, Finchley
Rd., N.W.11.
Speedwell 3000.

24 -HOUR

ew

r ind,nths
maingstiaornatnntnete; and
etc.; all types of new transf. etc., supto specification; business heading or serThe Urge to Serve and the Knowcard for trade prices.— Majestic Winding
180, Windham Rd.. Bournemouth.
OIL specialists.—Tuning and oscillator coils.
ledge How!
If.. 1.f. and mains transformers rewound
and wound to specification; wavewinding specialHome Study Specialists with the
ists; Is, repairs, new cones, speech coil rewinds.
etc.—Rynford Industries, Ltd. ( formerly ElecPersonal Touch.
tronic Services 17. Arwenack St.. Falmouth.
Cornwall.
[ 9988
EW IN DS and repairs, mains transformers,
Radio, Radar, Maths., Physics.
11l, 0/P trans., CLOCK coils, field coils, pickups; vacuum and gram, motors; new transformers to any specification; guaranteed work:
competitive
prices;
delivery
2/3
days.—W.
Groves, Manufacturing Electrical Engineer, 154.
Ickneild Port Rd.. B'harn, 16.
covers the full syllabus of :
A MPLIF1ER 'testing; we have all facilities for
IS_ testing and adjusting high-auality ampliA.M.I.E.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E. and
fiers, no push-pull feed-back amplifier will
CITY and GUILDS Radio and
operate really properly unless rigorously tested
and suitably adjusted—with its speaker system.
Telecommunications Exams.
We take a keen personal interest in this work.
and gladly co-operate with you in obtaining
absolutely optimum performance. We also have
Six months' trial period without
facilities for light assembly. construction and
production testing of note magnifiers and speciobligation to continue.
alised electronic equipment.—Donald Dun. Ltd..
12. Hollywood Rd.„ S.W.10. Tel. Flagman 5705.
Send for free booklet to
WORK WANTED
AKELITE moulding, capacity available for
small industrial mouldings to close limits;
STUDIES DI RECTOR
own fully equipped toolroom.—Box 709. [ 1564
ADIO mfrs, can undertake development and
BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL
assembly of radio or electronic equipment;
winding shop with vacuum impregnation plant;
66, ADDISCOMBE ROAD, CROYDON
ample space and labour available.—Box 685.
UALITY enthusiasts!--Are YOU contemplatPhone : Addiscombe 3341
ing a new set this winter?—BCM/HIFIDEL.
London. W.C.1, is the address to remember for
all types of radio and electronic apparatus built
to specification.
1791
A LUMINIUM chassis and panels quickly made
06 Wis.
to your own sizes, holes punched for valveH.C. Type Horns with Bass
holders. etc.' supplied bright, grey or black
M AN
Chambers 619-100. Refleccrackle finish: est. free; local stn. tunes units.
tor type CORNER HORNS,
high fidelity amplifiers, precision superhet coil
U YS
price 647-I0 0, prices in
Packs, I.F. transformers, gang condensers, etc.:
the white and ex- works.
technical data sheets and lists on request.-E.A.D.. 13, Bence Lane. Darton, Barnsley.
Order at once, a gap in
MISCELLANEOUS
Horn production impends
ADIOGRAM cabinets, mfrs. samples; stamp
P.M. Units available soon
details.- 123, King St.. Wallasey.
" IXTALNUT radiogram and television cabinets.
VOIGT PATENTS LTD.
VY manfs.' samples, few only; stamp details.—
Walters. 501. Hale End Rd. E.4. [ 1763
LONDON. S.E.26
MALL neon lamps and holders. Ideal ChristP.S. Mr. Voigt is not yet fit.
mas tree decoration or indicator lamps:
15/- dos.—Lucas. 22, Hengrove Rd.. Bristol, 4.
MARCUS. Ltd., 75-77, East Rd., have for
a_a disposal a number of radiogram cabinets.
6- valve chassis and Garrard player units w;th
pick- up.—Tel. Cle. 2462.11977
PARKS' data sheets provide complete constructional details and full-size draughtsman- prepared prints showing drilling. assembly
and wiring plans of tested and guaranteed deBOOKSELLERS
signs by L. Ormond Sparks.
LATEST release.—The Challenger portable, an
ac/dc 3- valve ( plus rect.) T.R.F. circuit having
an exceptional performance on med. and long
waves, the ideal set for radio in any room, no
aerial or earth; 6in Stentorian speaker gives
Available from Stock:
amazing power and quality; no complicated
switching or adjustments; data sheet 2/9.
"Radio Engineers' Handbook" Terman
42'.
COMPONENTS can now be supplied; send a
stamp for list giving full details of the 34 de" Principles
Fink
of Television Engineering "
signs available.
SPARKS' DATA SHEETS ( W 1.9. Phoebeth Rd..
•"••
33;Brockley, S.E.4.
Tel. Lee Green 0220.
" Radar Engineering " Fink
42:C'sNE triple screened compartment having a
double screen of perforated zinc built on
"Principles of Radar " M.I.T. Radar
to a wooden framework, with special door for
high frequency screening: having an overall
size of 1.000 cubic feet; can be seen by appoint" Practical Radio Communication "
ment.—Box 1939.
[ 1979
Nilson & Hornung ...
39 OPPER wires, enamelled. tinned. Lite, cotton.
silk covered, all gauges; BA screws, nuts,
" Electronics " Millman & Seely ... 33
washers. soldering tags, eyelets; ebonite and
laminated bakelite panels, tubes, coil formers:
" Radio Engineering " Vol. ISandeman
45 Tufnol rod: headphones. flexes, etc.: latest radio
publications, full range available; list s.a.e.;
" Television Simplified " M. S. Kiver..
27 trade supplied—Post Radio Supplies, 33, Bourne
Gardens. London. E.4.
Postage extra.
XTUPLANS announce their first receiver 1
p
l
i
4
a
5
n
4
.
II
the Personal Portable "; really small,
really works. radio anywhere; much cheaper
than the shop •• Personal "; all standard parts;
circtfa. layout, diagrams. notes. etc.. 2 6; for
CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION
Nuplans'
testgear plans see past
issues of
•• W.W.." or send s.a.e. to E. N. B.. " Whinnie
Knowe." Escalls Clifi. Sennen. Cornwall.
Ifs,
s,
plied
vice
Co.,

C

The B.N.R.S. FOUR YEAR PLAN
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R
Q
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NEW G.P.12
CRYSTAL PICK-UP
with permanent sapphire stylus
—was fully described in The Wireless
World's recent article " Crystal Pickups—Basis of Design for Fidelity
Reproduction."
This remarkable pick-up, which represents the ultimate in high-fidelity
reproduction, is now available in
limited quantities through your radio
dealer, price 104/- incl. P.T.
FREE

ILLUSTRATED

FOLDER describing this
new pick-up may be obtained by returning the
coupon below.

r

TO COSMOCORD LTD..
ENFIELD, MIDDX. ,

Please send folder of ACOS Pick-ups.
INAME
ADDRESS
11 i‘

11"

PHOTO- ELECTRIC CELLS
for

Talking Picture Apparatus.
Catalogue now available

RADIO- ELECTRONICS
St.

George's Works, South
London, S.E. 25.

LTD.,

Norwood,

.

HILL & CHURCHILL LTD.

SWANAGE,

DORSET

C

••••...,

ELECTRONICS

DDC%
LTD.

CRA NMER AV. EALING.W
PHONE EALING 5688

WILLIAMSON
AMPLIFIER
COMPONENTS
OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER
TO

DESIGNERS'

£4 7 6
SPECIFICATION

MAINS TRANSFORMER

£4 26

CHOKE, 15 HEN. 150 MA.

El 7 6

CHOKE, 30 HEN. 30 MA.

96

Send for details of above and full range
of standard transformers and chokes.
Manufacturers' enquiries invited

November, 1948
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(„STEEL chass.s. 11 ,,inX111,1n/ 2in
4- sided.
almost undrilled. 3/6 ea post free.-Cooper.
71. Forest Rd., Quinton, Birmingham. 32. [ 1983
IXTANTED for sub- contract and high-grade
TRANSMITTING VALVES, TYPE 813, by Canadian
VV radio servicing, an efficient organisation.
Westinghouse.
Brand new and boxed in original
smart delivery van essential; must be located
carton, tested, £3 10s. each.
within 5 miles of Hyde Park corner.-Box 1933.
CiOR sale, aluminium telescopic masts, 16in
ELECTROSTATIC VOLTMETER, 0-5000 v., alln.
enclosed, extending to Oft 4M; % in base
scale, panel mounting, by leading manufacturer
tapering to lkin; special wholesale prices; state
Brand new, 65. eaai.
quantities inteeested.-Easton -Brothers. Contractors.
Swansea.
Tel. 2717.
[ 1993
6-volt VIBRATORPACIC.
Output Igo v. 40 m'A.
IME switches, partly used. 14- day. 5- amp.
completely smoothed, synchronous vibrator, size
0 to 250 volts a.c.. clockwork time switches.
511n.. 21M., 21/- only.
excellent condition, 22; mercury sealed tube
SPECIAL OFFER P.M. SPEAKERS. Sin. ROL', with
10- amp type. 22/10; cash with order.-J. Donotransformer. 21:- ; 5In. TRIV VOX , less transformer.
hoe, 2. Upper Norfolk St., North Shields. [ 1172
12:6.
SITUATIONS VACANT
Vacancies advertised are restricted to persons
SPECIAL OFFER MIDGET ELECTROLYTICS,: .1ses
or employments excepted jrom the provisions
Ifin... $ • M mid.. -iào v., 4 6 : 16
mid
4511 v., 54; ; 32 mid. 350 y., 4 6 only.
oj the Control or Engagement Order. 1047.
MINISTRY of Civil Aviation. Appointment of
R1626 VHF RECEIVER. Comprising 10 valves 1.11,50,
Mechanics, Grade II.
2 valves E8114, 24- volt Rotary generator, relays, and
APPLICATIONS are invited for appointment as
lumdreds of condensers and resistors. 1
.
plete in
radio mechanics, Grade II. at civil aviation
grey metal vine, absolutely brand new, 75:- only.
radio stations in the United Kingdom. CandiMIDGET I.F. UNIT.
Aluminium can 411n. Il in.
dates will also be liable for tours of duty overseas.
Candidates must be at least 21 and under 40
lin., comprising 1valve, IV. midget, Iron- cored 1.P.
years of age at the time of application, and
transformer 405K Cs, and h midget resistors and
must possess a knowledge of the fundamental
condensers, 12,6 only.
principles of radio and radar with a general
MIDGET B.F.O. UNIT. As above. but comprising one
Knowledge of one or more of the following radio
valve 165, and midget 11.V.O, coil, in lieu of I.F. transaids for navigation: Direction finding, Loran.
former, it:C- only.
Gee, Radar beacons, A.C.R. or G.C.A.
They
shou:d also have had pract.cal experience in the
THE E.T.A. FOUR-STATION SUPERBET TUNER
use of too.s, filing. drilling. hard and soft solderCompletely self-contained timer, may be »et to select
ing, cabling and wiring, and be experienced in
any three medium and one long save stations. No
the use of electrical and rad.o measuring instrutuning condenser required.
Four-position switch.
ments including cathode ray oscilloscopes. The
Tuning by high permeability dust cores. Litz wound
possession of City and Guilds certificates in
coils. Once set requires no further adpoitinent. The
radio communication and technical electricity
station you want at adick of aswitch. Size 21in. high
will be an advantage; the pay will be 115, ,- per
by Sin, by Sin. Complete with full aligning instrucweek, inclusive, rising by annual increments of
tions and suitable A.C. and A.C./D.C. gircult. Onl>
3,- a week to a maximum of 130, - a week.
33/, plus 7/2 Purchase Tat.
Candidates should apply by postcard for a form
TELEPHONE HANDSETS.
C.F.°. type (slfenerof application to the Ministry of Civil Aviation.
abed), with proud switch. Complete lead and plug.
Establishment Division ( 13), 10. Fleet St., LonBrand new, 10/13 each only.
don. E.C.4. quoting reference EST/174. [ 1988
OMPETENT television engineer. 5- day week;
B.C.221 FREQUENCY METER, American crystal con
good rates; London area.- Write Box 2065.
trolled. 2 0027, ilK8, plus, complete set spare valves.
UALIFIED service engineer. excellent condiCoverage, 125-20,000 Ice¡s.
Callisrated charts and
tions; salary from £ 350 per annum.-Tel.
instructions booklet supplied.
Battery operation
Orpington 2747.
[2130
130 v. H.T., 6v. L.T. Ample space available for coolly
ADIO and television service engineer reconstructed mains pack. New, £15 only.
quired, good salary and permanency to
MIDGET TWO GANGS . 000313. Ceramic Insulation,
capab.e man.-Killbourn. Abingdon, Berks. [ 2057
size only 21n.
111n. x 1111i., long spindle. 9/- only.
ADIO and television service engineer re.000375 mfd, with trimmels. vanes covered perspex,
quired, must be experienced; good salary
size lin. Ir li, in. Ir 111n., long spindle, 10;6 only.
and permanency.- Fox, East Molesey, Surrey.
EST- END elec. and radio retailers require
0.1 IVA. MOVING COIL METERS. 211n, panel mountcounter hand and assistant.-Write, stating
ing, brand new and boxed, 15/- ta.
full partics, and salary required. Box 1947.
ALLADIN COIL FORMERS. Complete with Iron due
RADIO mech. accustomed to prototype model
cores, 2.1. ea. only.
wiring needed for London laboratory; perm.
post; good salary; interesting work.-Box 2066.
DENCO. Please note that we are appointed stockists
QERVICE engineer for N.W. London retail.
of Denco products.
ID
fully experienced radio and television serIn addition to the above few Rents we have probably
vice in every aspect, quick and accurate; state
the most up-to-date stock of Radio components in the
wages.-Box 1987.
[ 2018
trade. Also over 10,000 valves in stock at B.O.T. list
HIZARDS need immediateh a skilled teleprices.
vision engineer competent to service all
makes.-Tel. Welbeck 7993. or write 204. Haverstock Hill, N.W.3.
[ 1950
TRADE SUPPLIED
NGINEERS required,
with experience to
all branches of television transmission and
reception,' specialisation in some of the followSend slimy for latest Comprehensive Component List.
owing subjects is essential:(1) Wide-bandwith, medium and low power
transmission.
(2) Vidco amplifier design.
(3) Sync and scanning generators.
APPLICANTS should have had some years'
laboratory experience in the subjects outlined..
and preference will be given to those holding
5,
recognised
academic
qualifications;
London
area.- Apply in confidence, giving age. detalis
PADdington 1008 9
of education and experience. and salary required.
to Box 1375.
[ 1738
ULLY qualified radio, television. electron:c
engineers required, London area; other
positions also available.-Write Technical Employment Agency, 179. Clapham Rd., S.W.9.
Tel. Brixton 3487.
[ 2114
ADIO development engineer requ'red. experiROTARY
BA, ence on design of radio and television reCONVERTERS ceivers essential.-Full particulars to: Regentone
Products.
Ltd..
Eastern
Avenue,
sin
Mawneys Rd., Romford. Essex. [ 1975
S
design draughtsman requ'red for work
For Radio, Neon Signs, Telein connection with commercial radio receivers and electronic equipment.-Write. giving
vision,
Fluorescent
Lighting, full particulars, to the Labour Manager. Bush
Radio. Ltd.. Power Rd., Chiswick. W.4. [ 200;X-ray, Cinema Equipment and
RAUGHTSMAN designer required with factory and drawing office experience. capable
numerable other applications. of undertaking responsibility of mechanical design of radio and television apparatus.-State
.experience and seary required. to Box 1941.
We also manufacture :LASSBLOWER required for research laboratories, must have good all round experience
Petrol Electric Generating Plants, H.T.
in hard and soft glasses and glass lathe experiGenerators, D.C. Motors, etc., up to
ence.- Apply in person or write to Personnel
Department. E.M.I.. Ltd.. Blyth Rd.. Hayes.
Middlesex.
[ 1985
LARGE
engineering
group
requires
It draughtsmen of senior and junior grades
CHAS. F. WARD
in several parts of the country.- Men with sound
electrical or mechanical drawing office experiLORDSCROFT WORKS, HAVERHILL, SUFFOLK
ence should apply to Box 1933
All replies are
Telephone : Haverinii 253 & 4.
acknowledged.
[ 1960

HENRY'S

T

M

C
Q

W
A

W
E

HENRY'S

HARROW ROAD, W.2

59

-towards perfectionLOWTHER TUNERS
D.T./4 famous dual.'
D.T./5 details shortly.
L.E.I./2 T.R.F. unit.
L.E.S. Superhet unit.
F.M. ! Experimental.

LOWTHER AMPLIFIERS
B.5.F. 5 watts, 1.35-30 Kc.
A.10.F. 8 watts, f.35-40 Kc.
A.15.F. 15 watts, f.35-35 Kc.
A.50. 45 watts, f.35-30 Kc.

LOWTHER P.M.! UNIT
High
flux, 18,500 - 19,500 gauss
(average) drive unit fitted with Voigt
light coil diaphragm.

LOWTHER-VOIGT'
Corner reflector type speaker
white wood or veneered.

P.W.1,

LOWTHER PICK-UP
Moving Coil (licensed under Voigt's
Patent) fitted with Tungsten - Carbide
or Diamond Styli.

VOIGT CORNER REFLECTOR
type horn in white wood, veneered or
de luxe finish.

MORDAUNT
Duplex Reproducer.

LOWTHER
Bass and
Amplifiers,

Treble
He

Corrector, Pre Filters, etc.

EXHIBITION
daily at
LOWftIER MANUFACTURING CO.

Jfle

BROMLEY
5295

KENT

F

WARD

MORSE

CODE

TUAINING

ENIOR

(here are Candler
Morse Code Courses
for
BEGINNERS
AND
OPERATORS
Send for this Free
"BOOK OF FACTS"

D

an

It gives full details concerning all Courses.
THE

CANDLER

SYSTEM

CO.

(Room SSW), 121 Kingsway, London, VV.C.2
Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado. U.S.A.

(Jo
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ALLEN COMPONENTS LTD.

i

3 AMPLIFIERS

by large rad:o
SENIOR estimator the East London area; the
auccessfU. aPpacant must have practical training
and be capaoie of prepar.ng detailed estimates
for radio equipment.--btate age, experience and
sa.ary requ.rea to Box 1940.
Qc:N1OR television development engineer[19r8
e0
iC quired by well-known manufacturers in the
London area; candidates preened with engineering degree or equivalent qualifications, and
wide experience of television receiver design for
mass production.- Write, Box 1927.
11941
VACANCIES tor senior television development
9 engineers, draughtsman, designer ( mechaniP.14.- A highly portable amplifier- it weighs
cal). and experienced model shop mechanics.Write, 1-ersonnel Manager, Sobell Industries.
only 10 lbs. and is suitable for outdoor use.
Ltd.. Langley 1- ark. Langley Bucks. stating age.
Works from a low power supply of 2 amps.
qualifications, experience and ,alary required.
0BELL INDUTRIES, Ltd., have vacanc.es in at 6 volts. Built into case 13m, x 61in. x 4in.
the main industrial towns for first-class with controls and sockets at one end
radio and temvision service eng.neers, cman driving licence es.sent.al; sa.ary £ 6 pus aLowances,
expenses, and bonus;
equipment
provided.Write: Personnel Manager. Langley Park. Nr.
siough. Bucks.[ n2
P.10.-A quality amplifier in which the HT
9
S ERVICE Dept.-Sales assistant for leading
hear.ng a.ct company In London. age 35-45.
supply is carefully filtered and all components
go.;c1 personality, ab.e to give h.gh standard of
conservatively rated.
No electrolytic conpersona, service to c.ients; o.der man acceptabie
if right type.- Full personal details and salary
densers are used in any part of the circuit.
requ.red to Box A.1661. Haddons. Salisbury
Switch correction is provided for Decca and
Sq., London, E.C.4.
03
HMV recordings.
Mounted on
polished
ANTED for large company in West 11,0
21 ndon: Deaf- aid engineer able to undertake
chromium plated chassis.
own research and design of equipment, preferably with considerable previous experience, also
television and radio service engineers for field
and workshop; remuneration for 5-day week deP.16.- Designed for universal mains supply,
pendent on qualifications.-Apoly Box 1926.11932
ERVICE manager for leading hearing aid
its output of 20 watts is exceptionally high.
company in London. must have good perTotal harmonic distortion at full output is
sonality, ab:e to deal with mail and administration of service dept.; thorough knowledge of
only 4 per cent, and hum level is unusually
L.P. midget amplifiers essential.- Full details
low. Weight, 17 lbs. Overall size 151m. x
of age, experience and salary required, to Box
A.1658. Redd ns. Salisbury Sq. London, E.C.4.
71in. x
AYNE KERR have vacancies for a design
draughtsman with varied experience in
Write for leaflets giving full details.
the electronic field, and a detail draughtsman
with some experience of radio and electronic
equipment. Apply, stating qualifications and
salary required to the Chief Designer, The
Wayne Kerr Laboratories. Ltd.. New Malden.
Surrey.
WO senior development engineers required
9
by well-known company in Essex; considerable experience on theory and design of V.H.F.
INSTRUMENT
CO.
LTD.
transmitters up to powers of 200 watts or on
V.H.F. receivers is an essential requirement.Victoria Works, Ashtead, Surrey
Applications, giving age, qualifications, experience and salary required. quoting Ref. No. 133.
, n nox 1392.
"['HE College of Aeronautics has vacancies for
1
radar- radio mechan'es: essential qualificat'ons: sound technical knowledge of' radio apparatus with contiderable aircraft maintenan,e
experience: salary according to age and qualincations.-Application forms may be obtained
from the Registrar. The College of Aeronautics.
C-onfie'd. Bletchley. Bucks.
Q ALES engineer/representative for o'd_efs2ta0b.
26
i
-/ fished West London firm of radio and eec:r ' al
component
manufacturers; applicants
must have good personality, inqiative and drive.
and be capable i
-ftechnical and commercial n•nrot'atlons with cus ,omers of standing.--Write full
cimails of . xnerience. oualifications, age and
:Vary renuired to Box 1994.
ADAR engineers required to operate rf
2
r
0
o3m
0
TRANSFORMERS
London headquarters for installation and
maintenance of marine installations home and
overseas: the essential qualifications are: pracbuilt to your own specifications, contact
tical knowledge of electronic circuits and equ inment, ability to work without supervision alter
trainlng, and resourcefulness: In'tial salary acrnrd'ne to exp.rience.-Box 1377.
fI751
Borough Mills, Bradford, Yorks.
Tel:. 228.. 8.
ATÊNT agent or technical assistant required
in patent department of company engaged an
Factors' Terms on Request
manufacture of precision instruments, radar,
etc.; knowledge of electronics and radar technology desirable; salary according to qualifications and experience.- Full details to Personne'
Manager, Sperry Gyroscope Co.. Ltd.. Great Wes:
Rd., Brentford. Middlesex.
ENIOR development engineers requ'red. n
ALL NEW GOODS
have good technical training. preferab:y
E.H.T. Input 200 250.
Outputs 2,500 v.
with H os. Degree in Physics or Engineering
3 m a., 450-3-450, 200 m/a.
L.T. 6.3 v. 8
and radio laboratory experience; able to carry
through development, with assistants, to proamp. 5-4-0 v. 3 amp., 2-0-2 v. 2 amp., 6.3-4-2-0
ductinn stage; salary up to £ 800 according to
v. Iamp. Side tag panels, fully impregnated,
oualifications.-Apply in writing to Personnel
at 120 -.
Department. Murphy Radio. Ltd., Welwyn GarGlM4 input 200 250.
Outputs 450-0-450,
den City. Herts.
1°
200 m a.
L.T. 6.3-4-0 v. 8 amp., 5-4-0 v. 3
ARGE electrical engineering firm in South
amp.,
6.3-4-0
v.
2
amp..
6.3-4-0 v. 2 amp.,
London has vacancy for senior design enfully impregnated, at 95 -.
gineer, applicant must have experience in production design of
electronic
equipment;
he
F6 Filament Transformer, 200/250 in
should also have sound technical background in
6.3 v. 2 amp. out, at 7/6.
amplifier design;
good salary according
to
F4 200 250 in 4 V. 2 amp. out, at 7/6.
qualifications - Apply in writing to Box WW
872. LP E.. 110. St. Martin's Lane. W C.2.
1 F8 6.3 v. in 4 v. 2 amp. out, at 76.
ACTORY representative required
by
oldF9 4 v. in 6.3 v. 2 amp. out, at 7 6.
established group of Midland companies
Terms : C.W.O. ( add 26 carriage and packproducing . specialised radio and e'ectronic com- '
ing for orders under £2).
p nents. plastics and metal smallwares; apolicants must have good connections with the i
H. ASH WORTH
radio, electronic and associated industries and ;
676, GREAT HORTON ROAD,
be competent to conduct bus'ness at management l
BRADFORD, YORKS.
level; a London address and car is desirable.Apply in confidence with particulars of experiSpecial quotations for quantities.
ence. etc.. to Box 1945.
f1997

that

meet

3 WATT ..

all

needs

11 Gns.

S

15 WATT.. .. 66 Gns.

Type 320 5- wave band coil unit.
A comprehensive pre- aligned assembly consisting of switch, complete set of aerial, H.F.
and oscillator coils and all associated trMiming and padding condensers tor 5 wave
band operation with tuned H.F. stage on all
bands.
All coils have dust iron cores for
inductance adjustment. A six position switch
is used with provision for pick up connections and H.F. muting on the sixth position.
For use with any of the standard frequency
changer valves ( 6K8. ECH35 etc.) and an I.F.
frequency of 465 Kg.
Ranges: I, 13-40. 2, 30-100. 3, 80-200.
4, 200-550.
5, 900-2000 metres.

PRICE

CS

19

6

Send for latest catalogue of our full range of
components for Radio and Television.

ALLEN COMPONENTS LTD.
Tower Road, Willesden, N.W.10
Telephone Willesden 3675

TRANSFORMERS & CHOKES
High Quality

AUSTIN

Vacuum Impregnated

MILLS

LOWER

LTD.

CARRS

STOCKPORT
Telephone : STO. 3791

Istablished 20 years.

Superb Performance with
Great Saving in Cost

Permeability Tuning Units
NO TUNING CONDENSER REQUIRED

B3S (
LONG 2. MEDIUM WAVE)
B3SW ( MEDIUM & SHORT WAVE)

PRICE 48 9 each
EXPORT ENQUIRIES INVITED
If your dealer cannot supply.

write direct ! o .

THE WEYMOUTH RADIO
MFG. CO., LTD.
CRESCENT

WORKS,

WEYMOUTH.

W

20 WATT. .. 26 Gns.

S

W

McMURDO

T

FOR SPEEDY

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS

& TRANSFORMER

REWINDS

at economical prices

A.W.F. Radio Products Ltd.,

P

`
m:i''
;,,

L

F
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ORINAR.- 11. ‘... 11,111, 11.3
1:, 1, 2.43, 41)1
A3,230.4(807), 5V411, 51.3, 584, 6A7, 0,481/T, 6880.
OC). 006, 633GT & 01337, 667(1, 6KNOT. 6970,
69701. 0807, 65117. 6317, 60117, 6(150, 6(37G,
1;V60,13V60T, 7D6, 8AI, 61)9, 9AI, 902, 101)1, 111)3,
111)3, 124.0. 12370T, 121170T. 126801% 1297GT,
12597. 1301. 151)2, 18, 25A6, 25L601, 2584,
351,601. 35:540T, 42, 43. 75. 76, 77. 78, 80. 83, 84,
COSSOR.-DDL4, DDT, OTI/4B, MP/Pen7, MS/Pen,
310/Peull, 0114, OMB, 03110, PT4I, 9130, 2P, 4TRA
4TPB, 4T8A, 4TSP, 51.14G. 5130, 564, 606, 606,
6670, 6K7GT. 68.47, 6V601, 128,47, 1:18PA, 13VPA,
41MILL, 41111PT, 41MTL, 4IMT3, 41MXP, 418TH,
42MPT, 420T. 428PT, 2025111, 202VPB, 20:1/TrA,
2101)01. 2101/F, 210LF, 210VPA. 210VPT, 220/0T.
/111/LLARD.-AC042, AC044, 4.81, AZ3I, Cl, 01C,
CBL1, CBL3I. 001133, CL4, CL33, 011. 0131,
DAC32, OAFS!, DF33, UFO', DK91, DL:33, DL3.5,
1)6.71, DL72, 1)1,92, 1)030, DW2,151V4/350, DW4/500,
64.50, 57834, 6841. 6891, 61303, 60033, EBLI.
EBL2I, EBL31, E(.131, 60.52. 16063, 60031, 60032,
6œ34, ECC35, ECl/33, 601121, 601135, EF9, EF22,
EF36, EF37, EF:39, EF50, 61,54, E62. 576.2, EL:3,
61.32, EL33, EL)). E1,37, EL:38, MAO. EMI, EMI.
EM34, EN3I, 6835, F020 1°02A. PC4, FC13, F0130,
FW4/.500, FW4/800, 11VR2, IIVItIA, IW4/350,
IW41500, KBC32, 6E33, 6632, 66.35. PenA4,
PeaB4, Pen4DD, Pen4VA, Pen360, Pen4ODD, PM2A,
PM2HL, PM1211. PM22A, P3124.4, P312431. P11202,
9P2211, SPI. 8P4, 5 .8 7p, 81'13. 82230. TDD4,
TDDI3C, TH21C, 1830e, TSP4, TT4, UBL2I.
ccH21, URIC, UR3C, 11121. VP2 VP2B, VP4,
VP4A. VP4B,
185, 21)13C, 5V40, 605, 6E6,
6370. 6670. 6L6, 6L7, 6V60T, 665, 66501. 12867.
MAZDA.-ACHLD1). AC;Pen 5 .8 7p. A06/Pen.
AC/VP2, DI , DD41,1)D207, D D620, 1)1,810,111.211)D,
116.23.
111.23D1).
111.41,
UIAIDD,
111.420D,
11L1:33DD, P41. P650, Pen25, Pen44,Pen45, Pen451)D,
PP3/250,
Pen46, Pen220A, Pen:533, Pen453DD.
9P230, 8P41, 8P42, 81'61, T41, TH41, TP22, 1122,
11403, 11404, 11116, U117, VP23, VP41, VP133, 6F12,
MARCONI/MUM-1)41, D43, D63M, 1)1163, DR76.
1/1.63, DL74M, DL82, DL143, OT1C. (1U50 1130,1163,
11014, FIL2K, 612. KT32, KT33C, KT41, 6144,
11143. K'r61, KT63. KT66, KT71, 6174. KT76,
KTW61, KT W63, KT81 I KT803, 1.63, LP2, M1114inet,
)IKT4. 6 .4 7p, ML-1, MAP4, 5 ei 7p, M8P41, 1,184B,
111.114, PX4, P695, U10, 1114, U10, U17, U18/20, U31.
150. U52, U74, U76, VMP40, V118411, W76, X22,
6410. X.1111, 601, X65, X8I. 6145, 1033, Z66, 302.
TUNGSRAM.-APP4A,
APP4B,
APP40,
APV4,
IMES, frP4106. LI)210, 57111010, 57114105. PPI3A,
l'P35, V30, VP1:36.
HIVAC.-XL,
XY, XP, X861, RR, %W.
AMERICAN.- 024. 1A4, 1A5, 1A6, 14.7, 185, 107.
1E5. 1E7, 106, 1114, HD, 136, 16.83, 16.06, INS,
134, 105, 1T4, 1T5, 2A3, 2X2, 2A6, 2A7, 2B7, 3A8,
384, 395. 5U4, 5V4, 5Y3. 563, 564. 6A:3. 64.0, 6A7,
6.08, 6AB7. 6AC7, 6A65, 6A66, 687, 688, 6C4. 605.
6C6, 61)5, 61)6, 6D8, 6E6, 6F6, 6F8. 606, 6116, 635,
636,
666, 65(17,
65117,
6807,
6867,
681,7,
6067, 6897, 6867, 6887, 61/13, 666, 665, 7.47, 7117,
7136, 10, 12.45, 12A6, 1208, 1235, 1267, 1297, 120.47,
1251,5, 12837, 12867, 1281,7, 12097, 12867, 1285,
I4A7/14137, 14136, 1497, 15, 17, 18, IS. 22. 25L6,
257.4, 2566, 26, 27, 32, 33, 34, 354.2, 35L6, 3584, 36,
37, 38, 41, 42, 43,4585, 46, 48, 49, 50, 53, 55. 56, 57,
71A. 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 83, 84, 85, 89, 832, 884, 954,
955, 956, 9001, 9002, 9003, 9004, 9005, 9006,
and 101 more types. Order C.O.D.
If not listed-enquire please. New release daily. Also obsolete and
rare types arriving.
NEW OFFER: Vibro Tool Flee. Engraver for metal,
plastic, glaee,ete., plugs straight loto light, 32/12/6.
Pease wr te immediately to Bud , ( W.W.)

B.T-H. " SELSYN" MOTORS,
type SM1406
Byucionecting..ti... rtb-. ., tr;tir,-re rid otaline.wlr, n
one ie rotated ( either by tond or ally driving sour.,'.
the other follows it precisely, both se to extent of roe,.
thus and direction. For Instance, If you turn the « min your shack 45 degreee clockwise, the one at your
rotary beam aerial will rotate 45 degrees clockwbe
Ideal for this and similar uses where remote control
is required together with indicating device. Rated
230/250 v. 30 cis., operate perfectly on 200 v. Size,
approx. 71m, long, 5in. wide, 5iu. high.
Offered,
whilet available, at afraction ot coet,only £3 172.5d.
per pair, pine of. packing and carriage. Buy these
now:
Robber-covered 6-gore doable, Ideal for interconnecting
these Motors,suitable outdoor use, 1;8 per yard.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES UNLIMITED
(Props. Unlimitex Radio Ltd.)

264-266, Old Christchurch Road,
BOURNEMOUTH, Hants.

ECHNICAL assistant for automobile radio
work, minimum of three years' industrial
radio experience or radio maintenance, preferably as officer in the Forces; London area; fiveday week; salary according to experience.- Full
details to Box 1944.11996
4 NUMBER of chemists and physirists required for a new research station in Essex;
applicants
should have a good degree
in
chemistry or physics, with preferably a few
years' experience in industrial research or development on electronics; housing accommodation will be provided for the right type of keen
and ambitious workers; salary of £ 500-£700 per
annum.- Apply, stating_ age. qualifications, experience, etc., to Box 1364.
[ 1715
A RADIO engineering firm in Essex ( 30 miles
11. London) requires a writer to originate technical sales literature, to deal with printing
production and assist in administration; experience would range over whole of company's many
products. and would be valuable to young wireless or electrical engineers; degree in electrical
engineering or equivalent desirable; keenness
and ability for writing of this special kind essential.-Apply, quoting Ref. 129, to Box 723. [ 1577
ALES engineer required for demonstrating
recording apparatus to large audiences,
executives, etc.; some electronic technical knowledge essential; a general radio technical knowledge would be sufficient it applicant has firm
grasp of elementary electronic principles; previous selling experience advantageous, but not
e.ssential; own car essential; London area.-Apply, giving age, fullest details of education
and experience, together with salary required.
to Box 1390.
[ 1775
MEDICAL electronics.- A vacancy arises for
.1,1 an electronic engineer ( sales) in the electro medical dept. of a large London company; the
candidate, in addition to possessing technical
qualifications equal to " Final City arid Guilds
Standard ( Radio Comm.1 " should be willing to
travel, and should have some commercial acumen.
as his duties are mainly concerned with technical/
commercial sales of electro -medical equipment.
-Apply in the first instance in writing, stating
qualifications, experience, age. etc., to Box 705.
ELLING «Sr LEE, Ltd., Cambridge Arterial
Road. Enfield. require services of experienced and qualified electronic engineer to investigate problems in connection with broadcast
and television receiving aerials, radio interference suppression and radio and electronic components. This type of work presupposes a working knowledge of physics, electronic mathematics
and, to some extent, mass production design together with an inventive flair; applicants' age
should lie between 25 and 35 years and the
scale of salary commensurate with experience
and knowledge will not exceed £ 600 per annum.
HE Research Laboratories of Messrs. High
Duty Alloys. Ltd.. 89. Buckingham Avenue.
Trading Estate, Slough, have a vacancy for an
assistant capable of developing and servicing
audio- frequency amplifiers and associated electrical equipment for vibration research; student
or graduate members of the I.E.E. and others
holding Higher National or City Guilds certificates in electrical engineering, or possessing
equivalent standard of knowledge within the
field specified, are invited to write for an application form to the Personnel Manager at the
above address; salary approximately £400 per
annum, according to qualifications.
11978
IVIL Service Commission, Dublin.- Position
vacant: Technical Assistant in the Meteorological Service, Department of Industry and
Commerce. Rate of pay, £ 7, 10 a week; maximum age limit, 50 years. Essential: Each candidate must ( a) be a skilled radio service technician with satisfactory experience in short- wane
and ultra short-wave radio work, and ( 13) be
capable of the maintenance and repair of shortwave and ultra short-wave radio receivers and
transmitters. Desirable: Knowledge of the fundamental operation and maintenance of radar
equipment
and
associated
power- generating
equ.pment.-Further particulars obta:nable from
the Secretary, Civil Service Commission, 45,
Upper O'Connell St.. Dublin.
Latest time for
accepting completed application forms: 5 p.m. on
the 17th November, 1948.
[ 2052
.B.C. invites applications for two posts of
Lecturer in the Engineering Training Department at Evesham. l'he duties of one of the
posts will include the teaching of the principles
of communication engineering.
Applicants for
this post should possess a degree in electrical
engineering, Higher National certificate or similar qualifications, and have a sound knowledge
of electrical fundamentals. Industrial or teaching experience and a knowledge of the theory of
lines and telephony transmission will be an
advantage; the duties of the other post include
the teaching of Physics, mainly sound but to a
certain extent light and heat.
Applicants for
this post should possess a degree in Physics or
similar qualification and have had some teaching
or industrial experience: a knowledge of acoustics and music is desirable but not essential; the
salary for each post is in a grade with annual
increments of £ 35 rising to a maximum of £735
per annum; candidates who are short-listed will
be expected to answer technical questions at an
interview.- Applications. stating age, qualifications, experience and past and present appointments and denoting which plot is being applied
for, should reach the Engineering Establishment
Officer. Broadcasting House. London. W.1, within
7 days of the appearance of this advertisement.
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ALEC DAVIS
SUPPLIES

LTD.

TRANSFORMERS
VARLEY

primarieS

15-0-200-230 volts,

50 c.o.s.)

s.

ER70.-250-0-250 v. 70 mA ;
6.3 v. 3 a. ; 0-4-5 v. 2 a.
32 x 31 x hin.

d.

0-4Size

Fully shrouded ...

I 16

0

1 IS

0

I 15

0

2

2

0

2

0

0

•2

S

0

9

0

EP50.-350-0-350 v. 85 mA ; 6.3 v.
2.5 a. ; 5.0 v. 2 a.
3 in.

Size 31 x 31 x

Unshrouded

EP51.-350-0-350 v. 85 mA ;
2 y. 2.5 a. ;

2-0-

2-0-2 v. 5 a.

31 x 31 x 31in.

Size

Unshrouded

EP75.-350-0-350

v.

120

mA ;

0-4-6.3 v. 4 a. ; 0-4-5 v. 2 a. Size
3$ x 31 x 3) in.

Fully shrouded.

EP53.-350-0-350 v.

130 mA ; 0-4-

6.3 v. 4 a. ; 0-4-5 v. 2 a. Size 31 x
4 x 3jin.

Unshrouded

EP57.-375-0-375 v. 150 mA ;

2-0-

2 v. 2.5 a. : 2-0-2 v. 2 a. 2-0-2 v.
6 a.

Size 41 x 4 x 31in.

Un -

shrouded

EP54.-500-0-500 v. 180 mA ; 6.3 v.
4 a. ; 5 v. 2 a. Size 41 x 5 x
Unshrouded

...

3

EP56.-500-0-500 v. 200 mA ; 6.3 v.
3 a. ;

5 v. 2.5 a. ;

2-0-2 v. 4 a.

Size 41 x 5 x 31in. Unshrouded...

3 12

6

I 2

6

2

0

EP59.-2-0-2 v. 5a. Size 2x 3x22in.
Unshrouded
EP78.-Auto transformer. 100-110 v.
120 VA. Size 31 x 31 x 41in. Fully
shrouded

...

...

2

Standard Rack Chassis in mild steel.
Size hin. x 10in. x 3in., finished in black
stove enamel. Price 6/- plus 1/3 postage etc.
Standard rack panel in mild steel
Size I9in. x 101in., finished in black crackle.
Price 519 plus 1/- postage etc.
Brackets

for

use

with

the

above-finished

in black. Price 2/6 per pair plus 9d. postage
etc.

ALEC DAVIS SUPPLIES LTD.
18 Tottenham Court Rd., London,
W. I.
Tel. MUS. 4539 and MUS. 2453

INDIVIDUAL TRANSFORMER
REWINDS
SEND YOUR - BURNT OUT"
TRANSFORMER TO BE REWOUND.
NO TECHNICAL

DATA

REQUIRED.

OUR TRANSFORMER WINDINGS
ARE DOUBLE WOUND
AND BACKED BY A

SPECIALISED SERVICE
LOUDSPEAKER

REPAIRS,

FIELD COILS.

SOUTHERN TRADE SERVICES LTD.,
297 299, HIGH STREET,
Telephone : CROYDON 4870.
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CASH

11111e-

or

EASY TERMS

Co/Winans " Axiom Twelve" Speaker Unit
One of the finest quality speakers available
to-day.
Cash price 98 8 0
Roo Model 7
Cash price £19 10 0
Valve Tester, complete
818 10 0
And practically the whole % VG range.
Electrix A.C. or D.C. Spray Unit for spraying
Paint, Distemper, Cren,ote. Insecticides, etc.
\t ' 1efficient.
Complote outfit 98 10 0
Specifications of the above on request.

We can supply on convenient terms
much

of

the

Equipment
transactions

at

Radio

and

present

being

Electrical

available,

strictly

all

between

customers and ourselves.
Please let us know your

requirements

and whether for cash or on easy terms.

The LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.
Est. 1925

BALCOM3E,

-

SUSSEX

£15 TELEVISION RECEIVER -

This is the title of our latest publication giving
wiring diagrams and constructional notes of an
excellent little T.V. receiver. You can make
this from Government surplus equipment and
the total cost should not exceed L15. A
demonstration receiver can be seen at our
address. To avoid disappointment order your
copy immediately, the price is 7 6d. post free.
BULL'S EX- GOVERNMENT DEPOT,
42-46 Windmill Hill, Ruislip, MIDDLESEX.

THE COIL PICK-UP
"Is Outstandingly Good"
according to users.

We mean to keep it so.
WILKINS & WRIGHT LTD.,
Utility Works, Holyhead Rd., Birmingham 21.

100 kcs
QUARTZ
CRYSTAL
UNIT
Type

Q5/100
c)1* Secondary Frequency Standards
* Accuracy better than 0.01%. * New angles
of cut give a temperature coefficient of 2 parts in
a million per degree Centigrade temperature
change. * Vitreous silver electrodes fired dire.ct
on to the faces of the crystal itself, giving permanence of calibration. * Simple single valve circuit
gives strong harmonics at 100 kcs. intervals up to
'0 Mcs. * Octal based mount of compact dimen•Ions.
PRICE 45/. Post Free
Full details of the Q5/100, including circuit
are contained in our leaflet Ql. Send stamp
to- day for your copy

THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL Co., Ltd.
63-71 Kingston Road,
NEW MALDEN,, SURREY
Telephone : ialMelen 0334

LIENIOR
mechanical
draughtsman. - The
South-western division of a leading cornpan)' in the electronic equip. field require a
draughtsman ( age 25/40) for work in their development drawing office. Applicants should have
had experience in laying out and detailing electronic equip., be capable of preparing quickly
and accurately sketch drawings at development
stage, and of making, with a minimum of supervision. full manufacturing drawings for production runs; salary according to qualifications and
ex -Full details to Box 1932.
LECTRICAL engineer with factory and design experience, capable of undertaking responsibility and design of television apparatus:
preference will be given to applicants of 28
years and over with 1st- or 2nd- class honours
degree and with some practical experience of
television receiver design; salary will be according to qualifications and experience.- Apply in
the first instance for a form of application to
Works
Personnel Officer,
Philips,
Mitcham
Works, Ltd., New Road. Mitcham Junction.
Surrey, quoting the reference R.3.
f1936
EE
Civil
Service
Commissioners
invite
applications for permanent appointments
in Ministry of Supply. London.
1. Principal
scientific officer to control research and development of radio and radar navigation devices and
aircraft approach and landing aids.
2.
Principal scientific officer to control research and
development of radio communications systems,
airborne and ground, electro -acoustic and soundrecording equipment, special test equipment for
such devices. 3. Principal scientific officer to
control development of general radio test equipment for service use and special radio and electronic test equipment for research purposes.
4. Senior scientific officer for the development
of components for new radio equipments, a good
knowledge cf the radio components industry is
essential, experience of chemical and physical
processes is required. Candidates must have
been born on or before 1st August, 1917, and
must possess 1st or 2nd Class Honours degree
in physics or electrical engineering; their experience should cover a field of work appropriate
to one of the posts; inclusive salary scales: Principal
scientific
officer.
E900- E1.220;
senior
scientific officer, £650-E850; rates for women are
somewhat lower.-Further particulars and application forms from The Secretary, Civil Service
Commission, Scientific Branch. 27, Grosvenor
Sq., London. W.1, quoting No. 2300. Completed
application forms must be returned by 11th
November. 1948.
12131
ACANCIES exist for technically qualified
staff in an Admiralty Establishment near
Warrington. Lanes, as follows: ( a) To
take
complete charge of a testing section handling
either all types of Naval radar equipment or all
types of Naval communication and D/F equipment. The work will include the organizing of
the testing of new equipment, the maintenance
of existing stock, technical investigations, liaison
with the scientific-staff and designers, and the
design of special test equipment.
Applicants
must have had a regular engineering training
and be fully qualified for Corporate Membership of the Institution of Electrical Engineers.
They should be between 35 and 50 years of age,
and have had experience in a responsible position on radio or radar work. ( b) To take charge
of sub- sections engaged on the testing of communications, D/F and radar equipments, radio
components. valves. CÍR tubes, power- supply
machines,
distribution boards,
transformers.
etc. Applicants should have served a full engineering apprenticeship and hoUl Higher National
Certificate or have passed the R.N. Dockyard
Inspectors' examination.
They should be between the ages of 30 and 40. and have had
responsible experience in some of the branches
of work mentioned above. Appointments are
likely to be for at least two years in the first
instance.
Entry will normally be at the minimum of the range £720-£960 per annum for
vacancy la). and £595-E720 per annum for
‘iicancy 1M, but a higher rate may be offered
exceptionally according to age and experience.
--Write. quoting D.342/48- A for vacancy ( a), or
0.343,48-A for vacancy ( b). to Ministry
of
Labour and National Service. Technical and
Scientific Register ( K). York House, Kingsway.
London. W.C.2. for application form, which
must be returned completed by Nov. 8th, 1948.
SITUATIONS WANTED
MIGRATING Australia, serviceman would
rep, or sell.-384. Meadow La., Nottingham.
ADIO eng.. 15 yrs.' exp., all branches of
trade, man of init., take charge service
dept.. staff, costing. etc.. refs . pref. Southern
counties.-Box 1942.
f1987
VOUNG Swiss radio technician wishes to ex./ change positions for a few months with
English technician.-Write Stoker. 9. Chemin
des Péreuses. Neuchatel.
11963
NGINEER, 26. City 51 Guilds Teleconarnunications Grade III, Mathematics Grade III.
and 3 parts of Grad. Brit. I.R.E. exam., seeks
progressive post.-Box 1948
( 2001
QCOTSMAN. 26, far free time, 8 yrs' experii.-3 ence radio, electrical and T.V. servicing.
ex-R.A.F.. good driver, excel. refs., keen to return to am n country anything considered.--Box
1943.
1990
X-R.A.F. tech. sigs. off.. ex-R.A.F. wireless
and elec. mech. apprentice. age 27, single,
10 years' exp. airborne and ground- stn. radio
equip, installation and maintenance practical
and supervisory, desires position.-Box 1993.
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WESTERN GATEWAY HEADQUARTERS
for Radio Equipment and Components
VIBRATOR PACKS, suitable or battery
Radios, I2v. input 150/120v. output at 30/50 mit.
In Blac kcrac kle case, alze 71n. x ein. X 41n., 1E/6 eac
plua 1/6 post.
L.T. TRANSFORMERS for use as soil heating, pipe.
defrosting, and lour voltage lighting. Primary 230v.
30 cps., Secondary 12v. 20 a. 50/- each, can, p"1.
Also variable tapped primary transformer 230v. input,
11-12.0v. output at 70/100 amps. 94/10/- each, pies
7,6 carriage.
R.C.A. PLATE TRANSFORMER, input 190,25ov.
50 cps., Sec. 2,001.1-1,500.0.1,500.2,0140 at 800 m-a.
sire Slu. x Sin. X 7¡in. seaw- each, cur. paid.
R.C.A. MODULATION TRANSFORMER.
Primary
10,400 ohms, imitable fur 805, f2,40, 813 valve. in
Class It. Secondary 4,300 ohms, auk large modulator
ur P.A. equipment, Size Sin. , c ala. X 71e. 6115:each, care. paid.
PERMADOR MODULATION TRANSFORMER.
Primary 6,700 ohms, are. 4,500.3,000-3.500 ohmbhrouded, ceramic standoff connections. Size tfin.
X ein. 52/10/- each. Plu, SIG carriageAO the above Equipment is Brand New and Ugn .
tra n.
teed.

ARTHUR H. RADFORD
(G6YA), A.M.I.E.E.
28,

BEDMINSTER PARADE,
Tel.: 84314.

BRISTOL,

Im..0 • atard.1 e.

FORREST
FOR

QUALITY

3.

m.

(EST. 1922)

e TRANSFORMERS

•CHOKES,
e

ETC.

REWINDS ( all makes;

SHIRLEY, BIRMINGHAM

SHI. 2483

"PER IMET" ELECTRODE
Soldering and Brazing Too/
Operates from 4or ti Volt Accumulator or Transformer
15s.
Post tree
MAINS TRANSFORMER.

3Heats.

35s. Poet tree.

HOLBOROVV & CO.,
71, Weymouth Bay Avenue, Weymouth.

CLYDESDALE
For Ex- Service Electronic Bargains.
Beano Ne w ,i
n maker's original packing.
EX-U.S.A.A.F. PANORAMIC GUNNERY TRAINER,
MARX I. Catalwidriel 86 mm. Sound Ftl Proiectee,
soundhead photo- cell, CE2, etc., Sound Amplifier,
4 valves. 524, 637'II, Chai, etc., Control Amplifier, 4
‘11130/30, tiX2, 6:47, 2051, etc., tut o photocells, cx.-22, eta. lu wood cabinet 481 x191 x
or 113 v. 011 c:e. 401 watt. Oparatlistr Menge plus A
!eel safety Film, Spare's kit, with ti each lamps,
photocella, 12 valves, etc. CLYDESDALES PR/CE
ONLY £435 &bell. CARRIAGE PAID.
Packed in wood case.
Brand new, in maker's carton.
EX-U.S.A.S.C. CRYSTAL MULTIPLIER. TYPE mi.
19488. Range 2-6.67 nice. Two 807 valves, Grid
Current meter, Service Instruction Books, etc., need
ith Xmtr. ET-4336. In metal caeo 13 se 10 xbins.
CLYDESDALE'S PENE oNLy 48/- each. CAR RUG':
PAID.
Brand New, in maker's carton.
EE-II.S.A.S.C. MASTER OSCILLATOR, TYPE MI19407-A. A " ready-made" V.F.O. Unit. Raugre
.1-6 mes. 2-10 sum Two 807 valves. Grid Current
Meter. Service Instruction Books, etc. teed with
Xmtr. In inetal case 13 x10 xtilon. CLYDESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY 95/15:- each. (' ARRIGAE Pill).
Also arce selection Component', Trans'ormert. etc.
nd Ià5W p,r Illn,tmted ti- n, print same and ad.trets.

CLYDESDALE

SUPPLY

CO.,

LTD.

2, Bridge St., Glasgow, C.5. ' Phone SOW.h 2706 9
Visit our Branches in Scotland. England and Korean
Ireland.

CHARLES BRITAIN (RADIO) LTD.
11, UPPER SAINT MARTINS LANE,
LONDON, W.C.2
Telephone:

cbR

TEMple Bar 0545

BEST BUY AT BRITAIN'S
RECEIVER TYPE 31768

A 15 Valve receiver which will easily modify to television
frequency. Contain. 8 EF50, 2 111.37, 1 RL16, 1 HVR2,
I113, 1 EA50, 1CV188. Brand new, with instmetione and
eircult for cons ersion to fetes ision conjunction with
type 6 indicator wit. Price £4 28. plus 7/6 carr. and
peeking.

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 6.

Absolutely luand new, with tended tube. Contalms VCR97,
oein-perebstent gin. C. R.T., 4 SFIO, 3 EB34, for nee in
conjunction with the above receiver or for oecilliacorie as
tIAAvribAd In May issue of
World.” Price Q(111.0 .-,
plus 15/- connote.

Note.- -We ha,
for (milers only,
demonstrated.

few of these Indic., ton in good condition.
at 43/7/6 ea.
All O.R.TA will be

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 97

Contain. 6 EF50,
FR:14, 4 MAGO, 1 iin. O.R.T. Type'
VCRIS17, numerous pots., resistors, etc. A bargain at
only 39/6, plus 151- can.

SPECIAL NOTE.— We have stated in numerous

OCCAAIOZIA

that type 617 tubes as supplied in Indicator units types
its, 184, 162, and type 07 ;ire suitable for television. We
Ire now is aposition to demonstrate Mk/vision programmes
ou this tube to callers during the hours of television
broadcasting.

APN4 INDICATOR UNIT ( Americas/

Centaine 26 valves ts-pes 7. HL7,
60N7,
6156, (LT.1, 677, ( I.T.1, 5in. C.R.T. Type 5CP1 and 100 Kje
crystal.

Price £.3119:6.

Callers only.

VIDEO FILTER UNIT.

A Peden Power Pack.
transformer working from 50 Cycle main» !Dying
28041-280 v. 120 neA., 0.3 at 15 antra, 8.3 at . 15 amp.,
4V. at 2 amps., and 3.2 v. Valve line up, 5 EF50, 1 EFIS5.
EA50, 1 RI. Numerous seitchem, pots., resistors, con.
denaers, ete. Brand new at £211716. plus 7/0 earn first

Iloofah:1m

packing.

SHOP HOURS 9 TO 6. NOW OPEN ALL DAY
SATURDAY.
Note

New

Advertisements
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Address

as

above.

THE HEART
OF A
FIRST-CLASS
RADIO- GRAM

-17X-CHIEF Radio Officer. M.N., 29. 1st- class
1:4 P.M.G.. C. 41 G. (Int.). air licence, sitting
final Brit. I.R.E., Nov.. '48. exp. commercial
broadcasting, HF/DP, motion picture service
engineer, radip instructor; anything considered.
U.K. or abroad.—Box 1984.
AGENTS WANTED
[2011
EPRESENTATIVES calling on radio deal-Lb ers,
offered additional advertised line.
attractive, quick selling, with repeat orders
assured; generous commission basis.—Write for
details, stating area covered, to Box 1366. 11719
TECHNICAL TRAINING
M.I.E.E.. City and Guilds. etc.. on " No Pass
—No Fee" terms; over 99% successes; for
full details of modern courses in all branches of
electrical technology send for our 112- page handbook. free and post free.—B.I.E.T. ( Dept. 588A),
17. Stratford Place. London, W.I.
TUITION
T
British National Radio School
f6270

k

HE

OFFERS you a career.
WRITE to-day for free booklet describing our
wide range of training courses in radio, Radar.
telecommunications,
principles,
mathematics,
physics, and mechanics; correspondence and day
classes for the new series of C. Nz G. examinations; we specialise in turning " operator " into
" engineers," and for this purpose our " Four
Year
Plan" ( leading
to
A.M.I.E.E.
and
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., with 9 C. 14 G. Certificates
as interim rewards) is unsurpassed; our " guarantee has no strings attached."--StUdies Director, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., M.Brit.I.R.E., 66, Addis combe Rd.. Croydon. Surrey.
ENGINEERINGcareers
and qualifications.
681
BOTH Government and industry have announced
and emphasised that young men with technical
knowledge and qualifications must receive every
chance to rise to the highest positions within
their capacity, in post-war engineering and
allied industry; write to- day for " The Engineer's
Guide to Success "-200 courses free—which
shows you how you can become A.M.I.E.E..
A.P.R.Ae.S., etc., and covers all
branches in radio, automobile, mechanical, electrical, production, aeronautical, etc.
THE Technological Institute of Great Britain.
82 Temple Bar House, London. E.C.4. [ 1776
ADIO training.—P.M.G, exams. and I.E.E.
Diploma; prospectus free.—Technical Col-

IË

e.
Hull.
LECTRICAL
and
eng,
common
prre016im11
exams.. metric and special entrance; invest in knowledge to fit you for a real career;
free advice
without obligation;
tuition
by
specialists;
write
to--Comprehensive Correspondence Schools. Ltd., 411, Oxford St., W.I.
POSTAL courses of instruction for amateur
1
radio transmitting licence. P.M.G. Certificates In wireless telegraphy. Ministry of Civil
Aviation Certificate, radio engineering and television; also instruction at school.— Apply British
School of Telegraphy. Ltd., 179. Clapham Rd..
London, S.W.9 ( Estd. 40 years.)
THE RADIO ENGINEERING SCHOOL, air
1
service training, Ramble. Southampton,
offers full-time residential training for radio engineers seeking responsible positions in industry
or civil aviation; students are coached for C
and G telecommunications or Brit. I.R.E. exams.
as preferred; tuition also available to M.C.A.
requirements in radio and radar.—For full details apply to the Commandant. [ 9265
HE Institute of Practical Radio Engineers
have available Home Study Courses in
every phase of radio and television engineering, specialising in the practical training of
apprentices in the retail trade; enrolments
limited, fees moderate.—The Syllabus of Instructional Text may be obtained post free from
the Secretary, I.P.R.E., Fairfield House, 20,
Fairfield Road, Crouch End, London, N.B. [ 1614
BUSINESS AND PROPERTY
ADIO business, central position East Devon
resort, shop premises and workshop, leading agencies held; good lease, moderate rental.
price £ 1,750, includes good will, lease and
delivery van; say-Apply E. Hayne, 4, Johnson's Place. Exmouth.
son's Place,
radio hire business. good 11)109/
9;
5
(ion, double- fronted corner shop, net profit
£1,500. audited accounts, stock and equipment
value £ 6,000; good living accilimm.; price £ 9.000
" all at." includes freehold premises.— Apply E.
Hayne. Johnson's Place, Exmouth. [ 1994
IGHT Industrial Premises, opposite Reigate
.1.1 station. 10,000ft super ground floor plus
2.000 first floor.
Modern structure ( brick and
steel), also cottage; classified light industry
under 1947 Act; freehold £29.000. — Sole Agents.
Watkin 8z Watkin. Reigate and Tonbridge. [ 2075
BOOKS, INSTRUCTIONS, ETC.
rII1 HE Home Constructor's Handbook is a phenomenal success!
So make sure of your
introductory copy of this 2/6 book of circuits.
hints. formula. etc.
For only 3 23
/ d stamps.
4
Hurry, while stocks last! Here are a few selections from our huge stock of mail order lines:
I.P. transformers ( 465), 5/- ea.: 3- wave push
button coil pack, 30/-; 3- wave coil pack with
RF stage, 39'-; I/C rolls. 2/-. ea.; L.P. transformers. 2/6 ea.: output trans.. 4/- ea.; 614in
loudspeakers with tran..
Bin less tren..
17/6 ea., etc.. etc. Our prices are cheaper— we
deal direct!
Send for that item you want. We
have it—cheaper.—Roding Laboratories. Dept.
W.70 Lord Ate.. Ilford.
( 2078

T

LASKY'S

Developed from the popular type 1047, this
receiver will form the basis for a Radio- gram
of unsurpassed performance, and at great saving
in cost. Principal features include:
12 stage superhet circuit • 11 valves with magic
eye indicator • 4 wavebands ( 11-2,000 metres)
• R.F. Amplifier • 2 I.F. stages • 4 stages
AVC • 10 watts push-pull output • Separate
treble and bass controls • Tropicalised components.
Other Peerless equipment of interest to the enthusiast
includes: x6- valve Communications Receiver Type
IS,ë • RIF Feeder Unit (comprising RIF portion
T)'Pe 5148 Receiver)• All, Unit and PM," Park
ype f. A 11 dead , on req " eq.

PEERLESS RADIO LIMITED
374 KENSINGTON HIGH STREET, LONDON W.14
Telephone: WEStern 1221

RADIO

LEAD WITH
THE BIGGEST
BARGAINS
INDICATOR UNITS, TYPE 6E. Brand new in maker's

cantone. Containing 7 new salves; 4 EFGO, and
EB34. 61n, cathode ray tribe type VCR117 ((Mort per.
mistonee).
Numerous components, menietera, re.
entances, condensen, coll. etc.
Totally enclosed In grey mete! rue mire ; 181n.
his. Weight 20 Ills. Whole unit is enameled gres
with coloured control knobs.
LASKY'S PRICE 90:.
complete. Carriage 101- extra.

THE FAMOUS LORAN SET.
Manilla etured in the
U.S.A. by Emerson.
INDICATOR UNIT.
Contains 20 volves ; 14 6557,
161477, 861f6, 6.21.7. 51n, cathode ray tube type 5CP1
(short rersietance), 100 ke/e crystal. Dozens of various
other compoi,ents including resistances, condensers. etc.
I-nit enclosed in black ecocide metal cabinet size:
121n. Sin. x191n. Weight 40 tbs. LASKY'S PRICE
79/6. Carriage 20/ - extra.

RECEIVES UNIT,

Contains 16 valves; 1 6SN7
04L7, 113116, 166A7, 168.17, 161340,4 6057, 561 14
tiarge output triodes), 2 2X2, 1 VR105. Hundreds on
components, condensers, resistances, transformers,
colle, pot/meters, etc. Unit is encased in metal cabinet
black crackle finished size; 1Rin. s811n. • 71in. Weight
:10 tbs.
LASKY'S PRICE complete with all valves,
69/6. Carriage 7(6 extra.

EX-U.S. ARMY.
Brand new in maker's carton.
NATIONAL VIBRATOR POWER UNITS. Operating

off 6 volts.
Output 165 volts D.C. 80 m/a ( maxi.
Fully ernoothed input and output. Contains Nations
vibrapack 6 v., complete with vibrator and 67(50..
or 024, ( rectifier), output taken to 4pin saket, eirculi
and working Instructions supplied with each Cols,
'totally enclosed in metal case, black erackle
Size; gin. o81n. loin. approx.
Weleht 171
LASKY'S PRICE complete 69/6. Carriage St.

EE-A.E. RECEIVER TYPE 8615.

Containing SI
valves; 10 VR65 ,1 EA50, 1 E1134, 7 V1t511, 2 V It
Hundreds of components. resistan, condensers.
rol lo, etc. Also 14 Me/k. 1.1'. Strip. This strip can t,.'
removed and used as a separate unit. The whole unit
is built on a strongly vonstructed chassis.
Totals
enclosed in grey metal case ; 18in. xl2in.
Weight 35 lbs. LASKY'S PRICE 39/6.
extra.
We regularly publish a complete " Bulletin
os,,
etock of Ex- 0ov. gear, why not drop us aline, encloaln.,
2id. 'stamp and your name and address, and we oui
send it to you regularly. We also have a large stock . 1
valvea at B.O.T. list prices. We probably have tie.
salve you have been scouring the country for.
Let us know what you want and we will do our Ile,
to tAlpply.

LASKY'S

RADIO

370, HARROW RD., PADDINGTON,
LONDON, W.9. (Opp. Paddington Hospital:.
Telephone:- CUNNINGHAM 1979.
Hours.

Monday—Sat. 9.30 a.m.

R

TYPE 1148
Radio- gram Chassis

63

to 6 p.m.

Thursday— Halt- day.

THE

WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER
GOODMANS and BARKER
BASS

REFLEX CABINETS

The above are now being demonstrated daily.
illustrated

leaflets dealing with both are avai)able on request.

The Williamson amplifier is built by craftsmen.
the workmanship being of the finest standard.
with Partridge transformers and chokes used
throughout in its construct/on.

ROGERS DEVELOPMENTS CO.
106 HEATH STREET, HAMPSTEAD,
LONDON, N.W.3.
Telephone

HAMostead 6901

64
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The "ADCOLA" Soldering Instrument

Designed for Wireless Assembly
and Maintenance.
3 16" dram. Copper Bit, working temperature
reached in 1) mins., consumption 25 watts,
weight 2) ois.
Supplied in voltage ranges from 6 7v. to 230 250v.
Price 22 6 each.
British and Foreign patents pending,

TXTEBB'S 1948 radio map st world. new mutt:VV colour printing, with up-to-date call signs
and fresh information, on heavy art paper. 46.
post 6d; on linen on rollers. 11/6. post 9d.—
Webb s Radio. 1-4 Soho St.. W.I. Gerrard 2089.
gOlie RANS' " Radio Valve Vade -Mecum." 1948
edition, two volumes, listing over 10.000
types. including CRTs, now available, price 18 6
past free, only one copy per address; also Brans'
" Radioschema's " five volumes of circuits and
servicing data for over 1.100 English and Continental radio receivers. Vol. 1 13 6. Vol. 2 17 6.
Vol. 3 20
Vol. 4 14
Vol. 5 15'-. postage 10d
per vol. extra; five volumes complete for £4.
plus 2/6 postage and packing: remittance should
accompany each order; all publications despatched direct from the publishers, Antwerp.
Belgium; non- receipt within 30 days of acknowledgment should be notified to advertiser, not to
publishers.— Peter Armstrong, 136, Bickenhall
Mansions. London. W.I. fWelheck 4893.1
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B. & H. RADIO
HUNTLEY

PRODUCTS

To those who want the best
possible quality from Radio
Set and Gramophone Record
at the lowest possible price
we offer

THE

VARIABLE

LIMITED

-v
e'Ro‘
SAT • NOV 6'

Use " Quixo " method
of battery testing.

MANUFACTURED OR REWOUND
a Speciality.

JOHN FACTOR LTD.
9-11 EAST STREET, TORQUAY,
'Phone: Torquay 2162

DEVON.

5

Ask your dealer or send S.A.E. for further
particulars or complete diagram 3,1_

OAEht9e

TRANSFORMERS & COILS
TO SPECIFICATION.
'!„

SELECTIVITY

•

Alliance House, Caxton Street, London S.W.I
Write or Phone: WHI, 0030.

Filter Coils ±

DARLINGTON

•

Sole Manufacturers:

ADCOLA

ST.,

Reliable results.
COPPER WIRE. Enamelled, silk, d.c.c., etc..
13-42 S. W.G. TRANSFORMERS & CHOKES.
Standards
or
Specials
supplied.
A.C.
TURNTABLE UNITS. Now in stock. ALL
COMPONENTS for the Radio and Television
Constructor.

Guaranteed.

Send for interesting leaflet
12115 ois battery testing.

Send S.A.E. for list to .

STAN.

NO LT,

EDDYSTONE

349, HIGH ST., SMETHWICK, STAFFS.

WE OFFER
A large range of used and new Test
Equipment,

Converters,

Recorders,

Amplifiers, Motors, Transformers,etc.

'640'

TELEVISION SCANNING
COILS

Full range of components.
All

All guaranteed and at very attractive

£27 10s. Od.

H.P. Terms available.
C.O.D. orders promptly executed.
Send for Catalogue, I - post free.

prices.

SPECIAL OFFER

We buy good modern used equipment oi all types for spot cash.

UNIVERSITY RADIO LTD.
22 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.
Te/.. GER 4447 & 8582.

P.M. Speakers
Technical Publication No. 29,

Post FREE

HAYNES RADIO Ltd., Queensway, Enfield

A.B. OAK
411

II` I'

c la e %

46

B.T.S.

THE Radio firm of the South.
63, London Road, Brighton 1, Sussex.
'Phone : Brighton 1555.

The

COVENTRY RADIO

wave- change switch with silverplated double contacts.
A.B. METAL PRODUCTS LTD.,
Great South-West Road, Feltham, Middx

5 inch ....
13 6 inch ....
14 including packing and postage.

COMPONENT SPECIALISTS SINCE 1925
A FEW ITEMS FROM OUR 1948 9 COMPONENT CATALOGUE—ALL NEW,
NO
SURPLUS—
Metal 8-8MFD 450 Volt Condensers .
Metal 30MFD 3E0 Volt Condensers ...
Tubular 2MFD 350 Volt Condensers ...
100 Assorted ) watt Resistors ...

4'9
4 II
I9
15/6

Hundreds of bargains in our new list ; do not fail
to send for your copy now, 3d. Post paid.

PROMPT SERVICE,
COMPLETE SATISFACTION.

VIBROARC
e

nytasms. eteires. neaths
ratites . . . on.

BRASS, COPPER,
SILVER, NICKEL.
ALUMINIUM,
CHROMIUM.
Hardened
Steel

Operit•
r.un 4or fi v.
Acmfrouh.t.a.
A.C. Transformer.
Order nith . 1
caeque.
'a

Poet Pr,

COVENTRY RADIO
DUNSTABLE ROAD, LUTON, BEDS.

ELECTRIC METAL
ENGRAVING
TOOL

B

ULLS

Sole
Distributors

246 High St.,
Harlesden NV110..

TE LE VISION
The ad,at,. , , r, 1H L. " I. ,
unhout,
opportmoti, ni 1,1,1, pry and - ern, posts t, thora
Radio Engineers who have had the foresight to becom ,
technically qualified. How you can do this quickie
and easily in your spare Lille is fully explained in ofi,
unique handbook
Engineering Opportunities."
Full detalla are given of A.M.I.E.E., A.M.Brit.LR.E..
City & Guilds Exams., and particulars of up-to-date
courses is Wireless Engineering, Radio Servicing,
Short Waves. Television, Mathematics, etc., etc.
We Guarantee " NO PASS— NO FEE"
Prepare tor to- morrow's opportunities and t
ut
u,
competition by sending for your copy of this very
mformative 112- page guide NOW—FREE.

BRITISH
17,

INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY (Dept. 388)

Stratford

Place,

London,

W.1

Printed in Great Britain for the Publishers, liares AND Bona LTD., Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, ts.E.1, by Tug CORN want. PRZAS LTD.. Paris oarden,Stamford street.
London, B.E.I.
Wireleee World - can be obtained abroad from the following—Artrrestta and New Zsatsgfe: tordon & Gotch, Ltd. Dods r A. H. Wheeler
Co.
04/1• DA : innerlalNees Co.:Gordon aClutch, Ltd. fjonve Armes: Central News tarsos'. Ltd.:
Wien, Damson 41 Sens f
8.A.). Ltd. UNITED:4.T.: Tim litrristiouIN,wth,
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Wireless World

WHAT'S BEHINll IT ALL?
Extensive research laboratories, special

everything that Hunt's have achieved in

design

many years of whole- hearted

wide

and development departments,
manufacturing

at

isation in capacitor design and manufac-

your service, but not on your overheads!

ture. To specify Hunts as standard, to

When

choose Hunts for replacements, to decide

you

use

any

resources—all

special-

Hunt Capacitor,

whether anormal type or as

on Hunts for special purposes

advanced as the Hunts exclu-

—all are the wise actions of

sive Metallised Paper series,
you are benefiting from
A.

H.

people who demand nothing

CAPAZITORS
HUNT

LTD •

LONDON

Established

1901

but complete reliability.
•

S.W.1 8

EM

A dverttsements

Weirk

Novelle.

/94 8

ER
Ik
•11 /lI

Y
I>JJ
SIN

-9 1 ')
.40,0••••-•
•

YOUR

INSURANCE

Whether you are manufacturing 10,000
radio receivers or repairing one, you
can be sure of getting sound soldered
joints when you use Ersin Multicore,
"the Finest Cored Solder in the World",
MULTICOFtE SOLDERS LTD., MELLIER HOUSE itikRRLE ST., LONDON, W.I.

Tel: REGent 1411

